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PREFACE.

It is with much hesitation, and with a deep sense of its many imperfections, that I now lay this volume before the public. Begun in 1866, it has for more than five years occupied my leisure hours; and if it should be remarked, as in justice it might, that the result is somewhat meagre for so long a period of preparation, I would reply that the duties of a magistrate and collector in Bengal are not only onerous, but so multifarious, and often so urgent, that he is never safe from interruption at any hour of the day or night. On an average, two hours a day has been the utmost time that I could devote to my amusements or private pursuits of any kind. Constant journeys, repeated attacks of sickness, and the "mollis inertia" inseparable from the climate during at least six months of the year, must also be taken into consideration. It may be asked, why under these circumstances I undertook the task at all? To this I answer, that to a hardworked brain change of labour is often a greater relaxation than absolute idleness, and that having always been a student of languages from my childhood, I had adopted this form of amusement in preference to any other, and had collected and grouped together many examples of the most salient peculiarities in the languages which I heard spoken round me long before any idea of writing a book entered my head.

It was, I think, in 1865 that I first saw Dr. Caldwell's
Grammar of the Dravidian Languages, and it immediately occurred to me that a similar book was much wanted for the Aryan group. It was evident that no scholar in Europe could do the work, because the written productions in the modern vernaculars and the few dictionaries and grammars procurable are not only frequently quite wrong and utterly misleading, but are also very defective, so that no one could merely from books get a firm and certain grasp of all these languages. It is necessary to be able to speak all or most of them, and to live among the people and hear them talking daily. When, therefore, I turned to scholars in India, it did not appear that any of them contemplated undertaking such a task. Then I thought that it would be well for me to try; if I could not make a perfect book, I could at any rate gather together and set forth in order the main rules, and could give copious examples and illustrations, so that, while waiting for some Bopp or Grimm to arise, students might have a handbook of some sort to guide them, and might no longer be misled by the astoundingly false etymologies which occur in the ordinary grammars and dictionaries. I have, therefore, not called this book by any mock-modest title, such as "an introduction," or "contributions to," or "notes on," or anything of the kind, because I have done my best to cover the whole ground of the subject; and whether I have done well or ill, the book was meant to be a Comparative Grammar, and I have called it so accordingly.

A residence of upwards of twelve years in India, during which I have held official posts in the Panjab, Bihar, Bengal, and Orissa, and have made long visits to
various parts of Hindustan Proper (the North-western Provinces), has rendered me familiar with Panjabi, Hindi, Bengali, and Oriya, all of which, at different times, I have had to speak, read, and write. The western languages, Marathi, Sindhi, and Gujarati, I only know from books and from such information as I have obtained from kind correspondents in Bombay, among whom my thanks are specially due to Mr. Flynn, translator to the High Court, whose notes have been of great value to me, and whose knowledge of the languages of his Presidency is both accurate and profound.

A great difficulty has been the want of good books of reference. Living in this remote wilderness, I have had only such books as my own scanty library contains; my best book has been the peasant in the fields, from whose lips I have often learnt more than I could find in dictionaries or grammars.

Such as it is, then, volume the first is now about to make its voyage home to be printed,

"Parvo, nec invideo, sine me liber ibis in urbem."

I dismiss it with the hope that it may prove useful to those for whom it is intended.

My learned friend, Dr. R. Roșț, Librarian of the India Office, has kindly undertaken to give this volume the benefit of his superintendence while passing through the press, thus conferring an inestimable favour, not only on the author, but on the public, by preventing the book from being disfigured by errors of printing; for all other errors I must remain responsible.

This volume contains only the Phonetics of the group. A second volume, on the noun and pronoun, is already on
the stocks, but I cannot say when it will be ready for the press. I hope, if life and health are spared, to complete the work by a third volume, containing the verb and particles; but our official work seems to get heavier, and leisure to be more unattainable, day by day. My progress is therefore of necessity slow and uncertain, and many years must elapse before my task is finished.

JOHN BEAMES.

Balasore, Orissa, September, 1871.

NOTE.

A list of the works which I have consulted is here inserted. Although, as I have said before, I have had comparatively little help from books, yet it is due to those living authors from whom I have derived any assistance to acknowledge the same.

Bopp: *Comparative Grammar.*


Grimm: *Deutsche Grammatik.*

Grimm: *Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache.*


Two most valuable essays. I have taken some examples from them, but most of those which are identical with Dr. Trumpp's I had already collected for myself before I became acquainted with his works.


My thanks are due to the learned author for the immense benefit I have derived from the study of these two important treatises.

Cowell: *The Prākrita Prakāśa of Vararuci.*

This admirable edition of the leading work on Prakrit has been the basis of the present volume.

Bopp's *Glossarium Comparativum,* Westergaard's *Radices Sanskriticae,* Benfey's *Sanskrit Dictionary* (I could not get Böhltingk and Roth's), Monier Williams's *English and Sanskrit Dictionary,* Muir's *Sanskrit Texts,* vol. ii., and numerous articles scattered through the pages of the Journals of the various Asiatic Societies, have also been constantly referred to.

It is unnecessary to specify the dictionaries and grammars of the modern vernaculars. They are those in ordinary use, and for the most part very bad and defective, except Molesworth's splendid work and Shamacharan Sirkar's very complete and useful Bengali grammar.
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ERRATA ET CORRIGENDA.

Page 12, line 3, omit the semicolon after "pronunciation."
Page 14, line 25, for facinus read factiones.
Page 20, line 13, dele semicolon, insert comma.
Page 20, line 19, the second d in chordand, bajand, etc., not to be in italics.
Page 20, line 3 from bottom of page, for dya write dya.
Page 25, line 18, for baseanda read baseanda.
Page 36, note, line from bottom, for Daläl write Düläl.
Page 85, line 11, for (their) read (its).
Page 88, line 17, for Kubir and other read the early Vaikhnava.
Page 96, line 28, for Bhagalpur read Bhagalpur.
Page 112, line 12, for mon read mont.
Page 112, line 13, for tis, ti, tem, te, read is, i, em, e.
Page 112, line 3 from bottom, for eo, ad, read eo ad (dele comma).
Page 130, line 2 from bottom, for shore read shere.
Page 138, line 26, for भगिनी read भगिनी.
Page 139, line 22, for रत रत.
Page 142, line 25, for रावम्या read खार्या (kh).
Page 142, line 25, for रावम्या read एग्ये (egye).
Page 146, line 7, for गिराव read गिराव (singh).
Page 147, lines 13, 14, dele the "after rain and the " before blood.
Page 153, line 14, for faces; read faces, (comma for semicolon).
Page 153, line 15, for matter, read matter; (semicolon for comma).
Page 162, lines 5, 6, for ultd, pultd read ultd-pultd, and so in all the couples of words which follow, as ds-pās, etc.
Page 176, line 9, for S. bīṣṭ read bīṣṭa.
Page 182, line 19, dele देवावान; (devavān is from devāvān, and is Page 182, line 20, dele देवावान; } not a case in point.
Page 184, line 2, for संज read संज.
Page 187, line 7, for with read into.
Page 199, line 8, for कौट read कौट.
Page 199, line 15, for G. बठ read बठ.
Page 201, line 4, for atyrijuka read atirijuka.
Page 201, line 22, for चउजो read चउजो.
Page 204, line 13, for rochetho read rochetha.
Page 210, line 22, for छप, छप read �प, �प.
Page 211, line 17, for derivative read derivatives.
Page 214, line 22, for टण्डाल read टण्डाल.
Page 215, line 3 from bottom, for वृत्त read वृत्त; (semicolon for full stop).
Page 215, line 3 from bottom, the words The व is still preserved in B.
 should be in parenthesis.
Page 223, line 4, for court did to the read day did of being.
Page 225, last line, and page 226, line 1, for peas read pease.
Page 229, line 7, for thrashing read threshing.
Page 231, lines 20, 22, for Brinjaries read Brinjars. (The former is not wrong, but is less correct than the latter.)
Page 234, line 2, for द्रृ read द्रृ (dri).
Page 237, line 25, for ठङ्गरा read ठङ्गरा.
Page 240, line 2, for विजना read विजना (khelna).
Page 243, last line but one, for ताघ read पाघ.
Page 244, line 6, for B. read M.
Page 250, line 26, after identical put a semicolon.
Page 250, line 27, after द dele semicolon, put a comma.
Page 273, line 8, for महाघ read महाघ.
Page 285, last line but one, for खनो read खनो.
Page 316, line 6, for टर्पिय्र read टर्पिय्र.
Page 322, last line but one, for परव read परव.
CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.


§ 1. On analyzing the vocabulary of the seven languages which form the subject of this work, we observe at the outset that a large number of words are common to them all. In all, with slight modifications, ā means ba; kār, do; ā, come; jā, go; khā, eat; pl, drink; mar, die; már, strike; sun, hear; ādā, see; and among nouns a still greater number is found
with but minor differences in each member of the group. Inasmuch as it is also clear that all of these numerous words are found in Sanskrit, we are justified in accepting so far the native opinion that Sanskrit is the parent of the whole family. By the term Sanskrit is meant that language in which the whole of the religious, legendary, and philosophical literature of the Aryan Indians is written, from the ancient hymns of the Vedas down to the latest treatises on ceremonies or metaphysics. That this language was once the living mother-tongue of the Aryan tribes may safely be conceded; that it was ever spoken in the form in which it has been handed down by Brahmanical authors may as safely be denied. If then the word Sanskrit be, as in strictness it should be, applied only to the written language, the statement that Sanskrit is the parent of the modern vernaculars must be greatly modified, and we should have to substitute the term Middle-Aryan to indicate the spoken language of the contemporaries of Vālmiki and Vyāsa, the reputed authors of the two great Indian epics, Rāmāyana and Mahābhārata. To do this would, however, be to draw too fine a distinction, and might lead to confusion. We shall, therefore, use the word Sanskrit; but in order to make perfectly clear the sense in which it is used, and the exact relation which Sanskrit, both written and spoken, bears to the other languages, whether contemporaneous or subsequent to it, some further explanation is necessary.

Let it then be granted as a fact sufficiently proved in the following pages that the spoken Sanskrit is the fountain from which the languages of Aryan India originally sprung; the principal portion of their vocabulary and the whole of their inflectional system being derived from this source. Whatever may be the opinions held as to the subsequent influences which they underwent, no doubt can fairly be cast on this fundamental proposition. Sanskrit is to the Hindi and its brethren what Latin is to Italian and Spanish.
The next point, however, is that, even to a casual observer, it is clear that the seven languages as they stand at present contain materials not derived from Sanskrit, just as Italian and French, without ceasing to be modern dialects of Latin, contain many words of Teutonic origin. These materials may be classed under two heads. First, those which are Aryan, though not Sanskrit. Secondly, those which are neither Sanskrit nor Aryan, but something else. What this something else is, remains to be seen; it is, in fact, the great puzzle of the whole inquiry: it is the mathematician's $x$, an unknown quantity.

§ 2. First, then, we have to explain what is meant by the term, "Aryan, though not Sanskrit." It may be accepted as a well-established fact, that the Aryan race entered India not all at once, nor in one body, but in successive waves of immigration. The tribes of which the nation was composed must therefore have spoken many dialects of the common speech. I say "must," because it is contrary to all experience, and to all the discoveries hitherto made in the science of language, to suppose otherwise. All the races of the great Indo-European family, whether they migrated into India, Persia, or Europe, have been found, however far back they can be traced, to have spoken numerous dialects of a common language; but this common language itself only existed as one homogeneous speech, spoken without any differences of pronunciation or accent by the whole race, at a time far anterior to the earliest date to which they can be followed. Indeed, so much is this the case, that writers of high repute have not hesitated to declare that no such homogeneous speech ever existed at all; that, in fact, there never was one original Iranian, or one original Celtic or German language. I am inclined to give in my adhesion to this view, holding that the idea of one common language is the creation of modern times, and the effect of the spread
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of literature. But leaving this on one side, the most probable hypothesis is, that the Aryans from the earliest times spoke many dialects, all closely akin, all having the same family likeness and tendencies common to all, perhaps in every case mutually intelligible, but still distinct and co-existent. One only of these dialects, however, became at an early period the vehicle of religious sentiment, and the hymns called the Vedas were transmitted orally for centuries, in all probability with the strictest accuracy. After a time the Brahmans consciously and intentionally set themselves to the task of constructing a sacred language, by preserving and reducing to rule the grammatical elements of this Vedic tongue. We cannot tell whether in carrying out this task they availed themselves of the stores of one dialect alone: probably they did not; but with that rare power of analysis for which they have ever been distinguished, they seized on the salient features of Aryan speech as contained in all the dialects, and moulded them into one harmonious whole; thus, for the first time in their history, giving to the Aryan tribes one common language, designed to be used as the instrument for expressing thoughts of such a nature as should be deemed worthy of preservation to all time.

1 It is strenuously denied by many that Sanskrit ever had any dialects, but it seems to me that their arguments refer only to the written language. In Vedic, or even pre-Vedic, times it is probable that dialects existed, though of course there is nothing that can be called proof of this supposition.

2 I have explained my views more concisely in another place as follows: "It is a highly probable theory that the old Aryan, like all other languages, began to be modified in the mouths of the people as early as the Vedic period, and that the Brahmans at a subsequent date, in order to prevent the further degeneration of their language, polished, elaborated, and stiffened it into the classical Sanskrit. We cannot, however, suppose that they brought any new material into the language, but simply that they reduced to rule what was till then vague and irregular, that they extended to the whole of the language euphonic laws which had previously been only of partial application, and so forth; all the while, however, only working on already existing materials."—From a paper on the Treatment of the Nexus, Journ. Royal Asiatic Society, vol. v., p. 151.
All this was anterior to the introduction of the art of writing; but when that art was introduced, it was largely used by the Brahmans for the reproduction of works in the sacred Sanskrit, that is, the purified quintessence and fullest development of the principles of Aryan speech.

But though Sanskrit had, by the labours of Pāṇini and others, become an historical fact, so that now at length there existed a standard, and purists might condemn, as in fact they did, all departures from it as vulgar errors and corruptions, it is beyond a doubt that the local dialects continued to live on. Sanskrit was not intended for the people; it was not to be endured that the holy language, offspring of the gods, should be defiled by issuing from plebeian lips; it kept its place apart, as the appropriate speech of pure Brahmans and mighty kings. But the local dialects held their own; they were anterior to Sanskrit, contemporary with it, and they finally survived it. Nevertheless, Sanskrit is older than the dialects. This sounds like a paradox, but it is true in two senses: first, that as the ages rolled on the vulgar dialects developed into new forms ("corrupted" is the common way of putting it), whereas Sanskrit remained fixed and fossilized for ever, so that now, if we wish to find the earliest extant form of any Aryan word, we must, in the great majority of instances, look for it not in the writings in the popular dialects which have come down to us, but in Sanskrit; and secondly, that although Pāṇini lived in an age when the early Aryan dialects had already undergone much change from their pristine condition, yet among the Brahmans for whom alone he laboured there existed a traditional memory of the ancient, and then obsolete, form of many words. They would remember these archaic forms, because their religious and professional duties required them constantly to recite formulae of great antiquity, and of such sacredness that every letter in them was supposed to be a divinity in itself, and which had consequently been handed down from primeval
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-times absolutely unchanged. In teaching his pupils the true principles of speech, Pāṇini would naturally use these archaic words in preference to the corruptions current around him, and thus the language which he to a certain extent created was in great part a resuscitation of antiquated terms, and thus literally older than the popular dialects which in point of time preceded its creation.1

Still there are words, and those not a few, which can be traced back to the Prakrits, as those popular forms of speech are called, though no signs of them exist in Sanskrit, and this is especially the case where two words of like meaning were current in the mouths of the people; one of which, from the accident of its being a popular form of some word in use in the Vedas, or from some other cause, was selected for refined and scholarly use, while the other was branded as vulgar, rejected, and left for the service of the masses. This class of words it is which I have classed as Aryan, though not Sanskritic.

To complete this branch of the subject, it is next necessary to describe briefly the position and relations of the Prakrits.

The Prakrit dialects are theoretically supposed to be those forms of the speech of the Aryans which were commonly used by the masses. In the earliest records we have, they are grouped under five heads, representing the local peculiarities of five provinces. First is the "lingua præcipua," or Mahārāśṭrī, spoken in the country round the ancient city of Ujjayini, or Avanti, in Malwa. How far this language ex-

1 Many words occur in the Vedas in a Prakrit rather than a Sanskrit form. I quote at second-hand a remark of Weber's which summarizes the whole matter neatly: "The principal laws of Prakrit speech, viz., assimilation, hiatus, and a fondness for cerebrals and aspirates, are prominent in the Vedas, of which the following are examples; kuṭa = krīta; kāṭa = kāra; gṛha = griha; guggulu = gugal; vivitīyai = vivishityai; krikalāsa = krikadāśū; purōdāśa = purulāśa (comp. dasū = lacryma); padbbih = padbbib; ksudrīska = kshudraka; etc."—Muir's Sanskrit Texts, vol. ii., p. 139. (1st Edition.)
tended is not clear, but it may be assumed roughly to have included the south of Rajputana, and a considerable portion of the present northern Maratha country. Next the Sauraseni, spoken in Sarasana, in modern times the country round Mathura. Thirdly, the Magadhi, the vernacular of Behar. Fourthly, the Pāśchāti or dialect of the Piśāchas, whose exact locality is not defined. And fifthly, the Apabhṛṣṭa, or “corrupt” dialect, which is perhaps to be found in Sindh and western Rajputana. That this division is artificial, and a mere grouping together of a mass of local dialects, is apparent from the fact that no two writers agree in their arrangement, and the total number of Prakrits is by some authors put as high as twenty or twenty-two. Be this as it may, it is sufficient for our present purpose to note that these dialects were numerous, and that they were in most cases designated by the name of the province where they were spoken. In the Sanskrit dramas, however, a still more artificial distinction prevails, a different dialect being attributed to each class of characters. Thus kings and Brahmins speak Sanskrit, ladies of high rank Maharashtri, servants, soldiers, buffoons, and the like use one or other of the inferior dialects. That this custom represents any state of things that ever existed is highly improbable. The ordinary business of life could not have been carried on amidst such a Babel of conflicting tongues. Perhaps the best solution of the difficulty is to suppose that the play-writers mimicked the local peculiarities of the various provinces, and as in India in the present day great men fill their palaces with servants drawn from all parts of the country, so it may have been then. A Bengali zamindar employs men from the Panjab and Hindustan as guards and deodkiers; his palanqueen-bearers come from Orissa, his coachmen and water-carriers from Northern Bengal, and so on. Similarly an ancient Indian king drew, we may suppose, his soldiers from one province, his porters and attendants from another, his dancers and buffoons from a third.
These all when assembled at the capital would doubtless strike out some common language by which they could communicate with each other, just as in the present day Urdu is used all over India. But just as this Urdu is spoken incorrectly by those whose mother-tongue it is not, so that the Bengali corrupts it by an admixture of Bengali words and forms, and speaks it with a strong Bengali accent; so in ancient times these servants and artificers, collected from all corners of a vast empire, would speak the common lingua franca each with his own country twang; and the Prakrit of the plays would appear to be an exaggerated representation, or caricature, of these provincial brogues.

But there are works of a more serious character to which we can refer for a solution of the problem of the real nature of the Prakrits. In the sixth century before Christ there arose in Behar the great reformer Sakyamuni, surnamed Buddha, or "the wise," who founded a religion which for ten centuries drove Brahmanism into obscurity, and was the prevailing creed of almost all India. The religious works of the Buddhist faith, which are extremely numerous and voluminous, have been the means of preserving to us the Magadhi Prakrit of those days. Buddhism was imported into Ceylon in 307 B.C., and the Magadhi dialect under the name of Pali has become the sacred language of that island.

1 It is a characteristic peculiarity of India, arising from want of means of communication, that trades and professions are still confined to particular localities; one town produces swords, and nothing else; another is entirely devoted to silk-weaving, and no other town but that one presumes to rival it.

2 It must however be stated that there are reasons for doubting whether the Pali of Ceylon is really the same as the Magadhi. Some authors are inclined to doubt this, and state that the Pali corresponds more closely with forms of Prakrit spoken in Western India. It matters little or nothing to the present inquiry whether this be so or not. We are only indirectly concerned with Prakrit in this work. It is sufficient to say that the Pandits of Ceylon use the words Pali and Magadhi as convertible terms. Pali in fact means only "writing."
Similarly another religious sect, the Jains, have used the Maharashtri Prakrit as the medium for expressing the tenets of their belief. There are also some poems in other Prakrit dialects.

Without going into details, which would be out of place here, it may be stated in a general way that the scenic Prakrit and that of the poems differ from Sanskrit more particularly in the omission of single consonants, and that this omission is carried to such an extent as to render one half or more of the words used unintelligible and unrecognizable; whereas in the religious works this practice, although it exists, is not allowed to run to such an extreme. As this subject will be reverted to further on, it need not be more than touched on here. It may be added that all the Prakrits are, like the Sanskrit, synthetic or inflectional languages.¹

§ 3. Next comes the class of words described as neither Sanskritic nor Aryan, but \( x \). It is known that on entering India the Aryans found that country occupied by races of a different family from their own. With these races they waged a long and chequered warfare, gradually pushing on after each fresh victory, till at the end of many centuries they obtained possession of the greater part of the territories they now enjoy. Through these long ages, periods of peace alternated with those of war, and the contact between the two races may have been as often friendly as hostile. The Aryans exercised a powerful influence upon their opponents, and we cannot doubt but that they themselves were also, but in a less degree, subject to some influence from them. There are consequently to be found even in Sanskrit some words which have a very in-Aryan look, and

¹ Let it should be objected that this description of the Prakrits is too brief and scanty, I must remind the reader now that our business is with the modern languages only, and that the subject of Prakrit, though frequently introduced for the sake of completing the range of view, is after all quite secondary throughout.
the number of such words is much greater still in the modern languages, and there exists therefore a temptation to attribute to non-Aryan sources any words whose origin it is difficult to trace from Aryan beginnings.

It may be as well here to point out certain simple and almost obvious limitations to the application of the theory that the Aryans borrowed from their alien predecessors. Verbal resemblance is, unless supported by other arguments, the most unsafe of all grounds on which to base an induction in philology. Too many writers, in other respects meritorious, seem to proceed on Fluellen’s process, “There is a river in Macedon, and there is also moreover a river in Monmouth, and there is salmons in both.” A certain Tamil word contains a P, so does a certain Sanskrit word, and ergo, the latter is derived from the former! Now, I would urge that, in the first place, the Aryans were superior morally as well as physically to the aborigines, and probably therefore imparted to them more than they received from them. Moreover, the Aryans were in possession of a copious language before they came into India; they would therefore not be likely to borrow words of an ordinary usual description, such as names for their clothing, weapons, and utensils, or for their cattle and tools, or for the parts of their bodies, or for the various relations in which they stood to each other. The words they would be likely to borrow would be names for the new plants, animals, and natural objects which they had not seen in their former abodes, and even this necessity would be reduced by the tendency inherent in all races to invent descriptive names for new objects. Thus they called the elephant hastin, or the “beast with a hand,” and gaja, or the “roarer”; the monkey kapī, or the “restless beast,” and vānara, or the “forest-man”; the peacock mayūra, in imitation of its cry. A third limitation is afforded by geographical considerations. Which were the tribes whom the Aryans mixed with, either as friends or foes? Could the bulk of them have
come into frequent and close contact with the Dravidians, and if so, when and how? These are questions which it is almost impossible to answer in the present state of our knowledge, but they are too important to be altogether set aside, and it may be therefore pointed out merely as a contribution to the subject, that the tribes driven out of the valley of the Ganges by the Aryans were almost certainly Kols to the south, and semi-Tibetans to the north. It is fair to look with suspicion on an etymology which takes us from Sanskrit to Tamil without exhibiting a connecting series of links through the intervening Kol tribes.

If the above limitations are rigidly applied, they will narrow very much the area within which non-Aryan forms are possible in Sanskrit and its descendants, and will force us to have recourse to a far more extensive and careful research within the domain of Sanskrit itself than has hitherto been made, with a view to finding in that language the origin of modern words.

§ 4. Having thus noticed the three classes of materials which have entered into the composition of the seven languages, I now proceed to examine the question as it were from the interior, in order to attain to a certain amount of precision in estimating the relative proportions of each of these three elements. For this purpose it will be convenient to use the familiar native divisions, which go to the root of the matter as far as their lights enable them. Words in any of these seven languages are divided into three classes.

1. Tatsama तत्सम, or "the same as it" (i.e. Sanskrit).
2. Tadbhava तद्भव, or "of the nature of it."
3. Desaja देशज, or "country-born."

This division will be used throughout the following pages, and may be thus explained.

Tatsamas are those words which are used in the modern lan-
guages in exactly the same form as they wear in Sanskrit, such as दर्शन, राजा, बत्रि. The only change which these words have undergone is that in pronunciation; the final ah, am, of the Sanskrit masculine and neuter are rejected, and we hear darshan, nimantran, for darsanam, nimantranam.

Tadbhavas are those words which, though evidently derived from Sanskrit, have been considerably changed in the process, though not so much so as to obscure their origin. Such are H. चिं “eye,” from Skr. चिं: चों“Yes,” Skr. चोंकिन; गदा an “ass,” Skr. गद्धम.

Desajas are those words which cannot be derived from any Sanskrit word, and are therefore considered to have been borrowed from the aborigines of the country, or invented by the Aryans in post-Sanskritic times; such as पटागो a “turban,” हाब an “unripe cocoa-nut,” दोंगा a “canoe,” and the like.

This classification supplies an additional method of arriving at a determination as to the proportion of these various elements in the seven languages. Tatsamas are all Sanskrit; even if the Sanskrit word were originally borrowed from non-Aryan sources, it has become, as far as the modern Aryans are concerned, pure and classical. Tadbhavas too are all Aryan, either Sanskritic or not; but there is so much to be said about these Tadbhavas later, that they may be passed over for the present as Aryan. We have then only Desajas left; and in considering them, it must be borne in mind that these seven languages have never been subjected to close scientific scrutiny: it is not yet known what are their laws and principles of derivation. A long string of writers, from Vararuchi downwards, have enunciated certain general rules which guide the transition of words from Sanskrit into Prakrit, but no step has been taken beyond this. Indian Pandits will not often waste their time on the vernaculars, and, if they do, are content to note such words as afford examples of any of the rules of Vararuchi or his successors, and to set down all words which cannot by the
operation of these rules be at once transformed into Sanskrit as Desaja. European scholars also have got no further than Prakrit, and seem to believe that the modern dialects are merely corruptions of Prakrit forms. It is therefore not presumptuous to say that further research, and a better acquaintance with the laws of development of these languages, will probably enable us ere long very much to diminish the number of these Desajas by tracing them back through newly discovered processes either to Sanskrit or Prakrit. Even as matters stand at present, if all the Tatsamas and all the Tadbhavas be Aryan, there is only a very small proportion left which can be non-Aryan.

§ 5. Of the three classes into which all the languages have been divided in the preceding section, Tatsamas are the least interesting to the student. This class consists of pure Sanskrit words which had long been dead and buried, so to speak, when in comparatively recent times they were resuscitated and brought into use by learned men, partly to supply real wants, but still more to show off their own learning. They have not been current in the mouths of the people long enough since their new birth to have undergone any of those processes of change to which all really living words in every language are constantly subjected; and a great many of them, especially in Bengali and Oriya, are not likely ever to be used colloquially. They ought certainly to be excluded from dictionaries.

It is to the Tadbhavas that we must turn if we would become acquainted with the secrets of the phonetic machinery of the Aryan Indians. Of these there are two sorts, so distinguished from one another that it is impossible to mistake them. The one class consists of those words which were in use in Prakrit, and in which the Prakrit processes have been carried one step further. The other contains words which apparently have not come through Prakrit, as they exhibit a more perfect form, and
a nearer approach to the Sanskrit than the Prakrit form does. The problem which has to be explained is this, whence comes it that words in the modern languages preserve a greater degree of resemblance to Sanskrit or old Aryan, than the Prakrits do? How is it, for instance, that Hindi has rāt, rāg, nāgari, gaj, for Sanskrit rātri, rāga, nāgari, gaja, where Prakrit has only rāi, rāā, nānri, gāa? If these modern languages were regularly descended, in respect of such words as these, from Sanskrit through Prakrit, the letters which had been lost in the latter could never have been restored. The masses speak by ear, and by habit. Even in India, where people perhaps think more about the languages they speak than we do in Europe, the majority of speakers, after rāi had been in use for several generations, would not be aware that the letters tr had dropped out; and even if they became aware of this fact, no one would go about to restore them. How many Englishmen know that a g has dropped out of such words as say, day, nail, sail, rain, and how many, if they knew it, would care to make the innovation of putting them back again? In the Spanish of Cervantes, when Don Quixote, in one of his lofty flights, used the then rapidly obsolescent forms fermosa, hazañas, hacienda, amabades, and the like, for the more usual hermosa, hazañas, hacienda, amabais, he is held up to ridicule, even though some of his hearers were educated men, and must have known the Latin formosa, facinus, facienda, amabatis.

There is, it appears to me, only one way of accounting for the presence of words like rāt and the rest in the modern languages, and that is, deliberate purpose on the part of some person or set of persons who had sufficient influence to effect what they desired. This set of persons can be no other than the Brahmans. In this instance history, usually so silent in ancient India, steps in to help us. We know that the Buddhists

1 Anglo-Saxon, or Old English, has sēgan, dēg, nagel, scgel, rægn. Gothic dags, nāgle. Modern High German sēgen, tug, nagel, sēgel, regen.
were finally extirpated by the Brahmans about the ninth or tenth century of our era, just before the dawn of modern Indian literature. Brahmanism then resumed its sway, and gradually crushed out the hostile sect, though they still lingered on in some parts of India for a long time. Sārang Dev, son of Bīsāl Dev, King of Ajmer, in the ninth century,¹ embraced Buddhism, but was argued back into the orthodox faith by the contemptuous remonstrances of his father, who urged that this नष्ट य्यान, *nāśṭa gyan*, or, as we should say, “exploded theory,” was not a becoming religion for a Rajput prince.² At this time the

¹ He ascended the throne Sāmvat 821.

² The passage occurs in the first book of Chand, and the story is probably historical, though, as usual with Chand, mixed up with much that is extravagantly legendary. Sārang Dev’s foster-brother, a bānia, had been killed by a tiger while travelling through a forest, and the prince was so grieved that he turned Buddhist. The words are—

**Śrīt duṣṭaḥ bhūdā mārango dēv.**

**Nīta prāt kārē śrīrāṣṭaṁ sūvā.**

**Vrūg pṛth māṇyaṁ vāṃde n nēga.**

**Mūlna svar-vāj mān bhām unēgra.**

**Vṛmānād kūmār sūmanā kīna.**

**Kinnke kājā tūmā dṛha pṛth māna.**

**Tūm kīnād sārām hām khaṁi vēta.**

**Bānātikā puruḥ dhun tē duṣṭaḥ.**

**Dṛha vṛmānā dṛha mūrṇiṁ n kāna.**

**Purapātān bhṛjāṁ kītāṁ hāna.**

**Tūm rājā vams rājānāṁ sānga.**

**Mūraṇa sār śrīnīo vēn duṛnā.**

**Pārśmātā tātō vādāk purāṇ.**

**Rāmaśāya sūmnā bāraś cāk nīdāna.**

**Very grieved was Sārang Dev, constantly he worships the Arhant, he embraced**
Saiva form of Hinduism was being singularly mixed up with the newer and more attractive Vaishnava creed, and the Brahmans were rapidly resuming their long-lost sway over the popular mind. Now Buddhism had specially selected the vernaculars of the day as the vehicle for its teaching, and the Brahmans, in resuscitating their religion, naturally brought back the sacred Sanskrit. In the passage above cited Bisal Dev exhorts his son to have the Ramayan, Mahabharat, and Purans read to him, and in the same poem the bard recites the names and number of verses of the eighteen Purans as a means of purifying the souls of his listeners. The public readings and recitations of Sanskrit works must have familiarized the minds of the masses with the ancient forms of words, and no doubt the Brahmans did their best to foster the use of these ancient forms, as they do at the present day, so that gradually a large class of words in their pure Sanskrit shape got into circulation. These words, when once more current, naturally began to undergo the influences which are always at work upon human speech, and developed by degrees into the forms in which we now have them. This process, once begun, has continued to the present day.

The words resuscitated from Sanskrit in the post-Buddhistic period do not appear to have been changed according to the same general rules as those which prevailed in times when the Prakrits were spoken. In those earlier times the elision of single consonants in the middle of a word seems to have been almost universal, and even initial letters are sometimes rejected. But in the modern words a more manly and vigorous

the religion of Budh, he bides not on his sword; hearing the news, the king's mind was distressed; he called the prince, and saluting him (said), Why have you embraced this religion, abandoning shame tell me, are you grieved at the death of the bania's son? Do not listen to this destroyed science, (by which) manliness flies away, fame is destroyed. You are of royal race, with kings hunt the deer in the far-stretching forest, abandon this delusion, be the Purans your guide, listen to the Ramayan and (Mahabharat.)—Chand, i., 72.
pronunciation obtained, and these elisions are not so frequent. It is unadvisable here to anticipate remarks more properly belonging to Chapter III., and I content myself therefore with noting the fact.

We have, then, a continuous succession of layers or strata of words, from those which have come down through the Prakrits, and which I call, for the sake of distinction, early Tadbhavas, to those which were revived from Sanskrit at the time of the reaction against Buddhism; and after these a constant series of words, to be called modern or late Tadbhavas, less and less removed from the pure Sanskrit form in proportion as the date of their revival is more and more recent; till at last we reach words which have only been dug up by Pandits in the present century, and have not yet had time to become changed in any way. Some of the early Tadbhavas have been exceedingly altered, so much so that all resemblance to Sanskrit has been lost, and the Pandits have therefore classed them together with non-Aryan words as Desaja.

§ 6. It may now be asked, how do we distinguish between early and late Tadbhavas in cases where the word is not found in any Prakrit writer? To answer this, an analogy must be drawn from the Romance languages of Europe, whose relation to the Latin is so strikingly parallel to that which our seven languages bear to Sanskrit. It is not intended here to carry out the comparison to its fullest extent. Deeply interesting and fascinating as the task would be, this is not the place for it, nor are sufficient materials available. But it may be stated as a general proposition, that in the whole realm of linguistic science there exists no more remarkable similarity than that between the history of the development down to its minutest particulars of the
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Romance group of languages, the Provençal, Italian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese, and the indications, we cannot call it history, of the origin and growth of the Hindi, Marathi, Bengali, and Sindhi.¹

It is observable in French that there are often two forms of the same word—one ancient, the other modern. The ancient word, though often very much corrupted, invariably retains the accent on the same syllable as in the Latin. And the reason of this is plain: in the days when those words were adopted into common use by the inhabitants of Gaul, they were taken, as it were, from the lips of the Romans themselves and accented naturally just as the Romans accented them. They became current colloquially long before they were written in many instances, and could not fail to be pronounced correctly. But the modern forms of these words were resuscitated by learned men from Latin authors where they occurred, just as the Pandits do and have done with Sanskrit words. In borrowing these words the savants of later times did not know how they were pronounced, and did not care; they merely cut off the Latin termination, and pronounced the word as seemed best to themselves; as the modern and mediæval French accent differs considerably in the place of their incidence from the Latin accent, the result is that in no case does the modern

¹ I have placed these four languages alone, because, down to the fifteenth century, the Panjabi and Gujarati are little more than dialects of the Hindi; and the Oriya, till the time of Upendra Bhanj and Dinkrishna Dās, has no literary existence, and we cannot tell what the spoken language was like, because poets always wrote a language of their own, having no care to keep their works on the level of the spoken dialects. The poems of the earliest Bengali writers also present very few of the grammatical peculiarities of modern Bengali; they, like Chand, and even like much later writers, Tulsi Dās and Bihārī Lāl, resemble the writings of the Troubadours and Trouvères, in which the old synthetic languages with their array of inflections have fallen into decadence and disuse, while the analytical system of modern time has not yet obtained its full development.
or scientific term bear the accent on the same syllable as in Latin.¹

Now in Sanskrit there is also a system of accentuation, though not yet, I believe, entirely understood, and consequently an analogous procedure to the above may be traced in the case of the Indian languages also. Acting upon this assumption, if we find a word retaining, in spite of various changes in its form in other respects, the accent on the same syllable as in Sanskrit, it will not be altogether unreasonable to conclude that it was derived from that language, at a time when it was still spoken among learned men, or, at all events, when a knowledge of its true pronunciation had not died out, and we may, therefore, ascribe to it an antiquity of no mean kind. In some cases, however, though the principle is the same, the method of expression of it is slightly varied; in other words, the Sanskrit accent is reproduced and perpetuated by lengthening the vowel on which it fell and by shortening adjacent long vowels. This is especially the case, to take a common example, in oxytone nouns, which always, if early Tadbhavas, end in ə—i, or ə—i, as the proclivity of the language may incline; an oxytone noun, when it becomes a late Tadbhava, neglects the accent, and ends with the consonant. Thus, we find from Skr. चूर “knife” (oxytone), H. चुर; while from Skr. वृ “field”

¹ The following list of words will exemplify what is meant:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Old Tadbhavas or popular French words</th>
<th>New Tadbhavas or scientific words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alúminum</td>
<td>aliun</td>
<td>aluminé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angelus</td>
<td>ange</td>
<td>angélas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blasphénum</td>
<td>blâme</td>
<td>blasphéme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cancer</td>
<td>châncrè</td>
<td>cancére</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>débitum</td>
<td>détte</td>
<td>débit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examen</td>
<td>essâim</td>
<td>examen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobilis</td>
<td>méâble</td>
<td>mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organum</td>
<td>òrgue</td>
<td>organé</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bracket, Grammaire Historique Francaise, p. 73.
(oxytone), we get H. खेत्, M. खेत्, and a consonantal ending in all the languages. We should therefore set down the first of these words as an early, the second as a late, Tadbhava. So also when we see that Skr. बीर “milk” (oxytone), makes, not क्लिरा, but बीर khir, in all the languages, we have grounds for holding that the word has been resuscitated in comparatively modern times; and in the case of this particular word we are supported in this idea by the fact that khir is not the ordinary word for “milk.” In all the languages the common word is दृष्टि an undoubtedly ancient Tadbhava from Skr. दृष्टि khir is rather an affectation of modern times, and in some of the languages has a secondary meaning; while to दूध is reserved the simple primary signification; khir is used for a preparation of boiled rice and milk.

Another instance is the causal verb in Sanskrit, which has the accent on the first syllable of the characteristic, as in चोरणति churāyati. The Hindi in all its pure causals is followed by Bengali, Oriya, Panjabi, and Gujarati in retaining a long अ in the same position, as churānā, bajānā, milānā, karānā. This long अ is not produced by rejecting the य of अया, and contracting the two vowels into one, as is proved by the fact that in old Hindi the last अ of the two has gone out, leaving the य changed into उ, as karānā, dikhāunā, bujhaunā, forms still in use in many rustic parts of India. Moreover, though the first syllable of the verb in Sanskrit takes guṇa, yet we find in the moderns that its lack of accent subjects it to be shortened, as in the examples above given. In Marathi the causal verb is formed by the insertion of the syllables चोरव्, or चरव्, or चिव्, as mārnen, “to kill,” māravinen, “to cause to kill”; khānēn, “to eat,” khāvavinen, “to cause to eat”; soḍhen, “to loose,” soḍHAVinen, “to cause to loose.” In the first of these forms the य of अया is changed to े, just as in Hindi it becomes उ, and though both the short vowels remain, yet the influence of the accent operates in retaining the accented vowel
as a, while the unaccented vowel is weakened to i. In vari we have the same form, but with a e prefixed, and the form iea is a mere modern corruption, which is rejected in many cases by good authors.

Although, however, I think sufficient proof is obtainable of the fact of accentual influence, I am far from being in a position to push the theory to its full length. In truth the accent is always a difficult and obscure matter, and it is the more so in the modern languages, because they have passed through a period, a very long period, of their existence without a literature.

§ 7. It is this absence of written memorials by which to trace the current popular speech which constitutes, and probably always will constitute, the main difficulty of the inquiry. The great value to philologists of the Romance group of languages consists in the fact that they originated in historical times, and the various stages of their growth and development lie before our eyes in a long series of documents. "The language of the native population, the changes which took place in their political condition, the races and languages of the invaders and of the other foreign nations with which they came in contact, are all certainly known; and although the early stages of these Latin dialects, when they were merely barbarous and unfixed jargons, formed by the intercourse of natives and strangers, spoken chiefly among illiterate persons, and used neither as the language of the Government, of legal instruments, nor of books, are not only (with the exception of a few words) wholly unknown, but lost beyond hope of recovery; yet the events which accompanied and occasioned their origin are matter of historical record; and, if we cannot always say with certainty to what precise cause the changes which the Latin underwent were owing, our information enables us at least to obtain negative results, and to exclude undoubtedly
many hypotheses which might be tenable if we had merely the languages without a contemporary history of the times when they arose." It is precisely in this respect that the Indian languages are wanting. In early Indian literature we have Sanskrit and the Prakrits only, and though these latter by exhibiting certain phonetic changes help us very much in tracing the origin of modern words, yet in the inflectional department, so to speak, they afford very little real assistance, because they remain still purely synthetical. Moreover, those Prakrits which contain the greatest amount of literature lie under the same suspicion as Sanskrit, namely, that they do not represent the spoken language of their day. It seems, unhappily, to have been the fate of every Indian language, that directly men began to write in it, they ceased to be natural, and adopted a literary style which was handed down from one generation of writers to another, almost, if not entirely, unchanged. Thus not only has the Sanskrit remained fixed and unaltered through all the ages, but the Buddhists have fossilized one dialect of Prakrit, and the Jains another; so that whatever may be the date of any works either in Sanskrit or the Prakrits which have been, or may hereafter be, discovered, we cannot accept even the most recent of them as exhibiting the real contemporary condition of any vernacular. In point of development, we do not get lower down than about the first century of our era; for even if we get a Jain book written in the fifth or sixth century, we shall find it composed in the language of the first or second, just as a Sanskrit work written yesterday is composed in a form of speech which has not been current for twenty-seven centuries. The curtain falls on Indian languages, then, about the first century, and does not rise again till the tenth; and when it rises, the dawn

1 Sir G. C. Lewis, "Essay on the Romance Languages," p. 9. This clever little work gives an admirably condensed and lucid epitome of the whole question of the Romance languages.
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of modern literature and speech-formation is already breaking, and our Indian "morning-star of song," Chaud Bardai, is heard chanting the gestes of Prithiraj in a dialect which, though rude and half-formed, is still as purely analytical as the common familiar talk of the Indians of to-day. How are we to throw light on this long night of nine centuries, how fill up the details of the changes that occurred in these languages during the time when

Illachrymabiles
Urgentur, ignotaque longā
Noete, carent quia vate sacro?

We may get as near to the brink of this vast gap on either side as we can, but I very much doubt if the intervening space will ever be filled up; the materials seem lost for ever. Buddhism is our only chance, but if the Buddhistic literature which remains to be disinterred prove, as almost certainly it will, to be no more faithful a representative of current speech than those works which have already been made accessible to the public, there seems to be nothing more to hope for, and these nine centuries must remain for ever a sealed book.

In the absence therefore of strict historical data, we are driven to fall back upon the argument derived from analogy, and especially the analogy of the Romance languages. The accent affords one example of the method in which this analogy may be made useful. The Sanskrit accent is not in all cases known, but here again, arguing from the analogy of those words in which it is known, as well as from the great similarity of the Greek accent, which has fortunately been preserved, trustworthy results may be obtained. I now pass on to the mention of another point which it is necessary to bear in mind in taking a survey of the whole subject. A Desaja word may, like an early Taddhava, be derived from a word which though not Sanskritic is yet Aryan, and such a word may not be found either in Sauskrit or in Prakrit. It would be then necessary
to search for it in all the branches of the Indo-Germanic family before giving it up. This undertaking lies beyond the scope of the present work, but the modern Aryan languages will not have been completely investigated till some one works out this portion of the inquiry. Such a word, though not used in Indian literature, may have been in use in the mouths of the people, and may be current under some slight disguise in the mouths of Lithuanian peasants even yet. To refer once more to Latin, it is well known that most of the words forming the present Romance languages are derived from what is called "low Latin," which is merely the speech of the vulgar as distinguished from that of the higher classes and from the literary style. Thus, to take one instance out of many, the word for "horse," cheval, cavallo, caballo, is from the Latin caballus, a word used by the peasantry, and only occasionally admitted into the higher style. The classical equivalent equus has left no direct descendant, though in modern times the words "equipage," "equitation," and so forth, have been coined from it. We are not so much concerned with the general fact as with the reasons of it, and these are so important to our subject that they must be noticed in full. The first reason is this. It is well known that the modern French, Spanish, etc., were originally mere colloquial languages, and took their rise from the corruptions introduced into the Latin spoken by the lower classes in Italy by the barbarous Teutonic tribes, who invaded and overran the countries which owned the Roman sway. The inability of Lombards, Burgundians, Goths, and Franks, to accustom themselves to the correct use of the inflectional terminations of the Latin arose, not, as some have thoughtlessly said, from their newness to the system of synthetical construction in the abstract, because we know that the inflections of the early Teutonic languages were in some respects even more complicated than those of the Latin, but from their rudeness and the as yet undeveloped state of their mental powers. They were
too rough and careless to substitute the Roman grammatical system for their own, in spite of the close resemblance between the two. Men in a low state of civilization see distinctions sooner than resemblances. They differentiate more readily than they generalize. The difference between their own language and that of the Romans1 struck them forcibly, while it has been reserved for a much later generation to discover the fundamental unity of both. They therefore not only made havoc of the inflectional terminations of the Latin language,—in doing which they were doubtless aided by the tendency already beginning to develop itself among the Romans themselves towards an analytical form of speech,—but they also rejected such Latin words as they found any difficulty in pronouncing, substituting for them their own German words. It must also be remembered that for centuries before her fall Rome had been propped by foreign spears. Briton, Spaniard, and Gaul had fought in her legions, and guarded the palaces of her capital. Juvenal's "barbara que pictis venit bascanda Britannis" is only a type of a large class of words familiar to the later Romans, but which were quite unknown to writers of the Augustan age.2 Just as we English have borrowed loot,

1 The word "Romans" here does not mean inhabitants of Rome. In the ages immediately succeeding the German invasion, all the conquered races of France, Spain, and Italy, whether they were Gauls, Italians, or Iberians, were called Romans, in distinction from the conquering tribes of Teutons.

2 A few examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classical Latin</th>
<th>Vulgar Latin</th>
<th>French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>verberare</td>
<td>batuero</td>
<td>battre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pugna</td>
<td>batalin</td>
<td>bataille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osculari</td>
<td>basiare</td>
<td>baiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>felis</td>
<td>catus</td>
<td>chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edere</td>
<td>manducare</td>
<td>manger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ignis</td>
<td>focus</td>
<td>feu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertere</td>
<td>tornare</td>
<td>tourner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iter</td>
<td>viatium</td>
<td>voyage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aula</td>
<td>curtis</td>
<td>ecur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of these words, as focus, viaticum, are in use in classical Latin, but not in the sense in which they are employed in French.
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*punkah, jungle*, and the like, from our great dependency of India, so the Roman picked up words from Asia, Egypt, Northern Europe, and far-distant Britain. The language thus composed was undoubtedly, when tested by the standard of classical Latin, very uncouth and barbarous, and was in consequence for many centuries despised by learned men, who continued to write, and even to speak, Latin. It was not till the thirteenth century that some great minds broke through the prejudices of their age, and, influenced by a strong desire of being intelligible to the mass of their countrymen, commenced timidly and half apologetically to write in the vulgar tongue. If then this was the case in Southern Europe, we are justified, by the known analogy between the Romance processes of development and those of the modern Aryans, in believing that the same thing took place in India. The assumption is so much the more reasonable in the latter class of languages, because the Brahmans were animated by an openly avowed and steadily pursued design of keeping their writings sacred from the intrusion of the people, and, believing or professing to believe their language to be of divine origin, were more earnest and careful in preserving it from being polluted by the introduction of "low-caste" words, than the Roman poets and historians, who had no higher motives than a search after grace and euphony. Moreover, works continued to be composed in Sanskrit long after the rise of the modern vernaculars, and it is a singular coincidence in point of time, that Chand, the earliest writer in any modern Indian language, is very nearly contemporaneous with the predecessors of Dante; so that the human mind in India broke itself free from the shackles of a dead language very much about the same time as in Europe. The parallel of course does not hold good as regards the invasion of foreign races, because the Greeks, the only early invaders of India whom we know of, appear to have left little or no traces behind them in respect of language. The astrological
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terms borrowed by Sanskrit writers were not obtained from Alexander or his soldiers; and the influence of the Muhammadans was not felt till much later in the day. But it holds good in so far that there was evidently a vulgar speech and a polished one. The former has perished, except that much of it which Buddhism has preserved for us; the latter continued to be written long after it had ceased to be intelligible to the masses.

The second reason is a somewhat Darwinian one. There seems to exist among words, even as among living beings, a struggle for existence, terminating in the "survival of the fittest." It is clear from all that has hitherto been discovered in linguistic science that the progress of development of all languages is from the harsh and complicated to the smooth and simple. "The words in ancient languages are cumbered with a mass of letters, sounds, and combinations, which in the course of ages wear away by use, leaving short simple words behind. Tones slide into media; gutturals soften into palatals, compound letters melt into simple ones, single consonants drop out of sight altogether, sometimes carrying with them adjacent vowels.

Now it is evident that a word which at first starting is well provided with plenty of good stout consonants and broad clear vowels has a better chance of surviving through the various processes of clipping, melting, and squeezing, which it is fated to undergo in its passage through the ages, than a word which starts ill provided and weak.

Such words as ovis, avis, we see at once, have no chance; deprived at an early period of their termination, as superfluous, they sink into ove, ave, and then into oē, aē, words too slight and weak for ordinary use. It is this cause which probably led to the survival of the hard, strong words in use among the sturdy peasantry, and of the diminutives in -culus and -cellus, which give a good working basis. Thus, we find from acicellus,
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Ital. uccello, Fr. oiseau; from auricula, Ital. orcchio, Span. oreja, Fr. oreille; and thus the weak os, oris, has given way to the coarse and strong bucca, Fr. bouche, Ital. boca, Span. boca.

That the same process took place in Indian languages is proved by the fact that we find in the earlier Hindi poets weak words in a great state of dilapidation, just as we do in the early Provençal Troubadours. These words have now dropped out of use, and are replaced by stronger and more enduring words, which, though in their turn they have been subjected to the usual laws of development, yet retain sufficient stuff and substance to make them practically useful.

§ 8. Hitherto I have been writing as though the proportion of the three classes of words were the same in all the languages. This is, however, so far from being the case that it is necessary to enter on some details to show how the matter really stands. The point is one on which it is very difficult to come to a definite conclusion. It is characteristic, though little to our credit as a nation, that after a century of rule in India we should have produced so few good dictionaries of this group of languages. In Hindi we have Shakespear and Forbes, but neither of these works is more than a very copious vocabulary, and both are derived almost exclusively from the written language. In Bengali Dr. Carey's huge quartos are a Sanskrit dictionary in Bengali characters, and Mendies's is merely a vocabulary. Sutton's Oriya dictionary is meagre, incorrect, and full of Bengali and Sanskrit words, instead of pure Oriya. The Ludiana missionaries' Panjabi work is a meritorious and accurate performance, but it can scarcely be called a dictionary, and the same may be said of Captain Stack's vocabularies of Sindhi. Shahpurji Edalji's Gujarati dictionary is a very inferior and scanty contribution to our knowledge, and I am driven, by comparison with works written in that language, to

1 In addition to which Forbes' is a mere plagiarism from other writers.
doubt its accuracy in more than one instance. By far the best of the whole set is Molesworth's Marathi dictionary. This is really deserving of the name. The words are classed and distinguished, as literary or colloquial, full examples are given to show the way in which they are used, and meritorious, though sometimes mistaken, attempts at derivation are also supplied.

The materials being thus defective, an opinion can only be given with some hesitation; but in a general way it may be said that the proportion of Tatsama words is greatest in Bengali, Oriya, and Marathi; less in Hindi and Gujarati; and least in Panjabi and Sindhi. In the latter language, in fact, a pure Sanskrit word in its original shape is hardly ever met with. This position is easily explained by geographical and historical considerations. The first province of India which was conquered by foreigners was Sindh, the next the Panjab. These provinces, especially the former, adopted the Muhammadan religion at an early date. Brahmins are, and have long been, comparatively scarce in both places. The Prakrits in use in both, especially in Sindh, were always noted for their extreme corruptness. A soil, for the most part sterile, and more suited to a pastoral than to an agricultural people, was left by the main stream of the Aryan immigrants to the cattle-tending Abhiri, or Ahirs, and to the Gujars and other rude tribes, to whom supervened the Jats, a branch of the great Kshatriya or Rajput caste, who had been excluded from fellowship for some reason which has not yet been fathomed. With so rude a population as this it is not wonderful that the language became debased, and that the constant state of warfare and turmoil in which the people lived for ages, the perpetual sieges of their towns, pillagings of their humble dwellings, wholesale slaughter of their cattle, and the other annually recurring horrors with which they were visited, should have left them...

1 In A.D. 717.—Elliot's Historians of India, ed. Dower, vol. i., p. 12.
neither opportunity nor inclination for literary pursuits, by which alone their language could have been polished and continually renewed by resuscitations of pure Sanskrit words.

In the case of Hindi and Gujarati (which is after all little more than a dialect of Hindi) we find considerable similarity to that of Sindhi and Panjabi. In Hindi there are more Tadbhava words than in any other language, and it is in this respect the most useful and instructive of all of them to the philologist. The Hindi area was, as is well known, overrun by Musulmans as much as any part of India; but there and in Gujarat the final settling down of foreigners in the country did not take place till the end of the twelfth century, more than four hundred years later than in Sindh and the Panjab, and the language, starting as it did from a tolerably pure form of Prakrit, had time to carry out a system of regular and legitimate modifications of Sanskrit words, which it would be unfair to call corruptions. Such a large number of Sanskrit words underwent developmental changes, and became thus fit and useful elements of practical daily speech, that the demand for new words to express novel ideas was reduced to a minimum. It must be remembered also that such new ideas came from the Musulman invaders, who, with the idea, also brought in a word of their own to express it; so that, except in the case of the old Hindu poets, who, as their verses turned chiefly upon points of the Brahmanical religion, had occasion fre-
ently to recur to Sanskrit, there was in the nation at large no general demand for the Tatsama class of words.

§ 9. I must here express my views on the Hindi language in general, and I do so thus early in the dissertation, as it may be that there will be found to be some novelty in them, and perhaps they will not be readily accepted by those who are interested in supporting the claims of other languages of the class. For I should here mention, for the benefit of European readers, that there exists in India a sort of rivalry between the Aryan languages, or rather between the three principal ones, Hindi, Marathi, and Bengali, each considering itself superior to the others, and my Bengali and Marathi friends will probably not agree with me in giving the palm to Hindi until they read my reasons for so doing, and perhaps not even then.

Hindi is that language which is spoken in the valley of the Ganges and its tributaries, from the watershed of the Jamnâ, the largest and most important of them, as far down as Rajmahal, the point where the Ganges takes a sudden turn to the south, and breaks out into the plains of Bengal. This area is the centre and principal portion of Aryan India. It includes the Antarbed or Doab between the Ganges and the Jamnâ, the “inner hearth” of the nation. It is therefore the legitimate heir of the Sanskrit, and fills that place in the modern Indian system which Sanskrit filled in the old. Under the general head of Hindi are included many dialects, some of which differ widely from one another, though not so much so as to give them the right to be considered separate languages. Throughout the whole of this vast region, though the dialects diverge considerably, one common universal form of speech is recognized, and all educated persons use it. This common dialect had its origin apparently in the country round Delhi, the ancient capital, and the form of Hindi spoken in that
neighbourhood was adopted by degrees as the basis of a new phase of the language, in which, though the inflections of nouns and verbs remained purely and absolutely Hindi, and a vast number of the commonest vocables were retained, a large quantity of Persian and Arabic and even Turkish words found a place, just as Latin and Greek words do in English. Such words, however, in no way altered or influenced the language itself, which, when its inflectional or phonetic elements are considered, remains still a pure Aryan dialect, just as pure in the pages of Wali or Saudâ, as it is in those of Tulsi Dâs or Bihârî Lâl. It betrays therefore a radical misunderstanding of the whole bearings of the question, and of the whole science of philology, to speak of Urdu and Hindi as two distinct languages. When certain agitators cry out that the language of the English courts of law in Hindustan should be Hindi and not Urdu, what they mean is that clerks and native writers should be restrained from importing too many Persian and Arabic words into their writings, and should use instead the honest old Sanskrit Tadbhavas with which the Hindi abounds. By all means let it be so, only let it not be said that the Urdu is a distinct language from Hindi.¹ By means of the introduction of Arabic and Persian words, a very great benefit has been conferred on Hindi, inasmuch as it has thus been prevented from having recourse to Sanskrit fountains again and again for grand and expressive words. This resuscitation of Sanskrit words in their classical form—a process which has been going on in the modern languages for ages, and is still at work as vigorously as ever, just as the resuscitation of Latin words has always been and is still going on in French—has done a serious injury to some languages of the

¹ The most correct way of speaking would be to say "the Urdu dialect of Hindi," or "the Urdu phase of Hindi." It would be quite impossible in Urdu to compose a single sentence without using Aryan words, though many sentences might be composed in which not a single Persian word occurred.
Indian group, inasmuch as it has led them to drop their Tadbhavas, which are the most valuable class of words that a language can possess, not only on account of the light they throw on the philological processes which the language has undergone, but because, having cast away all that was difficult of pronunciation, cumbrous, and superfluous in the ancient language, they possess the perfection of flexibility, neatness, and practical usefulness. In some languages, notably in Bengali, Tatsama words have been borrowed from Sanskrit, and employed in written works, in cases where there already existed good serviceable Tadbhavas. The result has been that the unfortunate peasant who knows no Sanskrit finds it more and more difficult every day to acquire knowledge, and the education of the masses is thus retarded. In respect of Tadbhavas, Hindi stands pre-eminent, whether it be that form of Hindi which relies principally upon indigenous sources for its words, or that other widely employed form which has incorporated the flower and grace of Persian and Arabic nouns, and which is called sometimes Urdu, sometimes Hindustani.

All the other languages of the group were originally dialects of Hindi, in this sense that Hindi represents the oldest and most widely diffused form of Aryan speech in India. Gujarati acknowledges itself to be a dialect of the Sauraseni Prakrit, the parent of Hindi. Panjabi, even at the present day, is little more than an old Hindi dialect. Bengali, three centuries ago, when it first began to be written, very closely resembled the Hindi still spoken in Eastern Behar. Oriya is in many respects more like Hindi than Bengali. There remain only the Sindhi and the Marathi. The former of these has always been very distinct from the rest; nevertheless it shades off in some respects imperceptibly into Panjabi on the one hand, and the wilder Hindi dialects of the great Rajputana desert on the other. I am half afraid to speak about Marathi, as some of the Bombay authors who have written on that language proclaim it
to be the noblest, most perfect, most eloquent, and so on, of all Indian languages. Molesworth, however, who is remarkable for the sobriety of his judgment in linguistic matters, derives a considerable proportion of the words in his Marathi dictionary from the Hindi; although he guards himself by stating that he only introduces the Hindi word because it is the same as the Marathi, and may therefore be the origin of it. It is rather hasty to assume that modern Marathi is the lineal descendant of the Maharashtri Prakrit. There is quite as much of the Magadhi and Sauraseni type in the modern Marathi as there is of the Maharashtri; and in the long period which intervenes between Vararuchi and the rise of the modern languages, so much confusion took place, and such a jumbling together and general displacement of dialects, that it is absurd now-a-days to attempt to affiliate any modern Indian language as a whole to any Prakrit dialect. Maharashtri and Marathi have little in common except the name.

§ 10. I now return from a long digression to take up the thread of my remarks. In Hindi, as I have said, the number of Desaja and Tadbhava words is much larger than that of Tatsamas. In Bengali and Oriya it is not so. These languages delight in Tatsama words, and the learned in those provinces are proud of having such words in their language, being or pretending to be under the impression that they have always been in use and have come down to the present day unaffected by the laws of development to which all languages are subject. This is an obvious error. If the Pandits' idea were true, these languages would be real phenomena, absolute linguistic monstrosities. That a language should have preserved two-fifths of its words entirely free from change or decay, while the remaining three-fifths had undergone very extensive corruption, and that many of the uncorrupted words should be such as are of the commonest daily use, would indeed
be marvellous. Such a fact can only be admitted under the following conditions. Either the word in its original Sanskrit form must have been short, strong, and simple, so that it offered no encumbrances to be got rid of, and no difficult combinations to be simplified, such as राजा, अव्र, कुन, which could not be made easier or simpler than they were; or the Sanskrit word must have embodied some ceremonial, religious, or political idea which has preserved it intact, and apart from the current of general usage, as ब्राह्मण, दर्शन, यूजा; in which case there are often two forms of the same word in existence—the Tatsama form used in a religious or special sense, and the Tadbhava in an ordinary sense; thus, we have दर्शन करणा, used to express the act of visiting the shrine of an idol, and देखना, for the general act of seeing. In English the same thing occurs in the case of words derived direct from the Latin, which correspond to the Indian Tatsamas, and the same derived through the medium of the French, which are like Tadbhavas. Thus, we have the Tatsamas legal, regal, hospital, and the Tadbhavas loyal, royal, hotel, both sets of words coming from legis, regulis, and hospitalis, respectively. In French the instances are still more numerous. A few have been given in § 7.

The excessive number of Tatsamas in Bengali and Oriya, so far from indicating a high standard of preservation, points rather to great poverty in the language. These two forms of speech were in use in the two remotest provinces of the Indian empire. The arts and sciences and the busy movements of the world centred at first in the Antarbel, or country between the Ganges and Jammū, and round the great Hindu capitals, such as Dilli, Kanauj, Ayudhya, Kasi, and in later ages round the first-named, by that time corrupted into Delhi, and its twin capital, Agra. In those places, therefore, Sanskrit words expressive of a variety of ideas remained alive, and underwent gradual simplification from constant use. The
language spoken in those places, the Hindi, thus became rich in Tadbhavas. In the remote marshes of Bengal and the isolated coast-line of Orissa the Aryan pulse beat but feebly. Life was ruder and less civilized, and non-Aryan tribes mustered in great force in the plains as well as in the hills. The extremites lagged behind the heart, words which had a meaning in the courts and cities of Northern and Western India were not known to or required by the nearly naked Bengali crouching in his reed hut in those outlying regions.¹

What the colloquial languages of Bengal and Orissa were like previous to the sixteenth century we have no means of knowing. The only literature consisted of a few poetical works, whose authors did not care to keep close to the popular speech. We may, however, assume that in a country where the civilization was defective, the language would be poor. When the English came into India by sea, instead of, as former conquerors had come, by land, they were forced by circumstances to fix their capital in Bengal, thus reversing the whole system of

¹ Although in the present day Bengali surpasses all the other cognate languages in literary activity, yet the fact of its comparative rudeness until very recent times admits of no doubt. Even within the memory of Bengali gentlemen now living there was no accepted standard of the language, the dialects were so numerous and so varied. Since the vernacular literature has received such an immense development, the high-flown or semi-Sanskrit style has become the model for literary composition, but no one speaks in it. I think it is not too much to say that for spoken Bengali there is hardly yet any unanimously accepted system. Among recent works there is a class of comic productions, such as novels, farce, ballade, and satires, in which the spoken language is imitated. The writers of these works, like our own comic writers, attempt to seize the peculiarities of the various classes whom they introduce. Such works would not be intelligible to foreigners who have only studied the classical Bengali. Babu Bikram Lal Mittra, in his admirably clever and spirited novel, Allâder gôther Dâtal, "The Spoilt Child of the House of Allah," puts into the mouth of each of his characters the appropriate method of talking, and thus exhibits to the full the extensive range of vulgar idioms which his language possesses. In the cheap newspapers, which are now sold for a piec about the streets of Calcutta, much of this edifying stuff may be seen. It would puzzle most Europeans sadly to understand its meaning.
Indian government, whose centro had hitherto always been in the upper provinces. The language of the province adjacent to the new capital naturally attracted the attention of the ruling race. The discovery of the existence of the Sanskrit language, which occurred at a time when the English were imperfectly acquainted with the great Gangetic valley, excited the imaginations of the few learned men who at that time resided in Bengal, and they readily gave credence to the assertion that this glorious and perfect language, which they had recently found to be the sister, if not the mother, of Greek and Latin, was also the mother of Bengali. The science of comparative philology was then in its eradle. Bopp's first work did not appear till 1816, and Jacob Grimm's a little later. Our Indian philologists had no means of testing the relationship between Sanskrit and Bengali; and even if they had possessed any such means, it is doubtful if they would have used them. The early inquirers in Bengal seem to have been very much ruled by their Pandits, and swallowed, with a credulity which amazes us, the most audacious assertions of the Brahmans.

Of course, in the matter of languages, the great Brahmanical theory was, and among the orthodox still to a great extent is, that Sanskrit, a divine invention, is the only true and correct Indian language, and that all deviations from Sanskrit observable in the conversation of the masses are corruptions arising from ignorance; and that to purify and improve the vernaculars—Bengali, for instance—every word should be restored to its original Sanskrit shape, and the stream be made to run upwards to its source. Unfortunately for them, but fortunately for the world at large, this could not be done in the spoken language; but it might at least be done in books, especially in the numerous educational works which the English were then causing to be written. So completely did this idea prevail, that the honest old Tadbhavas were entirely banished from books, and a host of Tatsamns dug up from their graves, and
resuscitated for daily use. That the Sanskrit, like every other language, was subject to the laws of development, and that Bengali, like every other language, was merely the natural result of those laws, never occurred to Carey, Yates, and their brethren; and if such an idea had crossed their minds, it would have been banished as a heresy by the Pandits. Orissa at a later date followed the lead of Bengal, and from the causes above mentioned it has resulted that in both provinces the national speech has been banished from books, and now lives only in the mouths of the people; and even they, as soon as they get a little learning, begin to ape their betters and come out with the Tatsamas with which both languages are now completely flooded.  

In Marathi the preponderance of Tatsama words, though sufficiently marked, is not so much so as in Bengali. The Marathi country was not invaded by the Musulmans till a comparatively late period, and as the Brahmans of that province have always been distinguished for learning, their efforts to retain a high type for their language, originally one of the rudest of the group, took the direction as usual in India of resuscitating Sanskrit words, and the process has not been carried so far as in Bengali only because the vernacular was richer. Marathi is one of those languages which one may call playful—it delights in all sorts of jingling formations, and has struck out a larger quantity of secondary and tertiary words, diminutives, and the like, than any of the cognate tongues.

1 Yates’s Bengali Grammar initiates the student into all the mysteries of Sandhi as though they were still in use, and his distress, when he is obliged to give a genuine vernacular form instead of some stilted Sanskritism, is quite ludicrous. Thus, in introducing the common pronouns mui, tui, which are of course the real original pronouns of the language, he says, “It would be well for the first and second of these pronouns, and for the verbs that agree with them, to be expunged from the language.” (?) One feels tempted to ask why he did not try to expunge I and thou from English, and to substitute the much more elegant phrases, “Your humble servant” and “Your worship.”
§ 11. In order to make the statement as to the constituent elements of the seven languages as clear and complete as possible, it is necessary to notice the influence of Arabic and Persian. Although Hindi is a richer language than Bengali or Oriya, it would not be just to say that the amount of Tatsama words in the latter is in exact proportion to its poverty as compared with the former. That is to say, Hindi itself was to a certain extent poor also, and the reason that there are less Tatsama words in it than in some other languages is that it has had recourse to Arabic and Persian instead of Sanskrit to supply its wants. By a curious caprice, Hindi, when it uses Arabic words, is assumed to become a new language, and is called by a new name—Urdu; but when Panjabi or Sindhi do the same, they are not so treated. It is not advisable here to stop to examine why this is; it is enough to say that where Bengali, Oriya, and Marathi have recourse to Sanskrit, Hindi, Panjabi, Sindhi, and Gujarati in a great measure recur to Arabic and Persian; but as the proportions of the Hindu and Musulman population are more evenly balanced in the area occupied by Hindi than in that of any other language, the tendency to borrow from Arabic has not, as in the case of Sindhi and Panjabi, where the Musulman population is greatly in excess of the Hindu, quite superseded the practice of borrowing from Sanskrit; nor on the other hand has the Hindu population, as in the case of Bengali and Oriya, where the Hindus largely preponderate, forced Sauskrt words into the language, to the exclusion of Arabic.

This is one of those cases, many more of which will occur

1 For the information of readers in Europe it may be necessary to explain that the word "Hindu" is always used in India as a religious term denoting those Aryans who still adhere to the Brahmanical faith, and who in most parts of India constitute the majority of the population. "Hindi," on the other hand, expresses the language spoken by the Hindu population of the country from Delhi to Rajmahal, Hindusthan proper, or, as Chaud calls it, "Hinduop than."
in the course of this essay, in which we observe a regular gradation from west to east. In the extreme west we have Sindh and the Panjab, with a vast majority of Musulman inhabitants, and a large amount of Arabic words, contrasted with a very scanty allowance of Tatsamas. Going east we come into the great central Hindi area, where the balance between the two races is more even, the numerical superiority of the Hindus being balanced by the greater intelligence of the Muhammadans, and here we find consequently the habit of borrowing from Persian kept up side by side with recurrence to Sanskrit, such recurrence, however, being less frequent in consequence of the already existing abundance of Tadbhava words. Further east again, in Bengal and Orissa, there is an immense majority of Hindus, and as a natural result a maximum of Tatsamas. In this scheme, Gujarati and Marathi stand nearly in the same place as Hindi, the former being rather more Persian, and the latter rather more Sanskritic than it. The whole seven languages may be thus grouped, the left hand indicating the Arabic pole so to speak, and the right hand the Sanskrit, and the position of the languages on the page their degree of proximity to the respective poles.

|---------|-------|---------|

With regard to the Arabic and Persian element, however, it must be observed that in all the languages it is still an alien. It has not woven itself into the grammar of any of them. All the Arabic words in Hindi or any other language are nouns, or participial forms used as nouns. They conform to their own grammatical rules as strictly in the mouth of a correct speaker, as though the rest of the sentence were pure Arabic. Rarely, and quite exceptionally, occur such words as taḥsīnā, ḳabūlnā,

1 This position of the languages on the page is, as will be seen at a glance, nearly identical with their position on the map of India.
$\text{dá}g\text{h}ā$, where Arabic and Persian nouns have been furnished with a Hindi termination, but the usual form is $t\text{a}h\text{s}īl\text{k}ārnā$, where the Hindi verb does all the grammatical work, and the Arabic noun is unaltered and uninflected throughout. When they are used as nouns, they take the usual postpositions indicative of case, but as these postpositions are merely appended to them without causing any internal change in their structure, it cannot be said that they are at all affected. In those changes which indigenous nouns undergo in the preparation of their base or crude form for receiving case appendages, the alien Arabic or Persian word is only affected in very few and exceptional instances. The rules for the preparation of the base are most intricate in Sindhi, Gujarati, and Marathi, in the first of which Arabic words, as I have said, are very numerous.

We cannot therefore take these words into consideration at all in examining the internal structure and constitution of the seven languages, though it may be proper to do so when treating of their external garb, and of the construction of sentences.

§12. Passing from the consideration of the constituent elements of this group of languages, to that of their structure and inflections, we are again met by the question of non-Aryan influence. It has been said that contact with the savage races of India had on the Aryans the effect of breaking down their rigid inflectional system, and causing them to substitute, for case-endings in nouns and verbs, distinct particles and auxiliaries, and that under this influence the Sanskrit gradually became modified into the present forms. There are, however, some difficulties in the way of accepting this theory, and in order to explain what they are, it will be better to state the whole argument from the beginning.

Languages, like trees, grow and develop, and their stages
of growth are well marked in the abstract, though we cannot point to any language which has gone through all the stages within historical times. The first stage is that in which all words are monosyllables without inflections or power of internal modification; and when strung together to make sentences, the same word is at one time a verb, at another a noun, at a third a particle, according to its place in the sentence. This is the syntactical stage, and is exemplified by Chinese.

The second stage is that in which some words have lost their power of being used as nouns or verbs, and can only be employed as particles, in which capacity they are added to nouns to form case-endings, and to verbs to form tense- and person-endings. This is the agglutinative stage, so called because these particles are agglutinated, or glued on, to the word which they modify. Turkish is such a language.

The third stage is that in which the aforesaid particles are no longer separable, but have become incorporated into the word which they modify, merely producing the result of varying the terminal syllable or syllables. This is the synthetical or inflectional stage, and is seen in Sanskrit.

The fourth stage is that in which the particles are not even recognizable as constituent elements of the word with which they were incorporated, but, from long use, have been worn away, so that the word stands almost bare and without terminations, as in the first stage, and new auxiliary words have to be brought in to express the necessary modifications of sense. This is the analytical stage, the stage in which English and French are at present.

It will be observed that the fourth stage comes round again to the second in some respects, notably in that the words are not altered in any way, but merely have the subsidiary particle placed before or after them, so that position in the sentence becomes once more the guide in many instances to the meaning of the individual word. Thus the English words of, to, in, for,
etc., correspond exactly to the Turkish *in, lah, dan,* and the rest, in that they have no meaning when standing alone, and though perfectly separable from the word which they modify, nevertheless cannot be used without it. The two classes are therefore very much alike, and might by inexperienced persons be easily mistaken one for another. In fact, to settle the question in which of the two stages any given language is, we have to inquire into its past history, and to ascertain what family it belongs to. Moreover, it will always be found that no language is purely analytical. The most advanced languages, such as English, still retain traces of the synthetical phase through which they have formerly passed. *Thou goest, he goes or goeth, went, gone,* though much altered from their original form, still exhibit the inflectional or synthetic type. On the other hand, agglutinative languages having not yet got so far as the synthetic stage, naturally cannot possess any traces of its system, though, to complicate the matter, there are found some languages of this stage whose agglutinative system, aided by the working of the laws of euphony, has advanced so far as to be almost synthetical,—that is to say, their particles have become so much altered by use, and are so habitually written as parts of the word modified, that they may almost be taken for inflectional terminations. So that while on the one hand we may have agglutinative languages almost entering the synthetical stage, we have analytical ones which have not quite left it.

§ 13. To apply the above remarks to the Indian languages. The Aryan dialects remained purely synthetical for many centuries after the race entered this country. When it first came here, it found the land covered with non-Aryan races, and it is almost certain that it came more into contact with them during those early ages than it did in later times, because these alien races were after a time either driven out altogether,
or remained and were absorbed into the conquering body, where they took rank at the bottom of the social system as Sudras, and learnt the speech of their conquerors, which speech in those days was Prakrit in some form or other. Now, all the forms of Prakrit are synthetical, and remained so as long as we have any definite trace of them, that is, till long after the absorption of the majority of the non-Aryans. The Bhars, Cherus, and other tribes, it is true, made a stand, and retained their individuality till a late period, and the Sonthals and Kols do so to the present day. Still the mass of non-Aryans residing in the valley of the Ganges who were absorbed at all, must have been absorbed not only many generations, but many centuries, before the Aryan languages began to show any signs of a tendency to analytical construction. It is my belief that the Indian languages did not begin to be analytical till about the ninth or tenth century, much about the same time that the European languages began to be so. Chand, though his structure is analytical, retains much that is synthetical still, and his particles and auxiliaries are in a very crude and unformed state. For the modern kā, ke, ki, he chiefly uses an obscure क kā, which does not vary with the governed noun, and is more often left out altogether. य, the ordinary substantive verb, is unknown to him; या is still only या, three stages earlier than its present form.1 If then the non-Aryans were the cause of the Sanskrit changing its structure from synthetical to analytical, they must have taken an uncommonly long time about it, and, oddly enough, must have succeeded in effecting the change at a time when they had for centuries adopted the synthetical structure of the Aryans.

But even apart from the improbability of this theory, it is superfluous. We want no non-Aryan influence to account for a natural and regular process in all languages of Indo-Germanic build. When, by lapse of time and the effect of those

1 For a further examination of this point, see § 30.
numerous changes which words necessarily undergo in transmission from generation to generation, the terminations of nouns and verbs have been worn down, so that they no longer afford sufficiently clear indications of time, person, or relation, some other means of marking these necessary distinctions silently grows up. In the case of European languages there were prepositions for the noun and auxiliaries for the verb. In the Indian languages postpositions took the place of the European prepositions; but in other respects the process was precisely identical in both. It is not pretended that the European languages were subjected to non-Aryan or any other external influence to make them undergo these changes; it is admitted that they grew naturally out of the course taken by the human tongue and the human mind. The flower of synthesis budded and opened, and when full blown began, like all other flowers, to fade. Its petals, that is its inflections, dropped off one by one; and in due course the fruit of analytical structure sprung up beneath it, and grew and ripened in its stead. If this was the natural course of development in Europe, may we not suppose it to have also been the course in India? The ancient Indian languages are exact structural parallels to the ancient European languages, the modern are also precisely parallel to the modern of Europe: does it not seem to follow, as a logical consequence, that the method and process of their change, from the one stage to the other, was also parallel, and, in both cases, due to internal rather than external influences?

§ 14. But there are stronger arguments still. The non-Aryan languages could only affect the Aryans by means of some quality which they possessed, not by means of those which they did not possess. If the Kol, Dravidian, or other groups of languages were analytical, it is conceivable, if we put aside for a time the historical and geographical considerations, that they have imparted to the Aryans a tendency to
make their speech also analytical. But if they were not themselves analytical, they could not have done so.

Now it is very certain, as certain as anything can well be, that all the non-Aryan languages of India are still in the agglutinative stage. If, then, they exercised any influence on the structure of the Aryan speech, such influence would tend to make that also agglutinative; in other words, the Aryans would have had to go backwards, and try and find out what were the agglutinated particles from which their own inflectional terminations had arisen; and having found them, would have been led to use them, no longer conveniently incorporated into their words, but disintegrated and separate. Thus, a vulgar Aryan who said homi, for "I am," would have had to re-construct out of his inner consciousness the older form bhavámi, and, not content with that, to further resolve bhavámi into its component elements of bhú and ámi, and henceforth to use these two words adjacent to each other, but unincorporated. This we see at once is out of the question, and absurd. What our vulgar Aryan really did was in course of time to drop the final i of homi, and to nasalize the m, at the same time imparting a broader and more rustic pronunciation to the vowel, thus producing 𐀟 haw. He also changed hosí, "thou art," and hodí, "he is," both into hoi; and thus having got two words of similar sound, he had to use the pronouns tú and rāh to distinguish them: which is precisely the opposite process to that which imitation of the Dravidians or Kols would have led him to follow, and precisely similar to that which his brother the vulgar Roman followed when he changed sum into sono, and sunt also into sono; so that, getting two sonos, he had no means of distinguishing between them except by constantly prefixing the pronouns io, "I," and eglino, "they"; and just that which the Englishman followed when he changed ga, gath, and gath, all three into go, and then had always to prefix I, he, we, ye, they, to make his meaning clear.
It must, therefore, be always remembered that though the modern Aryan verb presents in its structure certain similarities to the Dravidian or Kol verb, and some analogies also with the Tibetan and Himalayan verb, as well as with the noun of both, yet this very similarity to two such widely sundered groups reduces us to the necessity of admitting that the connexion is not one of family, but of stage. Tibetan and Dravidian alike are in the agglutinative stage; and, as mentioned before, the analytical stage, in which the modern Aryan languages are, resembles in many particulars the agglutinative stage, though the difference is generally to be detected by a close scrutiny.

It is not my intention here to go into the details of the non-Aryan system of inflection, or agglutination. I am very imperfectly acquainted with the non-Aryan languages; and with those which impinge most closely upon the Aryan area, very few persons can pretend to be familiar. But it seems advisable once again to raise a warning voice against the rash speculations which are the bane of philology more than of any other science, and which have so frequently been the cause of the science itself being turned into ridicule. We can only move slowly, slowly, stablishing our feet firmly on one point before we pass to another. Data are scanty, and facts hard to get at. In the above remarks all that has been done is to show how great is the à priori improbability of the theory that the present structure of the modern Aryan tongues is in any great degree due to non-Aryan influence. It has been said languages borrow words but never grammar. The methods of expressing ideas seem to be inborn and ingrained into races, and seem rarely to be varied, whatever be the materials employed, so that even resemblances should be shunned as dangerous, and must, unless supported by historical or other proofs, be set down in the majority of cases as accidental. To take an instance, a great deal has been made, or tried to be made, of the resemblance between the sign of the dative in Tamil,
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ku (kku), and that of the Hindi, ko, and Dr. Caldwell in particular seems to have gone quite wild on the subject (see pp. 225–227 of his Grammar); but leaving aside all the Dravidian, Scythian, Ostiak, Russian, Malay, and all the rest of the jumble of analogies, it is demonstrable from actual written documents that the modern Hindi ko is a pure accusative or objective, and was in old Hindi kaun, which is the usual and regular form of the Sanskrit त kām, the accusative of nouns in kah; so that there does not appear to be the slightest reason for connecting it with anything but the cognate forms in its own group of languages.

For the reasons above given, I am of opinion that there is nothing in the structural phenomena of the modern Aryan vernaculars which may not, by a fair application of reasonable analogies, be deduced from the elder languages of the same stock; and though not prepared to deny the presence of non-Aryan elements in those languages, I do strenuously deny that they have had any hand in the formation of the analytical system which the Aryan tongues at present exhibit.

§ 15. Looking upon the change from a synthetical to an analytical state as progress and development, not as corruption or decay, it may be interesting to institute a comparison between the several languages in this respect. And here, as might be expected, we find in most instances that those languages which are most prone to the use of Tatsama words are also most backward in development.

The most advanced language is the Hindi, which is closely followed by the Panjabi and Gujarati. In Hindi the noun has lost nearly all traces of inflection; the only vestiges remaining are the modification of the base in the oblique cases of nouns ending in ā or ah, as ghorā, oblique base ghorē, bandah, oblique base bande, and the terminations of the plural e2, a2, o2; and in common talk the plural is very little used,
a paraphrastic construction with *sub* or *leg* being generally preferred. The pronouns exhibit a slight advance upon the Prakrit forms, but have evidently come down to modern time through Prakrit, and therefore retain more of an inflectional character. In the pronouns, each case must be derived from the corresponding case in Sanskrit, just as in an Italian verb each person of each tense is a distinct corruption of the corresponding Latin person and tense. But with the Hindi noun the case is different. The noun owes to Sanskrit merely its base, or crude form. All its cases are formed out of its own resources, resources perhaps themselves of Sanskrit origin, but put together and employed in a way quite foreign to Sanskrit ideas. Thus when a Sanskrit noun exhibits three base forms, the Anga, Pada, and Bha, all differing from each other, as राजन. Anga base राजन्, Pada राज, Bha राथ, the Hindi rejects all these niceties, and takes the simple nominative राजा for its sole base, declining it by means of postpositions राजा को. etc.

In the verb Hindi has still more markedly thrown away the Sanskrit inflectional system. The Hindi verb is an arrangement of participles conjugated by means of the substantive verbs, derived from the roots *as* and *bhū*. Only one tense is synthetical, the indefinite present, corrupted from the present indicative of the Sanskrit.

Panjabi follows Hindi as regards its nouns, having the same simplicity of declension and the same absence of inflection; although the particles used to denote cases are different from those used in Hindi, yet the method of their use is precisely the same; only bases ending in आ are subject to modification, all others remain unchanged. The verb is identical in structure with Hindi, and the differences of form are hardly more than dialectic. The pronouns are also nearly the same as Hindi. The claim of Panjabi to be considered an independent language rests more upon its phonetic system, and its stores
of words not found in Hindi, than upon any radical difference in its structure or inflections.

Gujarati is somewhat less developed than the two preceding languages. It retains the needless and troublesome arrangement of three genders, whereas the Hindi and Panjabi have but two, and in common use wisely ignore to a great extent the existence of even those. The noun retains one inflectional case, the instrumental, only the noun ending in o undergoes any change of termination previous to the application of the postpositions; and these postpositions, though different in form, are used in the same manner as those in Hindi. The pronouns are almost identical with Hindi, especially with those dialectic forms of Hindi spoken in Rajputana, on the northern frontier of Gujrat.

The verb, as expounded by its unphilosophical grammarians, Messrs. Leckey and Eduljee, appears to possess a bewildering variety of forms; but a little examination shows that the five presents, seventeen preterites, and three or four futures, are really nothing more than instances of that subdivision and amplification in which grammarians so much delight. We find here again the present indefinite, an inflectional tense derived from the Sanskrit present indicative. It may be as well to state that this tense, though often most ingeniously disguised by grammar-writers, exists in all the languages of this group, as will be shown in the chapter on verbs. Gujarati has, however, another inflectional tense in the future hoisco from the Sanskrit bhavishyāmi, Prakrit hoissam, etc. The rest of the tenses of a Gujarati verb are merely neat and varied combinations of participles with each other, and with the substantive verbs.

Sindhi ranks next in the matter of development. It is a rough language, loving thorny paths of its own, but there hangs about it, to my mind, somewhat of the charm of wild flowers in a hedge whose untamed luxuriance pleases more
than the regular splendour of the parterre. Even as early as Prakrit times the dialect of the Indus valley shook itself free from trammels, and earned for itself from the pedantic followers of rule and line the contemptuous epithet of Āpabhramśa, or vitiated. There is a flavour of wheaten flour and a reek of cottage smoke about Panjabi and Sindhi, which is infinitely more natural and captivating than anything which the hide-bound Pandit-ridden languages of the eastern parts of India can show us. I have not yet been able to procure Dr. Trumpp’s Sindhi Grammar,¹ and am obliged to work with Captain Stack’s book, the deficiencies of which strike one at every step.

In Sindhi the preparation of the base for reception of the case particles assumes great importance, there being in nearly every case three separate base-forms in the singular, one for the nominative, a second for the oblique, and a third for the vocative; and three in the plural, the plural forms being in addition various and numerous for the oblique and vocative. That these forms result from a partial retention or half-effaced recollection of the Sanskrit inflectional system is apparent, and this fact places Sindhi in an inferior stage of development to that of the fore-named languages. The cases are formed, however, analytically by the addition of particles; that indicative of the possessive relation is so multifariously inflected as to raise that case into a pure adjective agreeing with the governing noun in gender, number, and case, whereas Hindi is satisfied with three forms of the genitive particle, Panjabi with four, Gujarati requires nine, and Sindhi twenty. The subject of postpositions is not properly worked out by Stack, and I labour under some difficulty in putting it clearly to myself, and consequently to the reader. The adjective is also subject to the same multiplied changes of termination as the substantive. The pronouns, as in Hindi, retain more traces

¹ I hear that it is shortly to be published at Leipzig, if this unhappy war will permit. September, 1870.
of an inflectional system, and closely resemble those of that language. The verb is, as in other languages, composed chiefly of participial forms combined with the three auxiliaries, but, like Gujarati, the future, as well as the indefinite present, shows signs of the synthetical system of Sanskrit, and in some other respects also is less purely analytical than Hindi. The passive in particular exhibits a system of combination in which a tendency to analytical treatment is not fully emancipated from synthetical ideas.

Marathi, which I place next on the list, is, like Gujarati and Sindhi, more complicated in its structure than the other languages. These three languages of the Western Presidency, perhaps from political reasons, and the less frequent intercourse between them and the northern and eastern members of the group, retain a type peculiar to themselves in many respects, notably so in the greater intricacy of their grammatical forms. In Marathi we see the results of the Pandit's file applied to a form of speech originally possessed of much natural wildness and licence. The hedgerows have been pruned, and the wild briars and roses trained into order. It is a copious and beautiful language, second only to Hindi. It has three genders, and the same elaborate system of preparation of the base as in Sindhi, and, owing to the great corruption that has taken place in its terminations, the difficulty of determining the gender of nouns is as great in Marathi as in German. In fact, if we were to institute a parallel in this respect, we might appropriately describe Hindi as the English, Marathi as the German of the Indian group,—Hindi having cast aside whatever could possibly be dispensed with, Marathi having retained whatever has been spared by the action of time. To an Englishman Hindi commends itself by its absence of form, and the positional structure of its sentences resulting therefrom; to our High-German cousins the Marathi, with its fuller array of genders, terminations, and inflections, would probably
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seem the completer and finer language. The pronoun is very little removed from pure Prakrit, combining inflectional peculiarities of a distinctly Prakrit nature with the postpositions which it possesses in common with its cognate languages. The verb is to a certain extent participial in its formation, but retains the indefinite present, though in modern usage in a preterite sense, and an inflectional future. It has also a partially inflectional subjunctive. Its combinations are fewer and simpler than those of the Gujarati; and in all its tenses the auxiliary verb, especially in the second person singular and third person plural, is so intimately bound up with the participle as to exhibit a pseudo-inflectional appearance. Though sūtatos, "thou dost get loose," and sūtalā́, "they get loose," look like inflections, they are really combinations of sūtato asī and sūtalā́ saṇṭi respectively.

In the Bengali noun we have a purely inflectional genitive, the legitimate descendant of the Sanskrit termination -asya. Bengali and Oriya are like overgrown children, always returning to suck the mother’s breast, when they ought to be supporting themselves on other food. Consequently the written Bengali, afraid to enter boldly on the path of development, hugs the ancient Sanskrit forms as closely as it can, and misleads the reader by exhibiting as genuine Bengali what is merely a resuscitation of classical Sanskrit. In the peasant-speech, however, which is the true Bengali, and for which the philologist must always search, putting aside the unreal formations which Pandits would offer him, there is much that is analytical, though in the noun the genitive, dative, locative, ablative, and instrumental are synthetical, as is also the nominative plural. The rest of the plural, and sometimes the nominative also, is formed by the addition of particles expressive of number, as gan, dig, and others, to which the signs of case are appended. There is no preparation of the base in Bengali, or very little. Gender is practically neglected.
The verb is simple, and formed as in other languages on the participial system. The indefinite present and the future may, however, be regarded as inflectional, as also the imperfect dekhítám and the conditional dekhítám. The pronouns are very little removed from Prakrit.

Oriya is the most neglected member of the group, and retains some very archaic forms. The repulsive and difficult character in which it is written, the rugged and mountainous nature of the greater part of Orissa, and its comparative isolation from the world at large, have combined to retard its development. In the noun the genitive and ablative are inflectional, and the locative is probably the same. Its verbal forms still require fuller analysis, but there is much that is inflectional apparent on the surface, though the universal participial system is also in use. In the indefinite present several of the forms retain their pure Prakrit dress, as the third person singular in ai and plural anti.

Both in Bengali and Oriya the singular of the pronoun and verb has been banished from polite society and relegated to the vulgar, and the original plural has been adopted as the polite singular, and been supplied with a new plural. Thus, in Oriya the singular mui, "I," is considered vulgar, and amhe, the old plural, is now used as a singular, and fitted with a new plural, amhémáne. In Bengali they have gone a step further, and made two new plurals,—one morá, for the now vulgar singular mui, and another, ámará for the plural turned singular ámi.

§ 16. Having thus briefly generalized the structural characteristics of the seven languages, the character in which they are written next demands attention. The Hindi and Marathi use the ordinary Nágarí in printed books, and their written character, as also that of Gujarati, does not vary from it more than is natural under the circumstances; the written character in all these languages being merely a rounder and more flowing
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variety of the printed. Sindhi has remained till modern times almost unwritten. The rude scrawls in use among the mercantile classes defy analysis, and were so imperfect that it is said no one but the writer himself could read what was written. The abandonment of the mātra or top line of the Devanāgari letters, is a common feature in all these cursive alphabets. It is either dropped entirely, as in the Kayathi character used in Behar, or a series of lines are ruled across the page first, like a schoolboy's copy-book, and the writing is hung on below as in the Mōdh or "twisted" current hand of the Marathas. Gujarati, for some reason, has taken to printing books in this cursive hand, without the top line, which gives it at first sight the effect of a totally different character. The letters are all, however, pure modern Nāgari, and on showing a Gujarati book to a native of Tirhut, I found he could read it perfectly, and, what is more, very nearly understand most parts of it; and he was by no means an exceptionally intelligent man, rather the reverse.

The Mahājani character differs entirely from that used for general purposes of correspondence, and is quite unintelligible to any but commercial men. It is in its origin as irregular and scrawling as the Sindhi, but has been reduced by men of business into a neat-looking system of little round letters, in which, however, the original Devanagari type has become so effaced as hardly to be recognizable, even when pointed out. Perhaps this is intentional. Secresy has always been an important consideration with native merchants, and it is probable that they purposely made their peculiar alphabet as unlike anything else as possible, in order that they alone might have the key to it.

1 There are some twelve or thirteen different alphabets current in Sindh, some of which differ very widely from the others. Of late, however, the Arabic character, though very ill adapted to express Sindhi sounds, has come into common use, and a modification of the Devanāgari is proposed for adoption, though I believe it is not actually employed by any class of Sindhians.
In the mercantile and ordinary current hands, the vowels are only partially indicated, a or i in its full or initial form generally does duty for the whole. This is of no great consequence in ordinary correspondence where the context, as in Persian, supplies the key to the meaning. Sometimes, however, difficulties arise, as in the well-known story of the merchant of Mathura, who was absent from home, and whose agent wrote from Delhi to the family, to say his master had gone to Ajmer and wanted his big ledger. The agent wrote Bābū Ajmer gayā bārī bahi bhej dijiye. This was unfortunately read Bābū āj mar gayā bārī bahu bhej dijiye, "The master died to-day, send the chief wife"! (apparently to perform his obsequies).1

It would be waste of time to analyze all these current hands, even if the resources of modern European printing-presses permitted us to do so. They are not calculated to throw any light upon the historical development of the art of writing among the Indian races, being the results merely of individual caprice.

§ 17. The three languages which use a peculiar character are the Panjabi, Bengali, and Oriya. Panjabi employs the character called Gurumukhi, a name probably derived from the fact that the art of writing was at first only employed on sacred subjects, and was practised by pupils who recorded the oral instruction of their Gurus instead of, as had been the case in earlier times, committing his teachings to memory. The alphabet consists of thirty-five letters only, omitting the grammatical abstractions एँ, ओँ, ईँ, ऊँ, as also ण and ञ; च is retained, but with a different pronunciation, as will be shown hercafter. ङ does duty for all the sibilants. There is a special character

1 This story is told by Babu Rajendra Lal Mittra, in vol. xxxiii., p. 508, of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. There is much that is good in his article, though I entirely disagree with the greater part of it.
for that harsh aspirated r-sound which in the other languages is indicated by र; and the Vedic द is expressed by the dental ठ, with a stroke like a virāma attached to its lower right-hand limb.

In tracing the origin of this alphabet, it appears that initial ए, ऐ, उ and ऑ are almost identical with the Kutila character in use from the ninth to the eleventh century A.D., which is only a development of the still older Gupta character of the fifth century, which again leads us back to the forms used in the inscriptions of Asoka in the third century B.C. The इ and ई exhibit the same form as the ए for their fulcrum or initial form, though they possess the modern forms ई and ई for medial use. These latter are of later introduction. Originally, as is proved by the older alphabets, ए was indicated by three dots, or circlets, forming a triangle with the apex downwards. These three dots being connected by lines represented the derived vowel ए, to which a small tail was afterwards added, but, as the Oriya still shows, the medial इ was originally expressed by a semicircle over the letter it followed, thus, चि. This is still retained in the Tibetan चि. In the Kutila character this semicircle was lengthened downwards on the left hand or before the letter to express the short sound, or on the right hand or after the letter to express the long sound: चि. Previous to this, in the earlier inscriptions the long इ is distinguished by inverting the semicircle, thus ए. Medial उ was expressed in the alphabet of the fifth century B.C. by a small horizontal stroke on the right of the lower portion of a letter, thus उ, and ऑ by two such strokes. From these have arisen the Panjabi उ and ऑ. ई was at first indicated by a short horizontal stroke attached to a letter at the top and drawn leftwards. This gradually raised itself into the slanting position.

1 This section and the following should be read with the tables of alphabets in the second volume of Prinsep's Indian Antiquities at hand for comparison. The modern alphabets will be found in a table at the end of this chapter.
it now holds, \( \Delta \). \( \Delta i \) was written with the horizontal \( e \)-stroke and a vertical one at right angles to it, which gradually came together as \( \alpha \). \( O \) was expressed by two horizontal strokes forming one cross-line, either at the top or through the middle of a letter. In the beginning of a word this stroke used the letter \( a \) as its fulcrum. By degrees these two strokes got raised into a sloping position, and from the Gupta inscriptions of the fifth century down to the tenth century they were so written. The form is preserved in a more elegant shape in the Tibetan, which dates from the seventh century, thus \( \overline{\gamma} \). The Panjabi rejects one of the two strokes and gives that which remains a wavy shape to distinguish it from \( e \), thus \( \overline{\alpha} \) \( ke \), \( \overline{\alpha} \) \( ko \); while in Nagari the right-hand stroke has been turned downwards like an \( \dot{a} \) \( \iota \), thus making \( \gamma \). The \( au \) in the fifth century consisted of three strokes, thus \( \overline{\gamma} \). Panjabi has contented itself with giving an extra half-stroke to the \( o \), thus \( \overline{\delta} \) \( krau \).

Panjabi consonants are generally of the Kutila type, though many of them are older still. Of the Kutila type are the characters for \( g \), \( t \), \( th \), \( dh \), \( n \), \( d \), \( dh \), \( p \), \( bh \), \( y \), \( l \). It will be observed that these letters in Panjabi approach more nearly to the exact form of the Kutila than the corresponding Devanagari letters, which have been subjected to modifications from which the Gurumukhi letters have escaped.

\( K \) preserves something more like the form on the Vallabhi plates found in Gujarat, as does also the Gujarati \( \frac{1}{2} \), almost the only letter in that alphabet which would seem strange to one familiar with the ordinary Devanagari.

The sign for \( kk \) is the Nagari \( \frac{1}{2} \) \( sh \), but left open at the top. This character is also used for \( kh \) in western Hindi; thus for \( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( kh \) \( we \) find \( \mu \) \( \mu \) \( sh \); for \( \alpha \alpha \) \( \alpha \) \( kh \) \( \alpha \alpha \), \( \alpha \alpha \). The Nagari sign for \( kk \) \( \chi \) has unfortunately a close resemblance to \( \chi \) \( rae \), and by the addition of a small horizontal stroke it may be made into \( \chi \) \( sea \). These resemblances have probably led to its disuse, combined as they are with certain phonetic peculiarities noticed in
Chapter IV., § 80. The gh is older than the Kutila in so far as it is open at the top, whereas the Kutila is closed. This letter has retained its form more exactly than any other. From Asoka's time downwards it has the form of an English capital E lying on its back, 𐤊. This ancient form is retained by the Panjabi and Kashmiri alone.1 The Devanagari च follows the Kutila in being closed at the top, but has deviated from it in making two of the strokes horizontal instead of vertical. The Panjabi form for च is omitted from Prinsep's table. It resembles the Kutila, but has added a loop at the foot.

The ज and झ are both older than the Kutila, and closely approach the Gupta and Vallabhi types. The earliest form of this letter was a vertical stroke with a loop at the bottom on the left for ch, and two loops one on each side for chh.

The ज is more Kutila than anything, though it has become simpler than its prototype. The Kutila itself bears very little resemblance to the more ancient form, which is that of the English E, and is retained in Tibetan འ.

Jh is not found in Kutila, nor is palatal n. The Panjabi forms for these sounds bear no resemblance to anything in the ancient alphabets, and are probably local inventions or combinations.

Panjabi ट is the Gupta letter with a curl to it, and does not at all approach the Kutila.

Panjabi ठ, like the Bengali ঠ, has the form appropriated in the other languages to ṭ. This arises from the older form being ठ. In writing this and other letters, the variations of form depend upon the course followed by the pen in making the letter. If you begin at the top, and go down the left limb, and then bringing the pen back up the same limb go down the

1 The Kashmiri character is very similar to the Panjabi, though in several instances its forms are even more archaic still.
right one, you will find the tendency to give a curve to all written lines will gradually result in a form similar to the Panjabi letter; whereas, if on the contrary you follow down the right limb first, and then taking the pen off, make the left limb separately, the result will be the Kutila t, from which come the Nagari and others.

The th is apparently a modification of the Kutila, due like the last letter to a different way of writing. In the Kutila the little top loop is first formed, and then, without taking off the pen or graver, the larger loop, and then the upright stroke. The Panjabi scribe, however, formed the large loop first, and taking off his pen, made a stroke across it, separating it into two parts, in order to produce the effect of the two loops, in which attempt he has signally failed, turning out something more like a ḭ than a Ḫ.

There is a curious similarity between dh and p in Panjabi. The former is written Ḫ with the character used in Nagari for p, while the p is indicated by the same character with the top open. In this it adheres closely to the Kutila, which adds a small side stroke to the dh, which in early alphabets is an oval, grape-shaped letter, and thus produces a character closely resembling Ḫ; the double semicircle of the Nagari Ḫ is quite modern.

In n again Panjabi preserves an archaic form, and the same remarks apply to this letter as to t. The Panjabi n is that of Asoka's inscriptions, with the horizontal footstrokes sloped downwards and curved. The Gupta, Vallabhi, and Kutila forms arose from trying to form the letter by one continuous stroke without taking the pen or graver off. The Tibetan exactly reproduces the Kutila in its ḿ.

In ph we have another piece of antiquity. The form of this letter is identical with the Nagari Ḹ ḥ. In the Asoka character the ḥ and ph are almost the same; the former having a curved downstroke, the latter a straight one. This is re-
produced in Panjabi, and the difference marked by an extra curve in the dh, while the ph is indicated by the simple ठ. Kashmiri squares the corners of the dh, and exactly follows the Gupta in its ph. Kutila has adopted a very different type in its फ, which has been followed by all the other alphabets. The Tibetan फ shows how by a different order of making the strokes the ड of the earlier alphabets might pass into the Bengali ফ, and thence into Nagari फ; so much depends upon the order followed by the pen in forming the letter. Let any one who doubts this try the experiment of forming the Sanskrit letters backwards, beginning where the pen generally leaves off, and after writing the letter quickly half a dozen times he will be surprised to see how far it has deviated from its original shape.

Dh is the Kutila form rounded and written as though the central curve were a loop; m differs only in having the top open, to distinguish it from ञ, which in Panjabi is written like the Nagari म, owing to the Gupta character from which it is derived not having the little tail which marks the म.

R also lacks the tail, and thus approaches the Gupta rather than the Kutila type.

The r assimilates more to the Vallabhi form than any other; and the h is Gupta.

In a large number of instances the Kutila differs from the Gupta type only by the addition of a little tail at the right-hand lower corner. This tail being regarded as the continuation of the right-hand line of a letter has resulted in the vertical straight line so characteristic of Devanagari letters, such as प, व, ल, र, in none of which has the Gupta character any tail, or consequently anything to give rise to a straight stroke. The Panjabi character probably took its rise from the Gupta, or it might be more accurate to say that the earlier character of Asoka underwent modifications, the type of which is uniform throughout India, down to the Gupta era, but that
after that the various provinces began to make local variations of their own. The Kutila inscriptions date from about 800 A.D. to 1100 A.D., and as far as we know the history of those three centuries there was no one paramount sovereign during that time whose authority extended over all Aryan India, as there had been at various times in the preceding ages. We may suppose the Panjab to have been politically sundered from the Gangetic provinces during a great portion of that time, and to have entered upon a distinct course of linguistic development. This will account for the archaic character of many of its letters.

§ 18. The Bengali is the most elegant and easiest to write of all the Indian alphabets. It is very little changed from the Kutila brought down from Kanauj by the Bralmans whom King Adisur invited to Bengal in the latter part of the eleventh century. Such slight differences as are perceptible arise from an attempt to form a running hand, in which it should not be necessary to lift the pen from the paper in the middle of a word. This attempt has been to a great degree successful, and the modern Bengali character can now be written with greater rapidity and ease than any character derived from the ancient Indian alphabet. Even compound letters of some intricacy have been provided with neat and simple forms, and since the introduction of printing presses into Bengal the type has much increased in elegance. A printed Bengali book is now a very artistic production in typography.

§ 19. The same praise cannot be awarded to the Oriya character, which is of all Indian characters the ugliest, clumsiest, and most cumbrous. Some of the letters so closely resemble others that they can with difficulty be distinguished. Such for instance are the following, ख chā, ङ ra, where only the
slanting end-stroke distinguishes the letters, and to make it worse, the medial e च is often so written as to be precisely like the eh. Then again, ओ ta, and ज। dha, only differ by the size of the lower loop. ऋ u, and ऋ da, are also closely similar; ऋ ga, ऋ kha, ऋ cha, ऋ ra, as also ऋ s (॥), and ऋ n (॥), puzzle the reader by the slightness of their difference, which if troublesome in print, where all the proportions of loops and strokes are rigidly preserved, is still more so in manuscript, where no attention at all is paid to the subject; and a knowledge of the language is the only guide in determining which letter is meant.

The Oriya characters in their present form present a marked similarity to those employed by the neighbouring non-Aryan nations whose alphabets have been borrowed from the Sanskrit. I mean the Telugu, Malayalam, Tamil, Singhalese, and Burmese. The chief peculiarity in the type of all these alphabets consists in their spreading out the ancient Indian letters into elaborate mazes of circular and curling form. This roundness is the prevailing mark of them all, though it is more remarkable in the Burmese than in any other; Burmese letters being entirely globular, and having hardly such a thing as a straight line among them. The straight angular letters which Asoka used are exhibited in the inscriptions found at Souni on the Narmadā (Nerudda) in more than their pristine angularity, but adorned with a great number of additional lines and squares, which renders them almost as complicated as the Glagolitic alphabet of St. Cyril. The next modification of these letters occurs in the inscriptions found at Amravati on the Kistna, where the square boxes have been in many instances rounded off into semicircles. From this alphabet follow all the Dravidian and the Singhalese; probably also we may refer to this type the Burmese and even the Siamese, and the beautiful character in use in Java, which is evidently of Aryan origin, as its system of Pasangans, or separate forms for the second letter of a nexus,
and Sandangans, or vowel and diacritical signs, sufficiently testify.

Whether the Oriyas received the art of writing from Bengal or from Central India is a question still under dispute. The probabilities are strongly in favour of the latter supposition. In the flourishing times of the monarchy of Orissa, the intercourse with Central and Southern India was frequent and intimate. Raja Chūranga (or Sāranga) Deva, the founder of the Gangavansa dynasty, which ruled from A.D. 1131 to 1451, came from the south, and was said in native legends to be a son of the lesser Ganges (Godāvari). The princes of that line extended their conquests far to the south, and their dominions at one time stretched from the Ganges to the Godavari. Kapilendra Deva (1451–1478) resided chiefly at Rajamahendri, and died at Condapilly on the banks of the Kistna, having been employed during the greater part of his reign in fighting over various parts of the Telinga and Karnata countries. This monarch also came into collision with the Musulmans of Behar. In fact, the early annals of Orissa are full of allusions to the central and southern Indian states, while Bengal is scarcely ever mentioned. Indeed, the Oriya monarchs at one time did not bear sway beyond the Kānsbāns, a river to the south of Baleshwar (Balasore), and there was thus between them and Bengal a wide tract of hill and forest, inhabited in all probability, as much of it is still, by non-Aryan tribes. The changes and developments which have brought Oriya into such close connexion with Bengali appear in very many instances to be of comparatively recent origin.

Assuming then that the Oriyas got their alphabet from Central, rather than from Northern, India, the reason of its being so round and curling has now to be explained. In all probability in the case of Oriya, as in that of the other languages which I have mentioned above, the cause is to be found in the material used for writing. The Oriyas and all the popu-
lations living on the coasts of the Bay of Bengal write on the Talpatra, or leaf of the fan-palm or Palmyra (*Borassus flabelliformis*). The leaf of this tree is like a gigantic fan, and is split up into strips about two inches in breadth, or less, according to the size of the leaf; each strip being one naturally formed fold of the fan. On these leaves, when dried and cut into proper lengths, they write with an iron style or Lekhani, having a very fine sharp point. Now, it is evident that if the long, straight horizontal Mātrā, or top line of the Devanagari alphabet, were used, the style in forming it would split the leaf, because, being a palm, it has a longitudinal fibre going from the stalk to the point. Moreover, the style being held in the right hand and the leaf in the left, the thumb of the left hand serves as a fulcrum on which the style moves, and thus naturally imparts a circular form to the letters. Perhaps the above explanation may not seem very convincing to European readers; but no one who has ever seen an Oriya working away with both hands at his Lekhani and Talpatra will question the accuracy of the assertion: and though the fact may not be of much value, I may add, that the native explanation of the origin of their alphabet agrees with this. With the greater extension of the use of paper, which has taken place since the establishment of our rule, especially in our courts of justice, the round line is gradually dying out, and many contractions have been introduced, which it is to be hoped may be by degrees imported into the printed character.

The Oriya letters have departed, however, less from the early type than those of their neighbours, the Telingas. The vowels have much of the Kutila type, though the practice of carrying the style on from the bottom of the letter to the Mātrā has caused a peculiar lateral curve which disguises the identity of
the letter. Let, however, ळ be compared with ळ (i.e., ळ without the माैtrा), ळ with ळ (ษ), and the connexion will be at once visible.

Like the Bengalis, the Oriyas have adopted the custom of writing the top stroke of medial e and o before the letter to which it is attached, instead of above it, as Bengali  kè, ế ko. This practice is, however, found in some Devanagari MSS., and is sometimes used in Gujarati. Being also a high-polite Sanskrit sort of language in the eyes of its expounders, Oriya has been duly provided with symbols for the grammarians' letters छ, ज, ख, and ग, and has also some very formidable snake-like coils to express the various forms of nexus. Some of these are as clumsy as Singhalese, and take as long to execute as it would to write a sentence in English. Moreover, the forms used in conjunctions of consonants are not the same as those used when alone. Thus, the character which when single is read o, when subscribed to ण or ढ is read n (ण); that which alone is थ, when subscribed to ण is च्थ.

Without going through the whole alphabet letter by letter, it may suffice to say in general terms that the Oriya characters show signs of having arisen from a form of the Kutila character prevalent in Central India, and that its love of circular forms, common to it and the neighbouring nations, is due to the habit of writing on the Tālpatra, Talipot, or palm-leaf, with an iron style.

§ 20. Next to the alphabets comes the question of the pronunciation of the various sounds. The vowels, with one or two exceptions, appear to retain the same sound as in Sanskrit. I say appear, because although the Devanagari character affords

1 These letters being pronounced र, र, ल, ल, respectively, the common people often use them for ण, ज, ख, and ग; thus, we see dēlun "I gave," written देलून, properly dēľu, and r匕p, "form," रिव, properly rिव.
a very accurate vehicle for the representation of sounds, yet we cannot be certain what was the exact pronunciation of the Aryan letters; and in one or two instances, both in consonants and vowels, there is reason to believe that the ancient pronunciation differed considerably from that of to-day.

The short a अ, which in Sanskrit is held to be inherent in every consonant not otherwise vocalized, is pronounced by the western languages and Hindi—in fact, by all except Bengali and Oriya—as a short dull sound like the final a in Asia, or that in woman. Bengali, however, is peculiar in respect of this sound, which is only exceptionally used. That is to say, the character अ and its equivalent, the unwritten inherent vowel, is pronounced a only in certain words, such as the word गण “crowd,” when used to form the plural of nouns, sounded gan, not gôn; at least, so says Shamacharan Sirkar, in his excellent Grammar, and no doubt he is correct to the rule, but in practice one hears gôn constantly. In some cases the अ is pronounced as a short o, just as in English not, thus ताबत, not तारत; तिरोशि tiroshı (not tiras) kār. Purists, however, affect to pronounce it as in Sanskrit, and would read अनल anal, not onol.

The same rule holds good in Oriya, but not to the same extent as in Bengali. In the former language there is much less fondness for open broad sounds than in the latter. In short syllables, especially when unaccented, the अ is sounded a; thus, कु र kū (not ko) duch. Also in syllables where the a is long by position, as मौ डल moulal, चक्का chakkā. Before र or ड, however, it is sounded o, but this o is not such a deep full sound as the Bengali; thus, बोर boro, but often it sounds baro, the a here being an attempt to represent a sound halfway between the short a in woman and the deep short o of the Bengali.

The sound of a is omitted from consonants in many instances where we should expect, on the analogy of the Sanskrit, to
find it. Strictly speaking, the absence of this sound should be indicated by the virāma or by a combination of two consonants. In the more Sanskritizing of the languages, such as Bengali, Marathi, and Oriya, the latter method of expression is frequently resorted to; but in the other languages it is practically neglected. It becomes, then, necessary to lay down rules when to pronounce this sound and when to omit it.

In Hindi it is never pronounced at the end of words, as वा, वा, ता, ता, not ता. This rule is absolute and unvarying, and is not violated even when a word ends in a nexus, the difficulty of pronunciation being in such cases solved by inserting a short a between the two consonants; thus रेब, शाब्द would be pronounced ratan, shabad, and be generally so written also, as रेब, शाब्द.

The root or crude form of a verb being by virtue of the above rule monosyllabic, inflectional additions to it do not render the final a audible; thus, मानता “he obeys,” is मानता, not मानता; सुनकर “having heard,” sunkar, not sunakar. So also in compounds; thus, संगत्वार mangalvär, “Tuesday,” not mangaluva. All the other languages cut off the final a in the case of words in which a single consonant precedes it; but in the case of a nexus, or combination of consonants preceding, the final a is sounded in Bengali, Marathi, Oriya, and occasionally in Gujarati. Marathi, however, does not sound it if the first member of the nexus is स. All three languages agree in giving the a a short sound after य, but this sound is very slightly heard. Marathi does the same after य; thus, जीव, जी, not जी; प्रिय प्रिया.

Besides this, in the majority of Tatsamas Bengalis would consider it proper, in reading at least, to sound the final a, though colloquially it would not generally be heard. Bengali, however, in certain of its inflections requires the final a to be heard; as in the second person singular of the present in-
indicative and imperative, कर “thou dost,” kara, or koro; चल “go thou,” cholo; also in the third person singular of the preterite करिल korilo, “he did,” and the conditional करित korito, “if he did.” In this latter case the short vowel is a corruption of an older e arising from at.

In Bengali adjectives the final a is sounded, as বড় boro, ছোট chhotō, where the final a arises from the Sanskrit visarga, through Pr. o, and the word should consequently be written বড়, as in Gujarati. In this, as in some other cases, the Bengali having imparted an o sound to the a, makes it do duty for a long o ओ. Thus, it writes बल, and pronounces bolō, for বলো bolo, “speak”; and गम, pronounced gom, for गोम gom. Skr. गोधूम “wheat.” In this respect Oriya follows the example of Bengali.

Hindi writers often, from carelessness or ignorance, write that which is a combination of consonants in Sanskrit as so many separate letters, thus, दर्सन for दर्शन, जुकात for जुक़्क़ि; this is merely an irregularity of spelling, and does not affect the pronunciation, which remains the same as in Sanskrit, darshan, jukti.

On a review of the whole matter, the position of the short final a is exactly parallel to that of its linguistic counterpart the final short e of early English, which we have in the modern language everywhere discarded in pronunciation, and in most cases in writing also. We have retained it as an orthographical sign in words such as gate, line, hole, where its presence indicates a shade of pronunciation.

The inherent a in the middle of a word is retained in the modern languages wherever its omission is absolutely impossible, but is omitted wherever it can be slurred over or got rid of.

§ 21. There is little to remark on the pronunciation of any of the other vowels except घ. Hindi generally, and Panjabi always, ignore this grammarian’s figment, and write it plain and
simple रि, which saves a great deal of trouble and confusion. Marathi and Oriya, in their desire to be very Sanskritic, introduce this letter; but the vulgar have turned it into रि in pronunciation, and in Oriya the character for this sound is used for रि and रि. In Gujarati also रि is substituted for रि.

Inasmuch as ए in Bengali has become औ, so अई रि becomes अई, and अउ becomes अउ. It is almost impossible to convey by any written symbols the exact sounds of these vowels to the ear. Oriya has the same peculiarity. The two sounds are fairly represented by the accent of an Irishman in speaking of his native country as "Ould Oireland"; that is to say, there is a grasseyant or half-drawing tone in their pronunciation. This, however, is not considered correct by purists, who prefer to sound these vowels as in Sanskrit, and would say baidh, बइ, not, with the vulgar, boith.

In some instances in Bengali the vowel ए इ has a short harsh sound, like that of English ए in hat. Thus ए ‘one,’ sounds yack or ack.

§ 22. In the pronunciation of the consonants there are a few peculiarities of a local and dialectic sort, which require notice. The palatal letters, as might be expected, display many divergencies of pronunciation. It is strange that those sounds so simple to an English mouth, the plain च ज and झ झ, should apparently present such difficulties to other nations. In Europe the Germans, having used their ज for ज, and their च for च, or for a sound not representable by English letters, have had to fall back upon all sorts of combinations to represent झ. They write it desch and च tsch; and of late they have got to क for च and ज for झ, a characteristically logical, but I fear I must add also a characteristically unintelligible, method of expression. The French have turned their ज into a half-з or tj, and to get झ they have to write dj; so also, having turned च into झ sh, they are obliged to write tch for झ. The Italians,
to express the palatal media, have prefixed a $g$ to their $i$, and pronounce $gi=ज$; for $च$ their $c$ does duty before $e$ and $i$, but before $a$, $o$, $u$, they are obliged to intercalate an $i$, and $चंद्र$ would be $viamdra$. The Spaniards have the true $ch=च$, but their $j$ is $ज$; so for $ञ$ they must write either $y$, which is a fainter sound than the true $j$, or some other combination of letters.

Similar in degree, though different in the turn which it has taken, is the confusion as to $j ज$ in some of the Indian languages. The Hindi, truest and most central type of all, holds fast the correct pronunciation; but Panjabi rather finds it a stumbling-block. When a Panjabi says $मजह mājha$ "a bullock," the sound he produces is something very odd. It might be represented by $meyh$, a very palatal $y$ aspirated; perhaps in German by $mōch$, or rather, if it may be so expressed, with a medial sound corresponding to the tenuis $ch$.\(^1\) The Bengalis, again, are fond of inverting $j$ and $z$, especially in words borrowed from the Arabic: thus, they say $Ezdāra$ for $إجازة$, but $हजर हजर$ for $حاجار$.\(^2\) This is the more strange as there is no $z$ in the Sanskrit alphabet; and, consequently, our modern high-pressure improvers (English this time, not Pandits), who are for ever fidgetting and teasing at the unhappy Indian vernaculars, and trying in an irritating, though happily ineffectual, way to twist and bend them according to their own pre-conceived ideas, have adopted the bright device of using a $ञ$ with a dot to it for $z$. All the dots in the world will never made a Hindi peasant say $z$; our friends may write $हाजर$, $जाल$, as much as they like. From the days of Chand, when these words first came into India, till now, the Indians have said $हजर, jālim$, and will probably continue to say so long after our

\(^1\) This remark is more exactly applicable to the western Panjabis. I find it in my note-book made at Gujrat and Jhelam in 1859.

\(^2\) They do so also in words of Sanskrit origin in many instances. I believe, however, this is more of a personal and individual characteristic than a law of the language, as I have heard some persons pronounce it more as $z$ than others.
dot-makers are forgotten. But they have never, oddly enough, thought of dotting the Bengali ব, ল, which is really often pronounced ড without the help of dots.

Marathi has two methods of pronouncing the palatals. In Tatsamas and modern Tadbhavas and before the palatal vowels ड, ढ, ण, and ठ, ड is च, and ठ j; but in early Tadbhavas, Desajas, and before the other vowels, ड sounds टs, and ठ डz.

This peculiarity is not shared by any of the cognate languages, while, on the other hand, the टs and डz sounds, so to speak the unassimilated palatals, are characteristic of the lower state of development of the non-Aryan, Turanian, or what-you-will class of languages. Tibetan on the one side, and Telugu among the Dravidians on the other, retain them. Marathi, from its juxtaposition to Telugu and other non-Aryan forms of speech, might naturally be expected to have undergone somewhat of their influence, and this pronunciation of the palatals is probably an instance in point.

By the expression “unassimilated palatals” I mean that, whereas in the Aryan palatals the dental and sibilant of which they are composed have become so united into one sound that the elements can no longer be separately recognized, in the Turanian class the elements are still distinct. The earlier languages of the Aryan and Semitic families knew no palatals. Even Hebrew has got no further than י Tsadde; Greek and Latin probably had not these sounds either. They are then of late origin, and though as regards the formations in which they occur they must be considered as sprung from the gutturals, yet they are so derived not directly, but through the often observed change from k into l; so that by adding a sibilant to the guttural we get from k + s into l + s; this change being facilitated by the fact that in Sanskrit at least the sibilant employed is a dental, and naturally, as will be shown in Chapter IV., draws over the guttural into its own organ, thus, वाक + च (क = वात + च) = वाच.
INTRODUCTION.

The cerebrals are pronounced very much like the English dentals. At the beginning of a word, or when forming part of a nexus, ट and ठ are sounded ट and ठ respectively; but in other situations they take the sound of hard र and र्ह. This is not the case, however, in Panjabi, which, having invented a new character for the sounds of र and र्ह, retains the ट and ठ sounds for ट and ठ in all cases. In Hindi, on the contrary, the र-sound predominates, and is often written च, especially in the early poets, so slight is the difference between the sounds. The र sound also prevails in Bengali and Oriya; thus, बড़ is pronounced ‘bar or boro in all three. गाड़ी is in all three, gārl, but in Panjabi gādi. Marathi also adopts the र sound, but pronounces it more harshly than in the above-mentioned languages, so as to approach more closely to the ठ sound. Sindhi has special eccentricities with regard to these letters. The ठ and र sounds of ठ are both used on the same principles as in Hindi. The ठ sound and the letter ठ itself are very much used in Sindhi, etymologically often replacing ठ. There is besides a sound expressed by this letter which has a very Dravidian look about it. It is a sort of compound of ठ and र; चंद्र “the moon,” is said to be pronounced chandra. The letter ठ has also the same sound of र mixed up with it; thus, पुत्र “a son,” is to be pronounced putru. In these cases the Dravidian aspect vanishes, and we see merely a careless method of writing, which makes ठ and ठ do duty, by custom, for च and च respectively. As the European has been at work on the Sindhi character, it is a pity he did not write these words with ठ and ठ, instead of falling into the favourite maze of dots which always distinguishes artificial and exotic labours in linguistics.

The dentals and labials call for no remark; with regard to the former a detailed examination of their origin and pronunciation will be found in Chapter III.

§ 23. The semivowels घ and ङ have much in common. In
the western languages, Sindhi, Gujarati, and Marathi, ख is quite distinct from ख. This latter has a more liquid sound, and is often dropped at the beginning of words. Panjabi and Hindi turn the Sanskrit ख into ख in most cases, and express it in writing by the क. Bengali and Oriya use the character খ, but sound it খ j in nearly all cases. Thus, the Sanskrit word योजन would be pronounced in M., G., and S. yojan. In P. and H. it would be written जोजन, and pronounced jojan. In O. and B. it would be written योजन, or even योजन, and pronounced jojan. So completely has ख acquired the sound of j in these last two languages that when ख is intended to retain the sound of y, as in Tatsamas, a dot is placed under it to distinguish it. In Oriya ordinary writers even go so far as to write with the ख words which have a ख in Sanskrit; as खनु for खनु.

Similarly with regard to ख, we find G., M., S., and in this case also P., keeping it quite distinct from ख. The former sounds r or ṛ, the latter b. Panjabi is rather uncertain on this head, writing the same word indifferently with either ख or ख. Hindi writes every ख as ख, and pronounces it so also. Bengali and Oriya have but one character for both sounds, and people of those nations are unable to pronounce r or ṛ. They might come under the same head as those Neapolitans of whom it was said, "Felices quibus vivere est bibere," were it not that, instead of the generous juice of the vine, the Bengali drinks muddy ditch-water in which his neighbours have been washing themselves, their clothes, and their cattle.

1 The cases in Hindi in which ख is retained are chiefly in the terminations of Tatsamas used in the early poets, as वाणी वाणिया, where the Skr. pronunciation is preserved; and in the pronominal forms यह, यहाँ, यहां, the first and last of which are often written and pronounced रहि, रहां.

2 Hindi retains the Sanskrit pronunciation of v in old Tatsamas and in वह, वहाँ, वेदा, and such words. Here again we often hear and see उह, उहां, etc.
In those cases where च is the last member of a nexus, it is not heard, but has the effect merely of doubling the preceding letter: thus दार is to the B. and U. ḍār,1 pronounced with a dwelling on the ḍ and a slight contraction of the lower lip, as though the speaker would, but could not, effect the contact required to produce the full r sound. Thus also अश is askh’ā, बालेश्वर is Balesh’ar.

These peculiarities may be thrown into a little table, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARATHI, GUJARATI, SINDHI</th>
<th>PANJABI</th>
<th>HINDI</th>
<th>BENGALI, ORIYA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>च ज</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>seldom used</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>च ज</td>
<td>y or d;</td>
<td>j and y</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>व ब</td>
<td>e, w</td>
<td>b and e</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>व ब</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>e and b</td>
<td>seldom used.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regard to न Bengali and Oriya again get into difficulties, often confounding this letter with त. Thus, at times they will write ल and say न, and at others they will do the reverse. Examples of this confusion will be found in Chapter III. र exhibits no peculiarities of utterance.

§ 24. The sibilants appear to have altered very much from Sanskrit. Panjabi gives itself no trouble on the subject, but abandons ण and श, and retains merely ष for all sibilation. This language, however, is averse from this class of sounds, generally altering them into ह.

Sindhi equally rejects ण, and श is used in the mercantile scrawls as an equivalent to ष. In other writing it is, where it occurs, pronounced as s, though it is used in transliterating the Arabic sh ٰ. In Bengali and Eastern Hindi the same phenomena will be noticed.

1 This little o at the top is meant to express a sort of half-heard fleeting labial tone, like a labial Shh, if such a thing could be.
Hindi varies in its treatment of the three sibilants. In the eastern part of its area, in Tirhût, Purnea, and Bhagalpúr ख is the character used in writing by the Kayaths and mercantile classes, and in the extensively employed system of revenue accounts kept by the Patwâris and other local revenue and rent-collecting agents. It is written generally as in Gujarati, without the Maṭrâ or top line. The letter ख is, however, in those districts looked upon as equivalent to, and pronounced in the same way as, स s. In fact, the people seem unable to pronounce the sound of ख. In Arabic words, which occur frequently, as the population is mostly Musulman, the ख is pronounced s. Thus, we hear sekʰ for shekh, sâmɪl for shámɪl, and the like. Towards the centre and west of Hindustan, however, this inability disappears, though in Sanskrit words of all classes there is very little to mark the difference between the two letters. ख has long been appropriated to express kh both in Hindi and Panjabi.

Bengali reverses the whole series. It has in use all three sibilants, but pronounces them all as sh. Thus, सকল is to a Bengali, not sakal, but shokol; शस्त्र shashto. To compensate, however, it treats the Arabic ख as s, saying, as noticed above, sekʰ, sâmɪl, for shekh, shámɪl. Arabic स and ख become sh; साल is shâil; महजब shâheb. Purists pronounce श and स as s, when they form the first member of a nexus in which र, ज, or ढ form the second, as श्रवण sroben, श्रीगाज srigâj; but this refinement is overlooked by the vulgar.

Oriya retains in its alphabet the three characters, but except in the so-called high style, ख and श are not much used. Both in Orissa and Bengal the inquirer is met with this difficulty that the learned classes persist in using Sanskrit words in their writings, without regard to the usage of the mass of their

1 Hindustan must throughout these pages be understood in its literal and restricted sense of the area from Delhi to Itajmahal, within which the Hindi and its dialects are the mother-speech.
countrymen; and even when using words which are commonly current among the people, our Pandits will alter the spelling back again to what it was in classical Sanskrit, thus ignoring the changes made by time, and baflling the endeavours of those who wish to seize the language as it is, by presenting it to them in the guise which the Pandits think it ought to wear. In no part of India is it more necessary to go amongst the people, and try to find out from their own lips what they do really speak. Often, however, when a witness in court has used some strange and instructive Tadbhava, and I have asked him to repeat the word, that I may secure it for my collection, some Munshi or Pandit standing by will at once substitute the Tatsama form, and rebuke the peasant for using a vulgar word; so that all hope of catching the word is gone for that occasion.

Gujarati uses \( ś \) in preference to \( ṭ \), though there is some confusion in the employment of these two letters, and in many parts of the province the peasantry, as in the Panjab, evince a tendency to reject the sibilants and substitute for them \( ṭ \).

Marathi employs \( ṭ \) and \( s \) indifferently, to such an extent that even the learned and careful compilers of Molesworth’s Dictionary are often puzzled to decide which to use. Especially is this the case in early Tadbhavas and Desajas, where Molesworth and his Brahmans are often widely wrong in their ideas of derivation. In Marathi \( ṭ \) is not quite \( s h \), nor yet quite \( s \); it inclines more to the former than to the latter, inasmuch as the palatal nature of \( ṭ \) renders it necessary to pronounce it with somewhat of that clinging of the tongue to the roof of the mouth which is characteristic of the letters of that organ. Of the two principal dialects into which Marathi is divided, the Dakhani, or that spoken on the high table-lands above the Ghats, inclines more to the use of the clear, sharp, dental \( s \), while the Konkani, spoken in the low line of country fringing the coast, prefers the softer and more clinging \( ṭ \). So also Bengali, the language of a low-lying country on the sea-shore,
makes ष sound as sh. It is an interesting question, whether the influence of climate has been at work, but one which cannot be gone into here.

§ 25. The nasals of the five organs are—even in Sanskrit somewhat affected and over-refined letters. घ and घ have characters to express them in all the languages except Gujarati, which, not possessing any of the "pruritus Sanskritizandi," so to speak, does not use characters for sounds which it does not require. Nor does Hindi. In all the other languages, except Sindhi, these characters are only used in Tatsama words as the first element of a nexus. Sindhi, however, has two sounds, न and य, for which these two characters are used. They stand alone as pure guttural and palatal nasals respectively. Thus, झिंग sing-अ, "a horn"; चिंग ang-anu, "a court-yard"; चिंग ang-aru, "a coal"; we have derivatives from Skr. न्यव, चन्तन्, and चन्तर. In Hindi and most of the other languages these words are written with the anuswāra फिंग, फिंग, and फिंग. The sound of the Sindhi घ is that of नग in sing, ring, which is one homogeneous sound, and as such differs from the Hindi घ with anuswāra, which is the नग in finger, linger. In dividing the syllables of these words we should write sing-ing, but sin-ger. The latter is really sing-ger.

Similarly घ in Sindhi is य, the Spanish ñ in Señor, extranño, which are pronounced Senyor, extranyo, and in which the ñ is, like the Sindhi घ, a compendium scripture, or simpler way of writing न or न, as in the Latin senioer, extraneus. It is, however, not unfrequently for double न, as in अन्त = annus; or for यन्, as in दान्त = damnum, दोन्त = domna (low Latin for domina; or for नग, as in विन = unguis; or ग्न, as in सेना = signum. Thus, कन्या kany-अ, "maiden," is Skr. कन्या; धन्य dhāny-अ, "grain," Skr. धन्य: वन्य van-अन्, "to go," Skr. वन्य. It is, therefore, less strictly palatal than घ is guttural,
as it embodies only the semivowel of its organ, whereas the छ embodies the media.

छ is in use in all the languages, and its sound is clearly distinguishable from that of च in most provinces. In many parts of Hindustan and the Panjáb, however, I do not think any ordinary observer would notice the difference, particularly in the countries bordering on the Ganges, where contact with Musulmans has softened down, with good effects, many of the asperities of the old Aryan utterance. So much so is this the case, that in ordinary Hindi छ does duty for all nasals. In Sindhi छ has a deeper sound than in the other languages, and embodies the semivowel of its organ, producing a sound like न्र, or the Pushtu څ, as stated by Dr. Trumpp. It in this way presents an analogy to च, which also embodies the semivowel of its organ.

न and म call for no remarks, being pronounced as in other languages n and m.

§ 26. In the pronunciation of the compound consonants the various languages exhibit greater power than Sanskrit, in so far as, with a few exceptions, the modern Indians are able to pronounce every imaginable combination; while Sanskrit requires that the former of two consonants shall be modified so as to bring it into harmony with the latter. Whether this rule arose from inability to pronounce a nexus of dissimilar consonants, or was deliberately introduced with a view to produce euphony, need not here be discussed,—the result is the same in either case. But Hindi, by rejecting the final short a of all its words, obtains an immense variety of words ending with consonants; and as these words, whether as nouns or verbal bases, have to be followed by inflectional particles which begin with consonants, every conceivable combination of consonants occurs. Thus, we have a media followed by a tenuis in जगता, which is
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not lagatá, but lagtá; बीजका bijkā; an aspirate media preceding a tenuis in बृजकर bijkarkar; and many others which would be inadmissible in Sanskrit. Such a process as altering the final consonant of a verbal base to bring it into harmony with the initial consonant of a termination, is quite unknown to the modern languages.

In those combinations which I have in Chapter IV. called the mixed and weak nexus, Bengali betrays some weaknesses. One of these, in which the semivowel ओ follows a consonant, has been noticed in § 23. Another is seen in compounds whose last letter is म. In this case the m is not distinctly heard, but gives a subdued nasalization to the preceding consonant, which is pronounced as though double. Thus, सरस is in Hindi smaran, but in Bengali it sounds shmoron; लक्ष्मी is not Lakshmi, but Lakhkhi; पद्म is not padma, but podda. It is almost impossible to express the exact sound of this nexus—it must be heard to be understood. In the words कृष्ण, विष्णु, the Bengalis and Oriyas in speaking substitute त for श, and the former add an anuswara after the final vowel, so that these words sound in Bengali कृष्टि Krishțy, विष्णु Vishțu, and in Oriya Krușkti and Bishtu. Thus, too, the Sanskrit वैष्णव a “Vaishnava,” a sect very common in Orissa, is corrupted into Boishnob, Boishtnob, Bastab, and even Bastam.

§ 27. Sindhi has four sounds peculiar to itself, or, to speak more accurately, it has four characters, ग, ज, ढ, घ, which are not used in any other language. Dr. Trump is of opinion that these four characters represent four simple sounds (einfache Laute); it is, however, evident from his own remarks that they are only methods of expressing ग, ज, ढ, and घ respectively, and the analogy of the Bengali pronunciation in the examples of nexus given above helps us to understand how these letters have come to be written with a single character, namely by the stress laid on the first in the effort to give its full value and
strength to both. There, however, exist many instances in Sindhi in which ज or ग do not represent a double letter;

Thus, we have Sindhi जंघ जंजु जंमू जंर जंस जंझ जंज सक्त for Skr. जयंत world.

and many others. It is only fair, however, to explain that Sindhi is one of the languages which I only know from books, and have only once heard spoken, and that I take the above words from Stack, while the theory of the origin of these sounds comes from Trumpp. It is possible that the latter author would not write the above words with the dotted letter, as he generally condemns Stack for inaccuracy. The remark therefore must be taken with this modification. Trumpp's description of the sounds certainly confirms the view he takes. He writes, "You shut your mouth and express a dull sound, then open the mouth, and allow the g (j, d, or b) to sound forth." 1

This is just the way in which the Italians pronounce ebhi, poggio, maremma, with a dwelling on the first of the two letters, ebb-bi, pojj-jo; maremm-ma. He adds in another place, "These four sounds, which are originally doubled, have now, however, established themselves more or less as single independent sounds. They are found consequently in many words in which

---

1 "Man schliesst den Munde, und drückt einen dumpfen Laut heraus, öffnet dann den Mund und lässt den Laut g (j, d, b) ausstoßen."—Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenl. Ges., vol. xv, p. 762.
etymologically no reduplication can be proved to exist, but the hardness of the pronunciation can be explained by adjacent circumstances, e.g. गोठ ‘a village,’ Pr. गोठु; Skr. गोठु.” This is the same remark as has been illustrated above, though, in the absence of properly spelt dictionaries, it is difficult for one not resident in the country to determine in which cases the dotted letter should be used.

It is often found to be the case, especially in unwritten languages, in which consequently there is no universally received standard of spelling, that when any peculiar pronunciation has established itself in the popular speech, it is extended through carelessness to cases where it ought not properly to occur, and it is readily conceivable that this may have taken place in a wild and uncultivated language like Sindhi. At the same time it is to be hoped that those who take this language in hand will not fall into the common error of all Indian linguists, of representing the words, not as they are, but as they think they ought to be, remembering that it is the popular practice and custom, “usus,” as Horace says,

“Quem penes arbitrium est, et jus, et norma loquendi,”

and not the Pandits or would-be reformers.

§ 28. Some remarks on the literature of these languages may now be offered, though to give a full and complete review of this subject would occupy many volumes, and would be beyond the limits of my task. All that will here be done is to give such brief general statements as may afford to the reader a tolerably accurate idea of how the various modern languages stand in this respect. Although the majority of the written works in the Indian vernaculars are to the European mind very tame and uninteresting, yet it is by no means accurate to say that there is nothing worth reading in them. Religion has
always been the chief incentive to writing in India, whether ancient or modern; and the vehicle chosen has been until quite recent times verse, and not prose. The earliest writings of the modern period, with one notable exception, are religious poems. This exception is the first of all in point of time, the Prithirāja Rāsa of Chand Bardāi, in which the ancestry, birth, heroic deeds, and final overthrow of Prithiraj of the Chauhan tribe of Rajputs, the last Hindu King of Delhi, are recited in many thousand lines of doggerel verse by Chand Bardāi, a native of Lahore, who was attached to that monarch's court in the capacity of Bhāṭ or bard, and who was an eye-witness of the historical scenes which he relates. But even in this professedly historical work the influence of tradition is too strong for the poet, and his opening canto, a very long one, is occupied by hymns to the gods, catalogues of the Purans, and legends taken from them; throughout his book the customary intervention of celestial beings occurs; on every joyful occasion the gods assembled in their cars shower down flowers; after every battle Shiva with his necklace of skulls dances frantically among the corpses, drinking the blood of the slain; birds and beasts talk; sacrifices produce magical effects; and penances are rewarded by the appearance of the god to the devotee, and by gifts of superhuman skill or power. So that here again religion, the old deeply rooted Hindu religion, asserts itself; and a legendary and miraculous element comes in side by side with accurate history and geography. The date of the composition of the poem is probably about A.D. 1200. Subsequent Hindi literature consists almost entirely of long, tiresome religious poems, together with some of a lighter type, translations or rather rifacimenti of older poems, such as the Ramāyan of Tulsi Dās, none of which are particularly worth reading, except for the light they throw on the gradual progress of the language; and even this light is often obscured by the arbitrary changes and corruptions which the authors permit themselves to use to
satisfy the exigencies of their rhythm. The reiterated employment by them all of a certain set of stock words and phrases deprives their works of any appearance of individuality or originality, which, added to the extremely dull and uninteresting nature of the subject-matter of the poems themselves, makes them on the whole about the least attractive body of literature in the world. Still, there are, as I have said before, some exceptions: the seven hundred couplets of Bihāri Lāl contain many pretty, though fanciful, conceits, and are composed in extremely correct and elegant verse; and here and there among the religious poems may be found meditations and prayers of some merit. The Ramāyan of Tulsi Dās is probably only admired because the masses are unable to read the original of Valmiki. In modern times a perfect cloud of writers has arisen, amongst whom, however, it is impossible to single out any one deserving of special mention. The introduction of the Persian character, in supersession of the clumsy Nagari, has rendered the mechanical process of writing much easier and more rapid, while many good lithographic presses in all parts of the country pour forth books of all descriptions, the majority of them undoubtedly pernicious trash, but some here and there of a more wholesome tone, which, though probably not destined to live, may pave the way for productions of a higher style.¹

Bengal, however, has now far distanced all her sister provinces in literary activity. The rise of modern Bengali literature is due to the great reformer Chaitanya in the fifteenth century. The litanies or Kirtans which, though they had existed before his time, he rendered popular, may still be collected, and I believe some Bengali gentlemen have made collections of them, with a view to publication. One, attributed to Vidyāpati,

¹ Those who wish to pursue this subject further should read M. Garcí de Tassy's Histoire de la littérature Hindoustan, in which an immense amount of information is collected. The learned author is an ardent admirer of Hindi literature.
the most celebrated, and probably the first in point of time, of the old Bengali poets, runs as follows:

दक्षिण चहारनु जनन न निरापित भेल।
सीध मधुर बोल अवशब्द शुरुनु श्यात पाये परश ना गेल।
कत मधू यामिनी रमसी गोयायारु ना दुर्नित निकल ना केल।
लाख लाख युग हिथे हिथे राखनु तबु हिया जुडन ना गेल।
वत यत रसमज जन रमेश अनुगमन अनुभव काह न देख।

विदापति कह दास जुदाईते लाखे ना भीजन एक।

"Since my birth I have gazed on (his) form, (yet) my eyes have not been satiated.
Friend! that sweet voice I have heard with my ears, (their) touch has not left the passage of hearing.
What sweet nights in love have I spent, and knew not what happened.
For millions of ages I have kept heart to heart, still my heart has not cooled.
Many, many lovers pursue (their) love, the true lover no one sees;
Vidyāpati saith, to cool the soul in a lakh not one can be found." 1

Here निरापित = तुम्हे; गोयायारु a causal from गम; किकन is merely a Bengali way of writing स (see Chapter III., § 58).
The language of this poem closely resembles that spoken at the present time in Tirhut. The preterites भेल, गेल, and केल are still in use there, though the first and last are now obsolete in Bengal proper. Such forms as निदारारु for निदारिज्ञम are still heard in conversation, though now banished from books.

The language of these poems differs very little from early Hindi, as will be seen from comparing it with the extract from Chand given in § 5 (note). Kabi Kankan, who lived about 1570, and the author of the Chaitanya Charanāmṛita, are also celebrated early Bengal poets. The Bengali poets Kasidās

1 For this hitherto unpublished poem I have to thank my friend Babu Jagadishnath Rai, who has also procured for me others of the same kind. Vidyāpati’s date is fixed as early as A.D. 1320; but I am disposed to doubt this.
and Kritibas wrote modern versions of the Mahabharat and Ramayan. Raja Krishna Chandra of Nadiya collected round him a small circle of poets, whose works are still very much admired, amongst whom Bhatar Chandra Rai holds the foremost place, though it is stated that his popularity is on the wane, in consequence of the rise of a sounder and more wholesome literature. A species of Fescennine verse called Kabi (probably for Kritib) was also highly popular in the last generation; these verses were recited by two companies of performers, who lavished the most pungent abuse and satire on each other, to the great delight of their audience. Following upon the poets of this school comes Iswar Chandra Gupta, a sort of Indian Rabelais, who enjoyed considerable reputation fifty years or even less ago. But Bengal has advanced so fast during the last generation that all these old-world authors are already left far behind in the dimness of a premature antiquity. And it is well that they should be. Bengali literature was not in their hands progressing in any definite or tangible direction, unless it were in that of filth and folly. Modern Bengali writers, all of whom are of the present age, may be divided into two classes, the Sanskritists and the Anglicists. The former are chiefly responsible for the solemn pompous style, overloaded with artificial Tatsamas, which they, and they alone, are able to understand, and which make the literature which they produce more like bad Sanskrit than good Bengali. The frigid conceits, the traditional epithets, the time-honoured phraseology, recur over and over again ad nauseam, and the threadbare legends of the Hindu creed are worked up into fresh forms with a "most damnable iteration." Opposed to these is a school of young writers, who pour forth novels, plays, and poems in considerable abundance, and of very unequal merit. Babu Piari Chand Mittra, who writes under the nom de plume of Tekehand Thakur, has produced the best novel in the language, the Alluler ghaver Dalal, or "The Spoilt Child of the House.
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of Allāl." He has had many imitators, and certainly stands high as a novelist; his story might fairly claim to be ranked with some of the best comic novels in our own language for wit, spirit, and clever touches of nature. Michael Madhusūdan Datt, a Christianized Hindu, has also written a great many works, some of them very good. And "Hutam," as he calls himself, or Kali Prasanna Singh, must be mentioned as a vigorous and clever, though occasionally coarse, painter of the manners of his countrymen. There are many more, too many perhaps for a country which has so recently emerged from semi-barbarism; but civilization, or a curious imitation of it, is a plant of fast growth in India, and all we can do is to hope that much that is worthless may die out, while what remains may be strengthened and pruned. That the Bengalis possess the power as well as the will to establish a national literature of a very sound and good character, cannot be denied, and it is to be hoped that the ponderous high-flown Sanskrit style will be laughed out of the field by Tekchānd Thākur and his light-armed troops, so that Bengalis may write as they talk, and improve their language, not by wholesale importations from the dead Sanskrit, but by adopting and adhering to one standard universal system of spelling, and by selecting from the copious stores of their local dialects such vigorous and expressive words as may best serve to express their thoughts. If the style of any one writer were taken as a model by the rest, a standard would soon be set up, and Bengali would become a literary language.

The immense activity of the Calcutta press should also be, if possible, a little slackened. It is impossible that more than one-tenth of the heaps of books which daily appear should be really worth the paper they are printed on. Less works and better ones, more care and thought, and less of the froth of empty heads, are wanted to produce a solid and enduring literature.\footnote{1 For the majority of the facts contained in this paragraph on Bengali I must}
Oriya literature begins with Upendro Bhanj, who was a brother of the Raja of Gumsar, a petty hill-state in the south of Orissa, which even to the present day is celebrated as the home of the purest form of the language. This voluminous poet composed a great number of religious works, many of which are still highly esteemed. His date is not exactly known, but he is supposed to have lived about three hundred years ago. I have a list of thirty of his productions, two of which are rhyming dictionaries, the Śabdamālā and Gitābhīdāno; the rest are episodes from the ancient Pauranic legends, erotic poems, and panegyrics on various gods. They are stated to be generally disfigured by gross indecency and childish quibbling about words, endless repetitions, and all sorts of far-fetched rhetorical puzzles. Dinkrishno Dās, a poet of the same age, is the author of the Rasakalloḷa, the most celebrated poem in the language; the versification of which is its chief merit, being fluent and graceful; the subject-matter, however, is obscene, and contains very little that is new or original. There are also numerous paraphrases of well-known Sanskrit works, such as the Bhagavadgīta, Ramayana, Padma Purana, and Lachhmi Purana.

A few lines are given from Dinkrishno Dās’s popular poem, the Rasakalloḷa, as a specimen of his style:—

ऋण कथारे जार लेह नाहि।
काठ संघातकु देखार सेहि।
काठ दष्टरे से घात होइङ्र।
कष संघातकु सेहि पाइङ्र।
कहर ऋण ऋषवृङ्क कथा।
किन्नरहि होइङ्र नाहि बन्यथा।

Rasak., iv., 34.

acknowledge my obligations to the article on Bengali Literature in the Calcutta Review for April, 1871.
In modern times a few prose works have been composed of considerable merit, but no originality, being either translations or adaptations from the English and Bengali. The Oriyas are beginning to wake up, but none of them have yet received sufficient cultivation to make them really good authors. Nor is there much demand for vernacular literature—the Oriya seldom reads, and not one man in a hundred can write his native language without falling into the grossest errors of spelling and grammar at every turn.

The Marathas have also a copious literature. Namdeva, the first poet, whose date is uncertain, but probably about 1290 A.D., drew his inspiration, as was the case with so many poets of his time, from the writings of Kabir and other reformers. Contemporary with him was the celebrated Dnyanoba or Dnyanadeva (नामदेव ग्यांदेब, we should call him in the other provinces), who wrote a religious poem called Dnyāneshwari. Then follows a long string of more or less obscure poets, among whom Sridhar (A.D. 1571) deserves notice on account of his voluminous Pauranic paraphrases. Tukaram, the most celebrated Marathi author, was (A.D. 1609) a contemporary of the illustrious Sivaji. An admirably printed edition of Tukaram’s poems has been produced at Bombay recently by two Pandits, Vishnu Parasuram Shastri and Shankar Pandurang. The poems are called Abhangas, or “unbroken”; probably from their being of indefinite length, and strung together in a loose flowing metre. Tukaram was a half-erased devotee, such as we see so commonly in India, who began life as a petty shopkeeper, but being

1 Literally, “the association of Yama,” considered as Fate; ṣaṅghāt in the second line is used in the sense of association, or propinquity; in the fourth, in that of killing or death. This verse is almost identical with the modern spoken language; आर्थिक आर्थिक is the only archaism.
unsuccessful, devoted himself to the worship of the idol Vithoba or Vitthal, whose chief shrine is at Pandharpur. At the temple of this idol at Dehu, near Puna, Tukaram spent the greater part of his life improvising these endless Abhangas, which were collected by his disciples. He eventually started off on a pilgrimage, and as he never returned, having probably died on the road, his followers chose to believe he had ascended to heaven. His doctrine is a reflexion of the Vaishnava creed, popularized in Bengal by Chaitanya a little before Tukaram's time; and the name of the idol Vithoba is a corruption of विणुपिति, through the vulgar pronunciation Bishu or Bitthu, common in Eastern India. There is nothing very original or striking in Tukaram's poems, which are very much like the ordinary run of religious verses in other Indian dialects. The following may be quoted as a specimen of his simplest style:

"Torches, umbrellas, horses,—these are of no value, why now, O lord of Pandhari, dost thou entangle me in them? Honour, pomp, show,—these are mere pig's dung. Tuka says, O god, hasten to deliver me."

It is, perhaps, unfair for a foreigner to give a judgment on such works as these, which certainly enjoy immense popularity in their own country, being "household words" to men of all classes.

After Tukoba, as he is familiarly called, the chief author is Mayur Pandit, or Moropant (A.D. 1720), who is by some considered as superior to Tukoba, and whose poems are highly esteemed. The Marathas have also a copious Anacreontic literature, which perhaps might better be called Rabelaisian without the wit, and with twice the amount of impurity.

1 प्रयो, or "Chorus"; it is repeated after each verse.
INTRODUCTION.

Of prose works this literature has but few and insignificant specimens. The chief are the Bakhars, or Chronicles of Kings, in which, as usual in India, so much that is legendary and impossible is mixed up with actual history as to detract greatly from their value to the student.

In modern times the English have introduced into this, as into all the other provinces of India which have fallen under their sway, a new spirit of learning and a new era of development. It remains to be seen how far this movement will remain an exotic, fostered by the ruling power, and unable to grow alone, and how far it will, as in Bengal, strike roots into the soil and bear fruit. Up to the present date the Marathas have not produced any original works in the new style. Of course the manufacture of endless religious poems goes on as usual, but this is not progress. Prose works of a solid and enduring nature seem as yet to have appeared only rarely and at long intervals. Newspapers, of course, there are, but the people seem to have been rather overdosed with translations and adaptations from English, executed by well-meaning but rather obtrusive officials and missionaries. It may be doubted whether any, or at least more than a small fraction, of these works are really suited to the popular comprehension.

We look in vain for spontaneous productions of the native mind, for works which seize hold on the national taste in the way that the old religious poems did, for works which do not betray the guiding and correcting hand of the English schoolmaster on every page. Until we get such works as these there will be no national literature.

Gujarati literature begins with Narsingh Mehta, who lived in the fifteenth century; the exact date of his birth is not known, but he was alive in 1457, and is considered the best poet in the language. His poems are chiefly short, something like sonnets, and of course religious. Some sixty poets are mentioned, but of these only ten or twelve are esteemed, as Vishnu Das, Shiv
Das, Samal Bhatt, and others. In modern times the Gujaratis, though rather a backward people as times go, have been stimulated into activity. There are a good many newspapers in the language, some of which, from the specimens I have seen, possess considerable merit, though others, again, are as bad as they can well be. Under English influence also, translations and original works have been produced, though it is stated that "a shelf of moderate dimensions would accommodate all the published prose works, translations included, which have yet been written by Hindu Gujarati authors."1 Some societies are at work fostering native literary efforts, but not much is to be expected from them. The literature of a nation to be of any value must be a vigorous spontaneous growth, not a hot-house plant. Translations of goody-goody children's stories, or histories of India, dialogues on agriculture, Robinson Crusoe, and the like, though useful for schoolboys, do not form a national literature; no Tekchând Thâkur appears yet to have arisen in Gujarat. To show how little the language has changed since it was first put upon paper, I give a short piece from Narsingh Mehta, the earliest poet, and an extract from a modern Gujarati newspaper.

Narsingh's poem is as follows:—

PADHO RE PÔOPIT RÂMA RÂMA SATI SITÂ PAJÂVI
PAâSI BÂNDÂVÎ PAÂNÂJÎ SÎKHO RÂMA JÂPÂVI
PÔOPIT TÅRI KÅRÂNÎ SÎKHO VAÅN VBÂDÎV
TEÎNÛ CHÂDÂVÎ PÔOPIT PAÂNÂJÎ HEÎRÅ RÅTÎNÎ JÂDÂVÎV
PÔOPIT TÅRI KÅRÂNÎ BÎI BÎI RVÂOÎ RÎDHÂVÎV
SHÅKÅRÅNÅ KÅRI CHÂRÅMA CHÅPÂCHÎ PÎRÎSAÅVÎ
PAÎX PÎLÎNÎ PAG PÂMÎRA KÔÔ KÅNÎLA KÅLÎ
SÅRÅSAÅ NÅ SÅSÅNÎ BÅJÎ RÅG TÅXÎ CHÂPÂLÎ
t O

"Resite, O parrot, by leave of Ram, may Sita the virtuous teach thee,
Beside thee having built a cage, cause thee to mutter ‘Ram’ with
thy mouth.

Parrot, for thee I weave green bamboos;
Of them I am making, parrot, a cage—I join jewels and diamonds.
Parrot, for thee what food shall I cook?
On pieces of sugar I shall sprinkle ghee.
Thou of yellow wing, white foot, black neck,
Worship the lord of Narsai (Narsingh), trolling a pleasant song.”

From the Gujarat Shalapatra, for March, 1863:—

अग नी ब्रहवा रेलवे नी गाडी चालवा नाम्याने पुरान पोहोचेलो सो
वरस पण घयां नवी. एटला मां तें उँ काम एटलुं बधु बधी गयुं के के
रेल्लांड ना घयान भागमां ए गाडीवीं चाली के. एटली घोडीयुदुत मां
ए गारीभी आ देग मां पण केटली एक जगाए चालवा नागी के. घोडा
वरस मां धारी कलकताधी भरी सुधीभी ब्रहवा मुंबई सुधीनी गाडी
घोड़े बारी आपेक्ष चन चार दिवसां चालकम कलकता जेट शकियू.

"It is less than three quarters of a century since the Fire-carriage, or
railway, began to run. In this interval its use has been so extended that
these carriages now run in most parts of England. In this short time
these carriages have begun to run in several parts of this country also.
In a few years, when the trains run from Calcutta to this place or to
Bombay, we shall be able to go to Calcutta in three or four days.”

Of the other languages it cannot be said in strictness that
they have any literature, if by that word we mean written
works. In most Aryan countries in India there has existed
from the earliest times a large body of unwritten poetry.
These ballads or rhapsodies are still sung by the Bhâts and
Chârans, two classes corresponding somewhat to our European
bards, and the antiquity of some of the ballads still current is
admitted to be great. The poems of Chand, to which I so
often refer, are nothing more than a collection of these ballads;

1 Shapuji Bhalji’s Gujarati Dictionary, pref., p. xiv.
2 Ib., p. xiv.
a collection probably made by the poet himself, when in his old age he bethought him of the gallant master whom he had so long served, and who had died in the flower of his manhood in that last sad battle before Delhi. Throughout all the country of the Rajputs, far down to the mouths of the Indus and the confines of Biluchistan, the Indian bards wandered singing, and a considerable quantity of their poems still lives in the mouths of the people, and has in these latter times been printed. This, as far as I know, is all that Sindh can show of ancient literature. And the case is not far different in the Panjab. In that province the language is still very closely connected with various forms of western Hindi. Though Nanak, the great religious reformer of the Panjab and founder of the Sikh creed, is generally pointed to as the earliest author in the language, yet few writings of his are extant, and in the great collection called the Granth, made by Arjun Mal, one of his disciples, in the sixteenth century, there is nothing distinctly Panjabi. It is stated to be for the most part an anthology culled from the writings of Hindi poets, such as Kabir, Namadev, and others, and consequently the language is pure old Hindi. It is to be observed that in all Western India there is a large number of ballads, snatches of songs, and other unwritten poetry current, which if it could be collected would form a considerable body of curious ancient literature. One circumstance, however, detracts much from the value of collections of this sort, namely, that the genuine old language, with its archaic or provincial expressions, is seldom to be found intact. The reciters of these poems habitually changed the words they recited, substituting for the ancient forms which they no longer understood modern words of similar meaning, so that we are continually being disappointed in our hope of picking up transitional fifteenth century phases of language which undoubtedly did exist in these poems in their original state. Even in written works this has taken place to
some extent. I am informed by Babu Rajendralal Mittra, a very high authority in such matters, that the printed editions of the Chaitanya Charanamrita, and similar early Bengali works now to be procured in Calcutta, have been so altered and modernized as no longer to present any trustworthy picture of the genuine language of the poem. I also notice that in some extracts from a pseudo-Chand printed recently in the Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, the language is very much more modern than that of the authentic MSS. of the poem which I have seen. Thus, as an example, it may be noted that some twenty or thirty lines end with the word शँ "is." The real Chand never uses शँ; it had apparently not come into existence in his time. With him the substantive verb is almost always left to be inferred, and when expressed is generally indicated by the old Prakrit form होते 1 from भवति, whereas हो is merely an inversion of आहि from आक्ष्य, through a form आसर; whence also the Marathi आह. But the mischief is not confined to the substitution of modern synonyms for archaic words; often the archaic word not being understood, a current word of nearly similar sound has been substituted for it, thus altering the whole meaning of the sentence. Still, in spite of these drawbacks, there is much to be learnt from these rustic songs and plays, and good service has been done by the Rev. J. Robson, of Ajmer, in lithographing four or five of the Khiyals or plays which are frequently performed in Marwar. The Marwari dialect is faithfully represented in these interesting works, in which many a word of Chand is retained which it would perhaps be impossible to find elsewhere.

This rapid and imperfect sketch of the present available literature of our seven languages will show that religious poetry constituted the bulk, if not the whole, of it till the influence

1 I have not read all through Chand, but I believe I have read as much as, or more than any living Englishman, and in all that I have read I have never yet come across शँ.
of European ideas began to be felt, and that since that time a copious literature has come into existence, of which much is mere ephemeral trash, obscene, pointless, and utterly contemptible, but which has already produced some few works worthy to live, and will doubtless in time produce more. Bengali is decidedly in advance of the others, next come Hindi and Marathi, then Gujarati and Oriya, last of all Panjabi and Sindhi; the former of which will probably not be cultivated as a literary language, being superseded by Hindi in its Arabicized form of Urdu.

§ 29. The extent of country over which each of these languages is spoken is so large, and there has been so little communication between one province and another until comparatively recent times, that it is not surprising that dialects should abound; indeed, I have often been disposed to wonder that there are not more. Hindi is spoken over 248,000 square miles. In its extreme eastern part, the district of Purâniya (Purinah), there is great confusion of speech. On the banks of the Mahanandá river both Bengali and Hindi are spoken, and both equally badly. The Bengali of the Surjápûr Pargana is quite unintelligible to a native of any other part of Bengal or Hindustan. In the central part of the district Bengali forms are very rarely heard; dekhis, kahis, for the pure Hindi dekhá, kahá; and chhe, "is," for hai, are the most marked peculiarities. Crossing the Kusi river, and going westwards, we come into the region of Mithila, the modern Tirhut, where the language is purely Hindi in type, though in many of its phonetic details it leans towards Bengali. On the south side of the Ganges, in Bhagulpûr, Munger (Monghyr), and Gayâ, the dialect is called Magadh, from the old name of the country. Adjoining the Maithil and Magadh, and stretching from the Himalayas to the outlying spurs of the Vindhyas, is the Bhojpuri dialect, so strongly marked with features of striking individuality as to be almost
worthy to be called a separate language, and retaining many fine old Aryan forms which have dropped out of classical Hindi.\footnote{1}

When we get beyond the Bhojpuri area, about Benares, we come into Central Hindustan, and from Benares to Delhi the dialectic differences are not so very great as to call for special remark. It is true that there are many diversities in the words, and occasionally also in the inflectional forms used in various parts of this wide tract, but there is no very striking divergence from the central type. To the south, however, in the vast regions of Rajputana, strongly marked dialectic peculiarities again meet us, and there is a large number of provincial forms of speech. The Marwari, which I have alluded to before, merges gradually into Gujarati, which is conterminous with it on the south, in such forms as the infinitive in वो रह्ना है, but रह्ना G.), and the form of the future in सी, as होसी “shall be,” G. होश (भविष्यत्). It still retains the ancient genitive signs री, री, रे, and many other distinctive marks. Some of the Rajput dialects again exhibit a tendency to approach to Marathi, and others more to the west modulate gradually into Panjabi and Sindhi.

Panjabi is spoken halfway through the country between the Satlaj and Jumna. It is impossible to say where it begins. In those regions it is generally observable that if you address a man in Hindi, he answers you in Panjabi, and vice versâ, both languages being spoken with equal fluency and equal incorrectness, just as an Alsatian speaks French and German, both equally badly. Throughout the Panjab and Sindh the most important tribe in point of numbers is that of the Jats, who under the name of Jâts also spread far into Rajputana and the Doab. Panjabi, Sindhi, and Western Hindi, regarded as the mother-tongue of this great race, appear to us as almost one

\footnote{1} I have contributed a sketch of this dialect to the Royal Asiatic Society. It will be found in vol. iii. (new series), p. 483, of their Journal.
language, with a regular series of modifications extending in waves from the Persian Gulf, up the Indus, across the five rivers, and far on into the deserts of the Rajputs. Thus, the present participle in Hindi ends in tā, in Eastern Panjabi this is softened to dā, with an n inserted when the root ends with a vowel, thus kardā, “doing,” but khāndā, “eating.” As we get further into the country going westwards and southwards about Shahpur and Jhang, we find this n always used, even after bases ending in a consonant; thus, mārendā, “beating.” When, however, we get right down into Sindh, the form in ndā has become the regular classical termination in universal use, and is fortified by a long vowel; thus, mārindo, “beating,” which takes us back to the Prakrit marento and Sanskrit márayat.1

There are so many dialects in Panjabi that it is impossible to enumerate them. In every district, nay, in every parganah, a difference is perceptible; and on arriving in a new station, the English official almost always finds himself confronted with a new local “boli,” by which term I mean to imply a distinction something less than that conveyed by the word “dialect.”2

The general features are the same throughout; but there is a twang, a dozen or so of inflections, several scores of words, quite peculiar to that one place, and not understood out of it. In fact, in all the parts of India with which I am personally acquainted I have noticed something of the same peculiarity, namely, that the words which the peasant uses to express the objects around him, the different descriptions of cattle, tools, seeds, grasses, crops, diseases of crops, grain in various stages,

1 Conclusively proving that the form of the present tense in Hindi is not derived from that of the agent in Sanskrit, as some say; though H. karta, “doing,” is the same word in form as Skr. kartā, “a doer,” yet it is derived from a Prakrit form karanto (Skr. karan).  

2 We lack in English a word to express this sort of distinction. The Germans have a useful word, “mundart,” which exactly conveys the idea I wish to express in the text.
soils, waters, weathers, and the like, differ in every district I go to. Going from Gujrat to Jhelam, and from Jhelam to Rawal Pindi, the whole of the ryot's surroundings change their names completely twice over. Perhaps the only exception is the plough, which I only know by two names,—hal in Upper India, and nāngal in Bengal and Orissa. The cow may be perhaps cited as another exception, and in truth gau and gai would perhaps be understood in most places, and the generic term goru for cattle in a good many—but the peasant is not content with this. His cow is red, or dun, or grey, or white, or fertile, or barren, or has had one calf or two, or is milch or dry, or has its horns bent forwards or backwards, or straight, or of uneven length, and each of these peculiarities has a name, and that name is used, to the exclusion of the generic term "cow," and differs in every district; so that to the superficial observer, or perhaps even to a careful student who judged from this class of words, there would at first sight appear to be more dialects in the language than there really are. Still, after making all due allowance for these peculiarities, I am of opinion that, owing to the absence of any written standard, our brave Panjabi peasants possess a number of bonâ fide dialects which is considerably in excess of that possessed by most languages spoken over an equal area of level country in any other part of India.

Sindhi, according to Trumpp, has three dialects,—Sirai, spoken in Siro, or the north of Sindh; Vicholai, in Vicholo, the middle part of the country; and Lari, in the southern districts along the sea-coast. But it is evident from an examination of the published grammars that this threefold division does not exhaust the variations of the language. Perhaps it would be more strictly correct to say that the numerous dialects fall into three groups. It is impossible that in the whole of Lar only one uniform speech should prevail. We know, for instance, that in the eastern part of that pro-
province, towards Thar and Parkar and about the Rinn, the
dialect called Kachhi begins to be heard. This dialect I am
uncertain whether to class with Gujarati or Sindhi; as simi-
larly the Uch dialect, on the north of Siro, is by some con-
sidered a dialect of Panjabi, by others of Sindhi. Thus the
various cognate languages of Aryan India melt into one another
so imperceptibly that it is a question of much difficulty how to
define their limits. But it is not only with regard to border
dialects that there exists a difficulty. In the heart of each
province the same local variations exist. When we are told
that “there” is expressed in Sindhi by ताड़े, ताड़उ, ताड़र, ताड़ी,
ताड़ी, ताड़ड़, ताड़ड़, ताड़ढ़, ताड़ढ़, ताड़, ताड़ढ़उ, ताड़ढ़, ताड़ढ़,
ताड़ढ़, ताड़ढ़, and ताड़ढ़, and that these forms mean also
“thence,” what are we to understand? Is it meant that the
Sindhis in all parts of Sindh use all these thirteen forms
indifferently, or that the pronunciation of the language is so
indistinct that in consequence of its being for the most part
unwritten a foreign dictionary-maker finds it impossible to
decide on the exact way of writing the word? or, thirdly, has
he grouped together a whole mass of variants drawn from
different parts of the country? If we consider the matter a
little, it will appear improbable that so great a variety of forms
should be used in one town or district without any distinction
of meaning, and the abundant diacritical marks which have
been invented to express slight shades of modulation in sounds,
forbid the supposition that the author was baffled by the in-
distinct utterances of the people. The third supposition, then,
forces itself on us as the true one, and the more so when we see
that so indispensable and hourly-recurring a word as “I”
exhibits the same redundancy of forms, being written आ, आउँ,
and मा; of the last form we are indeed told expressly that it is
peculiar to Shikarpur, in Northern Sindh. “Ye” is written
तहँ, तहँ, तहँ, तहँ, तहँ, तहँ, तहँ, and तहँ. Many other pro-
nouns and common inflections have also the same multiform
character. Judging also from my experience of the Panjab, I should think it almost certain that every ten miles in Sindh a new dialect or sub-dialect would be met with.

Proceeding onward into Gujarat to the south-east, and leaving the transitional Kachhi to be affiliated either to Sindhi or Gujarati, or half to one, and half to the other, as may be finally decided when more is known about it, the same confusion, or rather multiplicity of shades, is found to exist. "In the north-western parts of Kathiawär it is to some extent modified by Sindhi. As we pass to the north and north-east of Gujarat, it merges into Vraj, or Marwär, and Hindi. Analogous modifications occur on the eastern side of Gujarat. On the south a sharper boundary appears to separate it from Marathi. In the centre of Gujarat a broad accentuation of some vowels prevails. In Southern Gujarat inequalities in orthography and in the sounds of some letters, with an influx of Persian vocables, has resulted from the residence of the Parsis there. In Northern Gujarat there is perceptibly a peculiarity in some sounds, such as the य in the imperative mood. The speech of Vänyas, Brahmans, aboriginal tribes, etc., is marked by some peculiarities. The province of Kachh has a dialect, sometimes reckoned a distinct language; yet Gujarati is there generally understood. Thus the general hue of the language shades off, in different parts of its field. I have heard natives lay it down as a maxim, that in every twelve कोस there is a variation."¹ In conformity with the saying mentioned in the last sentence, there is a Gujarati proverb, बार गाउए बोलै बढ़ने तव वर बढ़ने साखा, "Every twelve कोस the language changes as the branches differ on trees."

Gujarati does not, however, shade off into Marathi in the

¹ Introduction to Shapurji Edalji's Dict. Dissertation on Gujarati, by Dr. Glasgow, p. x. I have taken the liberty of correcting the writer's grammar in one or two instances.
same imperceptible way as it does into other languages. On the contrary, a native author states, "The Gujarati language agrees very closely with the languages of the countries lying to the north of it, because the Gujarati people came from the north. If a native of Delhi, Ajmer, Mârwâr, Mewâr, Jaypûr, etc., comes into Gujarât, the Gujarati people find no difficulty in understanding his language. But it is very wonderful that when people from countries bordering Gujarat on the south, as the Konkan, Maharashtra, etc., come to Gujarat, the Gujarati people do not in the least comprehend what they say; only those words which have been imported from the north are intelligible to them."  

And yet the Marathas too must have come from the north, just as the Gujaratis did. What the author probably means is that the inflectional system of Marathi differs so widely from that of its cognate languages, and especially so from Hindi, as to be quite unintelligible to the simple Gujarati peasants, to whose minds the idea of one common Aryan stock is not so constantly present as it is to the scholar, and who, therefore, are not always on the look out for resemblances. This is not to be wondered at when we reflect that even in our own country people may be met with who have learnt the German language, and know it well, without having been once struck by its similarity to their own.

Gujarati is also largely used beyond its own area in the city of Bombay as a mercantile language, though in this position, as might be expected, it is largely mixed up with foreign words, and its grammar has become very corrupt. It is used by the following classes of persons:

1 गुजराती भाषानी उद्ध्वास, or, History of the Gujarati Language, by Shastrâ Vrajfai Kalidas, p. 50 (lithographed, Ahmadabad, 1866).

2 I met a remarkable, and in other respects intelligent, person once who not only had not noticed the similarity of the two languages, but refused even to admit it when pointed out to him. It is to be feared there are many such.
1. Musulmans from Kachh, among whom are the Mihmâns and Khwâjas (vulgo Khojas), well-known traders; the latter of whom are met with in trading towns all over Northern India, where, however, they speak Urdu.

2. Wohorâs (vulgo Boras), another class of traders.

3. A few Maratha Musulmans from the Konkan.

4. The various castes of Gujaratis, Brahmans, Vânyas (Baniás), Rajputs, etc.

5. Seths and Bhâtiás, Hindu merchants and bankers from Kachh.


7. A few Hindu Marathas from the Konkan.

8. Parsís.¹

In this fact we see another instance, like that of Hindustani, in which the simpler language prevails as a lingua franca over the more complicated. Nothing tends to restrict the use and currency of a language so much as an intricate grammatical construction, while nothing conduces to its wide-spread popularity so much as absence of inflectional forms, gender, case, and the like. The language spoken by the greatest number of human beings at the present day, the English, is also that which is least encumbered with grammar of any sort.

Marathi has undoubtedly, as I have before remarked, a very decided individuality, a type quite its own, arising from its comparative isolation for so many centuries. The Vindhya range of hills, during those times when India was split up into many petty kingdoms, must have acted as an effectual barrier to communication with the other Aryan nations. For all that, however, it has close links with Gujarati, though the Gujaratis fail to perceive them.

The two great divisions into which Marathi falls are called Konkani and Dakhani; the former spoken in the long narrow

¹ For the above facts I have to thank Mr. Flynn, of the Bombay High Court.
strip of country between the mountains and the sea, the latter in the high table-land of the Dakhan, or south of India as the northern Aryans called it, Central India as we ubiquitous English more truly designate it. From the circumstance of my personal experience being confined to Northern and Eastern India, I have less data for Marathi than any other of the languages; a circumstance the more to be regretted as Marathi is a very leading member of the group. As far as I can learn from books and private information, the dialectic distribution of the language is somewhat on this wise:

The dialect of the district lying round Puna seems to be considered the most correct form of the language, as it is generally called Deshi, or the language of "the country" *par excellence*. The Konkani dialect differs not very strikingly from the Deshi, and some of its forms are considered as more in harmony with the general analogy of the language than those in use in the Dakhan. The Konkani peculiarities resemble in a few important particulars those of the Bengali, and in both cases there is reason to suspect that their proximity to the sea and the low swampy nature of the country may have had a tendency to thicken and debase the pronunciation. Thus, it is said that the anuswāra is more clearly heard in the Konkan than in the Dakhan; just as it plays a more prominent part in Bengali than in Hindi; the former prefers long a to short, ऐ to स, ख to व, and retains a final स in some terminations where the latter rejects it. All these are points in which the Bengali differs in precisely the same way from Hindi.

The city of Rajapur and its neighbourhood offers several divergences from both the principal types, and the same is observable in the small territory of Wāḍi. In the southern part of the Dakhan, about Sattara, the language again changes, and forms which resemble both those in use in the Dakhan and those of the Konkan are used convertibly. In Kolhapur there is much Canarese (Karnāṭaka) spoken, and the Marathi of the
neighbourhood naturally becomes impure and incorrect from the admixture of this foreign idiom. The native Christians in this part of the country also mix up much corrupt Portuguese with Marathi. In addition to these disturbing elements, the wandering predatory tribes of the Rannusis, Mangs, Bagwans, and others use a patois of their own; some of the words which are quoted by my authority¹ are semi-Dravidian, and others seem to be mere gibberish. Of the former class are उच्छ “a village,” Dravidian ०००; नीडजल “water,” Dravidian nīru; though this latter word is also claimed as Aryan. Of the latter are कीवंज्ञा “eye,” क्लक “come here,” and the like.

Passing from the Marathas to their ancient victims the Oriyas, a much more homogeneous language is found. In the north of Orissa, about the Subarnarekhā river and along the Hijli coast, and even to within a short distance of Midnapur (Medinipur), a corrupt form of Oriya is spoken, mixed with an equally corrupt form of Bengali. Even in this region, however, many among the peasants are found who speak pure Oriya, and others who speak fairly good Bengali. The position is parallel to that which I have noticed as existing in Ludiana and Amballa, where Hindi and Panjabi are mixed up, so that one is never sure in which of the two languages to address any man. From the Subarnarekhā all down the coast to Puri the ordinary Oriya is spoken with hardly any perceptible differences. The people of the hill-states, however, speak with a clear distinct utterance which contrasts pleasingly with the low muttering and indistinct articulation of the residents of the plains. It is said by the Oriyas themselves that the language is spoken in its greatest purity in the hill-state of Gumsar, the birthplace of the first national poet, Upendra Bhanj. As, however, Gumsar is very far to the south, closely adjoining areas peopled by Dravidians and Kols, this assertion seems rather doubtful. I notice no difference between the speech of those who live in

Balasore and those who come from the extreme south of Puri or Cuttack; nor do the natives of the province seem able to point out any such differences, though the Balasore people say that they of Cuttack and Puri laugh at them as imperfect speakers. This may arise from the extraordinary and altogether unparalleled slovenliness of utterance in vogue here. A native of Balasore will not open his mouth or speak clearly; a dull hoarse rumbling is all he is capable of. Some few Bengali forms have been naturalized here, as, for instance, kiso = "what," for keño or kono; korite hebo = "it must be done," for koribaku hebo, where the real Oriya form is so much longer and more unwieldy than the Bengali, that the people have readily thrown it aside for the shorter and simpler expression.

Finally, with regard to Bengal itself, there is much difficulty in making any accurate statement. The crowd of dialectic forms which occurs on all sides is absolutely bewildering. It may be said that, apart from the Calcutta standard of the language in use among educated persons, there exists among the peasantry of the various parts of the province no common standard at all. A peasant of Tipperah or Sylhet would be quite as unintelligible to a resident of Murshidabad as he would to a Maratha or a Sindhi. The language commonly spoken in Central Bengal or Râh (রাহ i.e. রাফ) may be taken as the truest type, and the rest may be classed under the general heads of Eastern, Northern, and Southern Bengali. The former of these is spoken over a wide area, and as we saw in Gujarat, so also here, every twelve kos a difference is noticeable. The principal feature is the substitution of h for s and of s for chh. Thus, suniyâchhi, "I heard," becomes hunisi. In Northern Bengal corruptions just as great, though of a different kind, occur, and the same may be said of Southern Bengal. No one, however, has yet taken the trouble to make a collection of the local forms in use in the various districts,
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and till this is done all that can be said is, that very numerous divergences exist, and several striking local peculiarities are known to be current, concerning which we await further information. Even in Calcutta till quite recent times people spoke in twenty different ways, and no one was sure which was the correct way.

On reviewing the whole question of Indian dialects, several important points attract attention. The first is, that as each of the seven languages, except Oriya, possesses many dialects, and as none of them until recent times and the rise of literature had any central type or standard, each one of the dialects into which it is divided has as much right as any of the others to be considered a genuine Aryan form of speech, and any one of them might have been chosen, as one of them actually was, as the basis on which to found the central type. Further, as some of the dialects spoken on the frontier between two languages partake almost equally of the characteristics of both, so that the various languages melt gradually one into another, without any of that harshness or confusion which marks those countries where two heterogeneous languages come into contact, we are justified in pointing to a time when there was no such distinct demarcation between the various languages as we see at present. We thus can raise for ourselves a picture of a bygone age, in which all the Aryans of India spoke what may be fairly called one language, though in many diverse forms, πολλάνων ὄνομάτων μορφή μία; and can see that the so-called seven languages of modern India have arisen from a process of crystallization, so to speak, the atoms consisting of the various dialects having been attracted to and grouped themselves round seven principal points or heads. The intrinsic and essential unity of the whole Aryan family in India thus becomes a natural result of the researches of philology, as it does of those of history.

Secondly, inasmuch as until the rise of literature no one of
these numerous dialects had the pre-eminence over any of the others, we must not be contented with taking for the basis of our researches or arguments merely such words and forms as are to be found in the literary dialect of each language, because every one of the spoken dialects is presumably of equal antiquity and equal authority with the one written dialect. There is thus a most important and most valuable task waiting for hands to perform it. In every part of Aryan India there are now highly-educated English officials, who take a real and earnest interest in the people over whom they rule; it would be an easy and to many, it is hoped, a pleasing task to collect the words and forms current in their neighbourhood. The pages of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal are always open to contributions of this kind, and have already received many such; but many more remain to be done: will not those who can save these rare and curious words from perishing rouse themselves to do so ere it be too late? Before the spread of education local dialects are already beginning to die out, and will doubtless disappear more and more rapidly as time goes on, taking with them into an oblivion whence they cannot be recovered, words which might throw invaluable light upon dark places in the history of the development of the language to which they belong.

§ 30. The whole of these languages, including all their varied dialectic forms, exhibit at every turn marks of a common origin, and the changes and developments—I cannot call them corruptions—which they have undergone are all in the same direction, though in different degrees. There is hardly any special peculiarity in any one of them of which traces may not be found in a greater or less degree in all or most of the others. As regards mutual intelligibility, which has been proposed as the test whereby to distinguish languages from dialects, there is much divergence. An Oriya can generally understand what
is said to him in Bengali, and many Bengalis, for political purposes, insist upon regarding Oriya as merely a dialect of their language. A Bengali peasant from the south of Bengal would understand much, if not all, that was spoken in Oriya, but a native of Northern or Eastern Bengal would not. Again, in Purneah, on the frontier between Bengal and Hindustan, the two peoples did not appear to understand each other readily; though they managed to communicate with each other, it was more because every man spoke both languages, and was quite aware that they were two distinct languages: indeed, the difference between the two was better appreciated than the similarity, as is often the case on such linguistic frontiers.

Panjabis for the most part understand Hindi readily, and very quickly learn to speak it correctly, abandoning the peculiarities of their own language as mere dialectic vagaries. The Hindustanis, from their superior cultivation, take high tone with the simple Panjabis, and laugh them out of their pronunciation and local forms, insisting, as do certain Bengalis with regard to Orissa, that these latter are mere vulgarisms, to be shunned by correct speakers. Of course in the wilder parts of the Panjab Hindi is not well understood, and in the very wildest not at all.

With regard to Sindhi, the reverse is the case; while it is fairly intelligible to the wild wandering Jat and Gujar tribes of the desert, and to the southern Panjabis generally, it is quite unintelligible to the more settled and cultivated population. I have known a Sindhi come to my court at Gujrat, in the northern part of the Chaj Doab, lying between the Chenab and Jhelam rivers, and not a single person could make out what he said; we even sent for a man celebrated for his knowledge of Panjabi and its dialects, but he could do no more than tell us that the language the stranger spoke was Sindhi, he could not understand it; and I strongly suspected at the time that he
only found this out from the word "Sindhi" which the man uttered repeatedly.

Sindhi is stated to be intelligible to natives of Gujarat, and in Kachh both languages are spoken. I have already quoted a remark from a native of Gujarat as to the difficulty his countrymen experience in understanding Marathas. In Southern Rajputana the three languages, Hindi as well as the two last mentioned, are mixed up; even there, however, Marathi is regarded as a distinct and only partly intelligible language.

Oriya is separated from Marathi by a long tract of wild hilly country, peopled by non-Aryan races. For fifty years, however, Orissa was under the sway of the Bhonslas of Nagpur, and even after seventy years of British rule the country still bears traces of their rapacity and oppression. From all that I can learn of the traditions of those times, the two peoples found no difficulty in communicating with one another. Of course the Oriyas had to learn the language of their conquerors, and a few Marathi words have thus passed into their language; in the present day, however, they are widely sundered, and it is probable that if they came into contact, they would find it quite impossible to carry on any sustained conversation.

Although somewhat has been already said about the dates of the earliest written works in the modern languages, yet it is advisable, in order to make the general review of this group of languages more complete, to discuss the question of their chronological sequence more at large. In working out problems of Indian etymology, sufficient attention is not paid to the historical elements of the calculation. Especially is this

1 It must be mentioned, however, in fairness to the Bhonslas, that they were very active in public works. Their tanks, roads, bridges, and dykes are still in existence, and were constructed on a princely scale, though, as they were not hampered with any scruples about paying their work-people, it was as easy for them to execute lordly deserts as it is for the Khedive of Egypt in the present day. This little point should be remembered by those who reproach the English for the inferiority of their public works. Whatever we do is past.
the case in the works of European scholars, who, being generally better versed in Sanskrit than in the modern languages, are apt to attribute too much influence to the former and to write as if they thought that it was still a living and well-known tongue. Now without going into the question of how long Sanskrit remained a spoken language, it may be assumed as a fact, accepted by most scholars, that it certainly ceased to be a vernacular in the sixth century B.C., and remained as the language of religion and literature only. From that time the Aryan people of India spoke popular dialects called Prakrits. It is from these latter therefore, and not directly from Sanskrit, that the modern languages derive the most ancient and distinctly national and genuine portion of their words and grammatical inflections.1

The point which concerns us more particularly is not the rise and fall of either Sanskrit or the Prakrits, but that of the rise of the modern Indian vernaculars. It may be as well here to repeat that the presence in any language of words in their pure Sanskrit form is not a proof that those words have remained in that language from the beginning and come down the stream of time unchanged; some few words may have done so, but they are very few. On the contrary, a pure Sanskrit or Tatsama word is almost certainly one which has been introduced into the language in modern times by learned men. When did the modern languages cease to be Prakrits, and assume something like their present form? which of them first definitely assumed that shape which, with few modifications, has lasted to the present day? To answer these most interesting questions it will be necessary first to ascertain what stages of speech are ancient and what modern, to state which is that particular point of development which may be considered

1 Those who wish to see the whole argument clearly drawn out and explained in a lucid and readable form are recommended to refer to the second volume of Dr. Muir's Sanskrit Texts, than which nothing can well be more full and complete.
homogeneous with all subsequent stages, and heterogeneous as regards all past stages. A few illustrations from modern European tongues will help in this inquiry.

The Romance languages, Italian, Spanish, French, Provençal, Portuguese, and others, are derived principally from the Latin by the process of gradually wearing away and confusing the terminations of verbs and nouns till they no longer sufficed to distinguish cases and tenses. Then by degrees additional words had to be introduced to mark these distinctions, and thus grew up the modern analytical method of construction. In Latin, mons, montis, monti, montem, monte, are words in which the original idea mon = mountain is modified by the terminations s (for ts), tis, ti, tem, te, in such a way that they suffice of themselves to indicate the relation which the idea involved in the word bears to the rest of the sentence. To make this idea clearer it had become customary in Latin to prefix certain particles, called prepositions, to the noun in those cases where the verb or noun which had relation to the idea of the object did not express the action sufficiently by itself. Thus, in video montem, "I see the mountain," the verb video suffices to express fully the action which takes place; but in eo ad montem, "I go to the mountain," the verb "I go" does not so suffice. A man may go up a mountain, or down it, to it, from it, or round it; hence the preposition is necessary to show what sort of going is intended with reference to the mountain; ad, trans, circum, = to, across, round, all modify the primary idea in different ways. In the prime and noonday of Roman speech the synthetical sentiment, or tendency to put together leading words and their subsidiary particles, was so strong that it was customary to prefix the preposition to the verb, and incorporate it with it; accordingly they said adeo, transeo, circumeo montem, in preference to en, ad, etc. In Sanskrit this tendency is so powerful that the prepositions are almost always used in this way, and so also to a great extent in Greek. In later times, however, all
the terminations noted above became abraded, and for all of
them, including even the nominative, the one form monte was
substituted in Italian. Then came in the more extended use
of the prepositions, which were now necessary in every case to
distinguish the relation, and the noun was modified accordingly:
del monte (de illo monte), ad monte (ad illum montem), sul monte
(super illum montem), dal monte (de ab illo monte), and so on.
This process did not of course take place all at once. The first
step was to confuse the Latin terminations. A Roman of the
time of Augustus would say ad montem with the accusative, but
a monte with the ablative, case. His descendants in the fifth
century have left behind charters and other documents in
which ab montem, ad die, and the like occur. In the case of
verbs also the distinctive tense endings being confused and
worn away, a more constant use of the personal pronoun
became necessary, as well as a recourse to the verbs to have and
to be, in order to make the exact meaning clear and unmistak-
able. Without wasting more time on these well-known matters,
it will be seen that synthesis, or putting together, is the key-
ote of the ancient languages, as analysis, or dissolving, is of
the moderns. When, therefore, we get to that point in the
development of languages where the analytical system is fairly
established and in full working order, and whence all traces of
synthesis have either disappeared or become subordinate and
casual instead of universal and regular, we may take that point
as the commencement of the modern language. Thus, though
the language of Alfred is our true old English speech, yet it is
ancient English still very largely synthetical. Modern English
strictly speaking begins about 1265, when the Normans had
become thoroughly amalgamated with the Saxons and Angles,

1 “Ab hóllernum die, absque ullo dolo aut vim, ad die presente, ante valneæ et orto
(‘halsan et hertum) contra hoste barbaro, cum omnes res ad se pertinentes.” are a
few more instances which I take from no more recondite source than Lewis’s
Romanic Languages, who quotes them from Raynward.
and ceased to use their own French as a language apart from the Low-Dutch of the masses. Modern French begins a little earlier, about the end of the tenth century, when the rise of the dynasty of Hugh Capet, himself ignorant of Latin, and the extinction of the Frankish Karlings with their Teutonic speech, led to the general use of the Romance Langue d’oil, even among the higher classes. 1 If we now turn to the parallel group of languages which in distant India was developing itself at the same time and under the impulse of precisely the same instincts as those which prevailed in Europe, we shall find the coincidence in point of time fairly maintained.

Chand, the earliest writer, though he mangles his words with more than poetical licence, may still be adduced as the best evidence we have of the state of the language in his own times, the end of the twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth century. Chand’s poems are in the same stage of linguistic development as those of his contemporaries, the trovatori, troubadours, and troubères of Europe. The old synthetical structure has been broken up and thrown into confusion, but not quite lost, while the modern auxiliary verbs and prepositions are hardly fully established in their stead. This gives an air of great confusion to the language, especially in the Indian poet, who is particularly fond of stringing together long lines of words without inflections of any sort, and leaving the reader to find out what relation they bear to each other.

Thus, in the second line of the poem occurs the phrase,

लम गुम तिद्दात रस दुए दहरं

literally, “Wickedness quality stands lord wicked burning.” Here the pure Sanskrit तिद्दात which the poet has dragged in to show his learning, is the only inflected word in the sentence, and the reader may supply the connecting links as he pleases.

1 Modern High-Dutch, or, as we call it, German, is of much later birth, but we cannot here enter into that question.
Probably the poet means, "The quality of wickedness stands (i.e. is put a stop to) by the lord burning up the wicked."

Again,

\[ \begin{array}{c}
पृष्ठ वास्तवमार्ग्य ||
कोणिका झंकार अभ्य वन कर्ये ||
वर बाँचू रूपि रच्ये ||
कपोतर्य नैव कर्यति ||
\end{array} \]

Here the poet is perhaps under the impression that he is writing Sanskrit, of his knowledge of which he has been boasting a few lines before; and he certainly has collected a good number of Sanskrit inflections; thus, the first line, "When the month of spring falls (i.e. ceases)," is pure Sanskrit, but the next line is nothing, neither Sanskrit, Prakrit, nor Hindi, "The koil chirping mango forest make (or making)," कोणिका may be either singular or plural for all the indication given by its form; and as to कर्य, beyond the fact that it is connected evidently with the root कर "to make," nothing can be predicated of it one way or the other. The third line means, "Sheltered from the sun by the bamboos"; बर may be a hundred things, probably here it is put in, as it is in so many other places, merely to complete the metre, and may be vaguely translated "good" or "best." We must not try to get too accurate a meaning out of lines which were never meant to be subjected to the microscope of science. रच्य is like कर्य, and conveys a general idea of being preserved or sheltered. In the fourth line कपोतर्य perhaps, dropping the य, which is stuck in to eke out the line, shows us the transition from the Sanskrit neuter ending एनि, which gradually superseded all other terminations, to the universal Hindi plural termination एन and एनि for all genders, the nasal being here written as anuswāra. The concluding words of the line again are pure

\[ ^1 \text{i.e. rakṣikā, } य = ख \text{ always in MSS.} \]
Sanskrit. This use, however, of Sanskrit inflections is confined to the introductory rhapsodies; in the historical portion of the poem such forms occur very rarely, if at all. But throughout the long poem there is very little sense of the exact meaning of Sanskrit or Prakrit verbal forms; those few forms that are used are purely modern. They are distinctly Hindi, not Prakrit. The present is expressed by the participle, as रेहत “streaking,” सोभंत “shining,” etc. The past tense is not a corruption of a Prakrit form of any of the Sanskrit preterites, but the past participle; भयौ m., भरौ f., भए pl. m., भरौ pl. f., “was,” लगयो or लगढयो “stuck,” and others. The most frequent method of expressing a verb, however, is to put the indefinite participle in द्वै for all tenses and moods indiscriminately, युनि राइ द्रान मंड卖场 चयार “Having heard it, the king prepared inestimable gifts.”

The future has not yet quite fixed itself, and is often expressed by the indefinite present of later times; as जेस ध्याए ऐसे धाए “As he shall think, so he shall obtain,” i.e. “Whatever he shall wish for he shall have.” Postpositions are occasionally used to indicate cases of nouns, though their use was apparently not quite settled, as they are sometimes used as true case-signs, and sometimes as prepositions governing the case. Of the first-named usage, which is chronologically the last, the following are examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{सहस घट्ट सिव उपर कीनि} & \| \\
\text{They poured a thousand water-pots upon Siva.} & \\
\text{दृष्टि नूपि वसि नोंद्रा माहि} & \| \\
\text{Seeing the king sitting in sleep.} & \\
\text{सब नारिन की शोच उपनि} & \| \\
\text{To all the women fear arose.} & 
\end{align*}
\]
The king travels with kings.
There sprung from his family.

Of the second, which is chronologically the earlier of the two, the instances are much more rare, and are chiefly confined to such phrases as ताके माहोऽ । "in (the midst) of it," and the like.

It is evident from an examination of the poem that the Hindi language, regarded as a modern and analytical form of speech, had just begun to be formed, and was in its first infancy; perhaps in about the second or third generation previous to Chand it had been still mainly synthetical.

We may therefore fix upon the eleventh century, or about one hundred years before Chand, as the epoch of the rise of Hindi, or the principal modern language of the group. At the same time with Hindi, Gujarati and Panjabi, neither of which were yet separated from it, took their rise.

Turning next to the eastern languages, Bengali and Oriya, there exists in the present day an active controversy between the literary heads of the two provinces. The Bengalis assert that Oriya is merely a dialect of Bengali, and has no claim to be considered an independent language, and they mix up with this assertion a second to the effect that if it is not it ought to be, mainly because they wish it was, and secondarily because the population of Orissa is so small as compared with that of Bengal that they think it useless to keep up a separate language and written character for so small a province. They further urge that the maintenance of a separate language prevents the Oriyas from learning Bengali and profiting by the vast stores of valuable literature which they consider the latter to contain. Much of this chain of arguments is purely
political, and may therefore be very briefly dismissed by the following remarks. If Oriya is to be suppressed because it is only spoken by a few millions of people, it might also be urged that Dutch, or Danish, or Portuguese, should be obliterated also. Basque should also be stamped out, and the same argument would apply to Romance or Modern Greek, and would justify the Russians in trying to eradicate Polish or the Austrians in annihilating Czech. But when the case of Oriya comes to be considered, it must be remembered that it is spoken not only by five millions in the settled and civilized districts of the sea-coast, but by an uncounted and widely dispersed mass of wild tribes in the vast tract of mountains which covers hundreds of miles inland, and extends as far west as Nagpore and as far south as Telingana. In these regions it is rapidly supplanting the old non-Aryan dialects; and from its having absorbed into itself much of the non-Aryan element, it affords a far better medium of civilization than Bengali. Moreover, it is far beyond the power of the handful of English and Bengalis settled in Orissa to stamp out the mother-tongue of all these millions, and it may be added that any forcible measures of repression would be entirely foreign and repugnant to the spirit of our policy. The result of teaching Bengali in our schools, to the exclusion of the local vernacular, would only be that the small proportion of Oriya boys who attend those schools would know the former in addition to the latter, that they would learn to despise their mother-tongue, and that a gap would be created between the mass of the peasantry and the small body of educated persons. This result is just what the Bengali would consider proper: from the earliest times in India there has been a chasm, studiously kept open and widened by every effort, between the higher and educated classes and the lower and uneducated,— "this people that knoweth not the law is accursed." Bengalis would like to maintain this, because it throws all influence into their hands, and delivers the
wretched peasant, bound hand and foot by the chains of ignorance, into the power of his oppressors. If we wish to see this huge seething mass of ignorance, vice, and superstition permeated by the light of truth and knowledge, we are bound to fight tooth and nail against the Bengali theory, and, by upholding the speech of the land-folk and helping them to purify and improve it, to render it impossible for interested persons to establish any barrier between the free intercourse of all classes of society. Philology in this case has a vital and practical importance. Looked at from the purely linguistic side there is no doubt that Oriya has ample proof of its individuality. The poems of Upendro Bhanj and his contemporaries are written in a language which hardly differs in a single word or inflection from the vernacular of to-day, and every word of which is distinctly intelligible to the meanest labourer. These poems, written three hundred years ago, exhibit a perfectly settled modern language, partly analytical and partly synthetical, but the analytical element of which has been so long in use as to have already undergone modifications of a secondary and even tertiary character. It retains unchanged forms which are older than the oldest Bengali or Hindi, and others which can only be compared with Bengali forms of three centuries ago, but which have long since died out from that language. Bidyapati, the contemporary of Upendro, writes, as we have seen, in a language more akin to Hindi than to modern Bengali. At a period when Oriya was already a fixed and settled language Bengali did not exist; the inhabitants of Bengal spoke a vast variety of corrupt forms of eastern Hindi. It is not till quite recent times that we find anything that can be with propriety called the Bengali language.

Sindhi and Marathi remain to be placed. For the former we have no data. Of the latter it may be said that its earliest poets exhibit a language less advanced in analytical develop-
ment than Hindi by about a hundred years, and which therefore must yield in point of antiquity to its northern sister.

In chronological sequence, therefore, we may place the Hindi with its subsidiary forms, Gujarati and Panjabi, first, fixing their rise and establishment as modern languages, distinct from their previous existence as Prakrits, in the eleventh century. Second comes Marathi, which remained a Prakrit till the twelfth or even thirteenth century; and third Oriya, which must have quite completed its transformation by the end of the fourteenth. Bengali was no separate independent language, but a maze of dialects without a distinct national or provincial type, till the seventeenth or beginning of the eighteenth century. It was not till the gradual decay of the central Muhammadan power of Delhi enabled the provincial governors to assume an independent position that Bengali severed itself from Hindi and assumed the characteristics which now vindicate for it a right to be considered a separate language. Sindhi having very little literature and no fixed system of writing remains a mystery. Its rise and development were independent of all the other languages, and I cannot determine its place in the sequence.

It is difficult to prophesy the future of this group, so much depends upon political changes which no man can foresee. It may, however, with much probability be surmised that the immense extension of roads, railways, and other means of communication, will result in the extinction of Panjabi and the dialects of Rajputana, and the consequent general adoption of one uniform language, the Persianized form of Hindi, from the Indus to Rajmahal, and from the Himalayas to the Vindhyā. The language will then be spoken by upwards of one hundred millions of human beings; and from its vast extent and consequently preponderating importance, it cannot fail greatly to influence its neighbours. Gujarati will probably be the first to be assimilated; in fact, the difference is even now but slight,
and the relation between it and Hindi is similar to that between Icelandic and Norwegian. Gujarati, separated by political circumstances from the rest of Hindustan proper, has retained archaic words and forms which have died out from the mother-speech, but no violent changes would be required to re-assimilate it. Sindhi on the west, Bengali on the east, will resist absorption much longer: the former owing to its fundamental divergence of type; the latter by virtue of its high cultivation and extensive literature, though it may be mentioned that Hindustani is already much spoken and generally well understood over a great part of Bengal. Oriya and Marathi may probably continue to hold their own to a more distant time, though in both provinces the number of persons, even among the lowest classes, who are acquainted with Urdu is already considerable, and is daily increasing. In short, with the barriers of provincial isolation thrown down, and the ever freer and fuller communication between various parts of the country, that clear, simple, graceful, flexible, and all-expressive Urdu speech, which is even now the lingua franca of most parts of India and the special favourite of the ruling race, because closely resembling in its most valuable characteristics their own language, seems undoubtedly destined at some future period to supplant most, if not all, of the provincial dialects, and to give to all Aryan India one homogeneous cultivated form of speech,—to be, in fact, the English of the Indian world.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Devanāgarī</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अ</td>
<td>आ</td>
<td>इ</td>
<td>ई</td>
<td>उ</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ह</td>
<td>ना</td>
<td>रि</td>
<td>लि</td>
<td>रु</td>
<td>á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>द</td>
<td>नी</td>
<td>टी</td>
<td>टि</td>
<td>टू</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>दी</td>
<td>डी</td>
<td>डू</td>
<td>ì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>एू</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>ओू</td>
<td>ū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ए००</td>
<td>ए००</td>
<td>ए००</td>
<td>ए००</td>
<td>ए००ू</td>
<td>ū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क</td>
<td>ल</td>
<td>ख</td>
<td>ग</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ख</td>
<td>ख</td>
<td>ख</td>
<td>ख</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>ai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ग</td>
<td>ग</td>
<td>ग</td>
<td>ग</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>anuswāra, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>घृ००</td>
<td>घृ००</td>
<td>घृ००</td>
<td>घृ००</td>
<td>घृ००ू</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>घृ०००</td>
<td>घृ०००</td>
<td>घृ०००</td>
<td>घृ०००</td>
<td>घृ०००ू</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ग</td>
<td>ग</td>
<td>ग</td>
<td>ग</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>घृ</td>
<td>ng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>घृ००</td>
<td>घृ००</td>
<td>घृ००</td>
<td>घृ००</td>
<td>घृ००ू</td>
<td>ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>घृ०००</td>
<td>घृ०००</td>
<td>घृ०००</td>
<td>घृ०००</td>
<td>घृ०००ू</td>
<td>chh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi, Marathi (Devanagari)</td>
<td>Panjabi</td>
<td>Gujarati</td>
<td>Bangali</td>
<td>Oriya</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>अ</td>
<td>न</td>
<td>झ</td>
<td>त</td>
<td>ट</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आ</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>ठ</td>
<td>ठ</td>
<td>jh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>इ</td>
<td>ल</td>
<td>भ</td>
<td>ड</td>
<td>ढ</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ई</td>
<td>व</td>
<td>प</td>
<td>ण</td>
<td>ण</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>उ</td>
<td>श</td>
<td>म</td>
<td>थ</td>
<td>थ</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऊ</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>य</td>
<td>द</td>
<td>ध</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऋ</td>
<td>ष</td>
<td>न</td>
<td>ध</td>
<td>ध</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऌ</td>
<td>ॠ</td>
<td>य</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ो</td>
<td>ो</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ू</td>
<td>ू</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>ph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ृ</td>
<td>ृ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ॄ</td>
<td>ॄ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>bh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ॅ</td>
<td>ॅ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ॆ</td>
<td>ॆ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>े</td>
<td>े</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ै</td>
<td>ै</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ॉ</td>
<td>ॉ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>v, w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ॊ</td>
<td>ॊ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ो</td>
<td>ो</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>्</td>
<td>्</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ॏ</td>
<td>ॏ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ॐ</td>
<td>ॐ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>घ</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER II.

ON VOWEL CHANGES.


§ 31. In order that the examination of the vowel changes may be something more than a mere enumeration of facts, it is necessary, first, to consider the vowel system of the Sanskrit, and, secondly, to specify certain peculiarities of vocalization in the forms of speech which surround the present modern Aryan area.

(1.) As contrasted with Greek, Latin, Gothic, and other early languages of its own family, Sanskrit is remarkable for its preference for the a sound. Thus, Skr. saptan = hepta, septem, siban, septuni, etc.; Skr. agni = ignis, ugnis, agni, anhus; Skr. ahau = ego, ik; Skr. antar = inter, under, indir, entos; and many others. The same principle runs through the whole of
the inflectional system of the language. This assertion may not appear at first sight correct, but it must be remembered that in the case of nouns ending in *as, a, am*, the whole of the terminations, except four or five, have *a* or *ă* for their principal vowel, and that this class of nouns constitutes a very large majority of those actually in use. The pronouns also exhibit a great preponderance of *a* terminations, and in the verbs the endings of the conjugational tenses, especially in the Bhū class, which embraces nine-tenths of the verbs in the language, display the same tendency.

In addition to this favourite and predominating *a* sound, there are the other two pure vowels *i* and *u* with their respective long vowels *ī* and *ū*, and this trilogy of pure sounds maintains itself with peculiar constancy. There are none of those broken or impure vowels, in which other languages so much abound, with the exception of *e* and *o*, *ai* and *au*,—the two former produced by prefixing a short *a* to *i* and *u* respectively, the two latter by prefixing *ă* to the same. These latter vowels, however, are almost entirely restricted in their use to derivatives and secondary forms, the dependent or complex meaning being thus philosophically brought into harmony with the broken or impure vowels. *E* and *o*, moreover, are always long, and thus preserve the consciousness of their diphthongal nature. The Keltic races appear first to have introduced a complicated system of broken or impure vowels, and Grimm thinks that through their influence a similar tendency grew up in the languages of the Teutonic family which lay nearest to the Keltic area, as the Anglo-Saxons, Frisians, and Franks. The Kelts, however, must have parted company with the Aryans at a very early date, and the latter consequently have not been affected by their disposition to corrupt the vowel-

sounds. The modern Aryan languages retain many of the characteristics, in this respect, of their parent speech, and their vowels are still, as in ancient times, chiefly pure and simple.

It must, however, be further noted that Sanskrit permitted no hiatus, that is, no vowel could follow another without the intervention of a consonant; such forms as meus, tuus, would be foreign to its genius. The principal expedient adopted to prevent a hiatus was the hardening or thickening of the first of two vowels into its corresponding consonantal utterance, and in this manner many forms have been built up. In the spoken languages of early India, however, no such delicacy was felt, a consonant standing singly in the middle of a word was often dropped, and the two vowels thus brought into juxtaposition were allowed so to remain without any compunction. Nay, so far from feeling this objectionable, the Prakrit poets reject consonants to such an extent that their words are often mere floating masses of pulp from which all the bones have been removed. Thus, ṗrākṛita becomes pāsuḥ; subhaga, suhuḥ; niyoga, niśoḥ. In some instances the modern languages have retained Prakrit forms, but in so doing have kept the vowels quite distinct, so that no difficult or complicated vowel-sounds have arisen from their amalgamation. The foreigner, therefore, experiences no such difficulty in pronouncing the Indian vowels as he does in the French combinations œu, eui, or the German œ, œ, nor are there any instances of two different sets of vowels having the same pronunciation as in the English, where weak sounds precisely the same as weak; meat, beat, as meet, beet; ¹

¹ In Old English the distinction was clearly marked. Our fathers from the fifth to the twelfth century, and even later, said wace = weak, and woc = week. In many cases, however, our combination œ, pronounced as i in machine, is a corruption of Old English œ, as gen = given, bom = born, beati = beating, cardhe = earth, heast = beast, coert = cor, haet = heat, etc. To this day our Western peninsula in Hampshire and Dorsetshire pronounce œ as two syllables, saying meat, beat, weak, and the like. See Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik, vol. 1, p. 239, compared with p. 541 (1st ed.).
nor are there any instances where the same combination has
four or five different sounds, as in cough, rough, hough,
dough, hough, through, pronounced cauf, ruff, bow, do, hock,
throw.

(2.) Although, however, the vocalism of the Aryan group
is singularly pure and simple, yet the area occupied by it in
the present day is surrounded by peoples whose languages are
remarkable for the excessive intricacy and difficulty of their
vowel sounds. In the Chinese and its cognate dialects not
only are the vowels in themselves complicated, but there exists
a system of tones like those of music, by virtue of which a
single vowel may have several distinct methods of utterance,
and unless the word be pronounced correctly, not only as to
sound, but also as to tone, the meaning is entirely changed.1
As the languages of this group or groups touch the Aryan
region along a great portion of its northern and eastern
frontier, it may be suspected that their influence has been felt
more or less; the more so as many of the races now located in
the northern and eastern mountain-ranges have been driven out
of the plains of India by the immigrants. Moreover, the low,
tangled mass of hills which occupies so large a portion of
Central India still harbours races of whose origin we know
little more than that it is not Aryan, and whose vowel-system
is essentially opposed to that of Sanskrit. Succeeding to these,
on the south, are the Dravidians, even yet a puzzle to philo-
logists, amongst whom broken, half-uttered, and impure vowels
are frequent.

1 I had several proofs of the difficulty of pronouncing these languages when
travelling in Sikkim. I sat for some hours on a hill-side trying to pronounce the
words some one, or something to that effect, meaning "hot water," in the Lepcha or
Ladak language. I forget which, and had eventually to give up the task in despair.
Frequently, too, in trying to say some of the few sentences of Bhutan which I knew,
I found all around me convulsed with laughter; and on inquiry learnt that by giving
the wrong tone in some unlucky monosyllable, I had converted "beast" or "fire"
into something quite different, and generally very indecent.
I am not in a position to point out how far or in what direction Aryan vocalism has been influenced by these alien races; but that some sort of influence has been at work is almost beyond a doubt. It may, however, be conjectured that the pronunciation has been affected more than the written language, because the latter is always by conscious and intentional efforts kept up to some known standard. To one who has spent some years in the Panjab or Hindustan, the ordinary pronunciation of the Bengalis and Oriyas certainly sounds uncouth and foreign, and as these two races are surrounded by and much mixed up with non-Aryans, it is probable that the contiguity of the latter will eventually be found to have had much to do with this peculiarity. Unfortunately, however, pronunciation is one of those things which it is very difficult to express in writing, and we are thus deprived of the advantages which might arise from the study of this question by European scholars, who have access only to printed or written books. The question is therefore one which probably will not soon be settled.

The above remarks will have prepared the reader for the assertion that the modern Aryan vowel-system is practically identical with that of Sanskrit. There is little more to be done, in fact, than to note the few and unimportant changes which have taken place, and these are rather individual instances than examples of any generally operating laws. Certain peculiarities occur in this or that language, and the tooth of time has gnawed here and there at unprotected vowels, but little more than this can be said. The Prakrits have mostly wandered further from the Sanskrit type than the languages of to-day, because these latter, always conscious of the existence of Sanskrit and of its position as the parent and type of their speech, have in more recent times frequently had recourse to their common ancestor, and have corrupted the words resuscitated from it in a way peculiar to themselves, and often less violent than that adopted by the various forms of Prakrit.
§ 32. य into र. This change does not occur so frequently or in the same way in the modern languages as it does in Prakrit or Pali. Of the examples given in Vararuci (Pr. Pr. i. 3), isi. pikkam, siviño, vediso, viano, münügo, ingalo, for Skr. ışhat, pākva, svapna, retasa, eyajana, niridanga, angāra, very few are found in modern tongues. G. has पिक्कु but also पिक्कु, and रंगारो but also and more commonly रंगारो; M. पिक्कण, पिक्कान, etc. All the other words, in so far as they are used at all in a Tadbhava form, retain the a in all cases.

The Bhagavati supplies sādham = sārdham, pūrīm = pūrbham, isi = ışhad, mijja = majjā, mitthi = māsti, and chikkha = chaksh, chaksha, together with those mentioned above, and one or two instances where य and ज have been melted down into the palatal vowel, and which therefore do not come under this head.

In the Saptásataka some more examples are given: kiviṇa for kripaṇa, “miser”; puṭṭhi for prishtha, “back”; aippaṇa for ātarpāṇa, “dedicating”; viṇaṁ for vinayam, “modesty,” with others which do not come within our present scope, as they are inflectional peculiarities only.

अप्पण occurs only as a Tatsama in all except G. करपण and M. कररण. The G. form is, however, less corrupt than the Pr., and is therefore to be set down as a modern Tadbhava.

पुढ्ठ is explained by Vararuci as being for a feminine form पुढ्ठी, so that we have here no real change of a into i.

आइपण is probably for आयपण, according to the custom so frequent in Pr. writings of substituting य for nearly every consonant. It does not occur in the moderns.

---

1 In this and the other chapters on Phonetics the examples given are drawn entirely from the crude or uninflected forms of words. No illustrations from the inflections, or from pronouns, adverbs, or particles are added. All such will be noticed in their proper places, and references will be made to the laws laid down in this and the two following chapters. This arrangement is rendered necessary by the method followed in compiling this work, and, it is hoped, will tend to greater clearness and simplicity.
Vowel Changes.

The modern languages have in this matter followed generally a different course from the Prakrit. The examples now given are exceptions rather than instances of a rule.

Skr. क्ष्र "cage," H. प्रक्ष्र, and so in all. S. प्रिष्र, O. प्रिष्र.
Skr. गझन "counting," H., P. गझन, but also, and in the rest, गन०.
Skr. नारझ "orange," H. नारणसी, but also नारणसी.
Skr. सन्धान "wise," H. सिस्याना, P. id., S. सिस्यानो, O. सिस्यान.

Many more isolated instances may be found, but few which run through all the seven languages. It cannot be laid down as a law, that the a of Sanskrit undergoes any regular or systematic transmutation into i in any dialect, or in any particular class of words. The Sindhi, however, and in a lesser degree the Gujarati and Panjabi, must be excepted from this remark. In the Introduction it has been stated that amongst those peculiarities of the seven languages which seem to depend on their relative geographical position, is the preference exhibited by the western languages for the palatal vowels i and e, as contrasted by that of the eastern languages for u and o. In the following list Sindhi converts a into i, and stands alone in so doing; the other languages retain the a. I give the Hindi alone as proof of this,—noting the other languages only when they do not conform to the Hindi in respect of this vowel.

Skr. कक् कक्र, S. काक्खो, but H. कक्र.
" कक्कित्रका cucumber, " कक्कित्र " कक्कित्र, O. काक्खो, B. id.
" कक्र, gravel, " कक्र " कक्र, कक्र.
" कक्र variegated, " कक्र " कक्र and कक्र.
" कक्र ray, " कक्र " कक्र.
" कक्र moment, " कक्र " कक्र.
" कक्र pardon, " कक्र " कक्र, but H. and P. also
" कक्र shore, " कक्र " कक्र.
" कक्र linseed, " कक्र " कक्र, Eastern H. तोसी.
Vowel Changes.

Skr. खुब crooked, S. विहु, but H. बांका, वका.
" खूफ गोत, " बूकिरी " बकरा.
" पड़णा a festival, याप " पर्ज़.

Here it will be noticed that this substitution of i for a occurs chiefly in short, open unaccented syllables, such as कुं-की-रो, कृ-की-दी, कृ-बी-रो; more rarely in closed and accented syllables, as विन-गु, इल-सी. The same practice occurs in Panjabi, where i is put for a in the short, open unaccented penultimate of infinitives; thus, Skr. rahayam, sahanam, dahanam, kathanam, vahanam, labhanam, become H. rahند, saनं, dahnं, kahnं, bahं, tahं, but P. rahinda, sahinं, dahinं, kahinं, bahinं, lahinं. In लिहिनें from लक्तहनम M. has followed the same course, but this is a solitary instance. H. does the same in सूफिरं for स्मरण.

In many instances the P. puts in a short i after h following a short vowel, as

खिहर wave, Skr. खहरी H. लहर.
पहिर watch, " पहर " पहर, but also पहिरा.
पहिला first, " पहर " पहला, also and more commonly पहिला.
नहिर canal, Ar. $त " नहर.
बहियंगी banghy,1 Skr. बहं " बहंगी.

In words of this class in Hindi, though the i is not always written, yet in vulgar usage it is pronounced, and the h is dropped. Thus, the words above mentioned are generally sounded in talking, पला, pairा, and the like. There exists a tendency to substitute the i for the a sound in words derived from the Arabic and Persian. Thus we have nimak for مک़: namak, "salt"; kaghiz for الكا क़ाग़ह, and others. In these cases Bengali sometimes goes further and gives e, as नेमङ्क.2

1 A pole for carrying burdens.
Perhaps also, by the operation of this rule, we may trace back the numerous group of words, of which फिर and फिरना are the most used, to the Skr. root स्फर “to tremble,” on the analogy of H. दिरस “to swim,” Skr. तरस.

§ 33. The next change is that of अ into उ. As we find the substitution of the i sound most frequent in the western languages, so we must look to the eastern for the u sound. Vararuchi gives no examples of this change. The obscure indications of such a change, which Lassen has picked up from ch. viii. of Var. (viii. 32, 68), are—(1) दुइ, and दुप्प for मस्फ, in which example we are not to consider वुर and खुप्प as derived from यस्फ, which would be impossible; rather we have here two vulgar words which in Prakrit are used instead of the classical यस्फ. वुर is the origin of the common modern word दुहना, and reversed दुहना “to drown”; of खुप्प there seems to be no trace. (2) Var. viii. 32, उद्धमा, उद्धमाः. An u is interpolated in the word द्धमा, making it द्धमा. But this is not a substitution of u for a, but an introduction of u in the middle of a nexus. (3) Var. viii. 23, सुझर = सरतित may be a genuine instance of this change, but if so it is a solitary one. The word सुझ “a sage,” is classical Skr., and it is strange that the classical verb should have the a, while the vulgar one has the u, from which alone मुझ could have been derived. It is more probable that the original root was सुझ, where the u has been correctly preserved by the people, but softened into a by the Pandits. (4) viii. 18, सुमर for सहर is again an interpolation of u, not a substitution of it for a. H. सुमरन = सरस rests on this form. (5) पड़म for प्रम्प occurs, but less frequently than प्रम्प.

Other examples are सर्वायु=सुवर्णा, विन्ना=वर्णा (?), अयुक्तमन्या, परायकमन्या, = अत्मकर्मण्या, पराकर्मण्या; मुन्सू=मुन्सा, हुयावहु=हुतावहु (Ihâg.) ; in most, if not all, of which the presence of a labial consonant or vowel in the
original word has probably operated to produce the change. Instances in Bengali and Oriya are as follows:

Skr. कबूटिक cucumber, B. काँकुड, O. कांकुडी, but II. ककडी.

,, पकटी a tree, 1,, पाकुड,, पाकड.
,, पट्टक a cloth,, पट्टका, O. id.,,, पट्टका [पुतली.
,, पुट्टका doll,, पुट्तन,, पुतली, but S.
,, पुखर tank,, पुखर,, पोखर.
,, वतन calf,, बाकुर, O. बाकुर,, बक्कू, बकुडा.
,, [बलमान turning.],,, बुमी gimlet,, बरमा.
,, बढ़न brinjal,, बागुन,, बीगन.
,, उदुखर fig-tree,, दुमण,, दोपहर.
,, दिमहर second watch,, दुपुर,, दोपहर.
,, (noon),
,, दिमहर lentils,, मुर,, मसूर.
,, मुपल pestle,, मुपल,, मूल.
,, ओषध medicine,, अष्ठद,, ओषध.
,, चालन winnowing,, चालूनी 2,, चालनी.

It will be observed that in nearly all these cases the $u$ is introduced in short unaccented syllables. In fact, in all those syllables in which from their extreme shortness the vowel is indistinct, the natural tendency of the Bengali is to give it a labial sound, just as that of the Sindhi is to give it the palatal. The Bengali short $a$ sounds at all times so like a short $o$, that in obscure syllables it naturally glides into $u$; and many words which in writing have an $a$ might, if we followed the vulgar pronunciation, be written with $u$. The same holds good to a certain extent of the Oṛiya. In many cases, too, the fact of one short syllable in a word having the short $u$ as its vowel

1 Ficus infectoria, the beautiful large shady tree known to Europeans in India as the पकड or "pucker" tree.
2 Most of these words are vulgar Bengali in constant use among the lower orders, though they are not all to be found in dictionaries.
seems to have exercised a sort of attraction over the neighbouring vowel, making that \( u \) also.

§ 34. When a syllable having \( a \) for its vowel is followed by one having \( i \) or \( u \), these latter sometimes exercise an influence over the former, either by entirely superseding it, or by combining with it into the corresponding \( guna \) vowel. This proceeding is analogous to that discovered by Bopp with respect to the Zend and Old High German. Thus in Zend we have bavaiti = Skr. bharati, dadhāiti = Skr. dadāti, kerenūīte = Skr. kriṇute; and in Old High German anst "grace," makes in certain cases enst, where, under the influence of the \( i \) of the termination, the preceding \( a \) has been compounded with an \( i \) also into \( e \).

In the case of \( u \) we have in Zend the forms haurea = harva = Skr. sarva; tauruna = Skr. taruna.\(^1\)

Examples in the Indian languages:—

Skr. चबूट "tamarind," H., P. चमली, B. चिर्चौ.
Skr. चंडी (चंग्रह) "foot," H., G. चंडी, P. चंड, M. इड., B. चंडी in the sense of heel.
Skr. चंड "eye," B. चौंड, चौंड, or चांड (vulgar).

There are even instances where the vowel of the last syllable supersedes that of the preceding one when it is other than \( a \), as \( i \), or \( u \).

\(^1\) Bopp, Gram. Comp. ed. Bréal, §§ 41-46-73. I quote from the French edition as being the latest and best form of this great work.

\(^2\) In the sense of "friendship, connexion," which is one of the meanings of संधि in Sanskrit.
Thus:—
Skr. बिन्दु “drop.” H. बुद्ध, बुद्धः M., P., G. id., S. बुद्धः बुद्धः.
Skr. उष्ण “sugar-cane,” Pr. उक्कः, H. उक्कः.

These instances, however, are rare.
By the aid of this law we can see our way to the affiliation of several words which have hitherto been obscure. Thus:—
Skr. पवित्रा “a tree” (पवित्रा), H. पवेढः, M. id., P. पवेढः.
Skr. पशु “cattle,” H. पोडः (dialectic in Gangetic Doab and Oudh).
Skr. समुद्र “sea,” Pr. संस्कृतः समुद्र, H. समुडः “moustache,” B. मोचः.
G. मृचः, P. मुचः, S. मुखः.

For the consonantal changes involved in these derivations the reader is referred to the chapters on the single and compound consonants (nexus).

We have traces of this process in Prakrit, though Vararuchi (5), as usual, merely states the fact without attempting to give a reason for it. His examples are सैज्जा, सुंदरम, उक्करो, तेरुहो, आच्छेदरम, परंतम, वेल्लि, for Skr. श्‍यायाः, सांडुर्या, उत्करा (?), त्रयोदासः, अश्चर्या, पार्यांता, वैल्लि. Some of these words occur again in iii. 18, where he states that the य, as the last member of a weak nexus, is lost, showing how far he was from grasping the real facts of the case. In the first two examples of the latter passage तुर्यम, धात्रम, for तुर्या, धाईर्या, there is no trace of the influence of the rejected य on the vowel of the preceding syllable, because in the first case the preceding vowel is उ, which will not in the Indian languages amalgamate with, or yield to, the य, and in the second case if there were no य, if the word were धाईर्यम, it would become in Prakrit धेराम; the influence of the य in धाईर्यम is shown in retaining the long त in the Prakrit ध्त्रम.

1 Ukh is in use in Eastern Hindustan; the word used in Western Hindustan is तक्कः. The difference rests on the preference for the त- sounds in the western area, and that for the त- sounds in the eastern.
With regard to the other words, the modern languages carry on the Prakrit form in three cases, thus


Skr. च्योद्य, Pr. तर्को “thirteen,” H. तरक, P. तरक, S. तरक G. तर्क, M. तर्क, B. तरक, O. id.

Skr. विभ, Pr. विभ “creep,” H. वेल, वेली, and so in all. ¹

In the other cases the य is hardened to ज in writing as well as in pronunciation, and does not affect the preceding vowel. Saundaryam is not in use.


Skr. पर्यान्त, Pr. परंत “limit,” H. पराण, B. and O. पर्यंत (pron. parjanto), M. id.

In the example ukkero we have not an instance of the influence of the i or y on a preceding vowel, if Vararuchi be right in deriving it from उकर; but this is doubtful. The root is क्रो, “to cast,” and we might perhaps refer the Prakrit word to a form such as utkiranam. In the modern languages we find as follows:—

M. उकरी, उकरी, उकीर, उकरभा, all with various modifications of the sense of heaping up or collecting.

G. उकरभी, उकरी, उकीरी.

P. उक्रहू, S. उकरण, उको, उकिरण, उक्राण.

Bopp, in the passage quoted above, seeks to ascertain whether the intervening consonant has any effect in hindering this reflexive influence, or epenthesis of i and u. He finds that this influence is arrested by a nexus, except nt, which sometimes

¹ The modern languages do not, like the Prakrit, treat as a short vowel, and they therefore reject one of the two , a double consonant being inadmissible after a long vowel.
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does, and sometimes does not, hinder it. He also observes that many consonants, the gutturals including b, the palatals, the sibilants, and m and v, arrest this influence; n arrests it if the vowel be a, but not if it be a; b generally arrests it. The examples hitherto procured of this process in the Indian languages do not afford sufficient data for determining this point, but a law may be detected which decides in what cases the epenthetic vowel shall combine with the preceding vowel, and in what cases it shall entirely supplant it. It may be thus stated:—when a nexus intervenes, the epenthetic vowel supplants, when only a single consonant intervenes, it amalgamates with, the preceding vowel. The reason of this is that the modern languages do not treat e and o as short vowels, as the Prakrit does, and they cannot endure to have a long vowel followed by a double consonant or a nexus. When, therefore, either of these two occur, the vowel must be short, and the i consequently supersedes and destroys the vowel whose place it has taken. Thus in amlikà, anguli, the nexus ml, ng, demand to be preceded by a short vowel, consequently in imli, ungli, the a is entirely rejected; but in patri, which had first become paṭi, and in paśu, there is only a single consonant, and the i and u therefore amalgamate with the preceding vowel into e, and o, pey, pohe. In chanchu and sandhi the nasal is treated as an anuswāra, because in the first case we have merely a reduplicated form from a root cham; in the latter the word is compounded with the preposition sam, and in both cases the m is regularly replaced by the anuswāra, which is not strong enough to form a nexus, and the च and छ are each, therefore, regarded as a single consonant, and the long or guna vowel can stand before them.

§ 35. The change from च to छ is rare in bases, though more frequent in inflections. Of the latter it is not here my intention to write. It will be found discussed in the fifth chapter.
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Of this change among the modern languages Gujarati gives many instances. It must here be remarked that the spelling of most of these languages, owing to the want of a literary standard, is very irregular, and in the cases now about to be noticed, it is probable that the spelling has been made to conform to the pronunciation. If this had been done in Hindi and Panjabi, they too would to the eye seem to have changed the a into e. Thus the Skr. words quoted in § 32: rahanam, sahanam, kathanam, rahanam, labhanam, become in Gujarati रेहु, सेहु, बेहु, बेहु, लेहु. But, as has been shown, the Panjabi introduces an i, saying rahinā, and the Gujarati e seems to be only the amalgamation of this i with the preceding a, a process facilitated by the weakness of the h which separates the two vowels. In P. also, before h, the careless ordinary pronunciation results in a similar e sound. Thus we hear rehnā, sehnā for rahinā, sahinā, though the latter word is not frequent, and even in H. rehtā, behtā, is a not uncommon vulgarism in towns. In the verb lenā, from labhanam (Pr. lahānam), P. laīnā, G. leunā, the h has dropped out from constant use, leaving only the e.

It amounts almost to a rule in G. that a preceding h is replaced by e, and a second e is even inserted after the h, especially in cases where in Skr. an i stood in that place. Thus:

H. लहर P. लहर G. लहर wave, Skr. लहरी.
" पहला " पहला " पेहुँ first, " प्रमहा.
" बहिन " बेहु " बेहुँ sister, " भागिनी.
" बहिरा " बाहिरा " बेहिरो deaf, " बाधिरा.

The same takes place in words borrowed from Arabic or Persian. Thus:

Arab. ڈ़ेहख़्त fear, G. देहख़्त.
" रहम pity, " रेहम.
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Arab. ﻕُحْبِل. collection, G. ﺗُهْسِيط.

.. ﻳﺮ ﴾ poison, .. اَ客户需求.

.. ﻰٍ ﴾ severity, .. ٍ客户需求.

It is not, however, only in G. that traces of this process can be found. Marathi has also instances of the same character. Thus, तेजेंदी “constantly,” from Skr. नियम; पंकज, पंडुकम “to limp,” “to go wearily,” from Skr. पुड़ल “lame.” Perhaps also घेण “a town,” from Skr. घटन. So also देण “to take,” Skr. धाण, from which also is H. घरना, M. घरण “to inclose,” “surround”; गोप a “spring” or “jerk,” Skr. गोप; गोड “flag,” H. गोड; गोट “a belch,” H. गोकार, P., S., G. गौ, but B. also गोकार, O. गोकु, Skr. गाक.

Instances also occur in the other languages, in which not only a but even á is thus modulated, as


Skr. दा “to give,” H. दा, and so in all; similar to which is M. नेिहण “to measure,” from Skr. मा. M. corrupts also Arabic and Persian words in this manner, as खिरिज, Ar. खरिज; नात, Pers. नात; नेबक, Ar. नस्र.

This process, which is irregular and capricious, resembles our own English habit of turning a (आ) into e (ও); thus, we pronounce cane as कैन, male as मेल, rate as रेट, instead of कान, मैल, रैट; as do all other European nations. The e in the modern Indian languages is never short, as in Prakrit, but is constantly long.

1 On the subject of the effect of ओ on vowel-sounds, and its tendency to associate with itself the broken vowels (= in Sanskrit the गुम and रुद्धि series), see Grimm, Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache, vol. i., p. 216 of the 3rd edit., p. 308 of the 1st and 2nd.

2 Grimm, Deutsche Gram., vol. i., p. 541; where our modern a is written α, and as he says, “ble tet bald α, bald i, bald d; dem angelsächsischen d (hochdeutsch) entspricht es nirgend mehr.”
In addition to the instances mentioned above may be noted the case of चिय aya, which sometimes contracts into e, just, as will be seen further on, as च्र अव contracts into a.

Examples:—

Skr. न्यन “eye,” S. नेषु, G. नेत्र, but H., P. नेन.
Skr. निष्यय “certainty,” H. निष्भे, S. निष्भे, निष्ये.
Skr. समय “time,” H. समे.

This process, however, is rare, and such forms are not used by correct speakers or writers. निष्भे or चिय, समें, समइ, समय are all more accurate, as well as more usual methods of writing. The चिय, which is the characteristic of the causal verb in Sanskrit, is never changed into उ in the moderns, but undergoes a peculiar treatment of its own.

The breaking down of a and आ into e seems to be one of those points where non-Aryan influences have been at work. The Sanskrit admits of the modulation of i into e by the addition of an ए sound, but it does not include within the range of its phonetic system the opposite process of flattening a into e by the appendage of an ऋ sound. This transition is foreign to the genius of the ancient language, in which e is always long. The Dravidian languages, however, possess a short ए as one of their original simple vowel-sounds, side by side with the ए corresponding to Skr. उ. The Tamil further substitutes for the Skr. उ i.e. आ + ए a sound च, i.e. ए + च. This short ए of the Dravidians is often found in Canarese to replace the आ and आ of Sanskrit, and in Tamil एi corresponds thereto. Thus, Skr. कांक “crow,” becomes in Tamil काक्की, in Telugu काकि (probably for काकी), in the Kota and other forest dialects of the Nilgiris काकी. Skr. घोटक (seemingly a non-Aryan word) is traceable in Tamil कुदिर, Canarese कुदपे, Kota कुदारे, etc. So also “the long final आ of Sanskrit abstracts becomes in Tamil एi, e.g. आशा, ‘desire,’ Tamil अசी; Chitrá, ‘April-May,’ Tamil சிட்டறை. The same आ becomes ए in Canarese, e.g., Gangā, ‘Ganges,’ is in
Canarese Gange or Gangeyn." The first trace of the adoption of this short e by Aryan populations is found in Prakrit, and takes the form, not of a distinct sound from the long Sanskrit e, but of a shortening of that sound itself. Thus, words which in Sanskrit exhibit long e followed by a single consonant occur in Prakrit with e followed by a double consonant. As Prakrit is always very careful to preserve the quantity of Sanskrit words, it is apparent that the common people who spoke Prakrit, having come to regard e as a short sound, felt it necessary to double the following consonant in order to preserve the quantity, the vowel which in Sanskrit was long by nature becoming thus long by position. Thus, we get Pr. प्रेम for Skr. प्रेम "love," पक्ष for Skr. पक्ष "one," देव for Skr. देव. These words were pronounced with a short e, as in English get, bed, and the barrenness of invention of the persons who reduced Prakrit to writing is shown by their omitting to provide a separate character for this new sound, as the Dravidians have done. It would be rash, in the present imperfect state of our knowledge on the obscure subject of the relations between the Dravidians and early Aryans, to lay down any definite law on this point; but it is noteworthy, that the Aryan tribes who came most closely into contact with Kols and Dravidians exhibit the greatest proclivity towards the use of these broken vowels. Oriya and Marathi have long been spoken in tracts partly peopled by non-Aryans: in the case of the former by Kols and Telingas; in that of the latter by Gonds, Bhils, and Canarese. The Aryans of Gujarat also displaced non-Aryan tribes, and may from them have caught this trick of speech, as may also the Bengalis from the numerous wild tribes on their frontiers. 

1 Caldwell's Dravidian Grammar, pp. 98, 99.
2 The Bengali language, as actually spoken by all classes, from the highest to the lowest, differs in many respects from the language as written in books. Especially is this noticeable in the treatment of the vowel आ, which in colloquial usage is
In this way we may account for the common M. word ठबणि “to place,” as from Skr. खछपणि. The universal word ठटकणा “to prop” is also thus referable to ठा; as is ठणणा “to shove,” used in all the languages, deducible from ठणज. Many more examples will probably occur to the reader, of words the origin of which has hitherto been uncertain, but which, by the operation of this tendency, may be traced back to familiar Sanskrit roots.  

To be distinguished from this class of words is that where the two syllables, both vocalized by a, of a Sanskrit word are replaced by a single syllable bearing e. As

Skr. कदली “plaintain,” H. केला, P. id., M., G. केंठ।
Skr. क्रझाण “goat,” O. केली, B. id., S. केली।
Skr. बट्ट “jujube,” H. बेर, P. id., S. बेच। B. बहर।

Here we see the result of the Prakrit habit of eliding the single consonant and replacing it by य, so that we get kayali, chhayala, bayara, which, as in the case of नगर and similar words, is contracted into ए. Bengali shows the word still in a transitional stage. The rules regulating the treatment of those vowels which are brought into juxtaposition by the elision of an intervening consonant are exhibited in § 46.

frequently, in fact almost universally, corrupted into ए. The following are familiar examples:

दिलाम “I gave,” colloquially སिलिम。
रबारिया “having eaten,” ” रबचे।
कारिया “having left,” ” छिड।
वापिया “having survived,” ” बेचे।
भारिया “having moved,” ” बेढ।
चारिया “before;” ” चारिय।
पारिया “behind;” ” पषी।

This Bengali ए is pronounced more like the English e in mat, rat, etc., than like the full Italian e in vero, aver, etc., and seems to be a linear descendant of the short ए of Prakrit.
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It will not have escaped notice, that many of the remarks in this section refer rather to a change from \( a \) to \( e \), than from \( a \) to \( e \). The reason of this is that the treatment of the two sounds is so exactly the same that it was found impossible to keep them apart. Another remark is, that though the short \( e \) of the Dravidians seems to have had its influence on the modern Aryan languages, yet the \( e \) of the latter is always long, and the short \( i \)-sound, wherever it exists, is represented in writing, not by उ, but by ऋ, as in Sindhi. In languages which are so careless and capricious as these, in their methods of expressing sounds in writing, some confusion is inevitable. It may, however, tend to simplify the matter, if we lay down the rule that उ always in all the languages expresses a long sound, even though it represents a corruption from Sanskrit ऋ or ऋ, brought about by the influence of the non-Aryan short ऋ, which originated in all probability the short \( e \) of Prakrit.

The whole matter, however, is very obscure at present, and deserves to be made the subject of a separate investigation, both from the Aryan and non-Aryan points of view.

§ 36. ऋ into ऋ। This change is very rare. Vararuchi's instances are not to the point. They are ट्रॉम, लॉनम, नोमाल्लिड, नोरो, नोहो, चोइल्हि, चोड्डडहि, for बड़ारा, लावना, नवमाल्लिका, मायुरा, मायुक्खा, चातुर्थ्त, चातुर्दशि। In all these words what has taken place is either elision of a consonant, by which two vowels are brought into contact, or softening of the semi-vowel \( e \) into \( u \), in both cases giving rise by contraction to \( o \). The syllable अरा, except when initial, in all cases in Prakrit is shortened into \( o \), though not unvaryingly so in the modern languages.

वेबसाय "labour," "trade," H. वेबसाय, वेबसाव, O. वेबसा।
वेबहार "custom," H. वेबारा, P. वेबोरा।
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Here may also be introduced the H. and P. विकोट्तरा or विकोट्तर, “to cut out clothes,” which would be from a word विकोट्तर, or something of that sort. The words beginning with vyava, such as vyarahāra, vyavasāya, and the like, are written in a great variety of ways in the modern languages. See Chapter III. § 53, and Chapter IV. § 90.

(1.) Of the words given above, बोर is used only in M. The forms बर and बरर have been explained in the last section. O. has बर, pronounced boro, probably a shortening of the Pr. बर.

(2.) लोण. In this word the syllable ०० generally appears as ००. H. लूण, लूण, and only rarely लौण, B. लूण, G. लूण, P. लूण, S. लूण, O. लूण. M. uses लोण as the name of a plant growing in salt soil, probably contracted from नाबणिक, where o—००.

(3.) NomaUia, not in use; the ordinary name for the flower is चमेली—champakeli.

(4.) मोर, so in all the modern languages. Here we have elision of y and coalition of a + उ = ऑ. I am inclined to think that mor is the original word derived from the cry of the bird, and that mayūra is a piece of Brahmanical euphiism.

(5.) मोह, not in use, except in the poets.

(6, 7.) चोथो, चउठी. All the moderns have forms in o or au, the natural result of the coalescence of a and u after the elision of t, but no true change of a into o. The words are—


Isolated instances are M. बोकड, Skr. बकर, “goat,” where the Prakrit form would be बकर, and the modern बकर; the influence of the labial consonant having produced the still further change to o. Bengali has कूमोर “potter,” from कूमक; कूमोर “carpenter,” from मूटर, बोगर “anchor,” from Persian ʃal, and a few others. In all these cases the tendency appears
to be more towards lengthening ā into o, than a into the same.

§ 37. र into च. Vararuchi's examples (i. 13) are paha, haladdā, paharet, for pathin, haridrā, prithiet. Paha is probably the Prakrit form of Skr. patha. Pathin is only one of several forms, and it is not therefore fair to bring this example in here.

Haladdā is H., O. हलद्री, M. हलद्र, P. हलद्री, हलधी. B. characteristically introduces its favourable labial vowel हलु. S. has thrown the र forward, where it amalgamates with and strongly cerebralizes the र arising from र, at the same time the two vowels coalesce into ai, thus हाइड्रा, haidra.

पृथ्वी is also पृथ्वी, and is not therefore a fair example. The word is little used in the moderns, and either as a Tatsama or as a Tadbhava in the form पिघी.

H. वादः "cloud," if inverted from वारिद, may be an instance, but the derivation is not quite satisfactory. In M. वादः means "a dust-storm," which would suggest the Skr. वातः, वातः, or वातः. In H., P., B., and O., however, the word means "a rain-cloud," not "a dust-cloud."

Pr. र च for iti is not in use in the moderns.


Skr. कठू “dirt,” M. कठ, काठ.

Skr. गर्भिणी “pregnant,” P. गरभण, गरभण G. गाभण, M. id.

Even long i is thus changed in

Skr. परीषा “examination,” H. परिसाना, परिया B. परब, परखाि, M. पारख, पारख, G. परखन, परखनार, P. id., S. परखु।


Skr. स्वल “to meet,” becomes in G. only मज्जु, in the rest it is स्वल।

1 Of these pairs of words the first means testing, even to see if it is good before eating it at a banquet, etc.; the second, a tester or taster of oils. The occupation is almost hereditary, and the Parsi testers have attained almost magical dexterity.
§ 38. 

§ 38. र into उ. Skr. वृश्विक "scorpion," Pr. विक्ष्रूयो; H. विक्षव, M. विक्ष, P. विच्छु, S. विच्छ, but B. and O. विच्छ. Var.'s other example, Skr. रूसु=Pr.उक्षु has already been explained by epenthesis (§ 34). Vinekhuo is probably to be explained as contracted from a form वृषुक, which is quite as possible a derivative from root वृष, as vrīṣhika.


Skr. कुटुंबी "bawd," O. कुटुंबी.

Skr. तितिंद्र "tamarind," O. तेतिंद्र.

With regard to these last two changes, as well as that from a into i, the modern Indians embarrass the student by the obscurity of their pronunciation, which is such that these three short vowels are with difficulty distinguishable from one another. In dictionaries and printed works the vowel which ought to be pronounced is shown, but it cannot be said that this is the vowel which is pronounced in all provinces. The proclivity of the western languages for the i and e sounds, as also that of the eastern dialects for the u and o sounds, introduces confusions which are not fairly exhibited in their literature.

Consequently, changes in these vowels which are authorized by writers are comparatively rare.

§ 39. च into छ and र. Here also instances are few, and Vararuchi has had to resort to some doubtful words, as maïdarn, mauïlam, for mukuta, mukula, where Skr. has also makuḷa, makuḷa. U becomes i in Pr. in puriso for पुरुष, but the moderns use purusho.

U is changed to a in Skr. कबि "variegated," H. कावर, कबर, G., M., P., id.; कदि "family," H. कदि, S. कदि. G. कदि. S. has also कदि. H. विज्ञर् from Skr. विज्ञु "lightning," so also in B., M., G., and P.; O. has विज्ञर्. The common M. अधि "to collect," is by Molesworth derived
from Skr. गृह; H. and G. have the substantive जठ्र, जणो “a company.” Skr. मुरु “a mine,” changes to गुरुः H., मुरुः B., but सरिच्छु S. गुट् “anus,” becomes गृह in H., P., G., M., and O., unless, which is most probable, the older vulgar word was गृह, of which गृह is a softening.

U is altered to i in some finals, as Skr. बाल “wind,” H. बार, B., G., S., उि., in the sense of “rheumatism,” which the Indians believe to be caused by wind, though several languages have also forms in u or o, as H. बोध, B. उि., M. बाव, P. and S. बान, O. बात, but this form means “wind” simply. So also बिन्दु “a drop,” becomes H. बिन्द, P. उि., S. बिंदी, O., M., G. बिंदी, in the sense of “a dot over a letter,” such as that used to indicate anuswāra, while in the general sense of “a drop of rain,” “blood,” etc., it retains the u. In O. the Skr. बालुक “sand,” is बालि, S. बारी, B. बाली, but in the others with u.

§ 40. Changes in the quantity of vowels are twofold—the shortening of long vowels and the lengthening of short ones. The long vowel is shortened in the case of all three vowels.

Examples:—

(1.) घ्र becomes घ्र, primarily in unaccented syllables. In a word consisting of two syllables, both of which are open, that is, end with a vowel, if one syllable contain a short accented vowel, while the other has a long but unaccented vowel, the latter not unfrequently becomes short; thus, Skr. गाथ, ताथ, become in Pr. जात, तात, optionally, as well as जात, तात. It is difficult to decide whether the Hindi obtained its forms घ्र, घ्र from the former or the latter of these, or from some other form altogether; the modern languages, in the majority of the very numerous pronominal and adverbial series which they contain, appear to have received from the old Aryan little more than the radical parts क, य, स, त and to have evolved the various formations from their own resources. There are found cases where a long vowel is shortened without any assignable organic
cause; probably in such cases the metre is the reason. Thus, अयारिं = अचाेर्य, पाजया = पार्यया, गही = ग्रीहताः. Before a double consonant or nexus, also, the vowel is shortened, as in कांतम = काँतम, अन्हान = अस्नान (which paves the way for the modern निजान), अप्पाः = अल्मा, and others (Bhâg.). From Vararuchi come the following:

Skr. प्राकासन "a bed," oxytone, Pr. पत्थरो, पत्थारो. Here the organically long syllable coming immediately before the accent is naturally liable to be slurred over. There is, however, a special inconvenience in shortening this word, as it becomes thereby identical with पत्थरो, from प्राकासन "a stone." S., however, has both पथ्र "a bed," and पथ्र "a stone." M. has प्यारी in the first sense, and प्यार in the second; the other languages have only the latter.

Skr. तालुक "a fan," Pr. तन्वन्त्र, not in use in the moderns.

Skr. चामर "a chowrie," Pr. चमर and चाई, but the form with the short vowel is also in use in Skr. The moderns have ह. चौंरी, प. चाई, G. चौरी, M. चौरी and चामर, O. चौंब्र, B. चमर; चाँरी and the rest give no clue, as they may come equally well from चौ or चाई.

Skr. प्रहार "a blow," Pr. पहारो, पहारो; in poetry the quantity varies according to the exigencies of the metre,—in Saptâs. 7 it is long, in ib. 28 short. The word is now seldom used.

Skr. चादु "flattery," Pr. चादु, चादु; not in use.

Skr. हालुक "belonging to a plough," Pr. हालिया, or हालिया. O. हलिः "plough bullock," M. हली. The words of this kind in the modern languages are rather recent formations from हल "a plough," in which, according to usage, the system of गम has been neglected.

There is also a very numerous class of words in Sanskrit which have a long vowel preceding two consonants, i.e. a nexus. Prakrit assimilates the first of these two consonants to the last
and shortens the vowel. Hindi and the others, except Panjabi, reject one of the two consonants, and as a compensation restore the preceding vowel to its original quantity; as a type of this class may be taken Skr. साग “a road,” Pr. मंगो, H. सांग. This change in the vowel depends on the succeeding consonants, and is discussed in detail in Chapter IV.

As additional instances of real vowel shortening, the following are to be noticed:

Skr. मया “delusion,” H. मया, S. id.; the last syllable here is not only long by nature, but is also accentuated.

Skr. सर्जन “polishing,” H., P. सजना: in the rest, however, मा°, which is also a common form in H. In सजन “tooth-powder,” the short vowel is retained.

Skr. महारा “dear (costly),” H. महंगा, but M. महांग, S. महंगो.

P. महंगा. G. मोघु.

Skr. सप्तहार “snake-catcher,” H. सप्तरा (i.e. सपहिरा), सपेडा, P. सपिज्जाधा. सपिला.


Skr. कासीस “vitriol,” H. कसीस, P. id., S. कसु

In all the above cases it may be laid down as a general rule that the contraction of the long अ into a is due to a long or accented vowel following; an accented vowel, whether long or short, universally retains its quantity more accurately than an unaccented one, even though it be long.

(2.) रे into रे. Prakrit examples with their modern equivalents, where there are any, are as follows:—

Skr. पाणिय “water,” Pr. पाणिब्र. This is the common word for “water” in use now. It is written in all पाणि or पाणी, universally with long ी.

Skr. लालक “false,” Pr. लालिक, but H. लालक.
VOWEL CHANGES.

Skr. यानीक “painful,” Pr. याईं and याईं.
Skr. तद्धात “then,” Pr. त्राप्रणि.
Skr. करी “cowdung,” Pr. कौरिस.
Skr. गभीर “deep,” Pr. गहिर, so H. गहिर or गहिर, and so in all.
The Tatsama form गभीर is also in use.
Skr. शीतकाल “cold weather,” Pr. शीतार, S. शीतार.
B. पीला; but पिल्ल also in Skr.
Skr. कील “a pin,” S. किली, H. किल्ला, M. id., O. किला, P. किल.

(3.) ज into ज़. The only Pr. instance is महें ब्रेह for महें “a tree” (the Bassia latifolia). H. restores the quantity महें, but G. uses a diminutive with a resulting short vowel, महें; P. महें.

Modern examples are:—

Skr. कूप “a well,” S. कूप, M. कूप, G. कूप; in the rest it is long.
Skr. कूर्वेन “leaping,” S. कूर्व, G. कूर्व

In the majority of cases, however, the modern languages preserve the quantity of the Sanskrit vowel with great fidelity before a single consonant. The two main disturbing elements are the accent and the nexus. The Prakrits being dead languages, we only know concerning them that which has been handed down in writing, and it cannot be too often repeated that Indian writers of all ages are untrustworthy guides to the spoken languages, as they all consider themselves entitled to alter or “improve” words at their will.
VOWEL CHANGES.

Considerable difficulty arises in some of the languages from the careless method of writing employed, by which, especially in i and u, the long vowels are often written where short ones should be, and vice versa. Gujarati, for instance, may be said to make practically no distinction between i and ë, û and ù. I have seen the same frequently in Oriya correspondence, where बीयापन is written for वियापन, बीकर्ण for बिखर्ण (बिखित्र). In the more accurate Marathi, also, the same practice occurs, as in साृप्त, सापिंड, for सप्तृ, सपिंड. This is, it may be said, merely vulgar corruption, but it must be remembered that vulgar corruptions are the cause of nine-tenths of the changes in language. Pandits, of course, in writing restore the vowels to the quantity they bear in Sanskrit, so that we cannot always tell how far the lengthening or shortening has become an established colloquial habit, or how far it is merely misspelling.

Inasmuch as the shortening of a long vowel is generally due to the presence of another long or accented vowel immediately following, so a word containing a long vowel shortens that vowel when it becomes the first member of a compound, or in derivatives where a heavy termination is added. Thus, पानी “water,” becomes पन in the II. words पनभात्रा (पानी and भात्र), “water and boiled rice,” पपढूबी (पानी and पढूबा) “a diver,” पनसाला (पानी and साला) “a watering place,” पनकुकरी “a water-hen” (पानी and कुकूडी), पनढारा “a water-carrier”; बात “a word” becomes बत in बतबदाव “prolixity,” बतबाना “a great talker,” बतत्राव “loquacity,” बतत्तत “talkative”; बाट “a road” becomes बट in बटोही “a traveller,” बटपाट “a highwayman,” बटवार “a road-tax” or “toll,” बटया “a narrow passage.” From बीज “seed” come बीजा “a stallion,” बीजाला “seedly,” बीजार “seed-corn.” From पूज “a flower,” पूजवारी “a garden,” पूजेश “an oil scented with flowers” (पूज + तेल), पुजवारी “flowered cloth,” पुजमड़ी “a kind of firework,” पुजन “to blow” or “be inflated.”

This rule is more fully carried out in Hindi than in the
others. Instances, however, from the other languages are here given:

Marathi पृष्ठ incense, पुष्पकासी, पुष्पांग्र, पुष्पार, पुष्पे, etc.

» पृष्ठ dust, पुष्पवड, पुष्पवड़, पुष्पार, पुष्पार भूषा.

» पृष्ठ fist, पुष्पा, पुष्पाक, पुष्प.

» पृष्ठ urine, पुष्पश्ला, पुष्पा, पुष्पी.

» भौतिक begging, भौतिकारी, भौतिकारी, भौतिकाथा.

» पृष्ठ straight, निष्ठाई, निष्ठाविणी, निष्ठास.

» काम work, कामाज, कामाविणी.

» लाख a lakh लाखावनी, लाखावाम.

Gujarati पाषी water, पाषा, पाषु, पाषुभारी, पाषुभार, पाषुभार भूषा.

» पृष्ठ flower, पुष्पुकुंब, पुष्पार, पुष्पार भूषा.

» भौतिक begging, भौतिकारी, भौतिकारी, etc.

Panjabi पाषी water, पाषाकासी, पाषावाही, पाषावाही, also पाषावाही.

» बीज seed, बिजाई, बिजानाण, बिजार.

It has been thought advisable to introduce these modern examples in this place, because they afford proof that there does exist a tendency to make the quantity of the foregoing vowel subservient to that of the following, and this tendency explains the instances of real shortening of Sanskrit long vowels. The modern examples are not, as regards Sanskrit, true shortenings, inasmuch as the vowel now shortened had in many cases only become long by some process in the Prakrit period, and had been short in the Sanskrit. I must not be understood, however, to express a belief in a Sanskrit period prior in point of time to a Prakrit one; by the words “Prakrit period” is meant that stage of the language in which the rules of Vararuchi and others were in sole operation, as contrasted with that in which Sanskrit forms were in existence either alone or side by side with more popular ones.

§ 41. The short vowel in Sanskrit is lengthened in the
moderns when the nexus by which it is followed is dissolved, and one consonant only remains, as सपन = सवन, चन्द्र = चांद.

This depends on consonantal laws, and will be found discussed in Chapter IV.

The cases given in Var. i. 2, are not found in modern times, and probably owe their existence to metrical exigencies. The same cause may with probability be assigned to such forms as क्षिप्पम् = क्षिप्रम, गाहारति = ग्रिहारति, विन्यावत = विनुपातति, and others (Bhâg.).

The geographical gradation from west to east of certain tendencies has already been mentioned. One example comes under the present head. Sindhi and Panjabi prefer short vowels, but P. generally follows them up by a double consonant, while S. does not. Hindi has two faces; as usual, in this matter, in its western area it inclines to the short vowel, in its eastern to the long. Bengali prefers the long vowels, and puts them in unnecessarily, just as often as Sindhi does the short ones. Thus we have

Skr. चर्म “young of an animal,” B. चार्म, Eastern H. चार्म, Western H. चर्म, P. चर्म, S. चर्म. Of course in these western words the influence of Persian چا is to be allowed for. कक्षप “tortoise,” H., P. कक्कूर्म, S. कक्खू, but B. काल्किस.

वर्ण “portico,” B. वाराष्ट्र, II. वर्णा; most of our wiseacre literateurs in Hindustan now-a-days consider this word to be derived from Persian ہو, and write it accordingly. It is, however, good Sanskrit.

The following list exhibits a long vowel in Bengali, where as a rule the other languages have the short; Hindi, as the most central in this respect, being neither too prone to shorten nor to lengthen, is shown as a contrast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bengali</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>पाषार stone</td>
<td>पत्थर</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; पाटा a lease</td>
<td>&quot; पटा</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; पाटा ripe</td>
<td>&quot; पक्का</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In some of these instances the other languages agree with Bengali, and in such of them as are of known derivation the long vowel arises from the desire of compensating for the loss of one of two conjoined consonants following. This desire is felt and expressed by most of the other languages. It is, however, not given effect to in them when a long vowel occurs in the subsequent syllable, or when there is a long heavy termination which removes the pressure from the initial syllable. Thus, H. pahār, batkharā, batēr. In these places the Bengali retains the long syllable in writing, though, owing to the peculiarly harsh pronunciation of the lower orders in Bengal, it is difficult to decide whether they mean to say bāti or bāti, and the like.

But apart from these peculiarities of Bengali, there do exist cases in which a short vowel in Sanskrit becomes long in modern languages.

Thus, (1.) ा is lengthened to अा in

Skr. सहनि “bearing,” M. साहनि.
Skr. ग्वसनि “swallowing,” M. ग्वसि.

Bengali পাগড়ি turban, Hindi पगड़ी
” পাগাড়ি hill, ” पहाड़
” ফাটানা to burst, ” ফটানা
” বটিস candle, ” বটিস
” বাটখারা weight, ” বটখারা
” বাটুরা purse, ” বুরা
” বাটার quail, ” বাটার
” ভাটী distillery, ” ভাটী
” ভাষার granary, ” ভাষার
” মাচান scaffold, ” মাচান
” হলকা light, ” হলকা

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bengali</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>পাগড়ি</td>
<td>पगड़ी</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>পাগাড়ি</td>
<td>पहाड़</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ফাটানা</td>
<td>ফটানা</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>বটিস</td>
<td>বটিস</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>বাটখারা</td>
<td>বটখারা</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>বাটুরা</td>
<td>বুরা</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>বাটার</td>
<td>বাটার</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ভাটী</td>
<td>ভাটী</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ভাষার</td>
<td>ভাষার</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>মাচান</td>
<td>মাচান</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>হলকা</td>
<td>হলকা</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Skr. दहं “burning,” H. डाहून, and so in all, in the sense of burning with anger, etc.

Skr. चहां “going,” M. चाहले, O. चालिबा.

There may be a few other verbs of this sort in the other languages; but it is in Marathi that most examples of lengthening the root vowel of the infinitive are to be sought for. In sāhney, grāsney, eṭāhney, there seems no reason for the change.

(2.) द is lengthened to द in


Skr. विन्ध्य “thirty,” H. तीस, M. id., P. तीह, S. ठीह.

Skr. जिङ्ग “tongue,” H. जोई, and so in all except S. ज़िभ.

Skr. कोटन “hard,” M. कोटीण.

M. lengthens the द of वि in Sanskrit feminines from adjectives in दन, as होलिनी “she-elephant,” M. होलीण, Skr. होलिनी, M. बोहीण, Skr. सुवर्णकारिणी, M. सोनारीण, where H. has बहीण, सोनारिण. Such words generally bear the accent on the penultimate in Skr., which accounts for the vowel being lengthened in M. Skr. ग्याजल “loose,” rejects the first syllable, and becomes H. ढीला, through Pr. ग्यहिल (Var. ii. 28); here the lengthening is apparently compensative. P., however, has ढिला, S. ढिलो or ढिरो, and B. and O. write occasionally ढो as well as ढील.

(3.) द is lengthened to द in

Skr. कुल “a family,” M. कूल, though also कुल.

Skr. मुकल “pestle,” H. मूसल, B. मूल.

Skr. पुर “town,” H. पूर, and so in all.

In this last instance पुर in Sanskrit bore the accent on the first syllable, and was a dissyllable पु-र; but when the modern languages rejected the final अ, and made the word a monosyllable, the weight of the accent naturally lengthened the vowel. मुकल
is accented on the first, mušha-la; here also the rejection of
the final a threw more weight on to the first syllable. M. कुळ
is the same, कुळ for कुळa. In fact, in most of the above cases the
lengthening is due to the rejection of some termination or final
syllable, which throws the accent on the syllable that remains,
just as the cases of shortening were seen to be caused by the
addition of heavy formative syllables. These languages are for
the most part very sensitive in this respect, except Oriya and
Bengali, where, especially in the speech of the lower orders,
long vowels are shortened and short ones lengthened without
any regard to the origin or etymology of the word.

§ 42. Those peculiar forms of augment called Guṇa and
Vṛiddhi in Sanskrit come next to be considered. Being entirely
absent from Prakrit, they can hardly be expected to occur in
modern Indian dialects. In Prakrit e and o are simple vowels,
often considered short, as ē, ő, and followed by a double con-
sonant. Thus, ē is used as equivalent to i in pendam, piṅgaṇam;
nectdā, niddā; senduṇam, sinduṇam; for Skr. piṇḍa, nidrā,
sinduṇa, and other words. E is also substituted for i in netdam,
āpelō, keriso, for nīda, ápida, kīdriś. In the first of these words
the consonant is doubled, making the e short, but in the rest it
is long. Similarly o is written for u in tuṇḍam, mottā, pokharo,
potthao, for tuṇḍa, muktā, pushkara, pustuka. But we some-
times find the reverse, i being put for e, as in vianā, diaro,
for vedanā, devara; vianā, deva, are, however, also in use.
Owing to the inherent brevity of e and o in Prakrit, this
process is not uncommon. E is shortened to i in inam=enam,
iyānām=etānām (etēshām), and sometimes the following con-
sonant is doubled, as in ikka=eka, chitījja=tishthet (through
chitteyā). O is similarly shortened to u in uya=ōjās, paliyama
=palyopama, appusue=alpoṭsukas, etc.

In the Vṛiddhi forms kaila, kaitya, airavata, trativyā, the ai
is softened into e: seło, sechham, cravano, tellokkam; in other
cases the diphthong is split into \( ai \), i.e. ए = ओ, as दैर्ध्यो. Chaitra, for daitya, chaitra. Parallel to this, \( au \) is softened to \( o \) in जौरान, कोम, for यौरान, कामू, or dissolved into ओ in पारो, पारा, for पार, पारा.

Lastly, \( i \) is given for \( ai \), and \( u \) for \( au \). Instances are sindhav-am for saindhavam, sundram for saundaryam. In this case we may perhaps merely say that the vulgar formed these words by adding the necessary terminations without making use of the grammatical process of Vriddhi.

Something analogous to the Sanskrit Gun» occurs in cases where, from consonantal corruptions, a short vowel has to be lengthened, but instead of performing this lengthening by the corresponding pure vowel, the Gun» vowel is resorted to. Thus, कुष "leprosy," would by the ordinary rule become कूट, and by a further step कूट. It does, however, become H. कोट (koh), S. कोड, G. कोट, and कोड, M. id. So also the adjective कुष ' "leprous," becomes H. कोटि, M., O. id., G. कोड्र, S. कोड्र. Skr. कुष "belly," is H. कोख. Skr. कुद्र "a hoe," S. कोड़ार, G. कोदार, B. कोदाल, O. कोडा. Skr. विष "the bel tree," H. वेञ, and so in all. Skr. श्रव "a pearl," H. मौति, and so in all. Skr. श्रव "a bean," H. सम. In these cases a mere lengthening in the direction of the original vowel would have produced कू, कुद्र, कोध, मौत, and सम. Looking to the remarks made in § 35, it seems probable that in this case also there are indications of a non-Aryan principle at work. It is clear, however, that the vowels \( e \) and \( o \) are in these instances, and all similar ones, long, and not, as in the Prakrits, short.

I have very little to say about the forms which words take which have already undergone Gun» or Vriddhili in Sanskrit. Such words most frequently occur as Tatsamas or very recent Tadblaivas. Except in Tatsamas, Vriddhili vowels are of rare occurrence in all the languages; \( ai \) being generally turned into \( e \), and \( au \) into \( o \). Thus, गृहिक "red chalk," becomes गृह, as quoted above. कैफ "a fisherman," H. कैफ़: गृह "pale," H.
The vowels \textit{ai} and \textit{au} arise, however, in the modern languages from contraction. Especially is this the case with \textit{au}. When, therefore, it is said that the \textit{Vriddhi} vowels are rare, it is not meant that \textit{ai} and \textit{au} are rare; what is meant is that, except in Tatsamas or pure Sanskrit words in their strict Sanskrit shape, words which have been derived from primary nouns, by lengthening the root-vowels \textit{i} and \textit{u} to \textit{ai} and \textit{au} respectively, do not occur. Thus, from \textit{पुत्र} "a son," comes \textit{पीत्र} "a grandson," but Hindi, followed by most of the others, says \textit{पोता}. Oriya sometimes in such cases uses only the long pure vowel, as in \textit{नूली}, and sometimes only the short, as in \textit{पुत्रा} "nephew," from \textit{पीत्र}.

We may perhaps conclude from this, that the system of derivation by \textit{Vriddhi}, though not altogether an artificial one, was not carried out in all its perfection by the vulgar, and that the elevation of a vowel to its second or \textit{Guṇa} power was all that took place in practice. The long diphthongs take their origin from very different causes, such as the softening of \textit{प} in the middle of a word into \textit{व}, and subsequently into \textit{उ}, thus coalescing with a preceding \textit{a}, not as in Sanskrit into \textit{o}, but \textit{au}; e.g. कपड़े "cowrie-shell," makes first कवड़ू, and in H. \textit{कीड़ी}, whence our English corruption of "cowrie"; or from the absorption of \textit{म} in a similar manner, e.g. \textit{बामा} "dwarf," H. \textit{बोगा}, where B. more fully exhibits वाउनिया. \textit{प} does, however, occasionally melt into \textit{o}, as \textit{बीना} "to sow," Skr. \textit{वपनं}.

In \textit{बैल, भेंजा, घेंजी,} from \textit{बली}, \textit{सली, खली}, we have instances of the retrospective influence of the \textit{i}, noted in § 34; while in \textit{ऐसा, कैसा, नैसा}, and the like, the diphthong has arisen from elision of the \textit{r} of Prakrit forms एरिसो, \textit{करिसो}. for Skr. रेद्रिः, \textit{कौद्रिः}, or perhaps rather from some such colloquial forms as \textit{ाद्रिस, काद्रिस,} so that the \textit{Prakrit} would form \textit{ारिसो, कारिसो}, whence by elision of the \textit{r} there would naturally result \textit{ा-िसा},
kā-īṣā; for to deduce ai from e+i is a proceeding for which there is no analogy in any of the languages, and which seems primā facē unnatural and improbable.

§ 43. व and its changes. The Prakrit treatment of this Proven vowel had better be kept separate from its later developments, as the utmost care is necessary to prevent inextricable confusion.

(1). It becomes a in taṇam, ghaṇam, maṇam, kaṇam, vaṭṭho, vasaho, for trīna, “grass,” ghṛṇā, “pity,” mṛita, “dead,” kṛita, “done,” viḍḍhi, “old,” viṛshabha, “a bull.” Bhāmaha says this and the following changes only occur when व is initial.

In Bhāg. occur tachaḥ=ṛṣṭya, āhacheḥa=āhrītya, haya=ḥṛita, maṇ=mrītah, kada=krītā.

(2). It becomes i in ist, iṣṭi, gīthī, ditthī, iṣṭī, singāro, mianko, bhinga, bhingāro, hiaam, viṁho, viṁhiam, kisaro, kīchā, vinchhuo, sialo, kī, kisi, kīvā, for rishi, viṣhi, giriṣṭi, dṛṣṭi, viṛṣṭi, śṛṅgaṇā, mrīgāuka, bhṛinga, bhṛingāro, hrīdaya, viṛśira, viṁghita, kṛīśara, kṛītya, viṛṣika, śṛīgāla, kṛīt, krīshi, kripā.

(3). It becomes u in udū, munālo, puhari, vundāvānam, pā āso, pāūṭī, viṁdham, samvudham, etc., parahuo, māno, jāmāno, for ṛitu, mrīṇāla, prīthini, vundāvāna, prārrish, prārrīti, vriṭi, samerita, etc., parabhṛita, mātrikā, jāmātrikā.

(4). It becomes e in tāḷeṇṭaṇam, geḥa, geṇhadi, for tāḷeṛṇtaka, grīha, grīḥnāti. Geḥa occurs even in Sanskrit. This change is not noticed by Vararuchi.

(5). It is written ध in rīṇam, riddho, richekho, for rīṇam, riddha, riksha; and in the compounds crīso, sarīso, tāriṃ, and the like, for kṛiśa, sudrīśa, tātriśa; and especially when initial, as rīveda=rīgenḍa, visaḥ=rishaḥ.

(6). In ष “a tree,” it is changed into ru, becoming kṣaṇo. As regards modern times, there are practically two ष. The first is that grammarian's letter which, as Bopp has shown, represents a rapid pronunciation of a radical ar, and the i of
which is merely indicative of a light, half-heard vowel-sound. Accordingly, in his last edition of the *Comparative Glossary*, the illustrious author writes *kar, mar, durś, bhar*, for छ, झू, झूँ, झूँ, etc. The second, though of similar origin to the first, has completely superseded the form from which it arose, and has firmly established itself in the language at an early date; such is the छ in छन, छतुः, छाव, etc. With regard to the first र, the probability is that it never had any real existence in popular speech, and in discussing the modern words arising from roots in र we cannot say that we have examples of a change of that letter. It would be incorrect, for example, to cite *karna, marnā, bharnā*, as instances of the change of र into ा, parallel to that in Pr. *tānam* from triṇa, because in reality karna is from karaṇam, bharnā from bharaṇam, and there has never been any question of र in the matter.

The actual छ which became a living fact, and not merely a grammatical fiction, was apparently pronounced precisely in the same way as र, and accordingly in those languages which have not had their alphabets remodelled by Pandits, this artificial छ has no existence. Hindi, Panjabi, Sindhi, and Gujarati know nothing of it, and always write the words where it occurs with र, as रिप, रिज, etc., whenever they occur in a Tatsama or modern Tadbhava (i.e. a very slightly altered) form. In early Tadbhava words, however, this real र undergoes many changes; by far the most frequent of which is that into छ, of which the following are examples:

- छनक "a husbandman," H. *कसन, P. कसान.
- ििनका.
- ििवर "scorpion," H. िवर, etc. (See § 38.)
Many more instances might be given, but the above will suffice. As an additional proof that this vowel was from an early date regarded as identical with र may be adduced the fact that in many cases it becomes long ई, because the र of री, under the operation of the rules of the nexus (see Chapter IV., § 83), becomes assimilated to the preceding consonant, which necessitates the lengthening of the vowel.

The root द्र is the parent of many modern words. It is probable that this root was originally written with प, and was, in fact, द्रप, or द्रभ; traces of this form survive in some tenses of the verb, as अन्न, by an irregular गुण, for अन्न, द्रयते, द्रष्टर, द्रष्टर, and in the cognate Greek διέρχομαι, Lith. zerkola, Russ. zerkolo, Irish dearcain (Bopp, Gloss. Comp., s.v. darś).

When or how the प was softened to श cannot be, of course, distinctly stated, but it was evidently after the formation of the Pr. द्रव. The प or ब of the older form leads back to अव, रू, and other verbs of seeing, and renders it unnecessary to suppose with Weber that Pr. द्रव is derived from the desiderative form didriksh (Bhâg., p. 414, note 3). From this form, which I suppose to be the oldest as well as the most used, come H. देखना and the similar verbs in the others, B. देखन, M. देखण, G. देखु, P. देखा, S. देखु, O. देखा.

Another form of this root dates from the time when the form द्रिः had become finally fixed,—Pr. द्रिः, द्रिः, H. द्रिः, P. द्रिः, S. द्रिः, G. द्रिः, M. द्रिः, O. द्रिः. In all but S. this word is neuter, and means "to be visible," "to be in sight," a less simple and original meaning than that of देख, which latter therefore, by this consideration, also establishes a claim to be looked upon as the earlier form. It is perhaps worth notice that in scenic Prakrit a very frequent word for "seeing" is
pekkh, for प्रेच, and that possibly the existence of this verb may have had some influence on the creation of the somewhat anomalous form dekkh. The idea is based on the well-known fondness of the Indians for jingling words of similar sound; so that dekh, pekh, would be a similar form to ultá, pullá; báť, chit; aghal, baghal; áś, pás; dhakkam, dhukká; jhúth, múth; and many others in Hindi and Marathi, as well as in the other languages. To return, however, to other developments of the root: the third and latest series is that with the base dará, which has given in all the languages the Tatsama substantive darán. O. and B. have also simple verbs द्विग्रं, द्विवा, and causals द्विलाई, and द्विलापा; M. द्विवा, and poetical द्विवा “to hint,” “insinuate” (causals in form). G. द्वितु, “to see,” S. द्वितु “to point out,” should apparently be also referred to this series. The substantive द्वित “sight,” becomes Pr. द्विठ, H. दौर, दौर, also दोर, P. मिठ, S. मिठ, G. adverbially दिर or दिर, meaning “at,” “per head,” “each”; M. दौर.

Similar in treatment to दौर are the following:

पूर्ण “back,” H. धोर, B. id., O. पिठ, P. पिठ, G. पिठ.

In some instances M. prefers the a sound, which is even lengthened to á, as in पाठ = पृष्ठ, दाबावाव, “to show,” H. दिखा, etc.; मानी “earth,” Skr. मृति; B., G., and O. have here also माना; and H., though माना is the usual form, has also मान, and in some rural dialects माता. In cases like this we should perhaps be justified in referring to Vyádhi forms माता.

1 By this fortunate change all confusion is avoided between this word and पीठ “flour,” from Skr. पिठ.
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पाई, etc. Other instances of ri going into the a sound are तृष्ण “thirsty,” M. तस्नान, for ताल्न or ताह्न; but the western languages and Hindi hold to the i, as H. तिरडा (through तिरडा), P. तिन्हा, S. तिर्हार, तिट, etc.


शृवह “a chain,” Pr. सिक्षलो, H. संकर, P. संघर, S. id., G. साष्कऊ, M. id. B., however, has शिकल, O. शिकऊ, and H. also सिखर and शीखर.

In Pali ri nearly universally appears as a; thus, हत becomes kala, हदय हादया, and a hundred others. The antiquity of Pali, as compared with other species of Prakrit, is additional confirmation of the assertion that ri was originally regarded as ar or ra.

The root वृष्ण is sometimes treated as vardh, at others as vridh. In the former case it naturally retains the a sound. Thus, वृष्ण, when regarded as a participle, meaning “increased” or “large,” is treated as though it were वर्ध, and by rejecting the aspirate forms H. बड़ा “big,” P. बड़ा, S. बड़ो, B., O. बड़, G. बड़ो; but when regarded as an adjective in the special sense of “old,” we find the ri fully recognized as an established fact, and, owing probably to the influence of the labial, it passes into u. Thus, H. बृह त and बृह “an old man,” बृहो त and बृहिया “an old woman,” P. बृहा, बृहो, S. बृहो, B. बृहा, बृहो, O. बृहा, बृहो, G. बृहो, बृहो.

बृह is another root which has widespread ramifications. In Prakrit the derivatives of this root generally appear to have exhibited the u sound, as pautli, viudam, samudam, vīruḍam, vultanto, for pravṛttī, cīrtī, samavṛttī, niyovṛttī, cīrtanta (Var. i. 29); but in the Jain Pr. of the Bhāgavati the Sanskrit forms viḍā, pravṛttī, are found, and the ordinary form cart goes into
vall, as vattai for vartale. So in Saptas, with a further loss of r, we find niattai, niattanta, and once nirvulla ( śl. 156). In the modern languages there are, first, a number of words of the form वट or वट, derived from various parts of the root. Thus:

G. बटाव, M. बट्टा, O. बटा, B. बाॅट, perhaps from Skr. बटा, in the sense of trade, business.

H. बटन “to twist,” P. बटणा, S. बटण.

There are very numerous derivatives in all the languages from these forms; also in the form वट, वट, as H. वट “a road” (Skr. वर्तन), and so in all.

Peculiar to Bengali is the verb बट, meaning literally “it is,” बर्त, but ordinarily used as an emphatic affirmative, “yes, truly.” It is conjugated in all three persons:

Singular भु बटः भु बटः
" तु बटस " तु बटस " ए बटो " तिन् बटेन

The Oriya has भट्ट or भट्ट for “it is,” which may have arisen from rejecting the व, though I feel inclined to give another origin to this word. The Marathi verb वाटणे, in its sense “to seem,” “appear,” is also to be brought in here. Thus, अज पादस पारेल सातालो = “It seems likely that rain will fall to-day.”

Secondly, the moderns take the forms बट, बट, as in H. बट, “a word,” Skr. बटा. And finally there are strings of Tatsamas, as बुटाल, and the like; but on the whole this root appears always to have been treated as वट, and seldom or never as वाट.

It goes into the u sound somewhat rarely, and generally after labials; but it must be remembered that this vowel is in several provinces pronounced by the vulgar ru, where it occurs in
current Tatsamas; this is especially the case in Orissa, Mahara-

dashtra, and Gujarat.

Skr. प्रवृय "rain," M. पावस. It is rare in H., and is sometimes

written पावस.


Skr. पृठ "back," S. पृठ. P. पृठ. P. has also पिठ, and all the others

except M. have the i sound. 

The common nouns of relationship पितृ. मातृ. भातृ. become

in Pr. पित्रा, मात्रा, भात्रा, and in P. पित्र, मात्र, भात्र, भारा,

S. पित्र. मात्र, भात्र. This must not be regarded as a change

from ri to u, as these words really ended in ar. It seems

probable that even in Prakrit a nominative pitaro was formed,

from a desire of avoiding the multifarious Sanskrit declensions

and reducing them all to the simplicity of the ordinary declen-
sion. The o in Pr. corresponds to the masculine termination

as, ah, of Sanskrit, and in Sindhi is shortened to ā. The long

ā in P. is also a trace of this Pr. o. Similarly in old Hindi a

long ā is often found as a termination, though in modern Hindi

very few traces of this form can be found.

The past participle मृत, from मृ "to die," becomes in Pr.

मृत्र, मृत्री, मृत्री; in H. मृत्रा, P. मृत्रा, S. मृत्री, G. मृत्र, but

M. मृत्र, O. मृत्रा.

Skr. भात्रभाया "brother's wife," H. भात्रज, भात्रज, भीजो,

भीजा, etc., P. मायी (भात्रपू), S. मायार, B., O. मायज, M.

भात्रराइ, where the place of the ri is occupied by au, o, u, etc.;

but, on the other hand, भात्रज: "nephew," becomes H. भत्रजा,

P., G. id., S. भात्रजी.

Here there are two different treatments of ri: in bhāuj it

becomes ā, in bhatṛā, t. The cause appears to lie in the relative

antiquity of the two words; bhatṛā, though now a word in
daily use, has a suspiciously modern look; when we find

bhrātṛi alone had at an early age lost its t and become bhāā,

bhāu, and bhār, we are led to ask how bhatṛā can have retained
that letter; and following the analogy of the languages, we are forced to conclude that it is a modern Tadbhava, formed at a time when *bhūtrī* with its grammatical termination *ri* no longer existed, except in books. Two arguments aid this theory: one is the conversion of the *ri* into *i*, showing that this letter must have become fixed and identified with रि; and the other is, that in the cognate languages, except P. and G., which are in many respects little removed from dialects of Hindi, the word has no existence. In vulgar Bengal the term in use is भार पुष्च *bhāi pūṣ, i.e. भारपुष्च. In Oriya *puturā*, i.e. पूत्र. In Marathi we have only the Tatsama. S. *bhāityo* is evidently inverted from भाटियो, where, the *ri* being regarded as रि, the *r* has cerebralized the dental.

Cases where the *ri* is actually written as रि are numerous in H. and P., and to a less extent in S. and G. M., B., and O. are too Pandit-ridden to allow of this. Instances are गृहस्थ “householder,” H. गिहस्थ, P. गिस्ती, गरिस्ती, S. गिहस्थ, G. ग्रहस्थ. वृक “tree,” H. ब्रह्म (rare). बृह “firm,” P. दृहर (drīrḥ).

As words of this class are mostly Tatsamas or very recent Tadbhavas, the method of writing them here given may be set down as a mere instance of bad spelling. Far more common is the transfer of *ri* into र or र— as

Skr. वृति “maintenance,” H. वित त “a religious endowment,” P. विरि, विरत, S. विरत (for बिरि) “rations.”

Skr. वृद्ध “aged,” P. विरि.

Skr. नृत “satisfied,” Old H., P. निरपा (tīrpat), but also निपा, Old B. *id*.

A mass of words in which तृ “three,” forms the first element are indifferently written ति, तिर, तर, and ति, in H. and P. Much of this is mere ignorance or carelessness. गृह “a house,” becomes even in Skr. ग्रह, and this form continued in use till the twelfth century. It is now universally replaced by घर; which takes us back to a form गई, probably the real original
form of गृह. In this case the modern languages have preserved the more ancient and popular form. That this form was in use to a certain extent in early times is proved, not only by its occurrence in Prakrit, but also by the compound words ब्रह्म, पित्तर, etc. पित्तर or पित्तर is for पित्तर, i.e. पित्तृग्र “father’s house.” ब्रह्म is also written ब्रह्म and ब्रह्म, but the first is the true spelling and is apparently from निर्माण, i.e. निर्माण “own house.”

§ 44. Other vowel changes. Short a, though not an ambiguous sound, having always the same value as our English u in but, is nevertheless a very brief dull sound, and is easily in pronunciation modified by an admixture of other sounds. Especially is this the case with a short dull ai sound in M. and P. Both of these, though in exactly the opposite way, confuse this sound with a. Thus Panjabi changes the ai of certain words into a, as in Skr. दागी “a beggar” (soi-disant ‘religious!’), प. बागी: बागी “the river Baitarni,” P. बागी. खीरात “alms,” P. खरात. This peculiarity is one of speaking rather than of writing, and correct writers would probably restore the ai to its place. It arises from the influence of the long vowel following; even in the case of Baitarni the vowel which was short in Skr. becomes long by position, through the elision of the second a, by which the r and n are brought together and form a nexus. To return now to the converse change, by which a short a is replaced by ai: the M. gives a good typical example in भूत “slow,” Skr. मन्द. Other instances are—

Skr. ग्रह “egg-plant,” M. ग्रह, so also H. ग्रह, B. ग्रह, P. ग्रह, O. ग्रह.

Skr. बसन “sitting,” M. बसन, so also in rural H. बसन.

Skr. घृ “town,” M. घृ, “name of a certain town.”

1 Married women of the lower classes in India are perpetually running off to their fathers’ houses, either to pay a visit or in a fit of anger with their husbands. These two words are thus in constant requisition.
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Skr. परं, "but," M. च, so also H. and P.

Skr. परं "beyond," M. चल (for परल as in P. पला), चला, चला and many derivatives. H. also च, "upon."

Skr. प्रसरण "spreading," M. प्रसाव ( = परसाव).

A similar process may be noticed in H. in the forms पंतीस "thirty-five," पंतातीस "forty-five," पंसठ "sixty-five"; the first element of which is पंच; so also in पंतीय "thirty-seven," and the rest of the series. Another instance is पेटा "a road," from पञ्च. In all these examples it is not the extra-long diphthong of the Sanskrit that we have to deal with, but an obscure sound which has probably crept into the speech of the vulgar from Dravidian or Kol sources; and the a in thus connected with the Tamil ai, and belongs to the same series of processes as those noticed in § 35, where the a and ä of Aryan utterance has been corrupted into a short almost inorganic é. It will be observed that the shortness of this sound is shown by its constant use before a long vowel.

Other changes may be dealt with separately, as they do not yet seem to point to any systematic law or rule, but, as far as investigations have gone, appear to stand alone. Thus, for instance, there is the Skr. पुष्पस "lungs," Pali पुष्पस, Pr. probably पुष्पसी. This undergoes the following changes: H. पुष्पर or पुष्पद, B. पुष्पद; पुष्पात, and पुष्पद, O. पुष्पक्ष and vulgarly पुष्पण, S. पुष्पकु, M. पुष्पस. Here we have every imaginable variety of vowels, and the changes are peculiar to this word, giving hardly any analogies to any others. The only solution appears to be that in Sanskrit even there existed more than one form of the word, which is to a certain extent onomatopoetic, and derived from some root imitative of the sound of breathing or blowing. In classical Sanskrit, as usual, only one of the various forms in use among the people has been retained. Another anomalous change is that of नूर "an
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anklet," into नियुर. This change of u into e occurs as early as Prakrit. The substitution of e for sounds with which it has apparently no relation is seen again in Skr. गोपुरम “wheat,” H. गोर, S. id., B. sometimes id. In some parts of Hindustan the more regular form गोर is, however, heard also.

To complete this collection of paradoxes may be adduced M. and G. कारूस “cotton,” Skr. कप्पस; M. भोरेप, also भोरेप, भोरूपी, “a juggler,” Skr. बड्डृपी; M. भानामी “jugglery,” Skr. भावुमती. M. contains a great number of these irregular forms, and the other languages will doubtless be found to do the same when they shall have obtained the advantage of being set forth and explored by observers as diligent and accurate as Molesworth.

I do not attempt to account for the changes noted above beyond the allusion to the probability of a non-Aryan element in them. It is so very difficult in the present elementary state of the comparative philology of the group under consideration to determine what is, and what is not, really a form in general use, that there is an ever-present risk of wasting time in discussing a form which may turn out hereafter to be nothing more than an error of the dictionary-maker. In the languages where I am from personal knowledge of them protected to a certain extent from this risk, I frequently find methods of spelling in dictionaries which do not at all tally with my own experience, or with the method in which I have seen the words written by natives of education and intelligence; and this fact throws a haze of doubt round very many forms for which I have no better guide than the dictionary. In fact, no man ought to attempt to write a dictionary whose ear is not gifted by nature or training with the power to distinguish the minutest shades of sound. Moreover, the hard and fast lines drawn by the Devanagari alphabet, and the imperfectness of the Arabic character as a vehicle for the expression of Aryan sounds, make it impossible for the purely native writer to give
indications of dialectic varieties of utterance. The ten vowel symbols of the former are in many cases inadequate to the task, and in the Arabic character there is hardly any provision at all for anything beyond the simplest vowel-sounds, and it is hard to see how any diacritical marks could be introduced into either alphabet which should be at the same time in keeping with their natural characteristics and readily intelligible to the reader. Those few that have from time to time been suggested fail neither of these essential requirements. For the present, then, we can get no further than we have already advanced.

§ 45. When a nexus, or combination of two consonants, is dissolved by the introduction of a vowel between them, it is sometimes found that a short a is inserted, sometimes i, and sometimes u. In giving the name of diaeresis to this process, there is a departure from the usual application of the term, but as no diaeresis of vowels can take place, owing to the abhorrence of the hiatus in Sanskrit, no confusion can arise. If Sanskrit were written in Roman characters, the term diaeresis might be applied to the custom of writing ए and औ as अ and अ which respectively, which is not uncommon in the modern languages, because this proceeding would be expressed by saying that ai and au were written as ai and au; but keeping to the native character, it appears that this is merely a careless way of writing, and does not affect the pronunciation; thus, in old Hindi वद्ध is written वद्ध, and even काद्भ, but it is in all cases spoken kailas; so also we have ज्र, जउ, and जव, all alike sounding as one syllable jaun; कौ, कउ, and कव, all kaun. This, therefore, demands no special investigation, though the fact is one useful to be known to those who may have to read old Hindi manuscripts. Thus, the line from Chand—

पूजीय गर्वर संकर मनाय

Book xx., 33.

"Having worshipped Gauri, having reverenced Sankara,"
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must be read "pujita gauri (not gauri) sankara mandy," as the metre shows.

Leaving this question, then, as unimportant, and passing on to the insertion of the vowel between the two members of a split nexus, we have to endeavour to discover, first, what is the rule which determines whether the vowel to be inserted shall be $a$, $i$, or $u$; secondly, whether it is possible to insert a long vowel, $â$, $i$, or $u$; and, thirdly, whether the insertion of $e$, $o$, $ai$ or $au$, can ever take place.

(1.) The most usual proceeding is to insert $a$.

Skr. भक्त "devotee," H. भगत, and so in all.
Skr. रू "red," H. रवत, रगत, in all.
Skr. कल्य "rite," H. कलप.
Skr. जनन "birth," H. जनम, P. id., so in all in speaking, though written जन्म.

Skr. धर्म "religion," H. धरम, ditto.
Skr. यत "endeavour," H. यतन, ditto.
Skr. रत "jewel," H. रतन, ditto.

Especially when $r$ is the last letter of the nexus, as नचन, H. नचन, and so in all; Skr. योचन and याच "a yoke," G. योतत; धोचन, G. धोतर, P. id. Also when it is the first letter, कर्म = Old H. करस, कर्ष = करन, पर्व = परव, in all except S.; सर्ष = परस्ता, H., P. कार्ष = काराज.

With न as the last member:

Skr. दाचा "praise," H. सराचन, P., S. id.
Skr. क्रेश "trouble," H. क्रेश, P. क्रेश.

The use of $i$ is less frequent. Instances are—

Skr. क्रेश "trouble," S. क्रेश, M. क्रिस, क्रिन्द.
Skr. स्री "woman," सतिया, P. सतिया, O. सतिरी, and vulgo तिथा.

Also the vulgar M. corruptions गिराय "an eclipse," for गिरण; गिंगा for गंगा and its compounds गिंग्ल, गिंग्लव, and गिंग्ल्युग.
Sindhi, however, exhibits its fondness for \( i \) in this particular also. Thus, we have पिरा for पिरी, पिर्यारी, पिर्शा, पिर्रजु, पिरी, सिस्सा, सिर्सा for प्रजा, प्रीति, प्राणी, प्रकाश, प्रयोजन, प्रीय, सिहा, गम, and many others. So also Panjabi has पिरतपाल, पिरतपाय, पिरप्रेम, पिरांड, for प्रतिपाल, प्रतिबिम्ब, प्रथम, भाटा, and the like. In many of these instances the splitting of the nexus, and the consequent introduction of a vowel, has had the effect of suppressing the vowel following, as in Sindhi पिरा for पिरा, for प्रा; or the following vowel if long is shortened, as in पिरी for पिरी, for प्री; or weak letters drop out, as in पिरण for पिरण, for प्रण. In the cases cited from Panjabi there has been elision as well as insertion, for the words must be pronounced पिरुपाल, पिरात्म, पिर्थम; so that not only has an \( i \) been inserted between the \( p \) and \( r \), but the final \( i \) of the preposition \( p\text{r}i\text{t} \) has been elided, and in the last word the insertion of \( i \) is counterbalanced by the elision of the \( a \).

Just as the Sindhi and Panjabi have recourse to their favourite \( i \), so do Bengali and Oriya to their \( u \) (see \( \S\) 32, 33). Thus, B. अमन from अस, O. अुतरा from पौरा. This \( u \) is, especially in Orissa, pronounced so lightly and softly that to a foreigner’s ear it is hardly, if at all, audible. Thus, we find Sanskrit मुक्ति written in Oriya in three ways, मुक्त, मुक्त, and मुक्त, but it would ordinarily be pronounced in the last way of the three. मुक्ति is in O. मुख्ति; सुपुरड़ा “a snake-catcher” = Skr. सुपूर्वार, where the other languages have सपुष्यारा, etc. उमन “heat,” O. उमन, here probably owing to the labial character of the \( m \), which has been elided.

(2.) With regard to the insertion of a long vowel, the instances are very rare, and are only to be looked for in the very lowest class of words, which the vulgar have distorted and twisted out of all shape. Marathi affords some examples, as जून, Skr. जूनि; हूष, Skr. हूष; जूवस, Arab. venida; चाँकर, Skr. चाक; लूह, Skr. लूह; रेली, Pers. रेली; गोंगिन, Skr.
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प्र. in the sense of "marriage"; वरीस, Skr. वर्ग, II. चरस, but Pr. वरिसी, वरिंग. I have not noticed examples in the other languages, and it would seem to be a peculiarity of Marathi to lengthen the vowel of final syllables, as we saw in §§ 41, 42. It is difficult to fix any rule for the vowel to be inserted—it is at one time ī, at another ū, without any special reason derivable from the character of the adjacent vowels or consonants. In jugul and rehtrim we have, it is true, a labial vowel following a labial, and a palatal following a palatal, respectively, but no reason is apparent for inserting ū in harum and ī in login. Probably vulgar caprice, or a habit of rhyming with some other word, is to be charged with these peculiarities. That they rest on no intrinsic law of development is perhaps evident from the fact that Aryan and Semitic words are alike corrupted.

In II. लूका, from Skr. उक्ता, a similar process may be supposed to be in operation, but I am disposed to regard this as simply an inversion of the letters ल and उ.

(3.) The diphthongs do not ever appear to be inserted between two consonants; in fact, their extreme length would render such a proceeding almost impossible.

It results, then, from the above remarks, that diphthongs are never inserted; long vowels very rarely, and then only in certain popular corruptions; so that the case rests with the three short vowels. It would at first sight seem most consonant to the genius of these languages to insert a after gutturals, ī after palatales, ū after labials, or even before letters of those organs respectively. Vavvuuchi, as usual, is here vague, and merely strings together a number of instances without any attempt at making a definite rule. His Sutra iii. 60 is perhaps not open to this objection, as it lays down that when two consonants forming a nexus suffer disjunction, the former of them having no vowel of its own, takes the same vowel as the latter, e.g. कित्तछ्न = कित्तिः, कित्ताः = सित्तिः, वर्त्ना = वर्त्ता (through
ratana), kriyā=kriyā, śārnga=śāranga; but he immediately afterwards (iii. 62) gives a list of words in which this rule is not observed; these latter are rather more numerous than the former. They are śri=sri, hri=hri, krita=krīta, klānta=klānta, klēśa=klēśa, mlāna=mlāna, swapna=sivino, sparśa=phariso, harsha=hariso, arha=ariho, garha=gariho.

In the first three of these the rule is so far kept that the inserted vowel, though short, is of the same organ as the following vowel, and the same may be said of klānta. In the next Sūtra (63) we have kshma=khamd, silgha=silgha (though silgha is also found), and in S. 65 padma=paima (paduma), tanvi, laghvi, =tanvi, lahni. The labial m perhaps accounts for the u in paima, and in the other two words; as also in jhū for jyā we have merely a solution of the semivowel into its corresponding vowel, and not an insertion at all.

May it not be that the real solution of the question rests in the comparative lightness and heaviness of the vowels themselves? Where the syllables following the divided nexus are not of any great length and weight, the natural tendency to insert a vowel similar to that borne by the nexus when yet undivided can have full play; but when the following syllables are long and heavy, the lightest of all the vowel-sounds is preferred, and thus we get kilanto, instead of kalanto, from klānta; while in śri, hri, the usual, and so to speak congenial, insertion of the i is practicable. The question lies entirely between a and i; u is never used in this respect, unless there is some labial influence at work.

If this be accepted as the law for Prakrit, it may be transferred to the modern languages also, due allowance being made for the disturbing element of provincial peculiarities, such as the fondness of Sindhi for the i sound, and of Bengali and Oriya for the u. The examination of this class of words will also be much complicated by the extreme laxity of writing and pronunciation, whereby a, i, and u, become in unaccented
syllables so mixed up that it is often hard to tell which is really uttered.\footnote{\textit{Some} violent anti-Hindo writers in the north-western provinces, whose zeal outruns their knowledge, ascribe this neglect to distinguish between the three short vowels to the introduction of the Arabic character in our courts. They forget, or are possibly not aware, that this confusion exists in the writings of the earliest Hindo poets to even a greater extent than it does in modern times, when, owing to the more general study of Sanskrit, people are more careful about their spelling than they were six centuries ago.}

§ 46. Elision.

(1.) The elision of initial vowels, or, as it is called by grammarians, aphaeresis, occurs in the case of words which are compounded with the prepositions \textit{ब्र} ति "beyond," \textit{अधि} "over," \textit{अनु} "after," \textit{अप} "off," \textit{अपि} "on," \textit{अमि} "towards," \textit{अव} "down," \textit{उत्} "up," \textit{उप} "below." Although all of these words, except \textit{अभि}, bear the accent on the first syllable in Sanskrit, still we may justifiably conjecture that the vulgar accentuated them on the last syllable. In Greek the corresponding prepositions \textit{ἀντὶ}, \textit{ἀνά}, \textit{ἀπό}, \textit{ἐπὶ}, \textit{ἀμφί}, \textit{ἐπί}, are all oxytone, and perhaps if the Sanskrit prepositions were allowed to stand alone so frequently as the Greek do, they also would show themselves to be oxytone; but standing as they do almost always as inseparable prefixes to verbs and nouns, they fall under the influence of the tendency to throw the accent as far back as possible, which appears to be characteristic of Sanskrit. The frequency, however, with which they reject their initial vowel is hardly compatible with the supposition that this vowel was, in popular usage at least, strongly accented.

In classical Sanskrit some examples are found of this rejection of the initial, especially in the case of \textit{अपि}, such are \textit{पि}, \textit{पिधानं}, \textit{पिनत}, \textit{पिन्यु}, for \textit{अपि}, \textit{अपिधानं}, etc.; \textit{वतोक} for \textit{ववतोक}; \textit{घि} for \textit{घिन्या}; \textit{नुपर} for \textit{नान्युपर} (perhaps from \textit{अनु} + \textit{उप} + \textit{वर} for \textit{वल्य}), and others.

By the application of this process to the modern languages,
some very curious etymologies have been brought to light, by which several words whose origin has hitherto defied detection are successfully affiliated to Sanskrit. Thus:


Skr. अभ्यश्रे “near,” H. भिड़ण “to approach,” भीड “a crowd,” and so in all.

Skr. अभ्यज्ञ “anointing,” H. भिज्ञन “to be wet,” M. भिज्जन्, G. भिज्जु, S. भिजः. There is another form of this word in most of the languages, whose root terminates in ग as H. भीगना “to be wet,” भिज्ञना “to wet,” G. भिज्जु, which may perhaps be referred to the passive participle अभ्यज्ञ. All this group of words may, however, with equal probability be derived from अभिज्ञव, अभिज्ञ “wetting,” by elision of the sibilant. In either case there is no doubt about the abhi.

Another strangely contracted and corrupted set of words is II. बुताणा and बुधाणा “to extinguish a light,” with their respective neuters बुताण and बुधाण “to be extinguished.” These are derived from Skr. अभुज्ञयति. In Saptas. 266 occurs the form अभुज्ञेऽनीः = Skr. अभुज्ञयत्वा (read abbhya) with a varia lectio abhuvattantia from which, by rejection of the initial a, and a very anomalous absorption of the bh, we get a root बुज्ञयं, whence बुताणा. The parallel form बुधाणा is explainable on the supposition that in some other dialect of Prakrit the double त was elided and the ज aspirated. Anyhow, these words exhibit considerable irregularity, and have consequently been hitherto reckoned as Degradeds. In M., B., and O., the word is बुधाण with the lenis ज. Perhaps the aspirate in H. arose from the existence of the word बुधाणा “to explain” (बुध), with which it was confounded by the vulgar. The S. बिसारण, उसारण, and विसारण, are still further modifications, the second of which appears to be from उच्च, without the abhi.

Skr. रघुचरि “overlooking,” H. रांकना “to peep,” G., P. रंक, B. रांकन.
This derivation rests upon the fact, to be demonstrated in Chapter IV., that घ passes into घ. From this consideration it may be deduced that a great number of words beginning with घ, which some writers put down wholesale as non-Aryan or Desaja, are really developed from Sanskrit words beginning with adhi, or before a vowel, adhy; thus, झाड़ा "to sweep," in all but B. and O., which have झोटन, is for झाड़ा (compare मारना for मारना, बाजना for बजना = जलन्ते), softened from झड़ा, a trace of which stage remains in B. झोटन. The Sanskrit original appears to be रधि, with the causal form of घ "to go," so that रधार्या विंटिया would mean "I cause to pass over" (a broom or brush understood). So the obscure word झरोखा "a window," is probably for झलाखा, from रधि "above," and लङ. "to see"; windows in the East being always high up in the wall. झांप "a mat-covering," and झापना "to cover," are from Skr. जपान, from रा०पान, where an inversion has taken place, giving धानपि; the word occurs in all but S. The above examples have been adduced because they seem tolerably well supported. The rule may, however, be pushed too far, and care must be taken lest examples in which घ is, as is often the case, derived from a Skr. च, through घ, be mixed up with those under this head.

रधि gives several well-proved cases, of which the following is one: Skr. रापान रधि "clothed," Pr. रापान, O. रि०ि०िा, B. रि०ि०िा "to clothe"; the cognate words in the other languages are derived from another part of the verb, रापान (the verb is घू with रधि), by inversion; thus, II. पाहिता for रापान, P. id.; but II. has also a form पाहिरना, which is followed by S. पहरण and G. पहरबु. This is, I think, entirely a different word, and comes from पाहिाा, by the usual process of resolving the घ into घ, so that we get पाहिा, whence by inversion पाहिरना "to clothe." This verb having a causal form, a nueter form पाहिरना was, as usual, created in the sense of "to be cloathed," "to wear clothes."
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अपि "alone," becomes in Pr. वि, and in H. भी, meaning "also," "even," where there is probably an emphatic रि added, so that विरह = भी.

अनु loses its initial in Panjabi, and appears under the form of न or धु, as the sign of the accusative case.

The case of जव is rendered difficult by its close similarity to जि, जपि, and जप. The p of the two last is so constantly softened to न; while the distinction, on the other hand, between य and ध is in all but M., G., S., and P. so entirely ignored, and in them even, through ignorance, so frequently misplaced, that in the case of words beginning with य or ध we cannot tell whether they have sprung from अपि, अवा, or अपा. With regard to वि, the carelessness in the employment of the short vowels adds an element of difficulty; thus, Chand uses बढ़ाना “to blow,” or “expand” (of a flower), which, however, is from बिकाश, not अव°; so also बढ़ाना “to declare,” “expound,” is from बिखान, not अव°.1 Genuine cases of the use of this preposition are the following: Skr. अवतार "rescuing," H. बतानी, M. बताविक, B. बतान, O. बतावा, etc.; अबवां "abode," H. बठान, G. बतारणिया, M. बठाया. In the former case त्र has been treated as ध, and passed by the natural process into न (see Chapter IV., § 85). It might be thought that as the prepositions mentioned above have all separate well-defined meanings, and vary the original idea of the verb according to those meanings, there would be no difficulty in determining by this test which of the prepositions was the parent of the modern word. But unfortunately so many metaphorical and secondary senses have crept into use that this method of fixing the derivation becomes quite impossible; and as the gap in the history of our languages prevents us from tracing the gradual alteration in the sense of words, any effort to settle this difficult and obscure point would be at present premature and unsuccessful.

1 See also § 36, where न-अर्ध अर्ध is contracted into अर्ध.
Elision of उ in वम may be illustrated by the case of उरविद्ध “seated,” which becomes in Prakrit उरविद्धो, and उरविद्धे, whence II. वेठा “seated”; from this word has been formed a verb वेठना “to seat oneself.” In those languages which admit of the formation of different parts of the verb from the corresponding tenses of the Sanskrit a double form exists. Thus, G. वेशय from वेशन, but p.p. वेठो from विष, where the उ may have been entirely rejected, or the two उ absorbed into one उ. Similarly, S. विहृण p.p. वेठो, to which may be added Kashmiri विव्रह, the past tense of which is not given in the meagre article from which I have taken it. In some rustic dialects of Hindi a form वेसना may be heard which is उपर्सन = उपवेशन. उ in उद्दृ is elided in Skr. उद्दार “beeh,” H. उकार, P., S., G. इल., where M., B., and O. make टेकर, टेकार, and टेकुर, respectively. I am not quite satisfied with this derivation, as उद्धार also means “spitting,” in which sense it becomes उगार, ओगार, and the like; perhaps उकार and its fellows may be mere onomatopoetic words, or even non-Aryan.

Elision of the initial आ occurs also in the following words:

Skr. चरखा “forest,” Pr. रण, Old H. रज, H. रन, S. रिज, रिणु.
G., M. राज.
Skr. चरबौ “elbow,” M. रत्ता, “a shove with the elbow,” रत्ता “to elbow.”
Skr. चतमह “finseed,” Eastern H. तोसी, B. तिसी, O. तसी.
Skr. चपूप “a cake,” H. पूप, पुपना, M., O. इल.

1 Net, as is generally stated, “to sit”; the difference is that the H. word बैठात expresses the act of passing from a standing or lying into a sitting posture; thus, “Sit down!” or “Take a seat” is बैठो, but “He sat there all day” is बैठा दिन भर बैठा राहा; बैठा राहा means to remain sitting; or, as we see the word, “to sit.” The same distinction prevails in all the languages where this word occurs.
Instances of र are hardly to be expected. I have not noticed any. Very few words begin with this letter in Sanskrit, and those that do are short words with the accent on the first syllable, so that elision is not likely to occur. The words रित and रिय lose their first letter in some Prakrit works, and become ति and रि or रिई, but neither of them are in use in the modern languages. The S. words रिङ and रिशु given above may possibly be derived from S. रिऍ, instead of from चरिङ, though I prefer the latter, looking upon the i as another instance of the preference of S. for that sound.

Instances of उ:

Skr. उदुलर “fig-tree,” B. दुमर, O. दुरी.

Skr. उल्का “flame,” H. लूका “burning grass,” though some would derive this from Skr. लौक “to shine;” and even if it be not so, it is rather an inversion than elision.

उ is elided in उरिङ “castor-oil tree,” II. रिङ; here again we have a case of inversion.

(2.) Medial vowels do not often appear to suffer elision singly. That is to say, a vowel alone seldom disappears; when it is elided, it is almost always in consequence of the consonant to which it is attached going out, and this class of cases will be more appropriately considered under the head of consonantal elision. Perhaps this fact is due to the peculiar structure of Sanskrit words; in which two vowels cannot come together without the intervention of a consonant. In Latin, where two vowels frequently occur together, the dropping of one of them becomes possible; thus, nos, tuus, suus, become in Spanish mis, tus, suis, when they precede a substantive, as in mis amigos = mis amigos; but where they stand alone the double vowel is retained: thus they say su patres y sus hermanos = suum patern et suos germanos, “his father and his brothers”; but hermano menor mio = germanus minore meo, “my younger brother”; esta uñarda es mio, “this saddle is mine,” with emphasis on the pronoun. The French drops the first vowel in the singular,
making \( \text{men} = \text{men}, \text{men} = \text{men} \), but the second in the plural \( \text{mes} = \text{mes}, \text{mes} \). This instance shows that the force of the accent alone preserves the second vowel in Spanish, but not in French, and leads to the explanation of a frequently recurring case in Hindi, which amounts to a regular law of the language, namely, that in the formation of the infinitive from the Sanskrit noun in -anam, the short \( a \) of the penultimate invariably drops out; thus, from \( \text{karaṇam}, \text{māraṇam}, \text{rāhaṇam} \), come \( \text{kurna}, \text{mārnā}, \text{rāhnā} \). Here the accent in Sanskrit is on the root syllables \( \text{kar}, \text{mār} \), etc.; and as the final -am gets changed, by a process to be explained hereafter, eventually into \( ā \), the weight of the two syllables on either side of it—the one by virtue of its accent, the other by its length—fairly crush out the middle \( a \), which is both short and unaccented. This elision is also common in Panjabi, but not entirely so in the other languages, where the \( a \) is sounded, though so rapidly as to be almost imperceptible to European ears.

The same takes place in Hindi occasionally in cases where the final \( a \) of a Sanskrit word is lengthened to \( ā \); thus, from \( \text{duṭṭh} \) \( \text{durbala} \) comes II. \( \text{duṭṭa} \) \( \text{dubla} \), not \( \text{dubla} \); or where a heavy termination has taken the place of a light one, as from \( \text{विद्युत} \) \( \text{vidyut} \), II. \( \text{विजली} \) \( \text{bijli} \), not, as in some other languages, \( \text{bijuli} \), or \( \text{bijali} \).

(3.) Cases of elision of a final vowel are very common. The final short \( ā \) of all Sanskrit words is elided unless it bears the accent, in which case it is generally lengthened to \( ā \) in Hindi. (See § 20.)

Other elisions of final vowels depend upon the rules of formation of the base of nouns, and are structural rather than phonetic. The rule holds good of \( i \) and \( u \) as well as of \( a \). All three vowels are commonly dropped when final and unaccented, and the modern languages in a great majority of instances make their nouns to end in a consonant. Thus:

Skr. \( \text{पकर्तित} \) \text{"pakar-tree,"} II. \( \text{पाकर्त} \)
Skr. वाह "arm," H. वां.
Skr. विपत्ति "misfortune," H. वियत.
Skr. व्यक्ति "person," H. विकत.

Hindi and Panjabi adhere to this rule firmly; the other languages admit of some exceptions, which will be discussed in their proper place. It must be remembered that in all the languages except B. and O. words are often written with two separate consonants instead of a nexus, as in the case of बिजली, which would be more accurately written बिजली, but this is mere carelessness, and will not mislead any one who has heard the language spoken.

The final vowel, together with the consonant which precedes it, and sometimes even the vowel preceding that again, is elided in the case of words ending in आय.

Thus, Skr. आलय "abode," becomes आल in compounds, as H. बुधराज = Skr. बुधराजय "father-in-law’s house"; जित्राल "whore," = Skr. जीवालय. More frequently, however, आलय becomes मा; the य passes into त and य, and is finally elided: the first य being lengthened, as in दिवाला, शिवाला, डिवाला, छवाला, पतिआला, for द्रोपदालय, शिवालय, डिवालय, छवालय, पतिआलय.

Other instances are:


Final य is elided in many Sanskrit feminines, as—
Skr. नीट्रा "sleep," H. नीट्र, M. नीट्र, नीट्र, P. नीट्र, S. नीट्र.
Skr. द्राक्ष "vine," H. द्राक्ष, P. id., S. द्राक्ष.
Skr. दूर "a grass," H. दूर, B., O. दूर, दूर.
Skr. छाया "shadow," H. छाय, P. id., S. छाय, छाय.
Skr. परिचय "examination," H. परिचय, and so in all.
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Skr. बलं “rein,” H. बाग, and so in all.
Skr. भंज ”tongue,” H. भीम, and so in all.

Final i is also elided in the feminines in रुनी, as—

Skr. गा”pregnant,” H. गमन, P. गबमण, गरभण, G. गामण,
M. id., B. गागिन, vulgo गुण.

Skr. धारा ”sister,” H. वधान (see §. 53).
Numerous feminines of trades are formed in this manner, even in cases where it would be hard to find the termination ini in Sanskrit; thus:

H. धोबिन “washerwoman,” from धोबी “washerman.”

H. चमरिन ”shoemaker-woman,” from चमर “shoemaker.”

H. सीनारिन “goldsmith’s wife,” from सीनार “goldsmith.”

Sindhi does not entirely elide the ठ, but shortens it to ठ. M. lengthens the first ठ (see § 41). The other languages elide the ठ entirely, except of course in Tatsamas. Final ठ is not very common in Sanskrit, and where it occurs it does not suffer elision like the other long vowels,—at least, no instances have come to my notice. Such words as भू “earth,” बू “eyebrow,” being monosyllables, are from their nature incapable of elision.

In the case of बध there are H. बह, B. बह, M. बह, G. बह, P. बेरह, S. बह, O. बह, where the u is retained, though in some languages in a shortened form. In most, however, the word is pronounced more like bok, or bokū.

E is elided in a class of words derived from locatives in Sanskrit, and which are used adverbially by the moderns. Thus:

Skr. पाष ”beside,” H. पास, P. id., but on the contrary M. पासी, पासू (which are independent Marathi formations from a noun पास, and therefore post-Sanskritic), G. and S. पास.

Skr. निकट ”near,” H. निकट, and so in all. It is to be observed, however, that these words may after all come from the nominative निकट: of the Skr. adjective.
§ 47. It remains to point out the treatment of vowels which are brought into contact by the elision of an intervening consonant, a practice which is extremely frequent in the Prakrits. Vararuchi is, as usual, unsystematic on this point. The text from which Cowell has edited his work is confessedly corrupt, so that there are unusual difficulties in the way. The general rule may, however, be laid down that the two vowels are allowed to stand in contact without undergoing the process of Sandhi. Thus:

Skr. यमुनातप्ता "bank of Jarna," Pr. जुमुनाचर्द or जुमुनाचर्द.
Skr. नदीयोत्तम "current of a river," Pr. नाइयोत्तिम or नाइयोत्तिम.
Skr. काश्पूर, a tree so called, Pr. काशुर or काशूर.

Here the long vowel of the Sanskrit is sometimes shortened, but we cannot build any theory on this fact because so much of Prakrit literature is in verse that changes in quantity are in a majority of instances merely made metri gratiā. Vararuchi's instances are taken from compound words only, but a large number may be adduced from other sources, where elision has taken place in a simple uncompounded word, and where in consequence the influence of the laws of euphony might be expected to be more apparent. In the following list the order of the vowels is followed throughout.

(1.) a + a. Pr. kaṭṭa, kaṁba, gaṇa, jayaṭṭhi, paa, pāvṛi, for Skr. kaṭṭa, kaṁba, gaṇa, jayaṭṭhi, paa, pāvṛi.
(2-) a + ā. Pr. aāla, pāvṛi, laā, haṭāvṛi; for Skr. aāla, praṭāpaṭi, laā, haṭāvṛi.
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(3.) a + é. Pr. kāi, gāi, jāi, prājāi, máirā; Skr. kāri, gati, yat, praśripta, madhārā, and in the 3rd pers. sing. of the present tense purva-māyādā of all verbs.

(4.) a + ì. Pr. nāi, paírā, bhavaī, sōt, Pārvaī; Skr. nādi, pradīpa, bhavati, sātī, Pārvatī.

(5.) a + é. Pr. chañjāmā, pāura, mañkā, hu; Skr. chaṭuryāmā, praśhura, mañkula, hāyug; and derivatives of chaṭur=chañ, universally.

(6.) a + û. Pr. mañkha, mañura; Skr. mañukha, mañura.

(7.) a + e. Pr. kae, jae, vachhæ, tanñauæ; Skr. krite (through kade), jāgati, vrājate (?), tanukāyate; and in 3rd pers. sing. present of átmaneṣpada and passive verbs in general.

(8.) a + o. Pr. uo, go, puasa, pañhara; Skr. mañkha, gañha, pradosha, pañodhara.

(9.) ä + a. Pr. árī, áva, kā, gāi, chhāa; Skr. ádara, átapa, kāka, gāyatī, chhāya, at the end of a compound.

(10.) ã + ã. Pr. áasa, chhāā, jāā; Skr. ákāṣu, chhāyā, jāyā.

(11.) ā + i. Pr. abhijāi, jāi, jampiāi; Skr. abhijāti, jāti, jāpitāni.

(12.) ā + i. Pr. gāt, rāi; Skr. gāri, rāji.

(13.) ā + u. Pr. áu, áula; áyus, ákula.

(14.) ā + e. Pr. vāei, lāei, pahiñjāae; Skr. vādayati, lāganyati, pahiñjāyajāḥ. The forms āë and āi are extensively employed instead of the Sanskrit forms ayā, āyai, and āyāh of the instrumental, dative, and genitive of feminine nouns in ā.

It is perhaps unnecessary to go through the whole of the long array of vowel combinations possible in Prakrit. From the above instances it will be clear to the reader that any two vowels may thus be brought into contact without being forced to combine according to the Sanskrit laws of Sandhi. In looking over the above list it will be noticed that the combinations in which a short vowel precedes a long one are rarer than those in which the long vowel holds the first place. This leads to a second rule of Vararuchi’s, namely, that one of two
vowels so brought into contact may be elided, in which case, when a nexus follows, the elided vowel is always the first, and never the second. Thus, he gives as illustrations certain alternative forms, in one of which elision occurs, in the other both vowels are retained. Thus:

Skr. राजकुल, "royal family," Pr. rājakūlam or rākulam.
Skr. तवार्थ "half of thee," Pr. tuhāddham or tuhāddham.
Skr. मसार्थ "half of me," Pr. mahāddham or māhāddham.
Skr. पादपत्तन "falling at the feet," Pr. pāradāṇam or pāradaṇam.
Skr. कुम्बकार "potter," Pr. kumbhāro or kumbhāro.

In these instances it is naturally the long vowel which is retained, whether it precede or follow. Such elision is, however, rare in Prakrit, which does not as a rule shrink from the juxtaposition of any number of vowels. Three vowels occur, for instance, in vāui, āriāi, chōriāi, līhīae, bhīāi, pāaama, uaa, māuā, and many other words; and even four vowels are not uncommon, as in pāsaāāc, taṇuāai, taṇuāae, though from the nature of the case these are less frequent than the others.

I have dwelt at some length on this point in order to bring out in fuller relief the peculiarities of Prakrit in this respect, and in order to show that the modern languages do not follow the lead of the Prakrits in every detail. It is a mistake to suppose that the living vernaculars are merely further developments of Prakrit, formed on the same principles and carrying out the same laws. On the contrary, in post-Prakritic periods many new principles, some of them quite opposed to those in vogue in Prakrit, have been introduced, and have largely influenced the common speech. In this very particular of the hiatus there is much divergence from Prakrit rules. I do not say that the modern languages in any way abhor the hiatus—far from it; but in respect of that particular form of hiatus which arises from the elision of a consonant, they do not generally leave the two vowels side by side without further
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euphonic changes. These changes do not, it is true, regularly follow the Sanskrit laws of Sandhi in all cases, though they not unfrequently do so, but a change or amalgamation of some sort does in the majority of instances take place.

As a general rule for the modern languages the following may serve:

a. When the two vowels are homogeneous, they coalesce with the corresponding Guṇa or Vṛiddhi vowel.

β. When they are heterogeneous, they either remain side by side, or are separated by an interposed consonant.

By "homogeneous vowels" are meant such as in Sanskrit are capable of combining, as $a + i$, $a + u$; by "heterogeneous," such as will not combine, as $i + a$, $i + u$; the former combine into $e$ and $o$, but the latter will not combine; the first of the two is hardened into its semivowel, as $ya$, $yu$.

In the first of these two rules the Sanskrit system is by no means regularly followed; thus, makula becomes Pr. māula, and should in H. consequently become by coalition of the vowels mol मोल; it does, however, become maul मौल.

The subject is treated as regards the consonants in Chapter III., § 53 (3.), and numerous examples will be found there. The following may be noticed as illustrations of the above rules:

a. nakula, Pr. nāulo, G. noliyan, S. noru. Here the other languages insert an $e$, as H. neval, B. neul, and this $e$ being dissimilar to the $u$ which follows cannot coalesce with it.

bhagini, Pr. bhaini, P. bhain, S. bhenu.
śāla, Pr. sao, H. sau (through a shortened form sau सौ).
ghātu, Pr. ghāo, H. ghāu.

β. pītā, Pr. pū, H. pū, suči, Pr. sū, H. sūl.

pīpāsā, H. pīyāsā; insertion of $y$ to prevent the hiatus.
kokilo, Pr. koilo, H. koil, but G. koyal, O. koyil.
Sometimes an irregular process occurs, as where from सुगन्ध we get II. and P. सौधा, through Pr. सूचंध. Here u + a are heterogeneous, and could not coalesce; the result, au, must have arisen from inverting the vowels of the Pr. form, and saying saundha, instead of suandha.

A short vowel following a long one is generally dropped altogether, as in दुना for दुविं, Skr. dwiguna; रौना for रौना, Skr. rodanam. In the case of verbs like रौना the process is facilitated by the ease with which the penultimate a in nouns of the form rodanam goes out, owing to its position following an accented and generally gunatized syllable.

Many irregularities must of course be looked for in a process like this, where the modern languages have in a great measure abandoned the earlier phonetic rules and followed the changes incidental to a wide use of this class of words by the common people. As a provisional rule, however, and as one which appears to point in the right direction for future more extensive inquiry, that above given will I hope prove correct.

There is not much, after all, as far as investigations have yet been made, either very striking or very important in the consideration of vowel changes. The principal interest of the phonetics of the Indian languages is to be found in the consonantal changes, to which I now proceed.
CHAPTER III.

CHANGES OF SINGLE CONSONANTS.

CONTENTS.—§ 48. General Remarks—Positional and Organic Changes.—
§ 51. (1) Retention.—§ 52. (2) Softening of Tenses to Medle.—§ 53.
§ 54. Elision.—§ 54. Laws of the Three Processes.—§ 55. Final Con-
sonants.—§ 56. Organic Changes—Gutturals.—§ 57. Relation of
Palatals to Linguals.—§ 58. Marathi Substitution of Sibilants for
Palatals.—§ 59. Connexion between Cerebrals and Dentals.—§ 60.
Further Transition of Cerebrals into l and l.—§ 61. Modifications and
Changes of Semivowels. (1) ल.—§ 62. Semivowels. (2) व.—§ 63. Semiv-
owels. (3) र.—§ 64. Semivowels. (4) च.—§ 65. The Nasals.—§ 66. The
Sibilants.—§ 67. ह.—§ 68. 69. The Aspirates.—§ 70. Visarga and
Anusvāra.—§ 71. Inversion of Words.

§ 48. By single consonants are implied those consonants
which stand alone in a word, and which being in a measure
unsupported are subjected to many and various changes. These
changes may conveniently be considered under two classes.
First, those whose operation varies with the position of the
letter in a word, which are therefore called positional changes;
and, secondly, those whose operation is not influenced by posi-
tion, and which, being chiefly changes from one organ of speech
to another, will be called organic changes.

Both classes are sometimes seen in activity in the same word,
and their influences are very conflicting and confusing, but
there is as a rule much uniformity in the way in which the
whole seven languages undergo positional changes; while in
the case of organic changes, on the other hand, the individual
peculiarities of the several languages stand out in strong relief.
Positional changes are more universal in their application,
organic ones more restricted to special instances; the former
are based upon general principles, the latter on the various and
sometimes irregular developments of provincial pronunciation.

§ 49. Positional changes follow the general principle which
rules all the languages of the Indo-European family, and
which has been thus concisely stated by Grimm: "Initial
consonants retain the grade of each organ in the purest and
truest way, medial consonants have a tendency to soften, finals
to harden." 1 By the expression "grade" must be understood
the two classes of tenues and media; and it is thus laid down
as a rule that tenues k, p, t, etc., in the middle of a word have
a tendency to soften into their corresponding media g, b, d;
while medial g, b, d, at the end of a word have a propensity to
harden into k, p, t. In the Indian languages the rule holds
good in the main, and although a great variety of modifica-
tions is observable, they can all be traced by careful examination
to the operation of this law, either in the exact method stated
above, or in the still more advanced developments of it.

Initial consonants remain undisturbed, whether in Tatsamas
or Tadbhavas.

a. In Tatsamas, as कमन : कम्या, गृहस्थ, गिरि, चकोर, चन्द्रन,
बीचन, तुरी, मान, भिंग, भिंतुर, विच, हः. Here are instances
of tenues, media, semivowels, nasals, sibilants, and ह. In fact,
from the very nature of Tatsamas, which are words in their

1 Geschichte d. Deutschen Sprache, p. 251, "Anhalt hält die stets jedes
organ an der stellung und treibt, indem es getrieben zu erwarten, duart zu
erhalten." We have unfortunately no equivalents for anhalt, inhalt, or enthalt.
These words, meaning internal, medial, and external, respectively, are also
applied to vowels, but in the parts treated only consonants are referred to.
pūrā Sanskrit form, it follows that no change can have taken place, otherwise they would cease to be Tatsamas.

b. In Tadbhavas, as कठाहि, कोढी, कोरल, बौंक, तिरंक, नेव, नंगा, मठ, रोना, लोग, मूर्द, हाथ, from कठह, कपड़े, कोरकन, जनूङ, तिरंव, नेमी, नघ, मृग, रोद्वम, लवह, सुरच, हथ, where, in spite of violent changes in the interior of the word, the initial letter remains unaltered. A very large number of these words may be found in every page of the dictionaries of these languages. When initial changes do occur, they are generally found to be due to some organic disturbance in the body of the word, which has exercised a retrospective influence on the initial letter. Such changes are, however, altogether exceptional, and comparatively few in number. The most prominent and common of them will be noticed below. To be omitted from the present section, however, are all those words which in Sanskrit begin with खं and खः. The former generally appear with an initial फ, the latter with घ or ठ. The aspiration is due to the influence of the sibilant, and, as we are here considering single consonants only, this process does not fall within our present subject.

There are, however, instances where the sibilant forms the first member of a nexus in the middle of a word, and in going out has affected, not only the letter to which it was joined, but also the initial. Thus, Skr. पुष्प "flower," becomes in Pr. पुष्प, but in Old H. पुःप, and finally पुष्प or पुष्प. Skr. कुलूरि "civet," S. खुङुरि; Skr. वायु "vapour," H. भाफ, and the same in P., B., and O., where both letters are aspirated. The form वायु also occurs in B. and H., and in S., G., and M. it is the only form in use. The Skr. कुल "a scab," is perhaps the origin of H. खाज "itch"; also खुङ्जन "a diminutive," where there has been cophonization of न, as described in § 34; S. खाजी, M. खाजण "to scratch," B. खमु. Skr. कुण "a well," is S. खृष्ण and खुण्ड; Skr. कुष्ण "saffron," = S. खमुंदो; Skr. कांस "cough," H., P., and S. खांसी, खाजना, खासु.
In some cases an aspirate in the middle of a word is thrown back to the initial and amalgamates with it, as Skr. गृह "house," original form ग्रह, still preserved in Kashmiri गरह. This becomes in all the modern languages घर.

Skr. दुहिन "daughter," becomes in Pali धितर and धितर, and even in Skr. a form धीत्र is in use. The word is oxytone, and the coalition of the two short toneless syllables into one is therefore natural. Pr. धीत्र, धूर्त, H. धी, धीया, P., G. ḍ, S. धित्र, धिय, B. झी, O. झिय (jīyo); the two last forms have arisen from the close connexion between ज and ध, which, especially when followed by a palatal vowel or semivowel, is very frequent. To the parallel connexion between झ and ध may be ascribed the isolated H. form जामात, Skr. जामात "son-in-law," where all the other languages have झ, as M. जामात, B. जामाई, O. जुआई and ज्याई, G. ज़माई, S. झाटही.1

The Skr. पणस "the Jack-tree," becomes in Pr. फणसो, H. पनस, but in this case it may be assumed that in Skr. also the original form was फणस, derived from फण "the expanded hood of the cobra," to which the leaves of this tree bear a close resemblance. Sindhi has जगु and जङली, from Skr. जंगल, in which irregularity it stands alone, unless the name of the Panjab town Jhang be derived from the same, which is highly probable, as it stands in the centre of a vast desert.

Skr. महिप "buffalo," becomes H. भेसा, fem. भेसी, G. भेस, B. म्हेप, O. म्हेन. In many parts of Hindustan महिस is commonly used. M. has only महिस, while P. preserves the initial म in महिस; so also does S. in म्हेस and म्हेन. The form in म has of course arisen from a corruption of म्ह in म्हेस. The reverse of this process is seen in M. म्हेस, from Skr. भेष "to speak," similar to it is Pr. भरण "remembrance," for स्थिरण, from स्थरव.

In Prakrit writings changes of initial consonants are more

1 The Hindi word is borrowed immediately from the Persian راها, which accounts for the changes, Skr. झ to झ in Persian through an intermediate stage.
common. The total rejection of an initial consonant occurs with frequency. Especially is this the case in the effeminate dialect of the Saptasatāka, where, however, it must be noted that the examples given by Weber, mukhaunāti=mukhaśandra, kuṭumāntti=kuṭumbakrishṭi, nāhauṇa=nabhaśalaka, are not cases in point, inasmuch as the words chandra, krishṭi, stākti, being the last members of a compound, their initial letter is no longer an initial, but becomes subject to the laws which rule medial letters. The supposition that the Prakrit root aṛkkh is from gachh (gam), by rejection of the initial, is directly opposed to Vararuci, who explains it by as. In all the passages where this word occurs the context requires that it should be translated by "stay," "remain," "stop,"—precisely the reverse of the idea of gachh. The modern languages exhibit two forms of the substantive verb, or perhaps two separate verbs: अन and चर; the latter of which seems to point to चर. But preserving the discussion of this question to a more suitable place, the Magadhi of the Jains, as well as the language of the Saptasatāka, presents instances of rejection of initial consonants; thus, अ=चा, उनो=पुनर्, अंधम=गंधम, अनु=चतुर्, and the like. This process is absolutely unknown in the modern languages, and it may be doubted whether it was ever really in vogue even in Prakrit beyond the limits of literary composition.

The softening of initial tenues into medias, or, in the case of the labials, into the semivowels, is found to occur in instances where the modern languages retain the letter in its original Sanskrit grade. Thus वर=पति, राध=पुढा, रघु=पंढा, रत्त=पत्र, राधा=पतिकः. The process appears to have been almost confined to $p$, a letter which, as we shall frequently see in this chapter, is peculiarly weak and liable to change.

On the whole, however, Grimm's law is observed faithfully, and the instances where it is not followed may be regarded as exceptions, in each case of which some special reason exists for
the change; and it may be further observed that the modern languages in no single well-authenticated case follow the Prakrit custom of entirely rejecting the initial or softening it into its corresponding media.

§ 50. It is in medial consonants that the greatest variety of change takes place. They are either retained unaltered, or weakened into softer sounds, tenuis to media, media to semi-vowels and vowels, or they disappear altogether. In the latter instance the consonant sometimes carries away with it the following, and sometimes even the preceding, vowel, so that a whole syllable disappears.

In Prakrit it is stated that there are instances of hardening of medial consonants. This is so opposed to all analogy, and so unsupported by the example of the modern languages, that it may be as well to examine the instances adduced before proceeding to inquire into the three regular processes mentioned above.

Weber expresses himself as doubtful whether the instances of hardening found in the Bhagavati be really genuine, or mere errors of the writer of the manuscript. The instances are jati=yadi and a whole series of words in which it is dimly and indistinctly conjectured that the corruption of a certain Sanskrit word would have produced a media, whereas it is found in the text with a tenuis. These are not decisive proofs; though ingenious, they are based upon conjecture. Jati=yadi is the only bonâ fide instance, and that appears to be an error of the scribe, who has a partiality for \( t \), and sticks it in where it has no right to be. In Saptaśatāka, too, there are only conjectures; as dhakka for sthagayati, where the modern धंकना and झंकना "to cover," seem rather to point to a separate root. It does not follow, because a Prakrit word is interpreted in Sanskrit by a somewhat similar word, that it should be connected therewith; takka is supposed to be either for तंगं or युक्ता, but there is a
root \textit{ta}k which will answer the purpose better than either. From Vararuchi are quoted \textit{vahchha} for \textit{vajjati}, \textit{vuchcch} for \textit{vadga}, \textit{chakka} for \textit{yaksh} (jaksh). These are also vague, and the affiliation of the Prakrit words is not certain. Upon the whole, then, it appears that there are only a few instances of this process, and the majority of those few are doubtful, so that no rule can be founded on them. The analogy of the languages is against it; and where the manuscripts are so carelessly written, and the forms of some of the letters differ so much from those in use in printed works as to mislead the reader, it is safer to suppose a mistake in writing than a systematic violation of analogy.\footnote{Even if it be conceded that the instances quoted are real cases of hardening, it must at the same time be admitted that they are too few to establish a rule, and the discussion of them has therefore been shortened in this work, which, as before mentioned, deals only with Prakrit as a secondary subject in so far as it throws some, though often a confused and misleading, light on the modern languages.}

§ 51. (1.) Proceeding then to the first class in which a single letter is retained unaltered, we find that \textit{c} is the most tenacious of all the tenues. We find \textit{puc}a, \textit{rauc}a, \textit{vac}a, \textit{moac}a, \textit{soac}a, \textit{yac}a, \textit{ac}a, \textit{cuc}, \textit{rac}, in the modern languages, though in Prakrit they all lose the \textit{c}. Thus, \textit{ravnam} appears for \textit{vachanam}, though it also represents \textit{radhanam}, or even \textit{vahna}. The confusion introduced into Prakrit by this omission of consonants renders it very difficult to believe that these dialects were ever really spoken languages.

Vararuchi’s rule (ii. 2) is to the effect that the lenes of the four organs, excluding the cerebrals, are elided: but Bhāmaha’s comment infers from the use of the word \textit{prayas}, or “generally,” that where euphony is satisfied there need be no elision, and he adds the following words in proof of his inference: \textit{sukusman}, \textit{piyogamnam}, \textit{sauciram}, \textit{araigalam}, \textit{atu}la, \textit{adaro}, \textit{aparo}, \textit{aj}a, \textit{sauciramnam}, for \textit{sukusuma}, \textit{piyogamana}, \textit{sacaha}, \textit{apajala},
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atula, ádara, apára, ayaśas, sabhumána. But all these words are compounds, and it is observable that there is much irregularity in their case. Sometimes the first consonant of the latter part of a compound is treated as though still an initial, and escapes elision; while in other cases it is treated as no longer an initial, but a medial, and is elided accordingly. The decision seems to depend on the degree of amalgamation attained by the two elements of the compound; in a word which is well known and frequently used the consonant is elided, showing that though a compound it had got to be treated as a single word; but in those words whose two elements have not so coalesced, as, for instance, in occasional compounds, a sentiment of the separate existence of the two words has operated to preserve the initial of the second from elision. Thus, in a common compound like supurusha, a word of every-day occurrence, the p is elided, and we have suuriso; whereas in the less commonly used compounds quoted above the initial is preserved. I do not think euphony has anything to do with it, because supurusha is quite as easy to pronounce as sukusuma.

Apart from compounds, however, we find instances of retention. Thus, (a) tenues: kotuhalláin, kapolam, iti, vatuna, sutâ, ápela, satam, samiti, and a few others, for kutuhaláni, kapolam, iti, patuna, sutâ, ápélah, satam, samiti; (β) medial: jugubha, gagana, for jugupsa, gagana, and the like. But these are exceptions. The language of the Bhagavati, like Pali, retains single consonants much more frequently than scenic Prakrit, or works written in imitation of it.

In the modern languages, even in Tadbhavas, retention is to be found; as in—

Skr. चप "moving." चंप, in all.
Skr. जाट "matted hair," जाट, in all.
Skr. अप "drowning." H. अपना, अपना, M. जाप, जापें.
Although these words are classed as Tadbbhas, yet it is observable that they differ very little from the Sanskrit form, and are in many cases modern, though not universally so.

I am disposed to think that a single consonant is more often preserved when followed by a long or accented vowel and preceded by a short or unaccented one, than when the reverse is the case. This supposition will be reverted to when all three forms of treatment have been reviewed, and is introduced here in order that the reader may bear it in mind through the next few pages.

It is curious that the letters which we should suppose to be the weakest and most liable to rejection are precisely those which keep their ground most persistently. The nasals, semivowels, sibilants, and ख are almost always retained. Thus, in Prakrit kāla, komala, kusuma, kula, pavana, pairi, pathama, palāsa, mahī, gaha, exhibit these letters in their original state, while if any of the letters of the four vargas had been in those situations they would have been softened or rejected, or in some way or other changed, as will be seen in the next two sections. The modern languages follow the Prakrit lead in this respect with but few deviations. The nasal is the most ineradicable of all; so much so that the insertion of an anusvāra even will generally suffice to preserve a single consonant which would otherwise have disappeared. Compare such words as तान, तारा, ताम, with

1 Literally a man who gets Bauhamsis to hold a sacrifice for fish and pays for it, but in modern times applied to any one who has a right to certain services, as those of the barber, shawmut, etc.
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It will be seen that while the former preserve their semivowels and nasal unchanged throughout all sorts of compounds and derivatives, the latter change their medial consonant in many ways. Thus, from ताल “hand-clapping,” come H. ताल, ताली, and so in all; but from ताप “heat,” we get either ताव or ताउ. It may be surmised that in the effeminate speech of those days, or rather in the fantastically refined utterances of that particular school of writers by whom the plays and Prakrit songs were written, the strong consonants seemed too harsh and grating, and were therefore omitted, while the soft liquid semivowels were retained as not being too stiff or hard to break the delicate warbling cadences in which they so much delighted; and even in the speech of the masses somewhat of this feeling must have prevailed, as we find it to a certain extent true of prose works which are written in a severer style and without any great seeking after euphony.

The changes which the nasals, semivowels, and sibilants undergo are of an organic, not of a positional nature, and will be discussed in their proper place.

§ 52. (2.) The softening of tenues to medie is a very frequent characteristic of genuine Tadbhavas, but it occurs more regularly in some letters than in others; क, ल, प, go regularly into ग, ल, ब, but changes from च into झ are rare, and those from त into द nearly equally so. Examples are—

क into ग.


Skr. शाक “potherb,” Pr. साले, H. साग, P. id., S. सागु.

Skr. घृकट “cart,” Pr. स्युडौड़ौ; H. स्युड, but B., O. लौड़ड़ा, and vulgar हृकड़ी “hackery.”

Skr. कंकाल “skeleton,” H. कंगाळ “starving,” and so in all.
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Skr. कंकण "bracelet," Pr. कंकणो, H. कंगन, and so in all.
Skr. पर्धक "bedstead," Pr. पर्धको, H. परंग, and so in all.

च into ज.

O. also कूंठी.

Skr. काख "glass," M. काग (vulg.).

ट into ठ.

Skr. कट "worm," Pr. कढ़ो, H. कीदा, B., O., P. id., M. कीड़.
किड़ा, G. कीड़ा, S. किड़ा.

Skr. कप्प "cloth" [Pr. कप्पो], H. कप्पा, P. id., S. काप्पो,
G., M. काप्पद, B., O. id.

Skr. कड़ "pan" [Pr. कड़ाहो], H. कड़ाही, P., S. id., G. कड़ा (कड़ाही) कड़े, O. कळाई, कड़ा, कढ़े, B. कड़. कड़ाहे.

Skr. वट "banyan-tree," Pr. वहो, H. वड़, and so in all, but M. and G. वड.

Skr. मारक "hire," H. माड़ा, S. मांडा, in all as H.
Skr. घट "jar," Pr. घड़ो, H. घड़ा, M. घड़ी id., B. id., and so in all.
Skr. घोटक "horse," Pr. घोड़ब्रो, in all घोड़ा.

त into ठ.

जामाता "son-in-law," Pr. जामात, H. दामाद (but through Persian दामाद).

च seldom stops short at च. It would appear that च itself differed very little in sound from च in most parts of India. च therefore modulates into च, and still further into ढ, and sometimes combines with a preceding a or ə into च्र, or च्र. Thus:

Skr. स्वपन "sleeping," Pr. स्विषो, स्विषो, H. सोना, P. सोषा,
S. सुष्पण, G. सुषु, B. सोषति, O. शोरबा.

1 I use this form, and not स्म, because the latter contains a mixed nature, and the sound would consequently disappear; the words in the text could not come from such a form.
Skr. चपने “sowing,” II. बोना, B. चूबन, O. चूरवा.
Skr. श्रय “oath,” Pr. स्वत्स, II. सोह, P. सोंह, S. सुङ्क.
Skr. कपड़े “cowrie,” H. चौड़ी, M. क्वडडी, and so in all.
Skr. ताप “heat,” H. ताव, ताड़, and so in all.
Skr. सपार्टिक “with a quarter,” II. सवा, and so in all.

Vararuchi does not make this rule general in Prakrit, but confines its operation to त, प, and त, giving as examples उदु, रादम, दाद, नीवदि, and others, for रितु, रजतम, अगता, नीरिती, etc. He makes transition from प to व general, and gives instances: सवो, सवाहो, उलरो, नेवसागो, for साप, सापाह, उलापा, अपासार्गा. उपा is universally changed into उरा, and even ना (see § 53). The change of त to द is illustrated by नादो, विदरो, for नाता, विलरा, but there are hundreds of instances to be found in Prakrit works.

§ 53. (3.) Elision is in Prakrit the rule; retention and weakening, to a certain extent, the exceptions. Vararuchi’s rule (ii. 2) is very sweeping, and includes all the unaspirated letters of the four organs, except the cerebrales, as stated before (§ 51). य and ध are added probably because they are so closely connected with ष and च respectively. The instances given are मूलो, नूलो, सूरो, नूरम, नूरम, सू, गौ, रादम, कौ, विनाम, गु, मू, कृ, विलम, रूवन, नूरन, जैम, for मकुल, नकुल, सौगरा, नागरा, वाचनाम, सूचि, गाजा, रजतम, क्रिता, रिवना, गदा, मदा, कुप्रा, विपुला, विद्यन, नवमा, झरा.

The confusion arising in Prakrit from this constant elision is extraordinary; thus, वामा stands for वाचना, वाला, विपुरा, वृा for पदा, वायस, and व्राजा; राज for राधं, राझ; डास for डास
and the accumulation of vowels with no intervening consonant is in striking contrast to the Sanskrit, which tolerates no hiatus. *Juśijja = yuvatijana, uśrūṣāra = uṣṇakā, una = udaka, nirahāra = abhirata, aiśjja = atyriyaka; so that we seem to be listening to some Maori or other Polynesian dialect, rather than to anything Aryan; and I cannot bring myself to believe that the people of India at any stage of their history ever spoke such a form of speech as this.

In the modern languages instances of elision are tolerably frequent, but they do not result in hiatus to such an extent as in Prakrit. Either one of the vowels goes out with the consonant or the two vowels which are left behind coalesce into one, or hiatus is avoided, as it is also in some kinds of prose Prakrit, by the insertion of ñ, ओ, or even ह. For the treatment of vowels in hiatus see §

क्र.

Skr. कोिकल "koil," Pr. कोइल, H. कोइल, P., S. id., G. कोइल, O. कोइल.

Skr. सुवार्क "goldsmith," Pr. सोवार, H. सोवार, सुवार, P. सुवार, S. सोवार, M. सोवार. Similarly are all names of trades ending in कार treated, as कुक्कार "potter," and others.

Skr. सकुल "bud," Pr. नली, H., B. मोल.


Skr. नारिकल "cocoa-nut," Pr. नारिकल, H. नारिकल, M. नारिकल, G. नारिकल, P. नरेलु, नलेश, S. नरेलु and नारेल.

ग्र.

Skr. हिमुष "twofold," Pr. हृदयो, H. हृदया, P. id., S. हृदय, M. हृदय.

Skr. नगर "city," Pr. नगरो, नयरी, H. नेर, G. नयरी.

1 In Old H. नयर—The word is seen in the terminations of a few names of towns, as लिकाले, ल्हाटे.
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Skr. सुगंध "fragrant," Pr. सुबंध, H. सीधा, P. id.
Skr. भेस्नी "sister," H. बहिन (for महिन), P. भीष, बेस्न, S. भेनु, G. बेह्न, M. बहीन, B. चहन, O. भीषी, भेऊ।

च.
Skr. काच "glass," S. काशोः.

ज.
Skr. राजा "king," Pr. राजा, H. राज, राज in all, so also in राजुङल = राजुङल, राज्वृत = राजउत, राजपुर = राजवत.

त.
Skr. पिता "father," Pr. पिया, H. पिद्।
Skr. माता "mother," Pr. माया, H. मा, माई, माउ। See Chap. II. § 43.
Skr. भाता "brother," Pr. भामा, H. भाई.
Skr. घात "wound," Pr. घाणी, H. घाव, घाउ, so in all.
Skr. प्रत "hundred," Pr. सत्र, H., P. सौ (सउ) सैः.

द.
M. खार्म, G. खाथुः, O. खायत, B. खायते.
Skr. रोदन "weeping," Pr. रुष्ण, H. रोना, P. रोणा, S. रुष्णा, G. रूषोः, B. रोरते.
Skr. ह्वदु "heart," Pr. ह्वर्ण, H. ह्वया, P. ह्वयां, ह्वक्रां, S. ह्व्रिं, M. ह्व्य।
Skr. कदन "plantain," H. केला (कयला), P., S., B. id., S. केवळो (diminutive), G. केळुः, कें, M. केतुः.

प.
Skr. प्रापन "getting," H. पाना, though also पाणा, P. पाणया, S. पार्णयुः, G. पार्युः, M. पार्णयः, B. पारते, O. पारबा.
Skr. पिपासु "thirsty," H. पिपासा, so in all.
Skr. दीप "lamp," H. दिया, P. दी भा, M. दिवा, G. दिवो.

T and त are never elided; in non-Aryan words they would naturally hold their own, and in Aryan words they would generally spring from च्र, or न त, and so being already, as it were, on the second step of development, they would not ordinarily be any further corrupted, except in the case of ध which being now in the majority of cases pronounced as a harsh र, is not unfrequently confounded with र; its further change into ज comes under the head of organic changes.

With regard to ब, it must be observed that in Prakrit there is much difficulty in distinguishing between it and ब. It is not correct to say that they are quite identical, however, as some words are always written with ब, others always with ब. Cowell, in his edition of Vararuchi, makes no distinction, putting both letters under ब, and he is to a certain extent justified in this course by his author, who is very hazy on the subject. Bengali and Oriya among the moderns are the only two languages which make no distinction between these two letters, but they make them both into ब. The only notion the Bengali or Oriya peasant has of ब is that it is the same as ब, which again is to him only an pronounced quickly between the two vowels (see what has been said on this subject in Chapter I. § 23). If we wish really to know which words ought to be spelt with ब and which with ब, we must go to the Marathi and Gujarati, which keep the two sounds distinct.

Thus, Sanskrit has ब्र, and not ब्र; though Cowell gives ब्र as the Prakrit, it clearly ought to be ब्र, and M. has accordingly ब्र, and not ब्र.

It is probable, however, that though the distinction undoubtedly exists even in Prakrit, it was not very carefully observed, and if the harder य was softened into a vowel, it is
not likely that ब would escape. Examples are not to be looked for so much in Bengali and Oriya as in the western languages.

व when elided leaves its mark behind in the labial vowel a, and य similarly in the palatal vowel e, in cases where they are both preceded and followed by a, as in aya, aya.

अनि. Prakrit oāra = avatāra, oā a = avakāśa, oimā = avatīma, ohi = avadhī; but ava, arising from softening of apa, does not undergo further change, as avasaina = apakakuna, avarāha = aparādha =, avaraṇha = aparāhna.

अन्य in Prakrit occurs most frequently in the causal verb; thus:

rochemi rochemo,
rochesi rochetho,
rochedi rochenti,

for Skr. rochayāmi, rochayasi, rochayati, etc.

In other positions, however, aya not unfrequently becomes aā by simple elision of the y; examples are jaṇa = jaya, jāa = jāya, aū = aynā, eā = rayas. In these cases it was probably pronounced as j, just as it is in the present day in many parts of India. In the moderns no such process as this is to be found.

§ 54. It is now necessary to inquire why these three processes—retention, weakening, and elision—exist side by side, and what is the law which decides in every case which process shall be followed. It is easy to talk, as some authors do, of the "lawless licence" of Indian etymology; but this is only a confession of ignorance; it amounts to saying that because we cannot find the reasons for any particular change, therefore there are no reasons at all; the blind mole says there is no sun because he cannot see the daylight. Reasons there must be, and it is our business to try and find them out; or at any rate in this early stage of inquiry into the elements of the modern Indian languages, we may perhaps be satisfied if we can point out some slight indications which, if followed up hereafter, may lead
later inquirers to a discovery of the full and perfect system. The following hints are given in this hope, and do not pretend to be anything more than hints.

The cases of retention from their form are nearly all seen to be Tatsamas, or such very late Tadbhavas that they have not yet had time to make any great divergence from the Tatsama form. The principal difficulty lies between weakening and elision. The Prakrits may be cleared away at once by saying that they always elide, and we may further get rid of the cerebinals, which are never elided. The inherent weakness of उ, which leads it almost always to be softened into the semi-vowel, places this letter also on a different footing from the rest. When it has become ध, and by a step further ध्र, ध्र, and ज, its total elision becomes rather a question of vowels than of consonants. Thus, प्राप्ति having become पाउना, the further change to पाना is a matter of vowels, and more especially in those languages where the verbal base ends in a vowel, while the termination begins with one, as in the case of Bengali ite, ilām, or Sindhi inu, inilo; where, to avoid too great a clash of vowels, the u naturally disappears. The same remarks apply in a still greater degree to ब, as has been pointed out in the preceding section. The semivowels, nasals, sibilants, and ड, do not come within the scope of this inquiry, as they are seldom if ever elided, except ध and ब, for which we should probably understand ज and ब, and they cannot be weakened, as they have no corresponding weak letters, being in fact medials themselves; consequently their changes are not positional but organic.

Having cleared the way somewhat by getting rid of the above-mentioned classes, there remain ढ, ग; च, झ; त, and द; and in the case of these six letters the rule appears to be that they are generally elided when preceded by a long or accented vowel, generally retained if medial, or weakened into medias if tenues, when preceded by a short or unaccented vowel.
Contrast *kókila, khádanam, ródhanam,—where the preceding vowel is long, and in which therefore the consonant is elided, sometimes even together with the following vowel, as *kó̄l, khá́, ré̀ná,—with *kapóla, kudá, chakó̀ra, which are followed by a long vowel, and in which, therefore, the consonant is retained, as kapét, kau, kudhi, chakor. By the operation of this rule *hrisāya, *kudáli, prúpanam, kúpa, rá́já, súchá, ví́já, lose the single consonant altogether, as shown in the last section. It would further appear that when two long or accented syllables come together, the intervening consonant goes out. Thus, in the class of words expressive of trades, kumbhákúra, sútrádhára, become kumbhá (through kumbhár), chhútára; and even where a short vowel intervenes, as sváròpákúra = sonár, báhákúra = báhár. Again, there are cases where the word having been in existence in Prakrit has elided its consonant in accordance with Prakrit rules, such as mákula = maul, maúl, sugandhá = saundhá. Even here there is sometimes a tendency to revert to the rule above, as in nakulá, “a weasel,” which should by rule retain its consonant; having, however, lost it in Prakrit, the preceding vowel is lengthened, and we have necul, neul, etc. The words pitá, mátá, are oxytone, but having lost their t in Prakrit they remain without it in modern times. There might seem to be an exception in *deigóna, but deí has first become dá; thus, dúgóna is like kókila, and the consonant goes out. Further instances are súkára = skár, káka = kaúvá (i.e. kāta + ā, the form kāya given in § 52 is rare and well-nigh obsolete), sútákóta = súvór, S., (i.e. sóvór), where the t is elided through the preceding long vowel, and the k through Prakrit influence, *jápará = júpá.

On the other hand, the consonant is retained in a number of words derived from Sanskrit causals because the accent is on the first vowel of the causal characteristic: békóláti, rékóláti, sújóláti, form bévá, révá, mává. In the causal verbs which retain still a causal signification, the causal characteristic
appears as long a, as in chalâna; in the above verbs it does not appear, though it leaves its mark behind in the retention of the consonant, which would otherwise be rejected, because preceded by a long vowel. Compare ronâ, from rodanam, with rupnâ, from ropâ; also chhâna, from chhâdanam, with bâjnâ, from vûdây.

The difficulty in this theory is that it was formerly stated (Chap. I., § 7) that early Tadbhavas—i.e. words which had come down through the medium of Prakrit—were distinguished by the fidelity with which they retained the accent, and it is part of this hypothesis that Prakrit also retained the accent. Yet here we find words retaining the accent, that is, showing traces of having felt its influence, and, therefore, having been in existence at a time when the Sanskrit accent was still known and heard, and which should, therefore, agree in form with Prakrit words, which yet do not agree in form with Prakrit. The words in § 53, where elision is practised, do, it is true, agree, but not those in § 52, where the consonant is merely weakened. Such forms, for instance, as H. saigar, Pr. saudho; H. sây, Pr. sâo, seem to militate against the above theory. To this it may be replied, that the fact of the divergence of Prakrit in this respect from the modern languages is an additional argument in favour of the theory of the unreal and merely literary character of the constant elisions in that language, and that it is chiefly in Prakrit poetry that these elisions are found; in Prakrit prose they are much less frequent, and in Pali and the earlier forms of Prakrit they are almost unknown. Still, I must confess that this theory of the effect of the accent and the relation between long syllables and the preservation or elision of consonants, though it will probably eventually turn out to be correct, is at present in rather a crude state, and will require to be worked out at greater length when fuller materials are available.

§ 55. The rejection of the final inherent a in the very large
class of Sanskrit nouns which end with that vowel, has had the effect of producing a great number of words with consonantal endings in the modern languages; and, following Grimm's law, we should expect that Sanskrit words ending in \( ga, ja, da, ba \), would have the consonants hardened to \( k, ch, t, p \), respectively. The fact is, however, the reverse. Occasionally we find instances where this does take place, as in Marathi दाप for द्राप, but these are not numerous. The cause of this appears to be that the final \( a \) was retained till very recent times. In poetry it is even now required to be pronounced, and in Bengali and Oriya, though not heard in ordinary rapid talking, directly a man speaks slowly and distinctly, the short final \( a \), there changed to \( o \), becomes audible. Thus, it has happened that these letters have always been regarded as medials, and treated as such, with a tendency to weakening rather than strengthening. On the other hand, in those Sanskrit nouns which end in a consonant, it is generally only the nominative case to which the description applies; the other cases having vocalic case-endings lose the consonantal type, and in Prakrit (Var. iv. 6) we have the absolute rule that a final consonant is always elided. Thus, Skr. सारित् "a river," becomes in Old Hindi सरिता.

The majority of instances of consonantal endings wherein a soft or sonant letter has been hardened is to be found in Panjabi, where Persian and Arabic words have been so long in use. These words having in those languages a true consonantal ending have in some instances been hardened. It is true that in Arabic the nouns have technically their vowel case-endings in the shape of tanwin; but, as is well known, tanwin has for many centuries been a mere grammarian's fiction. No Arab ever says rajabun, rajulun, rajulan, in conversation, whatever he may do when reading the Kur'an; so that practically these words met the ear of the Panjabi as true consonantly terminated words, and he has hardened the final
consonant in some cases. Thus, he says विताप for कनाब, मध्यि for श्रेष्ठ, मध्यि for श्रेष्ठ, and the like. The same practice is also occasionally found in Aryan words, as पति “dignity,” from पदः संप “service,” from सेव (i.e. सेव). The same process exists also in Sindhi, in spite of the fact that in that language all nouns without exception end in a vowel. This vowel is often so short and light as hardly to be audible.

But on the whole the hardening of final consonants is rare and not sufficiently regular to constitute a rule, though we are justified by analogy in supposing that if consonantal endings were more frequent the process of hardening would be more often evident.

§ 56. Organic changes for the most part operate without reference to the organ, being found nearly as often in initial as in medial consonants. They are also in many cases confined to particular languages or dialects.

In the case of the gutturals there appear to be no organic changes in the Prakrits or modern languages, with the exception of the compound च (क + छ). In Sanskrit a connexion appears to exist between the letters of this organ and the palatals. When a verb beginning with a guttural is reduplicated, the corresponding palatal is used: चुट “to sever,” = चुकुट; गम “to go,”= गम. It is probably this practice, taken in connexion with the similar custom in nouns of changing च when terminating a base into क before certain case-endings, as वाक, चाच, चाच, that has led to the commonly received idea that the genitive postposition in Marathi, चा, is derived from or connected with the corresponding Hindi का. If this be so, we should expect to find that क was regularly replaced by च in Marathi. After considerable search, however, I am unable to find any such instance. If, then, the above supposition be correct, it must be an isolated case.

It must be remembered that the modern languages have
almost entirely abandoned the Sanskrit verbal system, and form
their verbs from one or two tenses only of the Sanskrit verb,
chiefly from the present tense and certain participles and verbal
nouns, so that the reduplication of the ancient verb would not
be reproduced in modern speech. Similarly the noun takes for
its base one form, and that generally the nominative case of
the Sanskrit; so that here also the euphonic changes required
by the structural peculiarities of that language would not be
reproduced.

The solitary instances of II. काका and चाचा “uncle,” and
O., B. चास = ठाप, are all that can be brought forward, and
काका, though an Aryan word, comes into the modern lan-
guages through the Persian.

§ 57. In connexion with the palatals, however, there is
another and, at first sight, less explainable tendency. In a
considerable class of words they modulate into cerebrals or
dentals, that is to say, into one or other of the departments
of the lingual range of sounds. The instances of बामाता,
II. अमाद्र, and धी = ध्री, have been mentioned above (§ 49).
A more widespread example is afforded by a class of words
meaning “to press,” “stamp,” and the like. The earliest
type of this group is perhaps the Skr. root कष, or कष, which
is said to mean “to go”; but after making all due allowance
for the copiousness of Sanskrit, every third root in that lan-
guage can hardly mean “to go,” though the lexicographers
calmly assert that it is so. Perhaps this root is only a dialectic
form of चपय, the causal of चि “to strike,” which would well
enough agree with the modern meanings, “to stamp,” “press,”
“tap,” etc., in this way that stamping would naturally be
defined as the act of causing a seal or stamp to strike the
paper or other article. This idea will not appear unreasonable
or far-fetched to those who remember how constantly ideas
which in European languages are expressed by simple verbs
are in the Indian languages rendered by causals, or rather by words which still retain a causal form; thus, "to call" or "summon," वुना, causal of वोना, i.e. "to cause to speak," as उसको वुनाश्रो "call him," in full, "cause him to (come and) speak (to me)"); दवाना "to drown anything," causal of दवना "to sink," i.e. "to cause anything to sink"; चोता "to rescue," causal of चना "to escape," "be saved," i.e. "to cause one to escape"; समहाना "to explain," from समहान "to understand," i.e. "to cause to understand"; and very many others.

With the palatal initial, then, we have: Hindi काप "a stamp" or "seal"; काप "a stamp," "an edition of a work," also the sектarial marks stamped by Hindus on various parts of their bodies; कापना "to print"; कापती "a seal" or mark made of cowdung and put on a heap of grain to prevent its removal; कप "a splash," or sound made by an object striking the water, and derivative पाक "a splash," "squash"; कपक the same; कपाना "to dash or splash water"; कपरी "a puddle"; and other words.

As one of the senses of फ़िच is "to disappear," the causal would mean "to cause to disappear," i.e. "to hide," hence with the i-sound comes फ़िपाना "to hide," फ़िपना "to lie hid," फ़िपाप or फ़िपाट "concealment." These words are also written with o; from the cognate idea of "covering" comes फ़िपर "a thatch" or "thatched roof," फ़िपरखट "a bedstead with curtains," फ़िपकी "a lizard," from its hiding in crevices of walls, etc.

With rejection of the aspirate, by no means an unusual process in the vulgar speech, we get a long array of words, which may, however, be referred also to Sanskrit चाप, causal of फ़िच "to heap," "to collect." This फ़िच, however, is probably even in Sanskrit connected with फ़िच, and some of the meanings

---

Footnote: From this word comes the new vulgar expression, "foot-shop," meaning the best kind of any article, that which bears the highest stamp.
of the following words agree better with the latter than with the former. It is easy to see the connexion between all these meanings. To strike, press down, press a covering down over anything, cover, conceal, hide; from pressing down by another turn of thought come the ideas of pressing down into a vessel, heaping up and pressing tight together, collecting in a heap, squeezing, and the like. From one primary idea the Aryan mind runs off down many radiating lines of thought, so that derivatives widely apart in meaning now-a-days may often be clearly traced to one central root.

काप "a bow" (also in Skr.). चापड़ा "cake of cowdung," made by stamping and flattening the dung between the hands. चापना "to stuff," "press," "squeeze." चाप "the lock of a gun,"—that part, to wit, which is pressed down on the nipple. It also means the stocks, or other instrument of punishment.

चलाती "a chapatty," or thin cake of unleavened bread, made by patting and flattening dough with the hands. चपटा or चिपटा "flat." चपताना "to flatten." Then a string of words with the meanings of being pressed close to, adhering, clinging.

चिपटा "clammy," "viscous." चिपटना "to stick to," चिपकना the same; also "to be compressed." चिमटा "tongs." चिमटना "to cling to" (you say to a child, मत चिमटो "Don't tease!").

चंपक "a tightly-fitting coat or cassock" (the French soutane). चंपरास "a buckle," subsequently "a badge." From the idea of repression comes चपना "to be abashed" or "shamefast," "to be silent"; चुप "silence!" चुपरहना "to be silent." I omit a vast host of derivatives which would occupy several pages.

Marathi has काप, कापण, कापा, कापण; कपवण, कपप; कपर, कपाद; and with च, चाप, चापट "squat," "dumpy"; चापटी "to flatten by beating"; and the usual quantity of derivatives. With ज: जिपण, जिपड़ा, जिपड़, जिपड़ण; जिपण; जिपण; जिपण; जिपण; जिपण; also चिपइण "to crush," "squeeze." चिपड़ा "a mass of pulp." चिपड़ण the same as in M. छ regularly reappears as छ; we
may here perhaps affiliate शिवश "to thatch" (H. श tep.), which should be kept distinct from शिवश "to sew," which is from Skr. सीव. शिवश "to sprinkle," is probably from Skr. शि "to throw"; but this root also may be no more than an ancient causal of शि "to strike." To follow up this thread would, however, lead us too far away from the present subject.

In Panjabi most of the words quoted under Hindi occur. It is useless to repeat them.

Sindhi gives कप "eyelid"; also the cognate sense of "thatch," which is probably the primary one, that of "eyelid" being secondary and metaphorical; कप "the crouching of a beast of prey," as in कप मैरि बहु "to lie in ambush"; कप, कप, कप, कप; and with च: चाप "to press or shampoo the limbs," चाप "a knot" or "lump," चाप "a tredle," चाप "a flat clod of earth or plaster," चप "a wedge," चप "a chapras," चप "a lever," च प "to press," "mash," चप "flat," चप "to."

Gujarati has the principal words given under Hindi, and perhaps the whole of them, if the dictionary-maker had only put them in his book. In Bengali are found चयार, चयार, चयार, चयार, "to conceal"; चयार "suppressed," "concealed," चयार "a cork" or "stopper," चयार "to hide," चयार "pulp"; and with च: चयार "the open palm of the hand," चयार "a blow with the palm," "a slap," चयार "a chapkan" or "cassock," चयार "to weigh down" or "press in a vice," चयार "a clod," "block," "lump," "burden," चयार "to print," चयार "curdled," "coagulated," चयार "clod"; with च: चयार, चयार "to squeeze," "express juice," "wring out water," चयार "to cling to," and derivatives in crowds.

Lastly, Oriya has the same words as the other languages; also छपम "a signet ring," छप "a slap," छप "muddy," "viscous," "slimy," छप "the running or blotting of ink on paper."

The above instances prove the existence of a large group of
words with a palatal initial, which are probably connected with the Sanskrit roots फँ “to throw” (vulgar English “to shy”) with its two ancient causals कपय and लिपय. This extensive group has for its fundamental meaning “to press,” and includes all the varied forms of pressing, as stamping, sealing, crushing, flattening, clinging, beating, and the secondary ideas of repressing, suppressing, compressing, and impressing.

We also find an equally large and varied group beginning with a lingual, either त or त, and running parallel to the palatal group in all its meanings. This group contains the following leading words: Hindi टफँ “post-office,” i.e. place where letters are stamped, टफँल “letter-post” (टफँ + आजय = “stamping-house”), टफँक “throbbing,” “dripping,” टफँक “a drop of rain,” टफँका “to drop,” “drip,” टफँडी “the stocks,” टफँना and टफँपा “to bury,” “cover with earth,” टफँ “a tap,” “sound of beating,” टफँ “a tap,” “al” “coak,” टफँपा “to tap,” “flatten,” “beat down,” टफँक “a sledge-hammer,” टफँ “pressing,” also “a note of hand” or “bill,” टफँपा “to press,” टफँ “a cork” (comp. B. फँली), टफँ “a die” or “stamp,” टफँना “to beat.”

Marathi टफँका “to drip,” टफँपर and other derivatives; टफँ. टफँल “post-office,” टफँ. टफँरेप, टफँपरेप, टफँपरेप “to nail or peg down,” टफँसी “butting,” टफँण “a note,” टफँण “to note down,” also “to dab,” “daub,” “smear,” टफँरी “stocks,” also टफँका, टफँका, टफँपरेप, etc.

Sindhi टफँ “tapping,” टफँ टफँ “to beat out metals,” “to seal,” “to print,” टफँणी “stamping,” “printing,” टफँ “a nail.”

Bengali टफँपचि “dripping rain,” टफँ “a tap,” टफँ

1 See also a series of words of the types टफँ प, टफँ ब, and टफँ, with the central idea of “compressing,” at No. (7) of § 26.

2 This word, though apparently Aryan, is not much used in Northern India, though it is the common word in Madras and the South for our ordinary word dab,—the name of the place having been extended to the whole system.
“a coop,” टिप, टोप, and टूप as verbal roots with the same meanings as above, टीप “a bond” or “note of hand,” टेप, टेप्ला “to squeeze,” टोपारें “to distil,” टोपान “fallen in drops,” “distilled.”

Oriya टिपङ्गा “to press,” “pinch,” टिप “a bond,” टिप्पणा “a finger mark” or “notch.”

The other languages, Panjabi and Gujarati, have in general the same class of words as Hindi.

It is evident that there is some similarity and, to all appearance, close connexion between these two groups of words. The latter group has the sense of pressing, stamping, tapping, beating, dropping, dripping, and the like, which are too akin to the senses of the group in च to be mere accidental resemblances.

A few other instances may here be added:

Skr. चंचु “beak,” H. चोंच and ठोंठ, O. चाष, ठोर, B. ठोर.

H. टाट “canvass” (perhaps Skr. चाँच), B. टाट and घट, O. घट.

H. छोकडा “boy,” O. टोका (Skr. शावक).

Skr. हाँष “cultivation,” O. चामस and तास.

We may also compare with this the change from H. चालीस “forty,” to रक्तालीस “forty-one,” पंतालीस “forty-five.” This change takes place throughout the forties in Panjabi, Si., Gujarati, but not in Marathi or Oriya, and only in two words, तेतालिस, पंतालिस, in Bengali.

The substantive verb in Oriya has two forms, छोक्का, and छेट or छट, and it might be thought in the light of the remarks in this section that there was some connexion between the two. This would, however, be an erroneous supposition. The former, like B. आक्क, Tirhut के, G. के, and several others, is from च्वत्ति, Prakrit from a Skr. root च्व “to appear”; whereas the latter is from पयति, root पूत. The व is still preserved in B. वट, this is shown by the fact that this tense has त in all three persons, sing. चट, छट, घट, pl. छट, घट, अटनि, which
it could not have were it derived from चक्र. It may not
be premature here to state that I find four Sanskrit roots
regularly used as auxiliaries or substantive verbs by the
moderns, viz. भाष, चक्र, भू and खा, and that the root वृत्त is
not used in this way by any of the languages: thus while O.
achhi is in Oriya used to define a present or past, just like the
H. hai, as in hēvachhi "he is becoming," dekhā achhi "he has
seen," afe is used alone, and never as an auxiliary; in fact, in
Bengali চড়, the sole remaining trace of this verb, has nearly
lost its verbal meaning, and is now merely an emphatic affirm-
ative, "it is so," "truly," "indeed," and the like.

The further extension of the principle of this connexion may
perhaps result in fixing the derivation of many words whose
origin is at present obscure. If asked to account for the con-
nexion between two sounds at first sight so widely opposed, I
would refer to similar conditions in other languages; as, for
instance, the substitution of η for σ in Attic Greek, as μέλιτα, θάλαττα, for μέλισσα, θάλασσα. The Indian palatals have a
sibilant element in them, which justifies the comparison. So
also in Latin we have the confusion between c when used as a
palatal, and t, as in vitium, otium, solatum, also formerly
written vicium, oceum, solacium, which rests undoubtedly upon
a connexion with k (written c). Among modern languages the
type of example of the Spanish may also be adduced where c before
the palatal vowels e and i is pronounced as th, ciereto is pro-
nounced thiereto, Cesare, Thesare, and even z shares the same
fate, as in zapeto, zelo, =thapato, thelo.

From the same cause arises that defect in speaking called a
lisp, which renders some Englishmen unable to pronounce
sibilants or palatals otherwise than as half-obscured linguals.
But whereas in England this is only an individual and personal
peculiarity, in Spanish it becomes a law. The people of Madrid
all lisp, not only in pronouncing the c and z, but also in s: one
cannot express in writing the peculiar sound they give to the
s in such words as *esta, usted*; it is something like *chta, uhle*. So also, to go to a different age, and family of languages, the Chaldeans and Syrians lip the Semitic *š* as in Heb. *šálosh*, Chal. *teilath*, Syr. *tloth*, "three"; Heb. *šemoneth*, Chal. *temúnei*, Syr. *tuone*, "eight," etc.

The origin of this confusion must probably be sought for in the construction of the organs of speech. The position of the tongue in uttering the palatals is not a very natural or simple one. In uttering a palatal the contact is effected by that part of the tongue which lies a very little above the tip touching that part of the palate which is just above the teeth, in other words, the inner surface of the gum. If in attempting to form this contact, the tip of the tongue itself is used, instead of that part of it which lies immediately above and adjacent to the tip, we get at once the lingual sound. Any one may satisfy himself of this by actual experiment. In the case of sibilants the transition is still simpler; in pronouncing *s* we touch the gum with a part of the tongue just above that part which is used in pronouncing the palatals; but we touch the gum so lightly, and with the tongue so broadened out, that we do not stop the outward flow of the breath completely; it *oozes* forth with that hissing sound which, whether in the human organ or in any other machine, invariably results from the rapid flow of air through a contracted passage. If, when the tongue is in the position necessary for the utterance of *s*, it be suddenly pressed close to the gum so as to effect complete contact, we hear the sound *t*; so that the difference between *s* and *t* rests not in the position of the organs, but in the degree of contact. When the palatals the contact is also loose, so that they may, in this respect, be brought under the same rule as the sibilants. Hence, in the case of a child who has not yet obtained complete mastery over his organs of speech, the natural impulse is to press the tongue firmly against the gum, so that he says "tee" for "see," "tell" for "shell," "tuch" for "such," and so on.
§ 58. As further illustrative of the close connexion between the palatals and sibilants, a peculiarity of Marathi may be here introduced, which may be also detected in Bengali, and perhaps sporadically in some of the other languages. च in Marathi, whether originally existing in Sanskrit or arising from a Prakrit corruption of छ, concerning which see Chapter IV., is almost universally changed into छ or स.

Examples:

Skr. दबु “sugar-cane,” Pr. उबकू, M. उस, but H. चाब.
Skr. घच “a bear,” Pr. रिक्को, M. रीस, but H. रीक.
Skr. कुच “belly,” Pr. गक्को, M. कुस, but H. कोस.
Skr. चच “field,” Pr. छरत, M. छत, but H. छत.
Skr. घर “knife” (also खर), Pr. कूरी, M. सूरी, but H. कूरी.
Skr. प्रक “to ask,” Pr. पुक्क, M. पुस्स, but H. पूक्का.
Skr. मत्त “fishing,” Pr. मक्को, M. मासा, but H. माक.
Skr. मबिका “fly,” मबिख आ, M. माशी, but H. मक्की, B. माकी.
Skr. पश्ताण “repentance,” Pr. पछ्तावो, M. पश्ताबें, H. पक्ताव.

G. पश्ताव, B. पश्ताि.

 (?) Skr. चीखाल “destroyed house,” M. गंट्र “whore,” H. जिकाल, B. id.

It will be observed that छ is used before the palatal vowels, as in छिट, माशी, गंट्र, but स in all other positions.

Bengali, though retaining च in writing, often especially among the lower orders pronounces स, thus चैक “he is,” is pronounced चाक, माक “a fish,” माक, चाक “near,” कास. In eastern Bengal, where the pronunciation reaches the utmost limits of corruption, chh is regularly sounded as s, and in that dialect of Bengali spoken in Assam, which now passes for an independent language, not only has the s sound driven out the chh, but has in many cases still further passed into h.2

1 House of ill fame, with the sense transferred from the house to the inhabitants.
2 I give the derivation merely as a guess.
3 As the ordinary Bengali have got into the habit of pronouncing स as श.
In none of the languages except Marathi, however, does this custom prevail so universally as to amount to a rule. Of course if Bengali dictionary-makers or pandits would only let us see that language as it really is, we might find that the practice was far more frequent than was at first supposed; but as matters stand at present, the natural and regular developments of the language are all set down as vulgarisms, and no one is allowed to know anything about them, except it be in order to laugh at them.

§ 50. The connexion between dentals and cerebrals rests on the principle, which I shall do my best to prove in this section, that these two classes of sounds are really the weaker and stronger branches respectively of one and the same group, which, as being produced by the instrumentality of the tongue, may be comprehended under the general name of linguals. From the nature of the case it might be anticipated that Sanskrit, in its polished or classical stage, would incline to the use of the softer, or dental branch, while on the other hand the popular speech, as represented by the Prakrits, would adhere to the harsher or cerebral forms. It will be seen in the sequel how far this anticipation is borne out by facts.

Before taking into the discussion the modern languages, it is necessary here to set down an abstract of what is stated by writers in, or on, the Prakrits, on this head.

Varnaruci does not make the use of the cerebral in Prakrit into a distinct rule, he treats the instances where such use occurs as individual cases, and consequently writes in his least critical mood on this point. In ii. 8, he gives prahisaro, rediso, when they wish to express the pure dental sound of s, they usually write ṣ, thus कुचु "a nail," स्मृचु "that see the class of 465) would be pronounced ṣāṅka, कुसार "carpenter," स्मृवधार "prom. yoke." Ignorant people introduce this ष in place where स should be written, thus one may see मुक्लमान "monk," कुस "knee," and the like.
padā, for pratisa, vetasa, patāka. Of these three the first belongs to the usual treatment of prati, which I have explained in Chapter IV. Vetasa is a genuine Aryan word connected with vīlex, vīlis, Pers. 𐎂, Gr. ἴρεα, O.G. wīla, our willow. Here the transition into l in English points back to Latin salis; Anglo-Saxon has seal1 and weig, and the l in all these perhaps indicates that the original form was that with the cerebral d, so that the Prakrit reḍiso would appear to be a truer pronunciation than the Skr. vetasa. Patāka is a formation from the root pat, which, as will be shown hereafter, is always in Pr. pad. Here, again, the Teutonic forms fallen, fleṭten, vallen, with their radical l, seem to show that the cerebral letter is the original.

Vararuchi ii. 35, dolā, daṇḍo, daṇanao, for Skr, dolā, daṇḍa, dasana. Here the harsher pronunciation is presumably the elder of the two.

ReadWrite is everywhere substituted for न throughout the scenic Prakrits.

Lassen § 38 says, "ut न in Ṛ, ita त in Ṛ, Ṛ in Ṛ sapius abit," but he adds no illustrations, and his remark seems even by the light of Vararuchi and other Pr. grammarians to be too sweeping. Hoefer has collected many passages from the plays (pp. 55, 62); in the latter passage he says of Ṛ, "Rarissime in linguali transit."

On the whole, the practice of scenic Prakrit may be thus summed up, that त rarely, if ever, is represented as र; but that र, whether original, or arising from a softening of त, is not unfrequently replaced by Ṛ, and न is universally disused, न everywhere appearing.

As types of other descriptions of Prakrit, instances from Bhagavati and Saptasataka may be given.

Skr. गत appears in the former work in the three forms of गह, गघ, गघ. This त, however, is not radical, and its change

1 Our willow tree.
to छ is valuable only as helping to the elucidation of the छ of the past participle in some of the modern languages.

Skr. धर्मन is धर्मण throughout, and so in the Saptasū, as also in sceneic Pr.

A curious set of words occurs about which there is some doubt. eqyatt, eqyattena, eqyattenti, eqyattisanti, eqyattuna, etc. If these are to be referred to the root सत, we have a clear case of the cerebral standing for a Skr. dental. The word annpari-
yattai, however, is referred to the root तत् "to wander," and in the passage where it occurs the meaning seems to be "wanders restlessly about" (sich herummüht, Weber). The y is explained as being substituted for the Sandhi, but this is unsatisfactory. In the passages in which these words are found, sometimes the meaning of तत्, sometimes that of यत्, is more appropriate. It were no great stretch to assume that both roots are originally one; the meaning of yat "to labour," is closely akin to that of wandering, or moving; and we thus have two parallel roots in which the original cerebral is better preserved in the Pr. than in Skr.

At p. 413 of his article on the Bhagavati, Weber states that the substitution of the cerebral for the dental often occurs, chiefly through the influence of preceding r or ri. With all due deference, however, to such high authority, a careful perusal of the Prakrit text by no means bear\(\text{t}\) out this assertion. The dental\(\text{s}\) of Sanskrit appear to be quite regularly retained in all places where there is no disturbing influence at work. This might be expected from the style of the work, which, as the editor remarks in another place, holds a middle position between Pali and the Prakrit of the plays, besides being undoubtedly rather of the Māgadhī than of the Maha-
rādhā type, and consequently more disposed to retain the Sanskrit consonants in their true and proper form. Those cases where the cerebral is due to the influence of r or ri come under the head of the mixed nexus, and are treated in Chap. IV.
They have, of course, nothing to do with the present inquiry, which is confined to cases where the latter stands alone in the word. ः is not in this work universally substituted for ः, as in scenic Prakrit, though the substitution is tolerably frequent.

The Saptasataaka, whatever be its date, is a composition of a different type entirely from the Bhagavati. It is a collection of little chansons or love-verses, and its phonetic system is similar to that of scenic Prakrit, and probably just as artificial.

Indeed, in Song 2 of the collection it is expressly inferred that the language employed was not generally intelligible.1 That this work represents a collection of popular songs is highly improbable. Weber says (p. 44) that the linguals (i.e. cerebrals) appear frequently in the stead of dentals, even without any perceptible cause, but the elaborate index of words at the end of the book contradicts this statement. The cases where a cerebral occurs for the Skr. dental are comparatively few. The root इह occurs for इह, and a few others which will be given below, but these cases are the exception; the rule is the reverse. This might be expected when it is remembered that the Prakrit of these songs affects above everything an effeminate softness and liquid flow. Judging from what one sees and hears of popular music in India at present, the most probable conclusion is that these verses were meant to be sung by dancing-girls, who are carefully taught and trained in music and singing. Though to our taste they appear almost pointless, yet to the native mind the little dash of feeble wit, with its undertone of indecency, when aided by the lascivious postures and piercing glances of the dancing-girls, would be irresistibly

1 The lines are—

मध्ये प्रेमकाव्यम्
प्रेममेव ने नृ ने दोषः
क्रियासृवहि नाम तु
कुमारे, करते न लघुमा।

"They who know not how to read or hear the sweet Prakrit verse, (when) they practice the mysteries of love, how shall they not be ashamed?"
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Although they are full of allusions to rural scenery and occupations, they appear to bear no greater marks of being real songs of the peasantry, than the insipid couplets of the bergers and bergères of Louis XIV.'s court did to the utterances of the gaunt starving peasantry of France at that epoch. The Prakrit of the Saptasataka is not in any sense the parent of any modern Indian vernacular, while that of the Bhagavati and the religious works generally may be. Its value for philological purposes is very small.

The Prakrit of the people was not this emasculated stuff. When a pure popular Prakrit word does occur in these songs, it is generally in the same form as that in which it occurs in sterner works, such as the Jain texts, but the author ruthlessly massacres consonants and long vowels to suit his rhyme or rhythm, or to secure a more harmonious turn to his verse.

In the matter of cerebrals, गिँठ stands for गङ्ग. through the influence of the preceding र; words like ठाणो, for खान, also occur where the rejection of the sibilant has harshened the pronunciation, though घाण and the like are also found. पठम for प्रथम, पठदर्थ for प्रतिरथ, and the like, are also due to the influence of the र. शिष्टन for शिष्ठन is a genuine instance of cerebralization, so is वडाध्र = पत्तक; also the root वड, everywhere for पत् "to fall." It may be safely asserted, therefore, that the transition of dentals to cerebrals is not so universal or general a process in Prakrit as has been assumed, and that where it is found there is in each case some special reason in the original form of the root, or in some other peculiarity, which accounts for it. In making this generalization, however, it must be borne in mind that as yet only a limited number of Prakrit texts has been examined; further research may render it necessary to modify this opinion considerably.

The modern languages present at first sight an inextricable chaos and confusion. There are cases (a) where the Sanskrit has the dental, Prakrit and the moderns the cerebral; (β)
where Sanskrit has dental, Prakrit cerebral, and the moderns dental; (γ) where Sanskrit and Prakrit have dental, the moderns cerebral; (δ) Sanskrit cerebral, Prakrit the same, but the moderns dental. There are also instances in which two words, apparently cognate, differ only in this letter: one having the cerebral, the other the dental. In the effort to educe some system out of this chaos, a large number of words will now be given, grouped together, as far as possible, under some general root, so that the reader may be in a position to judge of the correctness of the deductions which will be made after the words have been given, as well as to form deductions for himself.

(1.) Skr. पट "fall," cognate roots probably पट्त and पट्त; Pr. पट, पट, पट्त: Var., Sapt., Bh. id.  H. पट्ता "to fall," and numerous derivatives; पटव "halting-place;" पटति "fallow land," etc.  M. पटव "to fall," and derivatives; G. पटवृ, S. पटव, B. पटव, O. पडव. From these must be distinguished a large class of words derived from this root through the noun पट. Even in Skr. we find the forms पट and पट are Prakritisms from पट. This class owes its cerebral to the r of patra. Such are H. पटा, पटा, पटव, पटव, पटव, पटव, पटव. Here also is to be referred पटव or पटव "a town." The Skr. form is पट; and in M. both forms are found; the form पट is probably the original, from पट "a leaf," whence H. पटव "to thatch with leaves. Patra or patra means apparently "a thatched town," or an assemblage of thatches. The M. and H. पट "a town," may also be connected with this root, as also पटव "a ward or division of a town."

(2.) Skr. डप "to collect, to press together," (cf. डप्प, डिप्प, डिप्प, डिप्प, डिप्प, डिप्प, etc. Bepp's Gloss.), Pr. not found. H. डवन, डवन, डवन, डवन, M. डवन, etc., B. डवन, O. डवन, G. डवनू, P. डवनू, S. डवनू; all these words have the general sense of press, depress, put press.

4 But see Caldwell, *Rev. Gen.* p. 443, with whom I cannot agree.
Perhaps the following are also from the same root, H., M. दब्बा “puddle” (collection of water), H. द्वत “spoon” (collecting instrument), H. द्रम, M. id., and द्रम “oil-pot of leather,” H. द्र “power, strength,” H. द्रिफ्या “box,” O. id., B. द्रिया, etc.

(3) Skr. द्र ि “to bite or sting.” Pr. द्र, Var., Sapt., Bhag. nowhere द्र, H. द्र, द्रक, M. द्र, B., O., G. id.; but far more common are H. द्र, द्रांक, द्रांस, द्रांस; M. द्र, द्रस, द्रम, द्रांस (acid), द्रांच, द्रांच; (G. id.) द्रांस, द्रांसस; B. द्रांस, द्रांस; O. द्रिविया, S. द्रांस, द्रांस, द्रांस, पृंस, पृंस, P. id. In connexion with this root is द्रांविया, a Prakritized form of द्रिविया, which in the moderns appears as H. द्रां “tooth,” द्रां “heard,” S. द्रां, द्रां, द्रां; G. द्रां, द्रां, B. द्रां, द्रां; but, on the other hand, P. द्रां, द्रां, द्रां, म. द्रां, द्रां, and O. द्रां, द्रां.

I am disposed to range here also Skr. द्रिविया “a witch,” “female demon,” which has the two forms द्रिविया and द्रिविया in all the languages. M. has also द्रिविया, the idea is first that of biting, stinging, then that of annoying, injuring.

(4) Skr. द्र “to burn,” originally द्र, and thus closely connected with the last root, which seems to have had a form द्र, as well as द्र. Probably also allied to द्र to hurt,” originally द्र, as shown by the p.p. द्र (Old High German dringan, our Anglo-Saxon tregian, “to vex,” trego, “vexation”). Pr. द्र, Sapt., Bhag. द्र, H. द्र, द्र, and so in all. In all, however, the form with द occurs. H. द्र and द्र, M. द्र, G. द्र, P. द्र, S. द्र, द्र, O. द्र, B. द्र.

(5) Skr. द्र “fear,” Pr. not found, H. द्र, and so in all the languages; also द्र “to fear.”

(6) Skr. द्र “to split,” “burst” (akin to द्र, Bapp.), Pr. द्र.

Hence द्र “a piece,” “portion”; and thus two bands of men would each be called द्र, hence the idea of H. द्र “army”; द्र “to split” (peas,
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e.g., दली “a clod,” टाल “split peas or other pulse”; M. दात्र id., दुआ “army,” दुआण “to grind,” with many derivatives; B. दब, दल, दलुया, डाल; O. id., also दुआ, दाट, etc.; Г. दौठ, P. दाट, S. दाट and भल, etc. Independently of the indications of a tendency to cerebrateize manifested by the ओ (the Sindhi र is merely the universal change from ल), there are also many words which have ड, which can hardly be affiliated to any but this root. Such are H. डाल “branch,” डाली “basker” (through डल “a leaf”), डली “a piece,” “bit,” डल “clod,” डालना “to throw down” (primary idea, “to dash in pieces”), M. डल “clod,” दुआण “intercourse,” डाली “basker,” दुआण “to pile,” with derivatives; डाल “split peas.” Similar lists of words may be extracted from all the other languages.

(7) Skr. तिलक “sectarial mark on the forehead,” Pr. तिलच, Sapt. ति. This word occurs as a Tatsama in all the languages, but also more frequently with the cerebral and elision of the ल, as H. टोका, P. टिक्का, S. टिको, M. टिका, O. id. and टीका; B. टिका; G. rejects the ल, but keeps the ल in a cerebrallized form, as टिक, टिकी, टिको, M. has also टिका. This mark being frequently round like a wafer, the diminutive occurs as H. टिकली, टिकडी; टिकिया, टिकी, meaning “a wafer,” “a round cake,” “a spangle,” and the like; P. टिकी, टिकडी, S. aspirated टिकह “a potsherd,” टिकी; टिकिराठी, also टिकिडी; टिकी, G. टिकडी, M. टिकला, B., O. टिकली.
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तोड़ "month," also तुड़, comes in here, and तुँढ "belly," though तुँड़म "belly-full," has the cerebral. It is unnecessary to give here the numerous derivatives from the root तुँड़: the influence of the र fully accounts for the initial र in all the languages. Even here, however, M. retains त in तुँड़म "to break," तुँड़क, and many derivatives. There is a root तुँड़ in Westergaard, meaning "to quarrel," which may have had some connexion with this group, but no instances are given of its use.

(9.) Skr. तन् "to pull," तान "tone," Pr. तण, ताण. In addition to the usual forms तान, तानाण, etc., H. has also तानाण, तन "twang," तनाण "to stretch," तना "clitoris," तण "wringling." M. cerebralizes the nasal ताणणे "to stretch," ताणा, ताणी "warp of a web," ताणाताण "pulling and hauling," ताण, etc.; also, however, ताण, ताणण. There is also the series तण, तणटण, टणटणण, टणा, टणा, टणणण, and derivatives; G. तणा, तणणु, O. टाणाणा, B. टाण and ताण, P. ताणाणा, S. ताणणु and तण.

(10.) Skr. तुङ्ग "to shake," connected with तुङ्ग "to weigh," and तुङ्ग (अधन्) "to shake"; also with तङ्ग, and perhaps तङ्ग; Pr. डोळा, H. टोळा, डोळका, डोळा; but more usually with ड, as डोळणा "to swing," डोळा, डोळी "a dooly" or "litter," डुङ्गना, डुङ्णना, P. डोळी, डोळणा, etc.; S. id., also डोळणु, G. डोळी and डोळणु, M. डोळा, डोळी, डोळहरा, डोळणी, also डोळणा. Here perhaps may be added M. डोळणा "an eye," from the idea of "rolling." This word stands alone, no other dialect having any word at all like it for the eye. M. has also डोळी, but this form does not seem to be much used. O. and B. have ड़.

(11.) Skr. गुङ "arms," Pr. not found, H. गोङ, and so in all, but S. गुङ.

(12.) Skr. घष्क "to destroy," connected with नष्क, Bopp, perhaps also with चौक, etc., Pr. ढक, H. ढका "a push, shove," G. ढिऑङ्गु, M. ढङ्का, but also घङ्क, O. घङ्का, B. ढङ्का, ढङ्का. The form with घ is however also in use in all, and is apparently the only one used in P. घङ्का, S. घङ्का.

(13.) Skr. रठ "to roar," रठ and रठ "to speak," रण id. Bopp connects
this root with गँग (Gloss. s.v. and Gram. comp. § 20, note 2). May we not also here bring in युत “to strive,” “to offend”? लज्ज “to babble,” “to be childish,” लज्ज “to play,” “to throw i” from गँग we get to लज्ज “to put out the tongue,” लज्ज “to babble,” “to play,” whence all the words meaning “lascivious dallying,” ललित, लोला, लल, and the like. The central idea is that of noisy babbling, wrangling, fighting, and talking all at once, brawling, “strife of tongues.” From गँग comes गँग “strife,” H. गँग and गँग, G., P. id., P. also गँग. S. गँग, गँग, गँग, गँग, गँग, गँग, गँग; M. गँग, गँग “to weep,” गँग, and many derivatives. G. गँग, H. गँग “to labour,” M. गँग, रक्ताल, P. गँग, S. गँग are half-way between गँग and युत. H. लज्ज “to fight,” belongs to this group. It occurs in all the languages, in M. however with the form लज्ज; H. लज्ज “a boy,” P., B. id., M. inverted लज्ज are apparently later forms from गँग “darling,” “pet child,” from गँग “to be a child,” गँग “dear;” here also we put गँग “a sweetmeat.” From the idea of throwing involved in गँग come the words गँग “a string” or “thread,” and perhaps गँग “to hang.” This last seems connected with घस “a creeping plant,” wherein we come round to the dental, as also in लज्ज “to labour,” H., G., P., S. a diminutive from युत, also घस “to draggle,” “trail,” H., M., G., P. Probably the same root under a slight modification is लज्ज “extollere,” “erigere,” whence लज्ज “penis,” H. लज्ज, लज्ज, B. लज्ज, M. लज्ज, P. लज्ज, S. लज्ज.

This root has wide ramifications in Skr., and the derivatives in the modern languages might be developed to a very large number; the above may suffice for the present purpose. It is extremely probable that the whole group is of non-Aryan origin.

(14) Skr. द्रंड “staff,” probably from root तङ्ग, तंड “to beat;” the derivation from द्रं तङ्ग does not commend itself to me. Pr. द्रंड, Sapt. and द्रंड Var. in 35.—With a modified to i probably Skr. द्रंडम “a drum,” is connected here, perhaps also घँड “a kettle-drum,”
though by some this is referred to root तभ. II. has the forms तड, तड़ी, तांड़ी, as well as तड़, तड़ी, तांड़, तांड़ी, तांडन, with the meanings of staff, punishment, to punish; तरय is the common word for an ear.

Showing the connexion with तह, there are तांडन “to punish,” “blame,” “threaten,” and inverted तांडन, which is more common, also तडन “to restrain,” डट “a fence,” either as restraining, or as made of sticks; डांटी “a straw,” डांट “the broken straw on a thrashing floor,” perhaps डणष “stalks of corn,” “stubble.” B. has डण in all the senses as well as a verb डणराति “to stand erect,” like a stick. It has also as popular words डांड “an ear,” also “a fine” or other punishment, डांडी “a rower,” डाौड़राति “to stand.” Again the words with ड also occur, as डण “fine,” डणा “stalk of a plant,” डांड “ear,” डांडी “rower,” डांडराति “to stand,” etc. So too डांटि “to rebuke,” डांट “a handle,” डांटी id., डांटाल “full of stalks.” M. डांड with many secondary forms, verbs डणकैं, “to weigh down,” डणीं “to punish,” डणें, “to lie hid,” डणपण “to restrain,” the first, third, and fourth of these are from डन “a plug,” “obstruction,” also “an ambush,” which word seems to be softened from root तह; from which are also डटा, “a cork,” डांटवण “to chide.” There is also a series with the long vowel, डांड, डांडा, डांडी, डांडारा, डांडण, and a host of derivatives; also डांट “thick,” i.e. inspissate, conglutinated, close, डांटण “to crowd,” डांट “a cork” or “plug,” डांटरण “to become hard,” डांटण “to blame,” “punish,” also with the sense of investigating.

The cerebral initial does not occur in Marathi, as that language exhibits a marked preference for dental especially at the head of a word. G. has the dental series डड, डड्डू, डड्कौ, etc., also डडौ “a cork,” डडपण “to compress,” डडव “a clot,” डडें “a ball of compressed leather.” It has the series with the long vowel, डांड “rude,” “violent,” डांडण id., डांडौ, डांडी “a stick,” डांट “thickness,” डांटव “to bury,” “conceal,” डांटी “a plug,” डांटी “a crowd.” The cerebral initial appears to be in use, but

1 Reminding us of German rath.
rare; डंंड, डंडबुं, डंडी “hand,” डंडी “stick,” डंडियो “a watchman,” etc. S. in opposition to Marathi has characteristically the whole series in ड, but no words in ढ. This language so constantly takes the cerebral in room of the dental, that it is not surprising to see it do so here. Panjabi has almost exactly the same list as H. with the characteristic preference for the short vowel. O, like M. has only the words with initial ढ.

(15.) Skr. खा “to stand,” also घा, Pr. चिट्ट, Sauraseni ठाँच, चिट्ट, Magadhi चिट्ट.

In the modern languages the sibilant always drops out, according to rule, and two parallel series of words are found, one beginning with the dental ढ, the other with the cerebral ढ. Many words are spelt indifferently with one or the other.

(a) With ढ.

-Hindi ठाँच [ठाँचे], ठाना, ठानी, ठापा, ठापना (from the causal), ठकना, ठन, ठर. Panjabi id. Sindhi ठाग, ठाषो, ठज, ठार्ड, ठानी. ठापणा, ठापणा, ठिज़बुं, “to be,” etc. G. ठाषू, ठाष, ठापणा, ठाकवँ, ठबुं “to be”; ठापवँ, ठिज़बुं “to congeal.”

M. ठार “place,” ठांग id., ठाग, ठाबणा, ठाबणा, ठाकी, ठापणा, ठर, ठिज़ीण “to congeal.” O.

दिब (for ठाईं) “to be,” घर, ठाक, ठाना, ठायी “settled,” ठिसत (ठिसत) id., ठिर “steadfast,” ठुरवा “to place,” ठाति “a deposit.” B.

ठह “standing,” ठहकर “a builder,” घा “place,” ठाकन, ठाकान “to be,” ठां “erect,” घान, घाना, ठिसत, ठिसत, ठाठ “to place.”

Besides, there are in all numerous words formed from the derivatives ख्याति, खळ, खा, खा, खारो, खारच, खारियन, खाप, खाति, and the like; as well as others which cannot be referred to any special Sanskrit forms, but seem to have been created by the moderns from the general root *abhā, such as M. धांड, H. ठण्डा “cold,” and the like.

1 Gehrke filius in Emblematum scult. — Haridas, Odes, i. 9.
Changes of single consonants.

(3) With ठ.


M. has most of the above also, ठकी "to stand still," ठाण, ठकी, ठाय, ठार, ठाव, ठीकी "a stack," ठीक, ठेप, ठेवण, O. ठा, ठा, ठार, ठाई, ठाणी "concubine," ठाण "encampment," ठणी, ठीक "upright," ठीक, ठकाशा. B. nearly the same.

Of course all the derivatives from ठा have not been given; they would fill a chapter if the grades of meaning were properly drawn out. Many words hitherto set down as non-Aryan may be affiliated to this widespread root. Among others, the curious word ठाण, about which so much has been said, comes in here. A Tanda is the station where the wandering grain-sellers called Brinjaries or Labanas deposit their stores. Several towns in India bear this name, and people have sometimes accounted the Brinjaries to be non-Aryans, chiefly on the strength of this word, which seems after all to mean nothing more than "station," "encampment," in spite of its cerebrals.

There would seem to be some misapprehension as to the nature of the Aryan cerebrals, which are treated by European scholars as though they were a class of sounds unpronounceable by our organs, and only to be with difficulty learnt by persons who have heard them uttered by the natives of India. Inasmuch as they are only found in the Indian branch of the great Indo-Germanic family, it has been somewhat hastily concluded that they are foreign to that family; and as a set of sounds,
which, in name at least, is identical with them, is found in the Dravidian languages, it has been assumed that these sounds are of non-Aryan origin, and that they have sprung partly from a tendency to harshen the pronunciation of the dentals, acquired by the Aryans from their non-Aryan neighbours since their arrival in India, and partly from a wholesale importation of non-Aryan words into Sanskrit and its modern descendants.

Without absolutely denying the possibility that both of these theories may contain a certain amount of truth, I would bring forward some considerations to show that they are not either undoubtedly correct, or even necessary to account for the presence of these sounds.

To go to the root of the matter, we may endeavour to get at a true perception of the real state of the question, by analyzing the sounds themselves. All consonants are produced by checking the outward-flowing breath through bringing into contact two of the organs of the mouth. Among these checks there is a regularly graduated series produced by the contact of the tip of the tongue with a region extending from the centre of the palate to the edges of the upper teeth. This series may be called the lingual series. If the tongue-tip be applied to the highest point of this region, that is, to the centre of the hard or true palate, the sounds resulting are harsh and similar to the letter r. Contact a little lower down, or more towards the front, produces a sound less harsh, and so on; the more forward the contact, the softer the sound, till at last, when we get to the edge of the teeth, the sound which results is extremely soft and smooth. The sounds of this series, as expressed by the Teutonic branch of the family, are among the harsher, though not absolutely the harshest, notes of the series. In expressing t and d we Teutons touch with our tongues the gum or fleshy part of the palate just above the teeth. The Southern European races form the contact lower down, just where the osseous substance of the tooth issues from the gum,
thus producing a softer sound than the Teutons. The Persians and Indians form it low down on the teeth, almost at their edge, thus producing the softest sound of all. This Indian sound, being the result of impact on the teeth, is a true dental; we Teutons have no dental sounds at all, and the Italians have only semi-dentals. The Indians have, however, in addition to their true dentals, another series produced by contact at a point a very little, if at all higher than the Teutonic contact, so that they possess, so to speak, the highest and lowest notes of the scale, but not the intermediate ones.

With the exception of the harsh Indian contact, the Teutonic is the highest in the scale, and the reason of this is probably that the race which uses it, living in a cold country, has preserved that nervous vigour which enables it to employ its organs of speech firmly and crisply. In the south of Europe the warmer climate has induced a certain amount of laxity, which has told on the articulation, and the point of contact has therefore fallen lower, to a position which requires less effort on the part of the speaker; while in the still hotter climate of Persia and India greater relaxation has taken place, and the muscles of the tongue have become flaccid, the member itself is long and soft, and naturally seeks the lowest and easiest place of utterance. Thus it comes to pass that words which the Teutons pronounce with ź and ĺ are pronounced by the Indians with त and द. While “daughter,” as pronounced by an Englishman, would be written by the Indians डाटर, they themselves at an early period said बुझरा. If we could find out how this word was pronounced by the Aryans before they descended into the plains of India, we should probably have to write it बुझरा, or rather in those days the sounds represented by the letters त and द did not exist. So also Latin—

\[
\begin{align*}
dens & = \text{Skr. दल} = \text{Goth. tanthus (తంహస్)} \\
decem & = \text{Skr. दश} = \text{Goth. taihun (తాహున్)} \\
pater & = \text{Skr. पिता} = \text{Goth. feidar (फाडार)}
\end{align*}
\]
The relaxation indicated by those letters must have taken place after the Aryans came into this country. Before that time, and probably for some centuries after it, their lingual contact was, we may fairly assume, as crisp and firm, and its place as high up in the palate as that of their European brethren. In those days they knew of no distinction between त and त, द and ढ. They had, however, in their language words in which an r preceded or followed a dental, and in such combinations their lingual sounds assumed by degrees a harsher note, being produced by a contact nearer to the place of utterance of r, which is very high up in the palate. The people, though they gradually softened their place of contact, and brought it lower down in the mouth in the case of a single consonant, naturally retained the high contact when an r was in combination, and this habit must have become more and more marked as time went on. In proportion as the point of utterance of त and द sank lower in the mouth, the distance between it and the point of utterance of r got greater and greater, and the additional labour of moving the tongue from one point to the other increased, and to avoid this the higher and harsher point of contact for त and द was retained. Then as the r, under the influence of other phonetic laws, began to be regularly omitted, nothing remained but the linguals at a high point of contact, that is, what we now call cerebrals. So that when at length the art of writing was introduced, the national pronunciation had by that time become so fixed, that it was necessary to recognize the existence of two separate sets of lingual utterances, and to provide appropriate symbols for each.

But when they were confronted by the task of assigning

1 The Indians always express our English t and d by their own cerebral letters, ढॉ, ढॉ, ढॉ, ढॉ, Deputy Magistrate ढॉ, and the like.
either cerebral or dental linguals to any individual word, the
grammarians, to whose lot it fell to reduce their already highly
developed language to writing, must have had a difficult pro-
blem to solve. It is, perhaps, not to be expected that we
should be able, at this distance of time, to detect the principles
on which they worked, or to ascertain what were the considera-
tions which guided them in determining in each case whether
to write a dental or a cerebral. It results, however, from the
remarks just made, that what we now call the cerebrals are the
real equivalents of the European $t$ and $d$, and that it is not
these, but the Indian dental, which are peculiar to those
tongues. It is fair, therefore, to assume that the original form
of such words as those which are given above as examples, is
that which retains the cerebral, and that the dental form has
grown out of the cerebral one by the process of weakening and
softening, which the Aryan organs of speech have undergone
from the effects of climate. It would certainly be in full and
complete harmony with the present theory that the Prakrits,
regarded as the colloquial languages, should exhibit a more
frequent use of the cerebral, while the Sanskrit, regarded as the
language of literature, should prefer the softer dental, and, as
has been stated above, it is actually asserted by several authors
that this is the case. Unfortunately, however, an examination
of such examples of Prakrit as are available by no means bears
out this assertion, and the evidence of the modern languages,
which is of almost conclusive importance in this respect, shows
that both dental and cerebral are used with equal frequency,
even in derivatives from a common root, and more than this,
dentals are used in cases where the recorded Sanskrit word is
written only with a cerebral.

It must have struck every one who has resided in India,
that the native ear, though keen and subtle beyond belief in
detecting minute differences of sound in native words, is very
dull and blunt in catching foreign sounds. The ordinary
peasant who never mistakes षाट “seven” for षाठ “sixty,” however softly or rapidly spoken, will often be quite unable to catch a single word of a sentence in his own language, however grammatically correct, and however distinctly uttered by an European, simply on account of some apparently trifling difference in pronunciation.

Now we see something of this sort in the Prakrit of the plays. The slight differences or rudenesses of pronunciation among the lower classes were made much of by play-writers, and exaggerated almost grotesquely. This tendency probably led to the practice of writing every ण in Prakrit as ण, and will also account for much of the irregularity in the employment of the cerebrals and dentals. Provincial peculiarities of pronunciation, such as exist even in the present day in various parts of India, were seized upon and fixed, and words were spelt accordingly without reference to their etymology.

One of the most striking of these provincial peculiarities is the fondness of Sindhi for cerebrals. This language has preserved the harsher point of contact, and has not allowed itself to become weak and soft. The sturdy Jats wandering over their barren deserts were engaged in a constant struggle with nature for the bare permission to exist, and there was therefore little risk of their becoming languid or effeminate in speech, or in any other qualification.

In the following words there is nothing whatever to induce a change from the dental to the cerebral, and we are, therefore, driven to conclude that the Sindhi preserves a bonâ fide ancient method of pronunciation handed down from the earliest times, and perpetuated by its isolation from other Aryan nations.

1 In the case of European names endless confusion arises from this source. The three English names, Kelly, Clay, and Currie, borne by three gentlemen living in an Indian station, were never distinguishable from new names by the natives, unless the title of each officer was prefixed. They were all called कलि.
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S. दंडु "tooth," Skr. दन.
.. फिशु "day,"
.. "फिशु "carpenter,"
.. दृश्यु "south,"
.. डैया "pity,"
.. दस "ten,"
.. डाशु "gift,"
.. डिशी "lamp,"
.. डूधु "pain,"
.. कहू "when?"

त is not, however, substituted for त in the same regular way as द. In the above cases the Sanskrit does not appear ever to have contained an र, or any other letter whose absorption would account for the cerebral.

Marathi and Oriya, on the other hand, exhibit, though less rarely than Sindhi, a tendency to use the dental letter. Thus:

M. तडा "crooked," Skr. तिथंक, but in all the rest टड्डा, etc. B. has also तडा, तउडा.

M. तूंठिं "to break," Skr. चुर, but in all the rest टूंठिं, etc.

M. चंडा "cold," H. चण्डा.

M. दारी "beard," Skr. दारिका, H. डारी.


M. टोर "string," H. टोर.

In Oriya we have घटा "joking," H. ठटा; घटारी "brazier," H. ठटारा; नारी "mat," H. ठटी.

Under this head may be noticed the curious word for "one-and-a-half," which is as follows in the moderns:

H. टेट (derth), P. टूटू, दूट, and टूट, S. टूटू, G. टोहोट, B. टेट, but M. टीट, and O. टुट, with dental initial.

Professor Weber (Bhāgavati, i., 411) would derive this word from छक्ष + छह, i.e. "half in excess"; but there are objections
to this derivation. First, the meaning, "a half more," might apply to any number, as "three and a half," "four and a half," but it is not so used, but only for "one and a half." For "three and a half" and the rest we have साहें, i.e. स + छै = "with a half." Secondly, this derivation involves the rejection of the aspirate of ध, whereas the rule is just the reverse, the aspirate is retained, and the organic portion rejected; ध would change to ह, not to ट. Thirdly, the Prakrit form is दिवधे, which points back clearly to द्व + छै; which is exactly parallel to the German idiom halb zwei, halb sechs, for "one and a half," "five and a half," in reckoning time by the hour. As a confirmation of this it may be urged that P. and G. retain the labial vowel, which could not come out of adhi.

The cerebral initial in most of the languages has probably arisen from a reflexive influence of the ढ.

§ 60. The further transition of the cerebraIs and dentals into the semivowel ढ is a point attended with some obscurity. The process seems, like so many phonetic processes in the Indian languages, to work backwards and forwards, and to branch out into further collateral developments, as into ढ, छ, and the like. ढ is a dental letter, and the change from ट to ढ, and then to ज, involving as it does a passage from a dental to a cerebral, and back again to the dental, can only be accounted for on the supposition advanced in the last section, that originally there was no difference between the two classes of sounds, and that subsequently to the rise and establishment of this difference the popular ear has continued to recognize the close connexion of the two, and to be a little uncertain when to use one and when the other.

It is usually asserted by the highest authorities that the ढ which makes so great a figure in the past tenses of verbs in nearly all the modern languages is derived from the ढ of the past participle of Sanskrit, through ट, ढ, and छ. If this be
so, we should expect to find other instances of the process. One of the reasons for doubting that the Marathi genitive postposition चा is derived from the Hindi का was, it will be remembered, the absence of any other example of the same change (see § 56). It will be well then to inquire whether the transition mentioned above is supported by parallel instances, that is to say, whether there is any well-defined tendency in these languages generally to put their words through such a process.

The change of ट to ठ, and equally that of ट to ड, are well-known and admitted features of the whole group (see § 52). Such a change is merely the usual softening of a tenuis into its corresponding media.

Similarly the change from ढ to ठ is an old-established fact, and occurs in all languages of the Indo-Germanic family. Instances of this change, which took place at a time prior to the definite separation of the two branches of the lingual organ, are given by Bopp and others. Thus Skr. doha, “body,” = Goth. leik; Skr. dah, “to burn,” = Lat. lignum; Skr. ekādaśa, “eleven,” dvādaśa, “twelve,” = Goth. ain-ilf, tve-ilf, our eleven, twelve, = Lith. seimolika, dvylika, etc. Skr. dēvara, “brother-in-law,” = Lat. levir; Skr. dip, “to shine,” = Gr. λαμπρος, Lat. lūmens. This change is allied to that from ड (ढ or ढ) to ठ, as in Latin meridies for meridies = Skr. madhyadivasa. A change from र to ल is frequently met with in all stages of every language of the family.

It is of course only in the limits of the Indian group that we can distinguish between ल and र. I will first give instances of the connexion between ल and य. Skr. कौड “to play” (of which a Vedique form is कौढ) appears also in the form खल, where the ड has changed to च, and the क has been aspirated, owing to the elision of र. Although in Skr. खल is said to mean “to move,” yet the substantive खल clearly means “play,” as in Gitagovinda ii. 30. In the opening verse the
word occurs without the aspirate, as केलि "amorous play." In
the modern languages H. खेलता, P. id., S. खेलता, B. खेलते,
mean "to play," and nothing else, and it is noticeable that M.,
G., and O. use the cerebral च, having चेलूठ, चेलूठ, and चेलूठ respectively. The connexion is not doubtful.

Skr. गुड "a ball," also गोल, H. गोला, गोली "ball," गुडी "button";
all the languages have both forms. M. has both गोल and गोल, G. only
गोल, O. both गोल and गोल.

Skr. तिनिड "tamarind-tree," O. तेवुड, तेवुल, B. तेवुल.
The reverse process is seen in Skr. ताल "palmyra palm," H., P., M.,
G. ताल, O. ताल्ट; Skr. तहत "tank," Pr. तहती, H. तहतव, and so in
all, perhaps through the influence of the Persian تالبا, which, however,
is itself from the Sanskrit.

Skr. चेंट "slave," is first softened to चेंड by § 52, and then becomes
H. चेंला, O., B., M. id., P. चेंडा, चेंला, S. चेंडा, G. id.

Skr. पोडने "pressing," Pr. पोलन, Sapt. A 25; पोलन, ib. 264; ¹ H.
पोलन and पोलन, पोडन, पोलन, and वेलना, S. पोडङ, M. पोडङ.

Vararuci makes this process into a regular rule (ii. 23). His
examples are—दुःसित, तालू, वहस, for दुःसित, ताड़ा, वसाहो. दलिनिम is also used in the moderns, though rarely.
To these may be added धु "small," from धु, through a lost
form धु, which occurs in the Bhāgavata Purāna, probably the same as धेरा: also देल "to play"; a form of खेलः, and
others, already in use in classical Skr.

As illustrative of this connexion, though in the reverse way,
may be adduced a peculiar class of causals in Hindi formed by
inserting ल before the characteristic long vowel, chiefly in verbs
whose root ends in a vowel. Thus:

खाना "to eat," causal खिलाना.
पीना "drink," पिलाना.

¹ In this latter place the scholiast's rendering प्रवर्ण makes nonsense of the
whole verse.
and in four instances after consonants.

চিনা "see,"    causal চিনলানা.
বীখানা "learn," .. সিখলানা.
সূখনা "dry,"    .. সুখলানা.
ঝেনা "sit,"     .. বেণলানা, also বিঠাঙ্গা and চিঙ্গাঙ্গা.

That this ঙ is not merely inserted to prevent hiatus is proved by many considerations. The modern languages do not object to a hiatus at all as a rule, and if they do at any time endeavour to fill it up, they do so generally by ঙ, ঙ, or even আনন্দ, and if the ল were inserted merely as a matter of euphony, we should not find it after verbal roots ending in a consonant. The form বটালনা reveals the secret, and shows that the ঙ is merely an interchange with the ঙ or চ, the characteristic form of the causal in Sanskrit. In Hindi generally this ṝ, bearing the accent on the first syllable, changes its ṝ into ঙ, which, in modern times, drops out, thus Skr. चालय becomes चालन, and subsequently चालन; but in this little group of early Tadbhavas, the ṝ has changed to ঙ, just as in Skr. य=নাট, and the original forms were undoubtedly সুখলানা. পিরাঙ্গা (the Persian झे, "cup" recalls this form), and the like, though retained only in the one verb বটালনা.

If we now turn to Sindhi, the same principle is found governing precisely the same verbs, ঙ in Sindhi is in nine
cases out of ten turned into ṭ, so that in the Sindhi causal affix ḍhār we have the exact counterpart of the Old Hindi ḍhā, now modernized into भा. This affix is used as in Hindi, almost exclusively with verbal roots ending in a vowel. Thus—

प्रत्रण “drink,” causal प्रत्रण.
जिरण “live,” जिरण.
धुरण “wash,” धुरण.
हिरण “give,” हिरण.

The consonantly terminated root बिह “to stand,” makes in like manner बिहरण, and बिह “to sit” (like भ खेलना), बिहरण; so also, by a curious coincidence, खेखण “to see,” makes खेखरण “to show.” This syllable अर is inverted to रा after verbs ending in long ए, as खारण “to eat,” causal खा-रा-हण. A few more verbs with consonantly ending roots also retain this ancient form, as—

मुरण “to sleep,” मुरण.
सिखण “to learn,” सिखण.
हीखण “to fear,” हीखण.

and the double causals, expressed in Hindi by inserting भा, also universally exhibit the form in अर, because the majority of single causals end in ए; thus, from खारासण comes खारासण, etc.

Gujarati exhibits the third form in आड; completing the chain; and it is important to observe that this form is found in Gujarati, because that language has separated itself from Hindi in comparatively recent times, and may be not unfairly regarded as little better than one of the Rajput or Jat dialects of Hindi, which through political causes has shivered itself from the parent language, and obtained an independent status.

Gujarati has several methods of forming the causal. After a root ending in a consonant one very common form is आड, as
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The र of Sindhi being equivalent to the ल of Hindi, we have thus the two forms, one in ल, the other in द; and as Gujarati preserves many ancient forms which have been modified in modern Hindi, or altogether lost, it might not be going too far to suppose that both forms were in use in ancient Hindi, and we thus obtain another and widespread instance of the connexion between the two letters.

But to complete this subject it is now necessary to adduce instances of the connexion between द and ल.

Varānchi gives (ii. 12) a few instances, though he makes no regular rule. They are pratiṣṭham, kalamba, dohao, for pratiṣṭha, kalamba, dobho. These words do not, as far as I am aware, occur in the modern languages.

Closely connected with this change is that from द to ल in the class of numerals “eleven,” “twelve,” etc. Thus, Skr. ekādaśa, drākṣaṇa, trailokya, become in Pr. cāraha, bāraha, teraḥ, etc., and in H. राराह, ताराह, तिराह, and so, with trilling modifications, in all. The form for “sixteen,” however, comes round to ल, as Skr. षोड़श (where the द of दश has been cerebralized by the ल of श), Pr. सोहन, H. सोलह, P. सोहं, S. सोरहं, G. सोच्छ, M. सोहत, O. सोहणु, B. योण.

The H. पीला might seem to be another instance from Skr. पिठ, through पोद्र. It is, however, merely a contraction from पीलल, through Pr. पीलल्ल (Var. iv. 26).

Further instances are—


Skr. पुर “to push,” Pr. पोर, not in use in the moderns.

Skr. पद “to go,” Pr. पाल, not in use in the moderns.

The root पत goes through the whole cycle of changes in
Prakrit, becoming प्द्र, पढ़, वढ़, and वल, but the moderns stop short at पढ़.

From the examples given in this and other sections it must have struck the reader that a close connexion, if not a certain degree of confusion, exists in some languages between ल and त्त. This latter letter is very common in O., and G.; less in P.; and is not found in the others. Its pronunciation defies description, sometimes it sounds like र, again like र, and again merely a harsh भ. Its point of contact is high up in the palate, near र, and the tongue in uttering it is shaped as in uttering the simple ल. It appears to be capriciously substituted by the vulgar, in those languages where it exists, for the common त्त; and in a considerable number of instances this substitution has become the rule, even in classical writers, to the total exclusion of त्त in words where the latter should etymologically appear.

Out of a large mass of instances the following may suffice:

Skr. काल "time," M. काल, O. id.
Skr. काल "black," P. काल, G. काल, M. काल, O. काल.
Skr. कुल "family," G. कुल, M. कुल, O. कुल.
Skr. बैलन "play," G. बैलन, M. बैलन, O. बैलन.
Skr. खाल "place," P. खाल, M., O. id.

It will be noticed that this letter never occurs initially in any of the languages; and there appears to be no reason for doubting that the sound itself is of non-Aryan origin, notwithstanding the fact that the character त्त is found in Vedic Sanskrit. We do not know how this character was pronounced in those days, beyond this—that it in some degree resembled त्त.
But the equivalent of ṭ in the modern languages is not ṭ, but ट, as in चक्रवर्ती “bridegroom,” H. जुल छइ: moreover, Panjabi has side by side with ṭ a character ḫ, which accurately corresponds to the Sanskrit ṭ.

This curious heavy ṭ is very widely employed in the Dravidian group of languages, where it interchanges freely with r and ḍ, and it is also found in the Kole family of Central India. The Marathas and Oriyas are perhaps of all the Aryan tribes those which have been for the longest time in contact with Koles and Dravidians, and it is not surprising, therefore, to find the cerebral ṭ more freely used by them than by others. The appearance of this letter in Gujarati and Panjabi, however, is singular, and difficult to explain. Gujarati has not come into close contact with any non-Aryan tribes except Bhils, who are too few and insignificant to have had any influence on the language; nor has Panjabi, which is surrounded in every direction by other Aryan dialects. Sindhi, which lies between the two languages, and which is spoken by tribes closely akin to the Panjabis, does not possess this sound either; so that its existence in these two languages is a puzzle, only to be accounted for by the supposition that, as the ṭ in them both is pronounced ś, and not also ṭ, as in Hindi, some character was required to represent the latter sound, and the old Vedic ṭ being then, so to speak, out of employment, was pressed into the service. For it must be noted that this ṭ does not occur in the modern languages in the same words as in the Vedas.

With regard to the words in which this letter is found, it cannot be admitted that they are all non-Aryan, or even that they form part of that reserve of non-Aryan words which is found even in Sanskrit. It is noticeable in many languages that where a nation gets hold of, or invents, some peculiar sound, it straightway falls in love with it, and drags it into use at every turn, whether there be any etymological reason for it or no. We English, for instance, have dragged our favourite
th into a number of words where it has no business to be; and similarly the Oriyas and Marathas bring in this beloved झ in a great many words where झ should be. I cannot admit that the presence of this letter, therefore, is any argument for the non-Aryan origin of a word, especially as we find it in so many of the simplest and most undoubtedly ancient Aryan words, like कु, जल, and the rest; and, as in Marathi, at any rate there often exist side by side the word with झ, used by the learned, and the word with झ, current generally, with some additional corruptions, among the vulgar.

I will now sum up what has been said in this and the preceding section about the cerebrals, dentals, and the two forms of झ.

The cerebrals are the harsher, the dentals the softer, forms of the lingual series. The former correspond very nearly to our English sounds, the latter are unlike any sound current in Europe, and have arisen from the debilitating effects of a hot climate.

Originally there were no dentals in the speech of the Aryans, and when the dentals came into existence they did not displace the old Aryan linguals in every case. In some cases the dental was used in classical, the cerebral in vulgar language, while in other cases quite the reverse took place. In the modern languages, one word is often written indifferently with either, as दांड or डांड; घान or ठान, though Sindhi prefers the cerebral ठ to ठ, while Marathi and Oriya sometimes use the dental in preference. In the case of झ, we find it arises from a modification of झ, and sometimes even of झ, and there are rare cases in which a word runs through a whole series of changes, as म. ठ. ठ. ठ. झ. Further, we find a curious cerebral झ, which, though it has borrowed the Vedic character झ, is not identical in origin with the sound formerly expressed by that character, but is probably of non-Aryan origin, though it is by the vulgar often improperly inserted in
pure Aryan words, which are correctly written with ख. From all these circumstances we infer the original unity of all the lingual group, and its affinity to the European dentals.

§ 61. As the last section dealt with ख, it will be advisable to take this first, though in alphabetical order it comes third among the semi-vowels, whose changes and peculiarities form the subject of this and the three following sections.

ख is constantly changed to र in Sindhi, when non-initial. Instances are—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skr.</th>
<th>S. कारो.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>कुल &quot;family,&quot;</td>
<td>कुल, as well as कुल</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>मल &quot;melting,&quot;</td>
<td>गरु</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>गोल &quot;ball,&quot;</td>
<td>गोरी, as well as गोली</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>पल &quot;water,&quot;</td>
<td>बाँ &quot;ball,&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>जल &quot;net,&quot;</td>
<td>जाब</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तालु &quot;palate,&quot;</td>
<td>ताँब &quot;black,&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तोलना &quot;to weigh,&quot;</td>
<td>तोरु &quot;to weigh,&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>खाल &quot;place,&quot;</td>
<td>घु &quot;water,&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>पालन &quot;supporting,&quot;</td>
<td>पारु and पालु &quot;to weigh,&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Prakrits the reverse is the case; in nearly all the dialects except the principal or Mahārūṣṭrī र is changed into ख. This statement is made among others of the Magadhi dialect. In the modern Magadha country, that is, in Southern Bihar, however, the tendency is decidedly the other way, and throughout the Eastern Hindi area from Oudh to the frontier of Bengal, the rustics constantly pronounce र where ख is the correct sound. This I can testify from personal observation during many years' residence in those parts. Thus we ordinarily hear कर्वात for काला, "black"; थरिया for थाली, "dish"; महारुदा for महाला, "woman"; करु for कुरा, "plantain"; कपार for कपाल, "head"; पहर for पलाल, "ploughshare"; and
this peculiarity is to be noticed occasionally in the speech of
the lower orders in other parts of the Hindi area, as, for
instance, in Marwari, as चार्नां “to wander,” for चालना. In
old Hindi poems many instances may be found, as लार for लाल,
“saliva”; जंग्ल for जंगल, “forest,” and the like. In fact,
so great is the confusion between these two letters, that they
may in some parts of India be said to be used indifferently, and
the speakers appear to be unconscious that they are saying र
instead of ल.

In Bengal and Orissa quite another change takes place in
those provinces; ल is confounded with न by the lower orders
almost universally; thus, where the Hindi has लेजा “to take,”
B., though it writes लादें, pronounces नादें, and O. both writes
and pronounces नेजिया. Thus also we hear छून for छून “salt,”
not merely in these two languages, but also in ह. and प. ह.
reverses the process in लंगोटी “a cloth to cover the privities,”
from लेंगा “naked,” which is in ब. लेजुत. Further instances
in Oriya are बाट “a kick,” ह. बाट; नाखराज “rent-free,” अर.
गेल्र; गूडी “plundering,” Skr. गूटा ह. गूट; गुड “iron,” ह.
लोहा; गुला “maimed,” ह. गूला. It is worthy of remark that
the Bengalis in writing very often make no distinction between
ल and न, giving only one crook व to both, and sometimes put-
ting, but as often omitting, a dot when they wish to express ल.

ल, when standing alone in the middle of a word, never
omitted. This is true of the semivowels generally, which hold
their own much more tenaciously than the strong letters of the
five vargas.

§ 62. य is regularly changed to ज in ह., प., ब., and औ., less
frequently in म., ग., and स. In these three languages य
retains its liquid sound of य. (See Ch. 1. § 23.) This change
is by Vararuchi, ii. 31, confined to initial य; as जिथ, जसो, जङ्को, for याहित, यास, याखः. Examples of initial change in
the modern languages are—
CHANGES OF SINGLE CONSONANTS.

In Marathi, the character य, which is the shortening of the previous long vowel, appears in many words, such as कार्य, कार्यम्, and कार्यकृत. Under this head would come also participial forms in य, as कंपण, कंमण, the former of which appears constantly in the modern languages as a substantive, with the meaning of "a ceremony," "a business," in the forms कार्य, कार्यम्, and कार्यकृत.

In one instance, often quoted, य is supposed to change into
CONSONANTS.

*: \( \text{ffe} \rightarrow \text{wfe} \) in modern H. लाट, लाठी, लाठी, P. लट्टा, S. लट्टी, G. लाट, लाट, etc., but here I doubt the change. From what I have said under the root रट (No. 13 of the list given in § 59), it will be seen that there is ground for supposing a connexion between the groups रट, लट, etc., on the one hand, and the group यट, etc., on the other. It seems probable, then, that the Pr. लट्टा, from which the modern languages derive their words, is an independent form from the root लट. The transition of च into छ may, however, be supported by the ease of the causals in अल, अर, etc., noted in the last section. It is frequently elided when medial.

§ 63. The semivowel र is a very persistent letter, and is never ejected or elided. In Prakrit it is changed into न in बध्ध, चध्ध, मध्ध, जध्ध, लध्ध, सध्ध, अध्ध मुन्न मुल्लित, अंगु, अम्ल, चिल्ल, पल्ल, पल्लित; for the Skr. हरिव्रध, चरणा, मुख, उद्धित्त, सुकुमार, करना, अंगु, अंगु, किरा, परिक्ष, परिध. अंगु is not a fair instance, as the word चष्ट्यली occurs in Sanskrit. There is very little tendency to change र into न in the Indians of the present day. The tendency, as I stated under न, is rather the other way, though writers on the Prakrits affirm that in all the minor dialects र is changed into न. As far as it concerns the real origin and root-form of words, the matter is one of little moment. If it be true that the cerebral sounds were not originally distinguished from the dentals, then it must follow that the semivowels of the respective groups were identical if there was a time when र was the same as द; there must also have been a time when र was not sounded differently from न; and just as in the present day we find that there exists confusion between र and द, द and न, so we are prepared to find that there is in the minds of the lower classes in many provinces a tendency to use र and न as the same sounds. It is of no interest, then, whether we take...
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\( \text{I} \) as the original, and \( \text{t} \) as the corruption, or vice versa; we have no right to assume that the form found in classical Sanskrit is the true and original one; rather in the present state of our knowledge we should be disposed to be very sceptical upon this point. I pass by, therefore, the further discussion of this unimportant detail, and proceed to the next semivowel.

§ 64. \( \text{v} \). Of changes of this letter into any other there are no examples. It is, however, easily confounded with \( \text{w} \), and it has been thought by some writers that this confusion dates from early times, and that in the Prakrits there is no difference between the two letters. This view seems to me erroneous; we have no means of judging how these two letters were distinguished in pronunciation in early Aryan times; on the one hand, the circumstance that there are two separate characters shows that there must have been two separate sounds; while, on the other, the fact that the character used to represent \( b \) is so clearly a mere modification of that used for \( v \) proves that there must have been a very close connexion between the two. It would not be going too far to suppose that in the original Aryan speech there was no difference, but that the grammarians, wanting an unaspirated media for the labial varga, invented this character for the purpose. It is waste of time to speculate about a matter which we cannot hope to solve. The thick coarse writing of an ordinary Indian manuscript is no guide: the little fine line across the loop, which alone distinguishes \( \text{w} \) from \( \text{v} \), would be put in if there was room for it, and left out if there was not. This is seen, to come to more modern times, in MSS. of the early Indian poets. Thus, in Chand the following readings occur in one page, opened at random, of Tod's MSS.: वर वीर = Skr. वर वीर, जीव = Skr. जीव. प्रतिबिंब = Skr. प्रतिबिंब, वर = Skr. वर, बरयो = Skr. वर्ष, बृज = Skr. वृज, विजय = Skr. विजय, बिजुली = Skr. बिजुली. Nothing can
be learnt, it is clear, from such an irregular method of writing as this.

In Chap. I. § 23 will be found the rules of pronunciation of these letters in the various languages, and it will there be seen that the three western languages, Sindhi, Gujarati, and Marathi, still make a distinction between the two.

In Marathi व when initial is pronounced so softly as to approach the sound of our English w, and in this situation is commutable with ओ and औ. The former method of pronouncing, with व, is said by Molesworth to be less correct than the latter. Examples are—

Skr. ओष्ठध “medecine,” vulgo बढ़द्र and बगड़.
Skr. ओष्ठगल “unlucky,” vulgo बग्तु “filthy.”
Skr. बंजलि “a posture of the hands,” बोजउ and बजउ.
Skr. ब्रवलमन “hanging down,” ब्रोठुबा or वणुबा “a plummet.”

In all words beginning with the preposition अरा, the Prakrit form would be o, and in early Tadbhavas which have come down to Marathi through Prakrit the form in o is the more correct.

As a rule in all these three languages a word beginning with व in Sanskrit retains व, and one with व retains the व. There are, however, a few exceptions, due apparently to the influence of Hindi. Thus:

ब्राइं “a marriage procession,” M. वरात and बरात.
बसलं “dwelling,” M. वसलं and वसलेन.
बक “crane,” M. बक, बकउ.
बर “good,” M. बर.

In the first two examples both forms are used, but बसलेन is apparently the more common of the two.

When not initial व is commonly softened into w, or entirely elided, as—

It falls out also in the compound numerals from twenty-one to twenty-eight in some languages. Thus, Hindi retains it in चौबीस "twenty-four," and छब्बीस "twenty-six," only. The three western languages retain it throughout; the others only in one or two cases, as will be seen from the following list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H.</th>
<th>P.</th>
<th>B.</th>
<th>O.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 चौबीस</td>
<td>चौबी</td>
<td>एकादश</td>
<td>एकादश S. एकीह, B. also</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 बार्षिक</td>
<td>बार्षिक</td>
<td>बार्षिक</td>
<td>बार्षिक</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 तेरस</td>
<td>तेरस</td>
<td>तेरस</td>
<td>तेरस</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 चाविस</td>
<td>चाविस</td>
<td>चाविस</td>
<td>चाविस</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 पचिस</td>
<td>पचिस</td>
<td>पचिस</td>
<td>पचिस G. पचीस S. पंजीह</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 छब्बीस</td>
<td>छब्बीस</td>
<td>छब्बीस</td>
<td>छब्बीस</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 सत्तार</td>
<td>सत्तार</td>
<td>सत्तार</td>
<td>सत्तार</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 अष्टादश</td>
<td>अष्टादश</td>
<td>अष्टादश</td>
<td>अष्टादश</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is customary in Hindi to express final ए after a vowel by ए, but this is a mere *compendium scripturis*, and must not be mistaken for an organic retention or addition of that letter; thus, जान "go," is written जान, but still pronounced जान, द्रव = द्रव, श्व = श्व or श्व.

§ 65. Of the nasals न and न, being never used singly in Sanskrit or the Prakrits, except as grammatical signs, do not fall within the compass of the present chapter. Of their use in Sindhi to express my and my respectively, notice has been taken in § 25. न is substituted for न, in Prakrit fashion, frequently in all the languages, though Hindi is extremely careless in this matter, and constantly uses न where न should
more correctly be written. Bengali and Oriya are in writing perfectly accurate in this respect, though it is not always possible to distinguish the pronunciation of the two letters in the mouth of an ordinary speaker. Marathi and Sindhi use श in the substantive forms of the infinitive in all cases, the former as श = Sansk. श, as well as न, the latter as श. Panjabi in the same part of the verb oddly enough uses गा in the majority of words, but जा after a cerebral, as चेंदूरा “to bore,” but चेंदूर “to vex”; both from चेंदू. In other cases also there is much confusion, especially in the hitherto somewhat uncultivated Gujarati, where श is often needlessly and incorrectly written for च. It is unnecessary to give instances, as this is no regular law of development, but either a following of the similar Prakrit custom, or mere carelessness and ignorance.

म undergoes a remarkable and very important change, by virtue of which many singular words and forms may be explained, and their derivation elucidated.

म is, as will be readily perceived, both a labial and a nasal, and the change consists in separating these two essences, and giving to each a distinct expression. The labial quality of this letter takes the form of व, and the nasal that of anuswāra, thus forming the sound व, in which the nasal element precedes the labial. This is the first step, of which familiar instances are as follows:

Skr. ऋम “disease,” H. ऋव, M. id.
Skr. ऋमजक “myrobalan,” H. ऋवला, P. id., S. ऋविरो,1 M. ऋवक्षः.
Skr. नाम “name,” H. निव.
Skr. गाम “village,” H. गाव, M. id.

1 For Sindhi insertion of घ, and for the change of ध to श, see further on.
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Skr. कुमार “ prince,” H. कंबर, P. कंवर, M. कंवर.
Skr. कमळ “lotus,” H. कंवल, P. id., S. कंवल.
Skr. कोमल “soft,” M. कोंवला.
Skr. जामातू “son-in-law,” M. जावारि.
Skr. पाद् “foot,” Pr. पाद्यम्. H. पांव, P. id.

The next step is the omission of anuswāra, isolated instances of which occur in all the languages, but especially in Marathi, if we may take Molesworth as an authority in the matter. The use of the anuswāra is very capricious, however, in this combination, owing to the lightness of its pronunciation. I know of no method by which the sound of such words as गांव, सावला, etc., can be expressed in Roman characters. Those who maintain that the object of transliteration is to enable a person unacquainted with Oriental languages to pronounce a word right, merely from seeing it written in their own characters, will find this class of words rather an obstacle. If there is one method of writing these words more hopelessly wrong and misleading than any other, it is the common English form of “-song”; our countrymen write बनगाव (बनाव “forest-village” = Wootton, i.e. “wood-town”) “Bongong,” and pronounce it so as to rhyme with “song,” “long,” and the like! Others write गांव, which uninstructed English persons would naturally pronounce ग्रेंव, others again write गांण, which is right enough, provided it be first explained that the न is nasal, as in French, but who would guess this if not told? The fact is, these words are pronounced exactly like the name of the French city of Laon, that is, as ग्रेंव with a contraction of the throat while pronouncing the vowel, which has the effect of sending part of the breath through the nose, and imparting a nasal sound to the whole word, so that it is almost impossible to say exactly where the nasal comes in; the word floats in an atmosphere of nasalization, so to speak. A Frenchman would naturally and unhesitatingly pronounce the word correctly
from seeing the spelling gaon, but we are not writing solely, or even principally, for the sake of our French neighbours. It would be interesting to see how Messrs. Meadows Taylor and party, who profess to be able so to transliterate an Indian word that any ordinary Englishman shall infallibly pronounce it correctly at sight, would manage this class of words.

To return to our subject, the nasal being so slight and volatile, as I have stated above, it naturally is frequently dropped, leaving only the labial element. Instances are M. नाव = नाम; M. खेब = वेद; also—

Skr. विरिः "circumference," H. नेव (neo), G. id., B. वैष्णो, O. निर्जः.
P. retains the nasal निर्जः.
Skr. विधान "vehicle," Old H. वेबान.
Skr. गमान "going," H. गो, गो (for गवना).
Skr. चृम "ox-tail fan," S. चृद, G. चृरी; sometimes also in H. written चृरी, but generally चृरी.

Inasmuch as the व in this class of words is always pronounced soft like व, and not hard as व, it naturally slides into व or व; thus Skr. बाम = P. भावं, S. तारं with double anusvāra, the former of which is the usual Sindhi method of softening down a hiatus, the latter only is organic. H. पांव = P. पाँव; ग्राम = S. ग्राम. This is after all perhaps little more than a different way of writing; there is no difference in the pronunciation of the words.

Bengali and Oriya omit the labial entirely in some words, as गि = ग्राम, O. ब्रह्मणा = ब्रह्मणक; this is because with them छ has already the sound of व, so that even omitting the labial does not very materially alter the pronunciation.

In the following words the nasal has been dropped, and the labial amalgamated with the preceding vowel.

Skr. वासन "dwarf," H. बोना, P. बोना, B. बासुनिया or बोळो.
Skr. गमन "going," H. गोना.
Skr. चृम "ox-tail," see above.
Many others may be found sometimes written with ख्र, at
others with ढ or घ, according to the fancy of the writer.

Skr. ख्यायिन, “lord,” becomes in H. साक्ष, P. id., S. साह, B.,
O. शार, and its compound गोख्यायिन in like manner H. गोसाद, and
so in the rest. M. forms an exception, having गोमानी.
In all of these but M., the influence of the following palatal
vowel i has caused the elision of the labial, leaving only the
anuvāra.

Occasionally a vowel, generally a or ã, is substituted for the
labial, as—

Skr. रोमन् “hair of the body,” H. रोमः, P. id., B. रोमः, S. रूमः.
Skr. ध्रोम “smoke,” H. ध्रोमः, P. id., S. धृमः, B. धृया, O. ध्रूमः.
Skr. भूमिः “earth,” H. भूमः or मृ, P., S. id., G. भूमिः.
Skr. ठ्रोम “worm,” S. ठुमः.

It might seem proper to connect with this peculiarity of m
the H. गोवर “cowdung,” from Skr. गोमय, through a form
गोवय: but it seems more rational to suppose that the Hindi
word is a modern compound of गो “cow,” and वर “gift” or
“blessing.” To those who know how useful and highly prized
an article cowdung is in India, this latter explanation will no
doubt commend itself.

§ 66. In Chapter I. § 24, I have explained the peculiarities
attendant on the usage of the sibilants, under the head of
pronunciation. Where so much carelessness and laxity exists in
writing, not only among the masses, but even among literary
men, and in the manuscripts and published works of writers
in many of those languages, we can only treat those changes
as matters of pronunciation. Whenever a fixed standard of
orthography shall have been arrived at, the time will have
come to analyze the changes which the sibilants undergo among
themselves from a phonetic point of view; at present it would
be but lost labour to attempt to do so.
For the same reason it is not possible here to take notice of the rules laid down by Prakrit writers on this subject. In the dark ages of India so numerous and conflicting were the changes and migrations of races, that it is no longer worth while to look for the local peculiarities mentioned by the Prakrit grammarians in the places which they assign to them. The whole of the Gangetic Delta, Rohilkhand, and Oudh, with the tract north of the Ganges lying between Oudh and Tirhut, is now peopled by Aryan tribes, who still preserve traditions of their comparatively recent advent into those regions. Northern Tirhut has been won from mountain-tribes, chiefly non-Aryan, in historic times. The Ahirs of Sindh are now found all over Aryan India. The Marwaris, Meds, Jats, and other tribes, have wandered northwards and southwards, westwards and south-westwards, till we can no longer trace them back to their original seats. Mixed races call themselves Rajputs, and claim to come from Chitor or Ajmer, unconscious that their high cheekbones, flat noses, and narrow pig-like eyes, give the lie as they speak to their absurd pretensions.

The use of the sibilant by the various modern nationalities, then, is one of those points on which we wait for more light, and on which premature speculations would be not only idle, but absolutely noxious.

There is one point, however, on which we touch solid ground. The sibilant has a tendency, more or less developed in all the languages, though culminating in Sindhi and Panjabi, to pass into $h$. This is a very ancient practice. In the primitive Iranian $h$ regularly corresponds to the $h$ of early Aryan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Zend</th>
<th>Mod. Persian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>सा “she”</td>
<td>हा</td>
<td>$\text{हा}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>सष्ट्र “serve,”</td>
<td>हाप्ता</td>
<td>$\text{हाप्ता}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>छलि “these, art,”</td>
<td>अहि</td>
<td>$\text{अहि}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Changes of Single Consonants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Sindi</th>
<th>Panjabi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>गुष्क &quot;dry,&quot;</td>
<td>kaah, kaah</td>
<td>kaah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>सहस्र &quot;thousand,&quot;</td>
<td>kooh</td>
<td>kooh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>सूप &quot;to go,&quot;</td>
<td>hooh</td>
<td>hooh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>क्षिण &quot;grinding,&quot;</td>
<td>hooh, kooh,</td>
<td>hooh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>गोप &quot;December-January,&quot;</td>
<td>hooh</td>
<td>hooh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आपात &quot;June-July,&quot;</td>
<td>[आपात]</td>
<td>हाद हाद</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चुळ &quot;father-in-law,&quot;</td>
<td>sadhro</td>
<td>सहदर सहदर</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>खास &quot;breath,&quot;</td>
<td>sadh</td>
<td>सहह सहह</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विस्तार &quot;twenty&quot; (Pr. बीसा)</td>
<td>bih</td>
<td>बीह बीह</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>एकविस्तार &quot;twenty-one,&quot;</td>
<td>ekbih</td>
<td>एकबीह एकबीह</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विस्तार &quot;thirty&quot; (Pr. तीसा)</td>
<td>trih</td>
<td>तीह तीह</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>एकविस्तार &quot;thirty-one,&quot;</td>
<td>ektribh</td>
<td>एकतीह एकतीह</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>एकविस्तार &quot;sixty-one,&quot;</td>
<td>ektri</td>
<td>एकती एकती</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>एकविस्तार &quot;seventy-one,&quot;</td>
<td>ektrig</td>
<td>एकतिग एकतिग</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is in complete correspondence with this ancient change that we find the propensity to replace s by h exhibiting itself in its fullest force in those parts of India which lie nearest to the Iranian frontier, namely, the Panjab and Sindh. In these two languages the s is not only changed to h, but occasionally even entirely thrown away. A few examples out of many hundreds are here adduced:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Sindi</th>
<th>Panjabi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>कपास &quot;cotton,&quot;</td>
<td>कपाह, कपह</td>
<td>कपाह</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>बंगरी &quot;lion,&quot;</td>
<td>कहरी</td>
<td>कहरी</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ब्रोश &quot;u kos&quot; (league),</td>
<td>kooh</td>
<td>कोह, करोद</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>विपश &quot;grinding,&quot;</td>
<td>पोहणु</td>
<td>पोहणा</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>गोप &quot;December-January,&quot;</td>
<td>[आपात]</td>
<td>हाद हाद</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आपात &quot;June-July,&quot;</td>
<td>चुळ &quot;father-in-law,&quot;</td>
<td>सहरी सहरी</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>चुळ &quot;father-in-law,&quot;</td>
<td>सा था</td>
<td>साह साह</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>खास &quot;breath,&quot;</td>
<td>सा हाद</td>
<td>साह साह</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has been remarked before that all these languages show
their common origin, if that were doubtful, by the fact, among others, that hardly any process or tendency exists in any one of them which may not be traced, however faintly, in nearly all. This is true in the present instance. In every one of the languages some few examples may be found of this change, though the tendency, so strong in Western India as to become a rule, has been so weakened as we go eastwards, that in Bengali and Oriya only a few faint examples can be adduced.

In the series "sixty-nine," "seventy-one," and so on to "seventy-eight," the ख of सम्पत्ति is changed to ह in all the languages. I do not give the list here, as it will occur in Chapter IV., which see.

As an example, though a somewhat doubtful one, of this change running through all the languages, the word पहाड़ "mountain," may be noticed. Its forms are H. पहाड़ B., O. पहाड़ M., G., P. पहाड़. The final ह points to an older ट, which would be softened from ठ, so that I would derive the word from a Sanskrit form प्रस्त, treated as प्रस्त, according to the usual method of treating ख in ordinary colloquial speech. The meaning would be "stretched out," "long," "vast," and this is the more appropriate, as the word is generally applied to a mountain range, rather than to an isolated hill or peak.

Another instance is the local Hindi word पोँड़ "cattle," only used in the western Hindi area, from पशु. Another local word in Eastern Behar is गोळाल "cowshed" = गॊशाला, B. गोहाली. More may be found here and there, but few which run through the whole seven languages.

There is, however, one important series which is noticed by Varanashi. ii. 44, consisting of दश "ten," and its compounds चांदी, etc. In these the s is regularly changed to ह. Pr. दशा, चाँदी, चिरा, etc., for दशा, चांदी, चांदी, and the rest. Thus, "eleven," which may serve as a specimen, is H. द्वादश, द्वादश, P. द्वादश, स. द्वादेस, कारिह, G. श्रीग्रह, M. राको, O., B. एगार.
The \( \text{ह} \) is retained in writing only in H. and S. In P. and M., the long \( \text{अ} \) has taken its place, and in the rest it has disappeared.

Before leaving the sibilants, some notice must be taken of a change, the reverse of that mentioned in § 58, whereby \( \text{क} \) becomes \( \text{स} \) in Marathi, and analogous to that mentioned in the same section as prevalent in Bengal, in such cases as कुच for सुँचि, कुतन for सूँचनार, and others. Vararuchi ii. 41, gives श्रव्यत्ति for श्रव्यत्ति, चतुर्वेषीस्वङ्गकुक्ति, चतुर्वेषीकुक्ति, चतुर्वेषीकुक्ति=कुदपर्वा. Modern instances are—


O. कः.


Skr. शावक "child," Pr. कःः, H. कःः, P. शावयोः, S. शावयोः, G. शावयोः, B. शावयोः, M. शावयोः, G. शावयोः, B. शावयोः, etc., O. कःः, कःः pl. टोः.

In Bengali a good many of these words may be found, which, when supported by the analogy of the cognate languages, may fairly be treated as बन्दी फेिल examples of this rule; when not so supported, however, as the majority are not, they may be set down as careless spelling.

य is in H. and P., and occasionally in the other languages, pronounced \( \text{ल} \), though still written \( \text{ष} \); in fact, on seeing this character in an old Hindi MS., one would naturally pronounce it \( \text{ल} \). This is not merely a matter of writing however. Several words which in Sanskrit have the ष are now regularly pronounced with ल by the peasantry, to whom the written character is entirely unknown. Thus भाषा "language" is pronounced भाषा, and even sometimes written भाषा; वर्ष "rain," is वर्ष, and from it is formed a verb वर्षना "to rain." Similarly we find हरि and हरिना from हरे "joy"; मेव from मेव "a rum"; विव from विव "poison." Hence also M. शान्त a cor-
rupted form of भाषा "a promise," Skr. भाषा. भेंख "a big strong fellow," from भें "a ram." भेंख is also used by the vulgar for भें as in H. The origin of this custom lies probably in the already mentioned connexion between the sibilants and ह. which letter is hardened to ≡ह, as in Persian.

§ 67. ह is a favourite letter with the moderns, and is rarely elided. One instance is given by Trumpp from the Sindhi, Skr. सह्र "joyful," becomes सह्री through a form सह्रसो=सह्रही. This is not, however, common. In some Prakrit books ह is used to fill up the gap made by the rejection of a single consonant between two vowels, and a few instances may be found in which it has remained till modern times (Weber, Sayas, p. 28). Thus O. पादी "a pai" (the coin), H. पादी. Skr. पादीः. It is sometimes inserted without cause, as O. महः "a mauud weight," H. मन, M. मन. Skr. मान. As a rule its tenacity is greater than that of any other letter, and it is pronounced clearly with a somewhat harsher aspiration than in other languages.

This letter in Sanskrit roots is often merely a softening of an aspirate. यः is originally यः, ह is भु, हः=भुः, हः=भुः probably from यः, नः=नः, वः=वः, perhaps also वः, चः=चः, रः=रः. Some of these older forms, as ग्रः and ठः, are preserved in the Vedas, and with regard to the others the analogy of forms in the cognate languages shows that the aspirate has been dropped, while in many it reappears in various tenses of the verb. In harmony with this practice, cases are found in the modern languages in which ह after anuswara, which is in that position a guttural, changes into गः, as in विष्णु लिङ, which is pronounced विष्णु in all the modern languages, and often written विष्णु in H., and always so in P. Thus also the Prakrit forms जह्री, तुर्मः "we," "ye," become in Oriya जः, तः, where the ह is changed into the sonant aspirate of the organ to which the nasal belongs.
§ 68. From \( h \) we pass by a natural transition to the aspirated letters of all the organs. It has been seen that on the one hand the unaspirated letters are extremely liable to elision, while on the other \( h \) holds its place always very firmly. From the combination of these two principles, it comes to pass that the aspirated letters frequently lose their organic characteristic, and remain as simple \( h \), the aspiration alone surviving to represent them. This is a rule of very general application, both in Prakrit and modern times, and is one by which we may distinguish early from late Tadbhavas with tolerable accuracy. It is not, however, of equal force in all aspirates. Vararuchi lays it down as "usual," that is, not absolute, in the cases of \( k, g, kh, gh, m \), omitting the palatals, cerebrals, and \( v \). The omission of the palatals is accounted for, first by the tenacity which has been noticed as their characteristic in § 51, and secondly by the fact that these letters \( h \) and \( h \), though they occur in Sanskrit, represent as a rule sounds of a later origin, being developed out of older sounds, as \( ch, gh \), or others. Although these letters are found in Sanskrit writings of an early period, yet their secondary or derivative character can hardly be doubted, \( jh \) in particular is a very rare letter in Sanskrit, while it is extremely frequent in Prakrit. This letter has two or three forms, being written sometimes \( k \), at others \( k \), and at others again \( k \); all this shows that it is of modern origin, and gives rise to the suspicion that it scarcely had a fixed and recognized position in the old Indian scheme of sounds, until the Pandits began to work at the language, when, in accordance with their usual custom, they would invent a letter where none existed previously, to avoid leaving any gap in their series, just as they did with \( c \) and \( k \). We can derive no argument from the existence of letters on monuments of the earlier type, Asaka's, Gupta, or Kutila (though it may be observed that \( jh \) does not occur in Kutila), because the art of writing was a matter of comparatively recent introduction, and
does not affect phonetic changes in the spoken languages. In the case of the cerebrals their hardness probably preserved them, and they too are somewhat secondary in character, being, as has been explained before in § 59, old linguals preserved at a high point of contact by the influence of ṭ or some other letter, and consequently regarded by Pandits, who worked at a time when the usual lingual contact of their nation had passed down to a lower point of contact, as in some way derived from the dentals, an erroneous view, in which they have been followed by many European scholars.

Thus, ṝ, ṭ, ṭha, ṭa, and ṭ, were, to a great extent, popular letters; they had already passed into Prakrit, or rather had their origin in Prakrit; they had come into recognized existence, so to speak, lower down the stream than the point at which the other aspirates had lost their organic characteristics, and were thus safe from further change.

As to ṭ, a very little carelessness in uttering it makes it into j, and however wide apart these two sounds may be when pronounced carefully, or when considered scientifically, the personal experience of every one who has lived in this country will support the assertion that they are daily and hourly confounded by ordinary speakers. Who ever heard ḍṛ̤̅ra, ḍga pronounced by the lower classes in towns otherwise than as “fir,” “fal”? or if not quite with the j sound, at least with something very closely approaching to it, and only by purists, or in remote parts of the country, with the clear undoubted j sound? To this cause—namely the more complete amalgamation of the aspirate with the organic sound—may doubtless be attributed its preservation. It is softened to ṭ, which letter in Eastern India is constantly regarded by the natives as equivalent to our English j.

The aspirates, it must however be remembered, are never considered as mere combinations of an ordinary letter with ā. It is quite a European idea so to treat of them; ā is not a
k-sound followed by an h, it is a k uttered with a greater effort of breath than ordinary. The native name for the aspirates is maktaj̄ita "great breath," as opposed to the lesser or dīsyprā̄ṇa "little breath," letters. The European method of speaking is used in this section as being likely to be more familiar to the reader; but it must ever be borne in mind that the aspirate is uttered by one action of the mouth; there is not the slightest stop or pause between the k and the h; in fact, no native ever imagines that there is a k or an h either in the sound. The difference between खाश् "eat," and कहा "cause to say," is extremely well marked, even in the most rapid speaking. Thus Vararchi, in his rule above quoted, ii. 27, does not say that ख and the rest retain only their aspirate. Such an expression would have been quite unintelligible to himself and his scholars. He says ह is substituted for ख, etc. He looks upon ह as quite a distinct letter, and exhibits no consciousness of there being an h involved or contained in the ख already. The Indian ख then differs entirely from क + ह on the other hand, as much as it does from the Arabic چ on the other.

Thus क + ह are two distinct sounds, and are always sounded as such. ख is a क uttered with a greater expenditure of breath than ordinary. چ is a guttural uttered deep down in the throat, and having no real aspiration in it at all, beyond this that the म and or place of utterance of it, is so low down in the throat as to be quite on the extreme edge of that region of the palate within which the guttural sound lies, and approaching the confines of that region within which there is no organic utterance any longer, because no possibility of contact, but merely aspiration or simple forcible passage of air.

We may now proceed to give examples of the change, which, as it is one which passes through the Prakrits into the modern languages, may be exhibited with special regard to the latter, the former being merely inserted when they occur, because in this, as in so many other cases, the words most frequently in
use in the Prakrits are not by any means those which are most commonly met with in the moderns.

§ 69. ख is changed to ह in the following instances:

Skr. सुख “face,” Pr. सुङ्ग, H. सुङ्ग, P. सुङ्ग, सुङ्ग, S. सुङ्ग.  
Skr. लिख “to write,” Pr. लिङ्ग, M. लिङ्गिएँ.  
Skr. अखेलट “hunting,” H. अखेलट, P. हेडा, S. अखेलट।  
Skr. सब्बी “female friend,” Pr. सबी, S. सबी।  

In all these cases, however, there exist forms in ख, thus all the languages still use सुख; in all but M., the usual form is लिख, as in H. लिखणा, though Gujarati omits the i, and has लिखणे. अखेलट is also still in use, and सब्बी is only in use in Sindhi; all the other languages retain the word सब्बी, which, however, is no longer a colloquial, but merely a literary and poetic word.

घ

Skr. धाघा “praise,” Pr. सबाही, H. सराहना, P. सराहना, S. सराहनू।  
Skr. ःरघठ “a well-wheel,” P., H. ःरठ, रहट, M. ःरठ।  
Skr. ःघन “joins,” Pr. ःहण, P. ःहणा, S. ःहणू, M. ःविएँ (for ःविऍँ); all in the sense of coir.

Skr. सघ “cloud,” Pr. सेहो, H. सेह, सेह, P. सेह, and मेह, S. मेह।  

This letter is also frequently retained, as in घोडा = घोटक, घमना = घुमन, घडा = घट, and split up and inverted in सुझगा “borax” = सोघण, through सोहण and सोहगण. A similar instance is बिघण for भरण, from भगिणी, H. सिघाडा, root of the osulent water-lily,” P. गृহ, S. सिघोरी, G., B., and O. सिघाडा, from Skr. संघटक, is an instance of the protective

1 The so-called “Persian wheel,” and all over the Punjab and in parts of Hindustan to draw water for purposes of irrigation. It has a string of wooden pins which go down empty and come up full, and tilt over into a trough.
power of the anusvāra, of which more will have to be said hereafter.

चः

Skr. प्रयास “curse,” Pr. सवही, H. बोझ (see § 52).
Skr. गाजा “song,” Pr. गाह, Old H. गाहा, S. गाह.
Skr. कचन “saying,” Pr. कहण, H. कहना, P. कहिणा, S. कहणु, G. कहें, O. कहिवा, B. कहिते. Singularly this very common word in all the other languages is totally wanting in M. ।

Instances of the retention of घ are M. कविण = कविण, which is, however, rare, P. कवणा, S. कवणु, in the altered sense of “to think.” गांधना = गांधन, here, again, through the influence of anusvāra. मधना “to churn,” मधनी “a churning-stick” = Skr. मधन. and with the cerebral H. मठा “buttermilk,” though H. has also महना “to churn”; M. मथण, मथण, मधण; B. मथन, मथने, मठा “curds”; G. मधु, मधार, मठी “cards,” etc.; S. मध. मधण. Skr. गृथ “herd”; H. गृथ is almost a Tatsama, though found in Old Hindi; P. has the more usual form गृह.

घ

Skr. दधि “curds,” Pr. दधि, H. दधि, and so in all.
Skr. साधु “merchant,” Pr. साइड, H. साइड, B., O. id., P. साइड, साइड.
S. शाह (through a confusion with Pers. شاہ, often used as a title by certain castes).
This letter being a media, and as such more liable to elision than any tenuis, exhibits fewer instances of retention than the others. Such are यु, H. युप. जोधपर, etc., though the more usual form taken by this root in all the languages is यु. as in H. युस्मार “a warrior,” etc.; धोबी “washerman,” Skr. धावक; Skr. धवल “white,” H. धोला, B., O., धला, G. धोई, S. धौरो. M. धवा, धवल. Skr. धा “to blow,” Pr. धुमा, B. धमका “bellows,” H. धीकणी. S. धीकणु “to kindle,” G. धमण. In the case of initial घ, many instances may be found among genuine Tadbhavas.

अ

is, like घ, a letter which affords a very large range of instances of elision:

गभोर “deep,” H. गहरा, and so in all.
आभोर “herdsman,” H. गहीर, M. id.
भु “to be,” Pr. हो, H. होना, P. होणा, S. भूण, G. होवु, M. होणे.
O. होइवा (हूवा), B. होइव.

शुभ “to be fair,” H. सोहद “ornament,” सोहन “pleasant” (शोभन), सोहना “to heseem,” S. मुह “beauty,” मुहण, मुहाणु, मुहारती, etc., P. मुहाउषा, मुहणा, etc. M., B., and O. retain the forms in भ in common use; G. follows the Hindi, but has also शुभ and derivatives.

बोधाय “beauty,” H. सुहाग, सुहागा, P., S. id.
मुझ “bond,” H. मझ, and so in all.

Here may also be introduced H. लेना “to take,” which I suppose to be from an earlier form लहना, as is shown by S. लहणु, from Skr. लभ. The S. proves this to be the origin of the word by retaining the passive participle लधी, which is from the Skr. p.part. लभि. लेना is to be explained as in the first instance for लेना, which is identical with the form लेना in use now in Panjabi, from लहिणा, of रहिण, etc., in Ch. H.
§ 35: in B. लैयते, O. लप्या, from the confusion between ल and ल। There is a rarely used Skr. root ला, which would produce लमा, on the analogy of द्वा, from दा, but I prefer the derivation from लम, both on account of the doubtfufulness of the root लत, and because it brings the Hindi more into conformity with the other languages. The reader may choose for himself. S. has also another verb लाह्सु from a root लाम, forming its passive participle लायो (="अभिल=अबिहत=लायो"), which lends additional confirmation to the derivation. The old H. p.p. लीणा may be held to point to a form लिलित through लहीत (त०=द०=द=ल=न).

It will be observed that Grimm's law of positional changes holds good to a great extent in the case of these aspirates. While they are frequently, may almost regularly, changed into 학생 in the middle of a word, a process equivalent to the elision of the non-aspirated letters, since they lose all their organic portion, retaining only the aspiration common to all, they are on the other hand, when occurring as initials, almost as regularly retained. The most striking exception is the case of ल, which is often changed to ल in the beginning of a word, as in the instances given above. Here too, however, there is an analogy to the case of the non-aspirated labial ल, which, as we have seen, passes peculiar weaknesses, and is more liable to absorption, liquefaction into a vowel, and other hard treatment than the letters of any other organ. Such a point as this is one of those landmarks which are so cheering to the student, pointing as it does, however dimly and obscurely at present, to the existence of deep underlying laws, which a longer research and more intimate acquaintance with these languages will enable us eventually to unearth; so that we may hope, in spite of the terrible gap of so many centuries, one day to have discovered the whole phonetic system of this group in all its ramifications, and triumphantly refute those scoffers who talk so confidently of the "lawless licence" of Hindi derivation.
We now come to the unchanging aspirates \( \text{क, ख, ठ, ड} \) and to a certain extent \( \text{फ} \). It is not perhaps strictly correct to apply the epithet ‘unchanging’ to any but the first two. No instances of the change of these two exist, either in Prakrit or in the moderns. \( \text{ठ} \) is not elided, but passes often into its media \( \text{ढ} \). Instances (Var. ii. 24) are \( \text{madham, jadharam, kadharam} \), for \( \text{matha, jathara, kathara} \). As so often happens, these examples do not occur in the moderns, or rather these words, the first of which is common, the last two rare, are found in their Sanskrit form \( \text{math} \), etc., in most languages. \( \text{M.} \) has a diminutive \( \text{ढी} \) side by side with \( \text{ढी} \). The word means a “monastery,” or college of devotees. Modern instances are—

Skr. शुष्क “ginger,” P. सुंड, S. सुंड.
Skr. कण्ठो “necklace,” S. कण्ठी, P. dimin. कण्ठली.

More examples will be found in Chapter IV., in cases where \( \text{ठ} \) is a secondary formation—that is, where it has arisen from some earlier form, as \( \text{ठ, घ, or the like.} \)

There is an isolated instance of \( \text{ठ} \) passing into \( \text{ह} \), in Skr. कुठारा “axe,” G. and S. कुढारी; but here we have properly the same process as in \( \text{पठन} = \text{पढ़ा} \), namely, that the \( \text{ठ} \) has been softened into its corresponding media \( \text{ढ} \), and that again into \( \text{ढ} \); in G. and S. the \( \text{ल} \) has been dropped. In H. the form is कुढारी. P. कुढ़ा and कुढ़ा, M. कुढ़ा and O. कुढ़ा. B. shows the transition in the colloquial form कुड़ा. \( \text{ढ} \) does frequently pass into \( \text{ढ} \); in fact, from the earliest Sanskrit times there is a close connexion between the two sounds, the point of junction being a sound \( \text{ह} \). The same relation exists between the unaspirated letters, as in the Vedic र्द्धा—
In the Vedas द is often written द. The most familiar example in the modern languages is—

Skr. उद्वेदत "bridegroom" (Ved. वोजेत); H. दुःह, दृज्ञ, दुजारी.
Skr. उद्वेदत "bride", H. दुल्ल, G. दुलाही "daughter" (= दुर्वारी).

Cases in which द is wholly elided do not occur, at least none have yet been discovered and established.

In Prakrit we have a somewhat similar change (Var. ii. 25), सिक्ला = सकुष्था, here the aspirate appears to have been lost, and the / doubled. The root सक्ष्ट is also said to be changed to सिक्ला when preceded by उ or स (Var. viii. 41), which gives us another instance, as we know that सक्ष्ट becomes first सक्ष्य, and subsequently सिक्ला, as Vararuci himself states in the preceding section (viii. 40). These changes are again, as in the case of भ, quite in analogy with the changes that take place in the corresponding unaspirated letters, so that everywhere, however feeble and indistinct may be our light, we are yet justified in asserting the thoroughly homogeneous, and consequently distinctly national and characteristic nature of all the phonetic changes we meet with.

क is softened to म in Prakrit in सिहं, सिहाऱ्य, सिहारी, सिहान, for सिपं, सिपाहिक, सिपाही, सिपाहा. In the modern languages one of these is found शपरी "a carp," H. सहरी, P. सहरी. The letter is, however, more generally retained, being of comparatively rare occurrence in the middle of a word, with the exception of compounds, which must be treated as two separate words for our present purpose.

Judging from the constant tendency of all languages to pass their words through a gradual process of softening, it may rationally be conjectured that the aspirated tones घ, क, ठ, ढ, फ, would first be softened into their corresponding media, and then into simple फ. We have given evidence of this process in the case of ठ and क which indeed go no further than this first step as a rule; but it may be as well to seek for instances
in the other letters, with a view to establishing still further the 
harmony of transition throughout the aspirates.

Panjabi and Sindhi are the most promising fields for this 
part of the inquiry, as they both particularly affect medial 
letters in opposition to tenses; the search, however, is not to 
be confined to those languages alone.

ख into घ. 
Skr. रेखा "stroke," S. रेखी "cunning" (i.e. "strokes" of villany), 
M. रेख "line," G. रेख.

च into च. This change is indicated by the extreme points, 
rather than by the intermediate stage. Thus, when we find H. 
चामा "vitrified brick," or "slag," derived from Skr. चाम जी, 
it is apparent that there has been an intermediate form चामी. 
So also, in deriving Skr. च्यरी "a waterfall," from the root चर 
"to stream," there necessarily intervenes a form करी.

च into घ. The examples adduced of this transition are 
complicated by the fact of the presence of र, which cerebralizes 
the घ into ठ. So that from प्रथम, regarded as पर्थम, we get 
Pr. पर्व for पर्वम. Similarly Skr. त्यिष्ठि "loose," becomes 
in Pr. मिष्ठी, which is explained by the origin of the word 
from the root गृष्, a form of which is गृष्. T' moderns use 
this word with rejection of the whole of the first syllable. 
Thus, H. दीला, M., G. अल., P. दिला, S. दिरी, B., O. दिला.

To these may be added S. गृंठ=Skr. गृंथि, where again the 
influence of the र is felt.

The modern languages, however, are not always careful to 
follow the above processes. Marathi in particular, and the 
others in a minor degree, exhibit in a sporadic and somewhat 
disconnected manner a tendency to drop the aspiration, and to 
use only the unaspirated form of the letter. This is more 
frequently observable in the middle or at the end of a word, 
and in Bengali more particularly with cerebrals, as ठ, when
pronounced as \( \tilde{p} \). The rule holds good whether the aspirate be in existence in Sanskrit, or have arisen from some Pr. change.

**Examples:**

Skr. विघटन “destruction,” H. विगटन “to be spoiled,” P. विगडन.

S. विगड, G. बिगड़, B., O. id., but M. in contrast to its usual custom retains the aspirate, as विघडिण्. विघडिण्.

Skr. महाध “dear” (in price), H. महं, P. महिं, S. महिं, M. महां, but G. मोठे.

Skr. पीठ “stool,” B. पिड़ा, M. पात.

H. बुजान “to extinguish” (§ 46), B. बुजान, M. बुज़.

Skr. इल “hand,” Pr. हत्, M. हृत्, instead of हाथ, B., O. id.


Skr. स्नंद “evening,” Pr. संज्ञ, M. संज्ञ for सांझ, G. id.

Skr. संध “junction,” M. सात.

Skr. स्कन्द “shoulder,” M. खांड, G. खांड.

Bengali instances of ड for ट are बेड़ा, बेढा, from Skr. बेठन, where the outgoing ड aspirate is ट in all languages; मोड़ “stool,” भ. मोड़ा; साठ “with a halt,” Skr. साठ, M. also साठ; B. and O. मिठ, M. खिड़की “ladder,” भ. मोड़ी, from Skr. मिठक; B. डाड़, डाड़ी = H. डाडी, Skr. डाडिका.

Instances in Oriya of the same tendency are the following:

Skr. कोर “tortoise,” O. कच्छ.

Skr. पुछिक व “a cake of cow dung,” O. पूरंत्रा, where the aspirate has been thrown forward into the ड.

Skr. कीकाय “the wood-apple tree,” O. कृत, H. कठे.

Skr. कुठार “axe,” O. कुटाड़ी.

Skr. दाडिक “heard,” O. ताड़ि. id.

Skr. प्रुक्त “question,” O. पचारिका.

The general treatment of the aspirates in the modern languages has by some authors been thought to betray signs of
non-Aryan influence, on the ground that this treatment shows an aversion to aspiration, which is seen also in the Dravidian languages which have no aspirates. But I do not see, in the first place, how the rejection of the organic portion of an aspirated letter and the retention of the rough breathing can be called an aversion to aspirates; on the contrary, it seems to me to be a great fondness for them. An aversion to aspirates would testify itself, not by changing \( kh \) into \( h \), but by changing it into \( k \), which is precisely what our languages do not do, except in a few Bengali and Marathi words.

Moreover, although there are no aspirates in the Dravidian languages, there are in all the non-Aryan dialects of the Himalayas and in the Gondi of Central India. Tibetan also possesses the aspirated surds, though not the sonants; and some of the sub-dialects of Tibetan indulge in aspiration to a greater extent than Sanskrit, as they aspirate not only the consonants of the five organs, but even semivowels and nasals. Thus, Magar \( m\text{hen} \), "fire," \( r\text{ha} \), "goat," \( \text{va} \), "fowl," \( \text{ma}\text{ht} \), "blow," are examples of aspirations which are never met with in old Aryan.

Thirdly, it may be pointed out that so far from having any aversion to the aspirates, the colloquial languages from the earliest Prakrits downwards indulge in a variety of aspirations, regularly changing the sibilants of Sanskrit into \( h \) under almost all circumstances. Instead of attributing to the Prakrits a dislike of the aspirate, and ascribing this characteristic to non-Aryan influence, we should be disposed to consider an excessive fondness for this class of sounds as one of the most marked Prakrit features, and one in which it is very strongly contrasted with the Dravidian languages, though harmonizing in this respect with the non-Aryan dialects of Tibetan origin which are still spoken in the recesses of the Himalayas.

§ 70. \((\text{Vsi}\text{arga}) \) is conspicuous by its absence from all the
modern languages. It was at first a mere grammarians's fiction, to be chased with श्र, ध्र, and such like inventions. In the nominative case of nouns it replaces the organic श्र, with which that case properly terminates, and has in Prakrit given way to त or द in Sanskrit nominatives in त्र, while it has been entirely dropped in nominatives in श्र, श्र, or other vowels. In the various parts of the verb in which it occurs no trace of it can now be found, inasmuch as the modern verb has entirely abandoned the ancient inflectional method of formation, and has adopted the analytical system of participles and auxiliaries; even in those tenses where some relics of the synthetical system exist, the dual having been entirely rejected, the visarga with which its three persons ended has been lost, and in the first person plural so great has been the change that it is difficult to decide whether the visarga has really had any influence or not.

Where visarga exists in the middle of a word, as in दुःख "pain," and in words compounded with the preposition निः, the ruder languages reject it altogether and write simply दुः, नित्साच for दुःख, निःशास. In those languages which have a double form, one literary, the other popular, the former of course retains the visarga, the latter does not.

Anuswāra is used throughout to replace the nasal when it forms the first element of a nexus. In Bengali and Oriya, however, there is an exception to this rule, anuswāra in them being merely a nasal and pronounced always न, never under any conditions न, as some German writers have of late taken to write it. To a Bengali the transliteration निःक्र would be quite unintelligible, as the word is to him नंगह. Even in reciting Sanskrit the custom is to pronounce this mark न; thus, रुद्र निब्धन्तन would be read रुद्र निब्धन्तन. There is nothing further to remark on this character.

§ 71. This chapter may be concluded by a few instances in which a whole syllable of a word has been inverted. This sort
of corruption is common among the lower orders all over India. Thus, for Pers. مطلب, a favourite pronunciation is مطلب. The constant, though unconscious, striving to give some meaning, or reason for a meaning, to a word often results in these curious changes. To the Hindu peasant مطلب conveys no intrinsic or esoteric meaning, but when reversed it seems quite natural that مطلب, i.e. مات + مات, “strength of the intellect,” should be a phrase for “aim,” “object,” etc. I have heard this word corrupted to مان طلاب, “search of the mind,” طلاب being more familiar than its derivative; مات کل for مات کل, in the sense of “death,” is also quoted as a similar case by one writer. Examples of this inversion are as follows:

Skr. बृण “throwing,” Pr. खिय, H. (inverted and with the aspirate thrown back to the initial) फिजना “to throw,” P., G. id., S, फाकण, M. फिज्न, O, फिनिति and फकारता (with total rejection of aspirate and e).

Skr. बुल “to be drowned” (connected is चुड “to cover”), H. चुवन, P. चुवण, S. चुवण, M., G., B., O. id. All the languages have also the form चुन, etc., as well.

Skr. चिधा (from चिरिधा “to cover”) H. ज्ञाप, ज्ञापन, also ध्यापना, and so in all.

Skr. दृष्टिप्राय “candlestick” (literally “candle-bed,” because in an Indian lamp the wick lies in a cup full of oil), B. प्लीस्य ( = पीड for पीय), O. id.

Skr. प्राघृण “visiting,” H. प्रज्ञचन “to arrive,” in Tirhut च्यापना.

Many more inversions of this kind will readily occur to the memory of readers acquainted with these languages, though such words are not generally found in dictionaries, being looked on, with some justice, as merely local corruptions arising from ignorance or caprice. It will be seen, however, from the instances given above that a recognition of the existence of this tendency is sometimes useful as pointing the way to the derivation of a word which might otherwise remain unknown.
CHAPTER IV.

CHANGES OF COMPOUND CONSONANTS.


§ 72. The treatment of compound consonants involves some curious considerations on the subject of the power of articulation possessed by the human organs of speech in ancient and modern times. Sanskrit in this respect resembles all the early languages of its family, inasmuch as it is rich in combinations of consonants in groups of two, three, and even occasionally four, without any intervening vowel. We find the same state of things in the Semitic family also; the Aramaic group, which is now generally admitted to represent the oldest type, clusters its consonants together in a way which at times almost defies pronunciation; the Hebrew, which stands second in point of antiquity, is less addicted to this practice, having several
changes of compound consonants.

Contrivances, such as sh'ra, for avoiding too great an accumulation of consonants, while in the Arabic, a group of a much later type, to use Raman's expression, "the consonants swim in a sea of vowels"; comparing Aramaic forms, such as kalh, kish, mekhān, kherān, with the Hebrew kēbalāh, kātalāh, kētelōn, and Arabic kātalātā, kātalān, the gradual increase of vowels is clearly seen. This instance is adduced merely as an illustration of what is meant by the power of articulation. To utter a series of consonants, each of which requires a separate contact, without allowing any vowel to intervene, is an effort of the organs of speech which can only be accomplished when those organs are vigorous and strong. Thus we find the Dravidians of the south of India unable to pronounce Sanskrit words containing a compound consonant without the insertion of one or more vowels. For instance, in Tamil, istiri=Skr. stri, tānam=Skr. sthanam, kirthīnan=krīthi, upparyojana=aprayojana, tatua=tatva. "The languages of the Indo-European class are fond of combining clashing consonants and welding them into one syllable by sheer force of enunciation; and it is certain that strength and directness of character and scorn of difficulties are characteristics, not only of the Indo-European languages, but of the races by which those languages are spoken. On the other hand, the Dravidian family of languages prefers softening away difficulties to grappling with them; it aims at ease and softness of enunciation rather than impressiveness: multiplying vowels, separating consonants, assimilating differences of sound, and lengthening out its words by successive agglutinations; it illustrates the characteristics of the races by which it is spoken by the soft, sweet, garrulous effeminacy of its utterances." 1

Within the domain of the Indo-European family, however, there are many degrees of power in this respect. In the highest grade are to be placed the old Aryan, Latin, and old

1 Caldwell's Dravidian Grammar, p. 139.
German. In the next Zend, which is a degree weaker than Sanskrit; Greek, which can bear less consonant-clashing than Latin; and Slavonic, which interpolates vowels with greater frequency than its Teutonic neighbour. Weakest of all are the modern Romance languages, and the Indian Prakritis. And, considering the subject chronologically, each stage of every language is, as a rule, less capable of elaborate articulation than that which preceded it. And this brings us back to our immediate subject: just as the Prakritis effeminately soften or omit single consonants from Sanskrit words, so, in the case of compound consonants, they have recourse to several devices for avoiding the effort of uttering them. Here again, however, the modern Indian languages are stronger than the Prakritis, though always weaker than the original Sanskrit. In modern Todhavas indeed, in which no trace of Prakrit influence is to be expected, the amount of softening or weakening is not very great, not more so than in modern English as compared with the English of a thousand years ago. Take for instance a passage from King Alfred's translation of Gregory's Pastoral:1 "Ne secel he nolit unalyfedes dón, aet that thette othre menn unalyfede doth he secel wepan swæ swæ his agne sylle, hiora untrymmesse he secel throwian on his heartan, and thus godes his nhistena he secel fageniææ swæ swæ his agnes." This would run in modern English thus: "Nor shall he ought unallowed (unlawful) do, and that that (that which) other men unallowed do, he shall weep so so (as) his own guilt (Germ. schuld, Dan. skyld, our guilt for guelt), their untruth (infirmity) he shall dree in his heart (sympathize with), and of the good of his next (neighbour) he shall fain (rejoice) so so (as) of his own." The words in parenthesis are the modern way of expressing the word which they follow, which is the etymological equivalent of the old English. Now the modern

1 P. 65, ed. Sweet, Early English Text Society, 1871.
Tadbhavas in the Indian languages differ very little more from Sanskrit, and sometimes not so much as 'unallowed' from 'unanaly-fedes,' 'dree' from 'throwian,' 'next' from 'nihsta,' or 'fain' from 'fagenian.' It must be remembered that the earliest of modern Tadbhavas, dating from the wane of Buddhism, are about contemporaneous with Alfred, while early Tadbhavas are of course far more ancient. It is necessary to bear this in mind, because some writers have asserted that the modern Indian languages have deviated far more widely from their primitive type than the European languages, and have argued from thence that the former are now more hopelessly corrupted and confused than the former. It may be replied that the rate at which development has proceeded seems to be the same in both cases, and that climatic influences, while they determine the direction of that development, do not accelerate it. When we find an Indian word much more extensively changed than we can produce a parallel for in European languages, the reason is generally to be found in the fact that the process has been going on for a much longer time in India than in Europe. Certain it is that some of the Prakrits exhibit at times extreme forms of corruption, but reasons have been given for doubting whether these Prakrits were ever spoken; and from the example of the Bhāgavati, we may conjecture that when more texts come to light, they will confirm what is now only a suspicion, that in the two leading points of hiatus and assimilation the real spoken languages of those times did not go so far as the literature would make us believe. The hiatus caused by the elision of single consonants is an attempt to reduce the labour of speaking, and quite parallel to it is the process of assimilation, which will now be explained, both processes being exemplifications of the fact that as a rule modern articulation is simpler and less harsh than ancient, and that especially in the case of consonants, whether compound or single, there is a tendency to reduce their number and simplify their enumeration.
running through all the languages of the Indo-Germanic family.

§ 73. For the purpose of expressing the combination of two consonants without the intervention of a vowel, as in \( kl, ph, m \), the term "nexus" is employed. Three kinds of nexus may conveniently be distinguished:

1. The strong nexus, composed of strong letters only, as क, ख, ग, घ.
2. The mixed nexus, composed of a strong and a weak letter, as च, छ, घ, घ.
3. The weak nexus, composed of weak letters only, as य, र, ह, म, श, ल.

By strong letters are meant the first four letters of the five vargas:

क, ख, ग, घ.
च, छ, च, घ.
ट, ठ, ड, ढ.
त, थ, द, ध.
प, फ, ब, भ.

By weak letters are meant the nasals क, ज, झ, न, म; sibilants श, ष, स; semivowels य, र, ज, व; and ह. The combinations च and च, so often treated as single letters, I include under the mixed nexus.

The laws of these three kinds of nexus are briefly as follows:

1. In the strong nexus the Prakrits assimilate the first letter to the last, and the modern languages, except Panjabi and Sindhi, reject the first of the two letters and in general lengthen the preceding vowel.

(a) Where the second member of the nexus is an aspirate, Prakrit changes the first member into the corresponding unaspirated letter.
(β) Where the nexus is followed by a long or heavy syllable, the modern languages do not always make the compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel.

(2.) In the mixed nexus the weak letter, whether preceding or following the strong letter, is in the Prakrits assimilated to it; and in the moderns one of the two letters is rejected, with the usual compensatory lengthening of the vowel.

(a) When the weak letter is a nasal and precedes the strong letter, it is changed to anuswāra; in Prakrit without, and generally in the moderns with, compensatory lengthening of the vowel.

(3.) In the weak nexus three processes take place:

(a) When the two letters are of unequal strength, the weaker is assimilated, as in the mixed nexus.

(β) When they are of equal or nearly equal strength, they are divided from one another by the insertion of a vowel; or,

(γ) They are combined into a third and entirely different consonant.

A table of the relative strength of the weak letters will be found in § 92.

Certain and accurate laws for all these three processes can hardly be expected at the present initiatory stage of the inquiry, but the examples to be hereafter given will fairly substantiate the tentative rules now laid down.

The whole of this part of the development of the modern languages seems purely Aryan, and may be paralleled by corresponding changes in the other languages of the family, as, for instance, the modern Romance languages of Southern Europe. As none of the non-Aryan families in India are prone to the use of compound consonants, their influence can hardly be looked for in this branch of the inquiry. It is, however, held by some writers, who are never easy unless they can drag in some hint of non-Aryan influence to account for
changes which require no such explanation, that the weakness of Dravidian pronunciation, which forbids the use of any complex accumulation of consonants, is parallel to the weakness which led the Prakrits to assimilate \( kl \) into \( lt \). As, however, the Italians do precisely the same, it is not evident why non-Aryan intervention should be suggested. There is a process in Prakrit, carried on into the moderns, which certainly does resemble Dravidian customs, namely, that of splitting up a nexus by the insertion of a vowel; when the custom is discussed it will be seen how far this supposition is true; at any rate it has become of late years quite a nuisance, this perpetual suggestion of non-Aryans here, there, and everywhere; one will soon have to believe that the Aryans did not know how to speak at all till the Dravidians taught them the use of their tongues, and that the Vedas are a mangled copy of some ancient Tamil liturgy!

§ 74. The Strong Nexus.—This form of nexus is not so common as the others. The number of groups of two letters each, which can be formed by combinations of twenty letters, is in itself small, and is further in practice limited by the euphonic laws, which forbid the union of a media with a tenuis, and the placing of an aspirate as the first member of the nexus. Some organs, also, are incapable of combination with others; and of other combinations which would be euphonicaally permissible, the Sanskrit language affords no examples. The actual instances, therefore, of the strong nexus are comparatively few.\(^1\)

Vararuchi's way of handling this process is rather extraordinary. He considers that of two consonants in a nexus the

---

\(^1\) Portions of this section on the strong nexus appeared in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. v. p. 149. Having, however, been led by further research to modify some of the views which I expressed in that article (written in 1888), I have had to remodel a great part of it, so that the actual reprint includes very little more than the examples.
first is elided, and the second doubled. He also omits all mention of च, ङ, र, and ङ. In spite, however, of his uncritical way of putting it, it is clear that he means to lay down the same law as that given above. ङ he confuses with ङ, which being a weak letter would, in any case, whether preceding or following, be assimilated to the other member of the nexus. This is clear from his examples. Thus, Skr. लुम्भन lubdhaka = Pr. लौद्धिल laddhau, and Skr. पिक्रे pikkam = Pr. पिक्रि pikkam; Skr. लुभ lubha = Pr. लुभो lubho.—Var. iii. 51.

As to र, it so seldom occurs as the first member of a nexus (except in combinations where यष “six,” constr. यष forms the first element), that Vararuchi probably thought it useless to mention it. Similarly I am not aware of any cases where the palatals form the first member of a nexus. By Sandhi they would migrate into gutturals in composition; e.g. लच्छ तुच्छ + द्रोपिन doshin = लग्दोपिन tayyoshin, वाच रुच + य ṛu = वाच्य ṛłya. So that probably no instances exist of palatals as initials in a nexus. Vararuchi’s examples are: भञज = भञज, सिक्षण = सिक्षण, सुभं = सुभं, द्विग्रं = द्विग्रं, खण्ड = खण्ड, यष्ट्र = यष्ट्र, उपयं = उपयं, etc.

Lassen (p. 239) repeats Vararuchi for the most part, but shows some consciousness of the difference between a strong and a weak nexus. He gives (p. 235) five classes of nexus, among which is No. II., “Complexus consonantium quaternarum ordinatarum,” which corresponds to my “strong nexus.” His list of examples is different from Vararuchi’s, but does not add anything to the general rule already obtained from the Indian author.

Hoefer, de dialecto Prakritâ, p. 90, § 73b, gives a list of words in which the Sanskrit form of the nexus is retained in Prakrit, but this list has no value, as it rests upon incorrect readings. The principal instance is समित्कुम in Vikramovrasi (110, 2, Calcutta edition), which Lassen concludes to have arisen “ob negligentiam editorum,” or, perhaps, rather from
the proclivity of the scribe towards Sanskrit forms, a fertile source of bad readings in the plays. We should undoubtedly read समुज्ञ. Hoefer's work does not appear to be one of much value.

If now we turn to Pali and the Prakrit of the Jain writings, we find the same principle carried out. Instances from the Dhammapadām and Bhagavati are, पुरुषाजनि=पुरुष्णनि, जस्त=सत, पुरुष=पुरगनि (or in Bhag पुरगनि), सतन=सत, सत्वनिर्दृष्ट=सतिः, कुञ्ज=कुञ्ज (कुञ्ज is probably for कुञ्ज्र, hence the aspirate).

Pali seems to have the best claim to be considered as pure Magadhi, and in the Mahawanso, one of the chief works in that language, we find the same rule, e.g. वक्तेऽ=वत्तेऽ, प्राप्त=पत्त, युक्त=युत्त. Numerous instances may be collected from every page of the Mahawanso, or any other Pali work. The rule is apparently absolute and without exception, so much so, that any deviations from it may at once be set down as errors of copyists.

There seems to be no good ground for supposing that the last member of a strong nexus is ever assimilated to the first. The examples given by Hoefer rest chiefly on incorrect readings, as shown by Lassen, and no such proceeding can be discovered in any of those works of which original MSS. are available.

In the modern languages a good many of the examples given by Varanuchi occur:

क्ष्ट्रिय khasha, "a sword," Pr. खर्गी, Var. iii. 1. H. 1st, यर्ग, Chand, Prith. 15. 24. नरगनी यर्ग उड़ह हड़घ ते "He attacked, raising sword in hand"; 2nd, यर्ग, but only used for the horn of the rhinoceros, for which also खङ्ग is used; 3rd, खर्ग (kharag); 4th, खांड (khānd). M. 1st, खङ्ग (hare); 2nd, खांड़ा; 3rd, खांड़ा. P. deest, S. खनो, G. खांड़, B. खड़न. O. खेंड, deriv. खेंडारत "swordman."

The forms खांड and the like are probably connected with खण्ड. We cannot consider them as derived from खंड.
CHANGES OF COMPOUND CONSONANTS.

मूझ mudga, "a sort of pulse"1 (Phaseolus mungo), Pr. मूझ. Var. न्ध. ।

H. मूझ, M. मूझ (also as a Tatsama मूझ: but rare), S. मूझ (mungo), O. मूझ (mugo), G. deest, P. मूझ or मूझ, B. मूझ (mungo).


मूझ mudgara, "hammer," Pr. मूझ. This word is used in two senses in the modern languages. (a) Late Tadbhava, = an athlete’s club for exercising the muscles. H. मूझ (मूझ), M. मूझल, S. deest, G. मग्ड्ड, O. and B. मूझ and मूझ, P. मूझ. (β) Early Tadbhava, = a washerman’s mallet for beating clothes. H. मूझ, M. and मूझ, M. मूझ, and मूझ, and मूझ, S. मूझ, G. मूझ, and मूझ. The latter form is clearly the older of the two.


कुभ kubja, "crookbacked," Pr. खुध्झo and खुध्झo. H. 1st, कुब्ज़ा; 2nd, कुब्ज़; 3rd, कुब्ज़ (kubra, commonest form). M. कुब्ज़ा (in the Wadi dialect, खुब्ज़), G. कुब्ज़ (both in M. and G. खुब्ज़ा is "the snail," i.e. humphback), S. कुब्ज़, P. कुब्ज़ और खुब्ज़, O. कुब्ज़, B. कुब्ज़, कुब्ज़, and कुब्ज़.

मूझ mugdha, "foolish," Pr. मूझ. मूझ occurs in M. and B., but in the others the form in use is मूझ. from the Skr. मूझ, which is the other form of the p.part. of मूझ.


सिकुञ्जक "beeswax," also generally any soft wet substance. Pr. सिकुञ्जक, H. सीठ "indigo refuse," but सीठ "boiled rice," M. सीठ "boiled rice," P. सीठ, सीठ "expressed sugar-cane."

1 Errorously in all the dictionaries as a kidney-bean, which it in no way resembles; it is a sort of millet.
The class of words containing the nexus क्त is rather numerous, but does not present many interesting features; a few examples follow:—


मुर्ना mukta, "a pearl," Pr. मुर्ना, H. मोती, M. मोती, G. मोती, B. and O. मोती, B. also मुर्ना, मोर्ना, and मति, S. मोती, P. id.

रक्त rahta, "red," Pr. रच्चा, H. राता, M. id., when it means "red," but रक्त when meaning "blood," S. रच्चा, G. रातु, P. deest, O. and B. रक्त in both senses.

In the above examples the duplicate consonant of Prakrit is retained in P. The lengthening of the vowel with rejection of one consonant occurs nearly always in the rest. S., though it writes only one consonant, pronounces two, as P. does; this accounts for the short vowel being retained.

The Sanskrit words शति, खलि, पक्ति, भक्ति, मुर्नि, पति, occur as Tatsamas in nearly all the languages, but with slight modifications in some. They do not, however, offer much that is noteworthy.

§ 73. The most common and most varied exemplification of this kind of nexus is to be found in the word सप्तन् "seven," and its numerous derivatives. The whole of them are given here in full as a good example of the harmony of the whole seven languages, a harmony all the more striking on account of the slight local peculiarities, "not like in like, but like in difference."

सप्तन् saptan, (oxytone),1 "seven," Pr. सच्चा, H. सात्, M. and G. सात, B. and O. सात् (pronounced शातो), S. सत्, P. शत्. B. and M. also Tatsama, but rarely used.

1 But see Roper, "Ind. Arm. Syntax," p. 45, § 45, the modern languages appear to have treated it as paraoxytone.

Saptadāsan *saptadaśan* (accent on first syll.), "seventeen," Pr. *sattaras*. H. *satar* (satarha), modern *satar* (satarah), M. *satar* or *sataras*, G. *sataras*, S. *sataras*, P. *sataras*, in respect of the long vowel it stands quite alone; B. *sataras*, O. *sataras*.

Saptadāśi *saptadaśi* (id.), "seventeenth," H. *sataras* or *sataras*-vī, M. *sataras*-vī—vī, G. *sataras*-vī—śū, S. *sataras* and *sataras* B. and O. *saptadāśi* or B. *sataras* (same as the number for "seventeen").

*Saptati* *saptati* (oxytone), "seventy," Pr. *saptati*, *sattar*, *satar*, H. *sattar* (Braj), *satar* (mod.), M. *sattar*, G. *sīṭatir*, S. *satar*, P. *sattar*, B. *satar*, O. *sattor*, in which it stands alone (M., B., and O. also indulge in their favourite pedantry by using *saptati* occasionally).


It is next necessary to observe the curious modifications which the word for "seventy" undergoes when it occurs as the last member of a compound word.

"Seventy-one."

*Skr. Ekasaptatih.

1. *ekatitar* ik + hattar.
2. *ekatitar* ekā + hattar.
3. *ekatitar* ik + aṭer.
4. *ekatitar* eka + hattari.
5. *ekatitar* ik + hattar.
7. *ekatitar* eka-stōri.

"Seventy-two."

1. *bhattar* bahattar, and so on.
2. *bhattar* bahattar, etc.
3. *bhattar* bōhater, etc.
4. *bhattar* bōhatar, etc.
5. *bhattar* bahattar, etc.
6. *bhattar* bōhatar, etc.
7. *bhattar* bōtori, etc.
Also the still greater transformations of "seven," when it is the first member of a compound, e.g.,

"Twenty-seven."

Skr. सप्तांकित्: saptakṣāntiḥ
H. सतारे रसतालिस्.
M. सतालिस sattālis.
G. सतालिस sattālis.
S. सतालिस sattālis.
P. सतायं sattāy.
B. सातारे रसातालिस्
O. सतारे प्रसतालिस् (shotaisho).

"Thirty-seven."

Skr. सप्तांकित्: saptakṣāntiḥ
H. सतारे रसतालिस्.
M. सतालिस sattālis.
G. सतालिस sattālis.
S. सतालिस sattālis.
P. सतायं sattāy.
B. सातारे रसातालिस्
O. सतारे प्रसतालिस् (shotaisho).

"Forty-seven."

Skr. सप्तांकित्: saptakṣāntiḥ
H. सतालिस sattālis.
M. सतालिस sattālis.
G. सतालिस sattālis.
S. सतालिस sattālis.
P. सतालिस sattālis.
B. सातालिस sattālis.
O. सतालिस sattālis.

"Fifty-seven."

Skr. सप्तांकित्: saptakṣāntiḥ
H. सतालिस sattālis.
M. सतालिस sattālis.
G. सतालिस sattālis.
S. सतालिस sattālis.
P. सतालिस sattālis.
B. सातालिस sattālis.
O. सतालिस sattālis.

"Sixty-seven."

Skr. सप्तांकित्: saptakṣात्: saptākṣāṅgat.
H. सतावन sattāvanna.
M. सतावन sattāvanna.
G. सतावन sattāvanna.
S. सतावन sattāvanna.
P. सतावन sattāvanna.
B. सतावन sattāvanna.
O. सतावन sattāvanna.

"Seventy-seven."

Skr. सप्तांकित्: saptasaktiḥ.
H. सतारे रसतालिस्
M. सतारे रसतालिस्
G. सतारे रसतालिस्

1 Bengali and Oriya pronounce the च as झ, so that sāchaliś would be perhaps a better transliteration, and so throughout the series.

2 Or सातालिस.

3 Skt."
The series of "seven" and its derivatives belongs to the class of early Tadbhavas, in so far as it has everywhere lost its first member प. This is only natural; a numeral being, next to a pronoun, the most commonly used description of word, and hence not to be changed by authoritative interference, such as I have assumed in the case of modern Tadbhavas.

The variations may thus be analyzed:—

सततः sattar, in the words "seventy," "seventieith."
सातः sät, in the words "seven," "seventh."
सताः satāḥ, in the words "twenty-seven," "fifty-seven," "eighty-seven," "ninety-seven."
सातः sāṭ, in the words "thirty-seven," "forty-seven."
सतः sāṭ, in the words "seventeen," "sixty-seven," "seventy-seven."

And in Gujarati: सातः, सातः, सातः, दीतः. In M. सते, सा: S. सते.
Of these, सत्त is simply the assimilated form of the Prakrit period, which in the compounds modulates into सात्तर, a form which is found even in Prakrit. This word is noticeable as the solitary instance in Hindi of a change of the initial स into ह, though in Punjabi the change is so common as to be regular (see Chapter III. § 66).

सात is the regular form of the early Tadabhava class, like सात and others. In सत्त we have rather a curious phenomenon which requires fuller analysis; the words are सत्ताईस, सत्तावन, सताबि, सतानव, etc. In Prakrit we do not uniformly find the long ड, e.g. sattavisatimo, “twenty-seventh,” but sattauains, “ninety-seven.” But there is a remarkable uniformity in all the seven modern languages. We find the long ड in all of them for “twenty-seven”; in all but P. and S. for “fifty-seven”; in all for “eighty-seven” and “ninety-seven.”

Judging at first from सत्ताईस only, and the Hindi chiefly, I thought this abnormal long ड arose from the ब of बिंग्रांत amalgamating with the inherent ड of सत्त, first from अर (सप्तविंसति) into अर (सत्ताईस), and thus, according to the usual Hindi analogy, into ड. But this suggestion broke down in two ways: 1st, Because the Marathi has both the long ड and the व in सत्तावृंसिः; so also have the Sindhi and Gujarati: and 2nd, Because we have the long ड in words where there existed originally no व to coalesce with it into अर.

The opinion I am at present most inclined to is that the presence of the long ड is due to the accent of the Sanskrit. सप्तविंसति is undoubtedly oxytone, and though I have not been able to find in the dictionaries or other published works any instance in which the accent of सप्तविंसति is given, yet I have no reason to doubt that, as in Greek, the accent remains in the compound word just as it stood on each member when separate. In Greek the rule which forbids us to place an accent further back than the ante-penultimate obscures the analogy; but in Sanskrit we have no such restriction, and सप्तविंसति, with the
minor accent on the penultima, and the major on the pre-ante-penultima, is quite possible. Assuming this, and seeing that the two last syllables *ati* have disappeared, the word would fall into the form of a paroxytone, and the accent on the syllable *ta* being the only one left, would assume such prominence as to insure its remaining long throughout the ages.

We next come to the curious form *सतः*, only found in "thirty-seven" and "forty-seven." In these two sets of numbers we find that all the odd numbers except the first take this form in ain, thus:

- 33 सौतिस *taṅtis.*
- 35 पौतिस *paṅtis.*
- 37 सौतिस *saṅtis.*
- 43 ढौतालिस *taṅtālis.*
- 45 ढौतालिस *paṅtālis.*
- 47 ढौतालिस *saṅtālis.*

The other languages offer only faint indications of similarity. P. has सत्ती, B. सांतवाल, O. संदितिरिष्ठ, but none of the others. I think it has arisen from a sort of rhyming propensity sometimes observable in Hindi. From नै or नै the transition to नि was easy, the insertion of the nasal in season and out of season being a weakness of that language. In the word for "thirty-five" they had at first *panchatraṅsat*, which soon got altered into *panchitis*; but here they had a strong nexus, च + त. The च therefore dropped out, and the resulting double न was reduced to a single, and the preceding vowel compensatorily lengthened, so that the form पांतिस arose; to make which rhyme with the word for "thirty-three" would be irresistible. So also the "thirty-seven," which was probably सातळिस, was dragged into the scheme, and became सौतिस.

The form सत is found in "seventeen," "sixty-seven," "seventy-seven." In "sixty-seven" the word was originally *saptasahṭṭhāḥ*, with two accents close to one another, the latter of which, so to speak, kills the former, so that when by the usual Prakrit process the first member is modified into *satta*, the second *a*, being atonic, falls out; and though the first *t* also
falls, yet, as it is in the beginning of a word with a heavy termination, no compensatory lengthening can take place.

In "seventy-seven" we ought to have सता, and probably such a form did once exist, but was crushed into सत by the weight of the double त of hattar so close after it. Only Marathi retains a form सत्यहत्तर. Similarly the form for "seventeen" was originally सत्तारह, and is so still in Panjabi; perhaps some obscure idea of its similarity in sound to सत्तर, "seventy," may have operated in the minds of the people to shorten it.

The G. forms with त are to be accounted for by the already described proclivity of dentals to turn into cerebrals; but why this tendency should exhibit itself in this particular instance it is difficult to say, the only thing at all cognate to it is the र in II. सरसो, which would be more correctly written सड़र; in this place it is easy to see that the cerebral arises from the influence of the त in सट. G. has accordingly सड़त. What makes the matter more obscure is that the cerebral letter occurs precisely in those two series where we should least expect it, namely, in those which begin with a dental, and where, accordingly, it would be natural that the त of सत should assimilate itself to the following homogeneous consonant. It must be remembered that Gujarati has emerged from the position of a Hindi dialect closely akin to Marwari, and that it still retains traces of its rustic origin in the sometimes inexplicable irregularity of its forms.

§ 76. Another rich class of examples of this nexus is formed by the words to which the preposition उद or उत is prefixed. This word having a consonantal termination coalesces into a nexus with the first consonant of the word following, giving rise to such forms as the following:

The noticeable point in this class of words is that, though they have universally rejected the double consonant which arose out of the assimilation of the first member of the nexus to the last, they have nevertheless not lengthened the preceding consonant. Thus, उद्वार would become in Prakrit उगार, and by rule should be in II. जगार. The reason of the absence of the usual compensatory lengthening is that in verbal nouns of the forms given above the accent rests on the syllable of the root; so in bhāraṇam, jēvalanam, etc., it would be on the first syllable, and consequently, when preceded by a preposition, the vowel thereof must needs be short. Hindi is excessively sensitive on this subject: vowels are shortened when followed by long or accented syllables, or by such as contain a heavy mass of consonants, or they are lengthened when conditions the reverse of those occur. As a rule, Hindi, when rejecting one of two assimilated consonants, always, if it can, lengthens the preceding vowel. If it does not, we may be sure there is some cause for its not doing so; and if this cause cannot be found in a succeeding long vowel or a heavy termination, it will probably be discovered in the accent.

The other languages follow to a certain extent the same course as Hindi, Bengali, and Oriya; especially the former leaning towards long vowels, and Panjabis and Sindhi markedly towards short ones.

§ 77. The Mixed Nexus.—This nexus differs from the strong
nexus in this important particular—that whereas in the latter the first consonant is always assimilated to the last, in the former the weaker consonant of the two, whatever its position in the nexus, is assimilated. It is singular that the letters which I have classed as weak, and which are really weak when they occur in a nexus, should, as shown in the last chapter, be, when standing alone, more tenacious of existence, and less liable to elision than the strong letters. The cause of this apparent anomaly has been suggested as lying in their comparative softness, which renders them less liable to be omitted from euphonic causes, as they do not stop the liquid flow of Prakrit words by any harsh or decided check, like the strong letters; and this very softness renders them more liable to be passed over or treated as merely strengthening the strong letter with which they are combined, just as has been pointed out in the case of modern Bengali pronunciation in Chap. I., § 26.

This nexus must be treated in detachments, because each of the subdivisions which it contains, though following in its principal features the general law laid down above, yet exhibits certain special peculiarities of its own, arising in the main from organic properties, such as the aspiration which lies hid in the sibilants, and the cerebral nature of the semi-vowel \( \mathbf{r} \). Such also are the volatile nature of the dentals and the extreme tenacity of palatals and nasals.

It is interesting also to notice that all these letters when in a nexus exhibit the same organic tendencies as when alone; the peculiarities which I have mentioned above will strike the reader as being the same as those which he has just noticed in Chapter III. Thus, again, we get harmony out of apparent confusion, and grasp laws out of the midst of a seeming chaos.

§ 78. Nasals in a Mixed Nexus.—(a) When the nasal is the first member of a nexus it is generally elided, but the second
letter is not doubled, as in a strong nexus. Instead, anuswāra is inserted in the place of the lost nasal. It might at first appear that this substitution of anuswāra for the organic nasal was a mere *compendium scripture*—a simpler form of writing introduced to avoid the necessity of using the clumsy and intricate Sanskrit letters, such as ं, ः, ः, ः, etc., and it might further be urged in support of this view that as several of the languages have abandoned the characters ं, ः, ः, the only course open to them was to use the nasal dot. But this supposition is rendered untenable by several considerations. In the first place, as will be seen from the examples, the substitution of anuswāra for the nasals of the several organs is almost always accompanied by lengthening of the preceding vowel, which is indicative of compensation for some loss. In B. and O., where the Sanskrit method of writing with the compound consonant is still retained, there are often found two forms side by side,—the learned or Tatsama form with the compound character, preceded by a short vowel, and the vulgar or Tadbhava form with the single strong consonant, preceded by anuswāra and a long vowel. Secondly, this anuswāra is in most languages pronounced as a distinct anusnāsika or nose-intonation, as in the French bon, son; this is peculiarly the case in B. and O., where both forms are in existence side by side. And, thirdly, in many cases the insertion of the anuswāra is purely optional, which would not be the case were it another way of writing the nasal; nay, in some instances it is entirely omitted.

Examples:

कः


changes of compound consonants.

Skr. गङ्गापिका "hemp-plant," H. गांजा, and so in all.

Skr. चाबु "beck," H. चांच, G. चांच.

Skr. सुष्ण "thorn," Pr. कठरो, H. कटा, M., G., id., P. कंड, S. कंद, O. कंडा, B. id.


M. गुड़ि.

Skr. चन्द "moon," Pr. चंद, H. चांद, and so in all, but P. चंद, S. चंदु.

Skr. क्लूप "shoulder," Pr. खंधो, H. कोंधा, P. कंधा, O., B. कंध.

Skr. अयिजन "trembling," Pr. कंपण, H. कांपणा, P. कंबणा, S. कंबणु, G. कांपणु, M. कांयण, B., O. कांपण.

Skr. जाबु "rose-apple," Pr. जंबू, H. जामुन, P. id., G. जांब, M. जांब, S. जाब, B. जास.

In Marathi may be found very many exemplifications of the same process; thus, in words compounded with सम: सांबू, सांगुड, सांच, सांड, सांध, सांपड़ण, सांप्रदाय, सांबर, for Skr. संडुट, संडु, संध, पुड़, मुड़ि, संप्रदाय, संबर, and सम्बर; in all of which the change from the organic nasal to the anuswāra is accompanied by a compensatory long vowel. It cannot be said that we have here an instance of the Prakrit tendency to preserve the original quantity of the Sanskrit syllable. It is true that in Prakrit the syllable might have its vowel lengthened, and probably would have, if to the ears of those who spoke Prakrit it should appear that the removal of one of two consonants following a vowel was likely to render the syllable a short one, seeing that having a short vowel it had previously been long only by position. But this is not the case here, as is evident from the fact that Prakrit does not lengthen the vowel,
but keeps it short, as in चंद्र, कंपण; and, moreover, the modern languages are not sensitive about keeping the exact quantity of Sanskrit words, as has been shown in Chap. II., § 40.

It is not easy to trace the history of this process; the early Hindi writers belonged to the western portion of the Hindi area, and Chand especially, being a native of Lahore, is peculiarly western in his pronunciation. In these old writers, therefore, there is a strong tendency to approximate to the Panjabi habit of retaining the short vowel. As there are no extant specimens of the speech of the eastern portion of Hindustan, or of Bengal, at that period, we can only guess from the general analogy of the languages that they, at least, used the long vowel.

In the case of जम्ब it is not, as at first sight might appear, the ज which has dropped out in खासन, जास, and जम, but the ज, after absorbing the म, has itself been softened into म; this is shown by the transitional forms जांव and जांव. This is just the reverse of the process explained in Chap. III., § 65, where म is resolved into ज; here ज, preceded by anuswāra, has passed into म. It is only one more instance of how cognate processes work backwards and forwards in these languages.

The word कुम्भकार “a potter,” is peculiar. It is in Pr. कुम्भकारो, H. कुम्भार, P. इद., O. कुम्भार and कुम्हार, B. कुमार, and in vulgar Bengali they say कुमो. Prakrit follows the general rule, and in this it is followed by the western languages M., G., and S., which all have कुभार. H. goes a step further, and rejecting the organic portion of the म, according to rule (§ 68), retains only व; the anuswāra is then written as म. This is a solitary instance, and may be explained by the existence of the Tatsama खम्भ “a pot”; there would naturally be a desire to assimilate the two words, which would lead to the retention of the म, because if written as anuswāra it would sound kunghār, and not kunhār, by which all resemblance would be lost.
In कढ़ार, the name of a caste in Bihar whose profession is to carry palanquins, and whose name is derived from स्थाप्तार, the double घ, together with the anusvāra, has disappeared, leaving only the घ, without any nasal at all. It is natural that such words as these, being in daily and hourly use in the mouths of the people of the lowest classes, should undergo abraisions and contractions of the extremest and most abnormal character.

A striking exception to the general rule is afforded by a small class of words in Sindhi derived from Sanskrit words having ठः:

Skr. रण "widow," S. रन.
Skr. चांड "bail," S. चांतु.
Skr. धंड "cake," S. धिनु.

On the analogy of these words, S. खनो "a sword," would be derivable from Skr. खण्ड, and not from खन (see § 74). In all these words the cerebral letter has disappeared, and the nasal has been denticized. There are, as noted, a few parallel instances in other languages, though these words follow in the main the general rule, e.g.—

Skr. रण्ड, H. रांड, pronounced Ranr, vulgarly spelt Rear, and by our countrymen sounded sometimes so as to rhyme with "rear," "soar"; at others so as to rhyme with "hour," "sour" (!).

Skr. धंड, H. साँड (Sānd).

Panjabi has a little group of words somewhat analogous to the Sindhi list, in which it treats ध by dropping the organic portion of the घ and doubling the घ; thus, from

Skr. धम्बार, H. धंरा and धंगीरा, P. has धंंर आँदरा.
Skr. संध "a hole," H. संघ, P. साढ़.
Skr. शंघ “shoulder,” H. वांघ, P. जाङ.
Skr. तांघ “binding,” H. वांघ, P. बाङ.

Putting together this list, the Sindhi list in एम, and such Hindi words as कुम्ब्हार, वांमुन, etc., there results a tolerably strong body of words which do not follow the rule which has been taken as the general one. These words are too numerous to be traced as mere exceptions, and their existence must be accounted for by the peculiar tenacity of the nasal, which, as we have frequently seen before, is a great favourite with the people, and is more often inserted where it has no business than elided where it ought to be so according to rule.

(β) When the nasal is the last member of a nexus, it is regularly assimilated to the preceding letter, and in the moderns (except P. and S.) one of the two letters is elided with or without, but more often with, the compensatory vowel lengthening.

Examples:


B. अगम, and O. anomalously अगिम.

Skr. लग “attached,” Pr. लगो, H. लगा, लाग, and लग, P. लग.

M. लाग, and so in the rest.


Skr. तोक्स “pungent,” 1 Pr. तिङ, H. तिङ्का, and so in all, but P., S., and G. have the short vowel.

It is not correct to suppose in the case of नाग, as Trumpp does, that there has been an inversion of the nexus from ग्न to न्ग. The ग्न first becomes ग्ग, and remains so still in one Marathi form, and in G., and the anuswāra is subsequently inserted for the sake of euphony more than anything else. As there existed a long period in which the word was regularly

1 For our present purpose च must be regarded as equivalent to ग.
spoken, it is impossible that there should have remained in the public mind any consciousness of the last nasal, and consequently, not knowing of its existence, they could not insert it.

Reference may here be made to the remarks in Chap. I. § 50, with regard to the immense interval of time which separates Sanskrit as a spoken language from the modern vernaculars, and it should be remembered that the lower classes of India are not philologists; they are not constantly haunted by the presence of Sanskrit; the great panorama of change and development is not spread out before their eyes as it is before ours, and they are in consequence not led by the clearness of the connexion between the various links of the great chain into forgetting the lapse of ages through which it rolls out its immense length. The word नग, when resuscitated as a Tatsama in modern times, has not changed at all, and stands side by side with the ancient नंगा, नगा, and नामं, without interfering with them. Bengali in this word exhibits an archaic diminutive, which I have written in Devanagari characters नंगा, but this does not give the full force of the B. character न, which is a very strong nasal ng. In its own letters the word is written नङ्गा, and perhaps a more accurate transliteration into Nagari would be नाङ्गा; although this even is hardly quite satisfactory.

The compensatory lengthening of the vowel has not been made in H., because Skr. nāmā is oxytone, and to preserve the accent the last syllable is lengthened, giving nāmā; where the long vowel following, according to regular practice, forbids the lengthening of the preceding syllable. In नग, which is used as a postposition in the sense of "near," "up to," the excessive frequency of its use has probably resulted in its assuming a shortened form, though here also nāmā is oxytone, so that the first vowel should be short. P. has the verb नंगया "to approach," "to pass by," but no argument can be founded on this, as P. seldom lengthens a vowel as compensation.
§ 79. The compound letter च = ज + च demands separate notice. It most frequently occurs in the verb चा “to know,” and its numerous derivatives and compounds. Vararuci has two rules on this subject. In iii. 5, he prescribes the regular course of assimilating the च, as in savrajjo, ingiæjo, for savrajna, ingitajna. ¹ The commentator adds that this process is followed in all compounds of जन, “to know”; but in this he is certainly wrong, as the next illustration shows. In iii. 44, the elision of the ज is enjoined in all words having जन, and one at least of the instances is taken from the root जन, — they are अण्डो, विषाण्य for याज्ञ, विज्ञान. Further on (iii. 55) he addsuce sanjna, and directs that the न shall not be doubled when preceded by the proposition अ, as in जााणत्व, जााणती for अजन, अणुपति. From his xii. 7, it may be inferred that in the Sauruseni Prakrit, जन was inverted to जन न्, and examples are given विज्ञो, ज्ञो for विच, ज्ञ, while in the next sutra (xii. 8) the above-quoted words savrajna, ingitajna, preservo the न and reject tho ज, becoming सृज्ञो, इगितसृज्ञो, instead of, as in Maharashtri, savrajjo, etc. Lastly, in viii. 23, we are told that this very root चा becomes चाण, as in चााणर for चाणित “he knows”; this is nothing more than the usual substitution of य for न, as in the special tenses in Sanskrit the form चा is substituted for चा, and the न is merely the conjugational sign of verbs of the kri class.

In the Saptaśataka the root चा is regularly चाण, and perhaps in one or two instances चाण, though this is doubtful. चात्त becomes चात्त, and विक्षात = विक्षाचो. चाणा = चाणा. च म = चानो. The same treatment is observable in the Bhagavati.

There are thus four separate processes in the Prakrits:—

1. The regular and common one of rejecting the च and doubling the ज.

2. Rejection of च, change of च to च, and doubling it.

¹ I deem it unnecessary to put dots or dashes about this न, as it must be evident that the palatal न is meant, and dots or dashes are a nuisance alike to printer and reader.
(3.) Single व after ऐ.

(4.) Inversion, peculiar to Sauraseni, into व.

The change in the special tenses of व into जान comes under 1, as it is a rejection of ज. and the doubling of ज is proceeded on account of its initial position.

In the modern languages considerable diversity of practice occurs. In all but G., S., and M., this letter is regularly pronounced ज्य, so that जान is sounded अंग्यां, ज़ान ज्यान्. B. and O. retain the spelling व, but H. and P. write as they pronounce. M. pronounces ज्य, G. as ज्ञ or ज्ञन.

Examples:—

Skr. अंग्या "command," H. अंग्या, P. अंग्या, S. अंग्या.


Skr. यज्ञोपि "sacred thread," H. जनेत, P. इ., S. जज्ञो, G. जज्ञोर, M. जज्ञोऽ। Not used in B. and O.

Skr. राज्ञी "queen," Old H. राज्ञी, H. राज्ञी. In the rest रज्ञी.


It would appear that the pronunciation ज्य is more frequent in Modern Tadbhavas, like अंग्यां, and that in earlier times either the Maharashtri rule of rejecting the न was followed, as in Old H. जन, and in जज्ञं जज्ञं, or the Sauraseni practice of rejecting the ज as in जेनर. So entirely, however, have the Prakrits abandoned their old geographical limits, if they ever had any, that we find Sauraseni characteristics in Marathi, and vice versa. As to the time when, and the reason why, the pronunciation ज्य arose, there is nothing certain to be said. It would seem, however, from a passage in the Ain Akbari that the pronunciation ज्ञ had not quite died out in those days, for the writer, in mentioning the town of जाज्ञी, in Orissa (ब्रजपुर
"city of sacrifice") writes it झश्पर, which, he adds, "they also call झनापर." This note seems to indicate that the town had begun to be called Jajpur (for I suppose he means to indicate the soft j, almost like a s, of Eastern India, by his श), but that the older and more correct pronunciation, Jajnapur, was still retained by some. It is curious that the town should have retained the form झू, while throughout Orissa the letter य is regularly and universally pronounced ग्य.

The transition to this sound must have been in force much earlier in Western India, for Chand writes सभानी for सभी two centuries and a half before Akbar. The pronunciation probably arose, as Chand's word would indicate, from splitting the nexus, from the fact of the nasal being the palatal न, which seems always to have had the sound न्य or Spanish ñ; then followed the regular rejection of न and hardening of the remaining ं into ख. The whole process, however, is one entirely without a parallel in any of the languages.

§ 80. Sibilants in a Mixed Nexus.—It has been seen in Chap. III., § 66, that the sibilants when standing alone in a word are affected in two ways; on the one hand they are weakened into the aspirate, while on the other they are thickened into palatalis. They exhibit precisely the same tendencies when forming part of a nexus; when they precede the other letter the transition to the aspirate is most frequently met with; when they follow it, that into the palatal.

The first process, in which the sibilant goes into an aspirate, is not always in the moderns accompanied by the usual compensatory lengthening of the vowel, inasmuch as the sibilant has not entirely disappeared, so that there is not that total loss of a letter which would demand compensation. Previous to disappearing, however, the letter which is in combination with the sibilant assimilates, in Prakrit, followed by P. and S., the sibilant to itself, attaching the aspiration to the last member;
thus, े in े, े in े, े in े. In the moderns, except P. and S., the double letter is resolved into a single, leaving े, े, and े, respectively, but often without compensatory vowel-lengthening. The dentals and cerebrals will be discussed separately.

Weber, in his Prakrit studies, and especially in Bhagavati, p. 386, contends for the existence of a combination kkh, derived from kh and sk. But in spite of the arguments adduced by the learned writer, there is no reason to believe in this method of pronunciation. It has been noticed before that े is an awkwardly shaped letter, as it closely resembles र in on the one hand, and by the addition of a slight horizontal stroke र on the other. It is perhaps nothing more than a curious coincidence that in Zend े, kh regularly corresponds to Skr. य; but, apart from this, it is probable that the character, which is stated to be common in all the Jain MSS., य, and which so closely resembles र (raka) as to have been frequently so read, is nothing more than a simpler method of writing क. It will be observed that े differs from े only by having a little handle य on the right side; consequently having already the loop of the k in े, nothing was easier than to attach a handle to it, and thus make a fair representation of kkh. That Yavatruchi, xi. 8, should be read kshaya kkhāh is hardly possible, since this would militate against the analogy of other cases where a sibilant forms the first member of a nexus, and would besides be directly opposed to the custom of the modern languages. If we read kshaya kkhāh, we should have the regular process about to be explained, though the ordinary reading kkhāh is preferable to either, because pointing to an important elucidation of the modern treatment of व, as will be shown in the next section. Hemachandra's rule of substituting the jīvāmūlla with े, giving perhaps अ, seems to be founded on the analogy of forms like दुःष्व, which, however, are quite foreign to the genius of Prakrit or the moderns. If the sound ल is
were pronounced in ancient times as it is now, it would seem to be quite out of the question that there should ever have been such a group as khh, a combination of sounds which no Indian could ever pronounce. The only foundation for reading this group as khh seems to be the position of the र at the right side, or that side which is read last; but this is no sufficient reason, as inversions of writing are common in the Indian characters. Thus, in Skr. we read र्झ as कि, not कि, and in B. and O., as well as in some of the Dravidian alphabets of Sanskrit origin, ओ and ओ, ओि and ओि, are written before and on both sides of the consonant which they follow; thus, in B. चः, द्रेः, ल्य, द्रेः, are के, कै, को, को, respectively, and even in some Skr. MSS. we find this practice, र्झा standing for को, and the like. In Western Indian MSS. we frequently find म्ह written म्ह and म्ह as म्ह, and in Old Hindi MSS., as for instance in Chand, क्क्क्क्क is regularly written क्क्क्क or even क्क्कक्क. Especially in manuscripts written with a thick pen, as so many of them are, we find the scribe very hard put to it to get all the elements of a nexus into some sort of manageable combination, and he frequently therefore makes up his group more according to fancy or convenience than with regard to the legitimate sequence of the letters. This seems to have been the case with the group now under discussion, and it is therefore unnecessary to consider it as any exception to the general rule; Weber's transliteration khh being read wherever it occurs as kkh.

Examples of the general rule:—

स + र.

Skr. स्कन्ध "shoulder," Pr. सङ्घो, G. खांडः, खांड, M. खांडः.

ष + र.

Skr. पुष्कर "pond," Pr. पोक्कुर, H. पोष्कर, पोष्कर, M. पू, O. पोक्कर, B. पुक्कर.
Skr. सुख "dry," Pr. सूक्त, सूक्त, and सूक्त. H. सूक्त, P. सूक्त.
M. सूक्त. सुवा, G. सुतु, S. सुटु, H. सुक्त, O. सुक्ता.
Skr. सुक्त "lamp," Pr. सुक्त, M. सोख.

ग + च.

Skr. पवित्र "west," Pr. पवित्र, H. पवित्र, G. पवित्र, O. पवित्र.
Skr. विचर "scorpion," Pr. विचल्र (for विचर), H. विचल्र, P.
विच्छु, S. विच्छु, G. विच्छु, M. विच्छु, H. विच्छ.

ग + प.

Skr. पवित्र "touching," Pr. पंसो, फास, H. फसुना, P. id., S. फसुन.
G. फाणु, M. फाणें.
Skr. फाणु "throbbling," Pr. फाणु, H. फाणु, P. फाणु, M.
फाणें, and so in all.

ग + प.

Skr. पवित्र "flower," Pr. पुष्क, Old H. पुष्क, H. पुष for पुष.
Skr. बाण "vapour," Pr. बाण, H. बाण, M. बाण, G. id., S. बाण; the form भाण is also in use (see § 49).

In some cases the aspirate, instead of being combined with the strong member of the nexus, is written before it, as in पुष्क. Chand has नात्रि ग्रुपिं नुष्कर for पोखर. So also Skr. निष्क is H. निष्क, P. निष्कों, S. निष्कें, Marwari निष्क, according to its common practice of softening k into the palatal or labial semi-vowel respectively after vowels of these organs.

Sibilants preceding aspirated consonants, being unable further to aspirate them, disappear entirely, leaving no sign.

Skr. फोट "boil," Pr. फोटो (१), H. फोटा, S. फूटी, but in the rest फोटा.

Thus also the immense collection of derivatives from the root सुट "to burst," exhibits universally an initial फ. It may be interesting to insert here a few of the derivatives of this root in one or two languages, to show how widely such roots are applied, and what intricate ramifications they have, and thus
to adduce proof of the excessive copiousness and flexibility of the modern Indian vernaculars, which have unfairly been pronounced by those who do not know them meagre and jejune, and unfit for literary cultivation.

they can only combine with tenures, and in this situation they migrate into the aspirated tense \( \text{c} \), assimilating to themselves in this their altered form the previous letter, thus making \( \text{c} \).

**Examples:**

\[ \text{p + s}. \]

Skr. वृष्णसा “ceasure,” Pr. वृष्णक्षा. Not now in use.

Skr. यपरसु “nymph,” Pr. यपक्षा, Old H. यपक्र, यप्रो, S. यपक्र.

The existence of the form यपक्र shows that the sibilant first migrates of its own accord into र, and thus a strong nexus arises, in which the first letter, though it remains untouched in S., in other languages is treated just as the first letter in a strong nexus always is, by being subjected to assimilation.

§ 81. The compound letter व is composed of क and व, and requires special notice, as from its very frequent occurrence it has, like व, come to be considered in some of the modern vernaculars a distinct simple letter.

This nexus has two treatments. In the first it, like प त्र, and other similar combinations, becomes in Prakrit \( \text{c} \), and in the moderns व, preceded by the usual long vowel. In the second it becomes in Prakrit कु, and in the modern vernaculars व, also preceded by a long vowel. As, however, the modern languages by no means follow the example of the Prakrit, but in many cases exhibit व, where Prakrit has व (though instances are not found where Prakrit has कु and the moderns व), it will be advisable first to give a table of examples to be analyzed and sorted subsequently.

**Examples:**

Skr. त्वि "eye," Pr. त्व्री, H. त्व्र, P. त्व्र, S. त्व्र, G. त्व्र.

B. O. त्व्रित, Kashmiri त्रित.

Skr. त्वर "milk," Pr. त्रीर, H. त्रीर, and so in all.
The question now naturally presents itself for solution, which is the older and more regular of these two processes—that in which \( \text{च} \) becomes \( \text{क्र} \), or that in which it becomes \( \text{ख} \)?

In discussing this point, the first thing to be borne in mind is that, according to the analogy of similar cases where the sibilant forms part of a nexus, it turns into an aspirate when preceding, and into a palatal when following, the other letter. Consequently we should expect that in the nexus \( \text{क्र} + \text{च} \), the sibilant being the last of the two letters would first become \( \text{च्र} \), and then, as in this condition \( \text{क्र} + \text{च्र} \) is a strong nexus, the \( \text{च} \) would assimilate to the \( \text{क्र} \), forming \( \text{क्रच्र} \).
In the next place,—though Vararuchi (iii. 20) gives the transition into क्ष as the regular process, illustrating it by जुक्षे = जुक्खे, and treats that into क्ष as an exception peculiar to अक्षि and some other words,—yet that worthy's views on questions of philology are frequently hazy, and occasionally even quite wrong. For one instance of a change to क्झ, he produces twenty of the other process. In the other Prakrit works also, though both forms are in use, the transition to क्झ and क्झ seems to be most frequent, as also in Pali.

As the form क्झ would arise more naturally from a nexus, in which the sibilant preceded, we are led to the supposition that in the mouths of the people the harsh and difficult क्ञ was frequently inverted into श्क, and that the form क्झ arose from this inversion. In favour of this supposition there are many arguments.

First, Vararuchi places the transition of क्ञ into क्झ in the same sūtra as श्क and शं; श्कस्कन्योह क्झि (iii. 29), which looks as if all three processes were to a certain extent homogeneous.

Secondly, he distinctly admits the inversion in Magadhi, in the already quoted sūtra xi. 8, kसश्या क्ञि, giving as examples लक्षि, दक्षिण, from Rākشاه, daks. The change of थ into स in this case is only natural, as the former letter, though strictly speaking a cerebral, is euphonically used even in Sanskrit in all positions where a heavy or harsh sibilation is required, स being reserved for those situations where a light and clean utterance is appropriate, as after the simplest of the vowels a, and when it stands alone; when, however, it follows a heavy vowel, or another consonant, थ is employed. Thus, in the present instance, when removed from the back to the front of the nexus, and preceded by a, the sibilation takes the form of स; had it been preceded by some other vowel, the थ would have remained, as in शुक्क, पुष्क.

Thirdly, the natives of India are very fond of inversions, and
particulars of this one, inasmuch as \( sk \) and \( sht \) are much easier to pronounce than \( ksh \); and though Varāṇasi confines this practice to Magadhi, yet the various Prakrit dialects have so long left their ancient geographical limits, and spread themselves over the country, that it is not surprising to find a peculiarity, which in his time was confined to Bihar, now prevalent all over northern India.

Fourthly, the Kashmiri, of which I have secured a few instances, is a language which, from its early separation from its conquerors, and its long isolation, has preserved archaic forms with great precision; and it is noticeable that in Kashmiri the change is always into \( chh \). Marathi also, which in many respects has retained ancient forms with greater fidelity than Hindi and those languages which arose from it, regularly exhibits \( ध \) or \( ढ \), which, as I have explained in Chap. III. § 58, is a softening of \( ढ \).

Fifthly, the form \( ध \) occurs much more frequently at the beginning of a word in Hindi and its allied group; and as this is precisely the position in which the form \( ksh \) would be most difficult to pronounce, it is just in this case that the inversion might be expected to be most frequent.

The accent also affords a means of judging of the comparative antiquity of the two forms; it is found that the majority of words in which the modern languages exhibit \( ध \) in opposition to a Pr. form in \( ढ \); have not preserved the Sanskrit accent. Thus \( kṣhtra, ikṣhū, kshārā, \) and \( kukṣhū \) are oxytones, and if they were early Tadbhavas would have retained the accentuated vowel, which they have not done in the majority of instances. The same is the case with \( kṣhetrā \).

From a consideration of the above arguments, the conclusion seems inevitable—that the transition into \( ढ \) is the older and more regular process of the two,—that the change into \( ध \) rests on an inversion of the two members of the nexus,—and that although it is found in Prakrit times, it is even there the less
original and less universal process. The comparative frequency
of its occurrence in Pali and the Jain texts rests on the change,
which is admitted even from early times to have been charac-
teristic of Magadhi, from क + य into म + क, that is to say, the
above-named popular habit of inversion.

§ 82. When combined with dentals or cerebrals, the sibilants
present some features peculiar to this combination, which justify
the placing of them in a separate section.

The only possible groups are those of which the dental and
cerebral termini form part—ख, ख, ढ, ढ, and त, which latter
is not in any way peculiar.

(1.) ख. In the first place, the sibilant being the first member
of the nexus aspirates the other member, which then assimil-
ates the sibilant to itself; the resulting form is therefore ख.
In the modern period the त is rejected, and the preceding
vowel, where possible, lengthened. Thus:—

Skr. हस् "bated," Pr. हाथो, H. हाई, G. id., P. हत्य, S. हए, M., O.,
and B. हात, with their usual disregard of aspiration. O. also हाथ.

Skr. हस्ती "elephant," Pr. हत्यी, H. हाती, S., G. id., P. हत्यी, B.,
O. हाते.

Skr. पत्र "stone," Pr. पतर, H. पतर, P., M., G. id., S. पत्र, O.
पतर, B. पातर.

Skr. पुष्प "flower," H. पोषी, and so in all.

Skr. सिद्ध "kind," Pr. सत्यची, H. माया "forehead." M., G., B. id.
S. सयो, P. मत्य, O. सया.

Skr. सम "past," Pr. सम, H. च्रं, चमणा, चन्द्र, P., G. id., S. चमु.
The Pr. form is, however, common in all.

The word स्त्री "woman," undergoes so many changes that it
will be well to give them all in detail:

Skr. स्त्री "woman." Sauraseni (Var. xli. 22) दिव्यका.
the being prefixed to assist the pronunciation. Old H. तिरिया. II. id. and त्रिया, तीया, तिवरे, and as a late Tadbhava दसरी; P. दोमत, दोमी, or दोमो, तिरया, दलव, तिलया, as also दसची or दसतरी, S. दसरी, G. द्रिया, O. तिरी, तित्ता.

Most of these forms are of the very lowest type, being produced by diminutive and familiar additions to the split-up and distorted elements of the original word, and as such can hardly be taken into consideration in searching for traces of a rule for the general treatment of the nexus. The P. forms दोमी, etc., appear to have come from Skr. दोमती, an ignorantly applied feminine of दोमत् "a husband."

(2.) ख. The numerous derivatives of the root खा, falling into the two classes which begin respectively with य and ठ, have been exhibited in some detail in Chap. III., § 59, example 15. It is unnecessary to repeat them here. ख has in other words also a tendency to migrate into the cerebral; thus:

Skr. खग "a rogue" (root खग "to conceal"), H. ठग "a rogue," ठगना "to cheat," and so in all, with many subsidiary forms.

It is somewhat difficult to adduce instances of initial ख without getting among derivatives of the root खा; so widespread is this sound in the sense of "standing," that almost every word in the language which contains it may be referred more or less directly to that root.

In extreme instances, that is to say in words of very common use, the ख of ख has undergone a further change into ह. This occurs in a few words only, mostly adverbs, pronouns, and the like hardworked material.


(3.) ठ and ठ. These become, according to rule, ठ, with the further change into ठ. Vararuchi (iii. 10) treats this as
a substitution, but he gives the process correctly, whatever he may think of its meaning. Thus, his examples वस्त्र, वस्त्रि, for रस्त्र, रस्त्रि, are correct, as will be seen below. It did not apparently strike him that the aspirant on going out leaves behind it an aspirate, and as an aspirate cannot be the first member of a nexus, it is attached to the last member, thus producing द, and ultimately द only.

Examples:

Skr. एण् "stick," Pr. झंट्रा, H. बाट, बाठी, P. झट्री, M. झट्र, G. बाट and बाट, S. बाठ, O., B. बाठी, झटी, with rejection of the aspirate and softening of tensive to media.

Skr. दृष्टि "sight," Pr. देष्टी, H. दीठ and दी०, P. देष्ट, M. दीठ, S. perversely विष्टि.

Skr. मुडि "fist," Pr. मुढ्रा, H. मूठ, मृठा, B. मुडा, मृठ, M. मूठ, G. मुढ्रा, S. मुठि.

Skr. काठ "wood," Pr. काठ्रा, H. काठ, and so in all.

Skr. अष्टि "eight," Pr. अष्ट्र, H. आठ, and so in all, except S. अङ्; P. अष्ट्र, Kashmiri अठ, Pashto अठह (if we may thus transliterate अङ्).


This is one of the processes which date from very early times, and of which traces may be found in classical Sanskrit. Thus, बौँ "a granary," has also the allied dialectic form बौँ "a fort," the idea of a safe or guarded place being common to both. From the former comes a set of words denoting, in the first place, "granary," and by a simple transition, "merchant’s house," and as a diminutive, "a room." Thus, बौँ "granary," "mercantile firm," etc.; बौँ the same, also applied to the residences of English gentlemen, as they were originally mer-
chants, living in "factories," Indigo and other factories are still called kothi. कोटरी, diminutive, means "a chamber of a house." From the latter comes the modern कोट "a fort," and its P. diminutive कोटा.

In Chap. II. § 46, will be found another instance of this law in the case of बैठत "seated," from बैठविष. Similar in formation is the following:

Skr. प्रविष्ट "to enter" (p.p. प्रविष्ट). H. पैठना, S. पिठन, p.p. पेठो, G. पेठु (अनुवांशिक). p.p. पेठो, O. पसीता which is analogous to its use of वैठता, where H. has बैठना.

Of the words in the list above, योट and पोट are oxytone; in the former the accent has preserved the final 
, but in the latter some languages have rejected it. This causes great confusion, especially to Englishmen, who generally fail to catch the very slight difference in sound between सात = "seven," and साठ= "sixty." In these languages frequency of use has probably worn away the final 
.

The nexus ठ undergoes a further change in modern languages, of which there appears to be little or no trace in the Prakrits, by which the ठ resulting from the absorption of the sibilant, is softened into its corresponding media ठ; the same takes place with ठ. Thus:


Skr. कुठ "leprosy," H. कोड (कोड), P. id. and कुड, S. कोडो, G. व्योड, कोड, and कोड, M. id., O. कुड, B. कुड़.

Skr. गुठ "angry," H. गुढ, P. id., B. गुड "harsh."

This rule also accounts for such forms as दाढी, from दाढ़िका; see § 50, example 3. In this case the process has begun in Sanskrit, in which there is the form दाढ़िका.

One of the few Prakrit instances is the root वेढ, quoted above, which, though it frequently takes the form वेढ, yet does more
generally appear as व्र. ख �also undergoes in one instance a
similar transition:

Skr. जीर्ण "bene," Pr. चौँटि, H. ऑर्ड्रे, फ़ाइड, P. ऑर्ड्री, M., G., B. and
O. जाइ.

What has here taken place is, that the फें of Prakrit has been
softened to the corresponding media फे, the aspiration of which
has been thrown back to the beginning of the word. Analo-
gous is the throwing back of the aspirate in Skr. जीर्ण, H. ऑर्ड्रट
a lip."

ख and फ were, even in Sanskrit, very closely allied, and in
the careless style of the Lalita Vistara the two groups are used
as equivalent to one another, as चन्त्रस्त for चन्त्रस्ता (L. V. 13).

(4.) तम follows the rule of प्त and व, and becomes व्य and वः:
Skr. वैत "calf," Pr. वाच्यो, H. वक्ष, वक्र, and so in the others.
Skr. वातत "year," Pr. वाच्यो, not in modern use except as Tatsama.

Var. gives two exceptions to this rule, उस्यो and उस्यो for
उस्का and उस्या, neither of which are found in the modern
languages. It is said that the name of the ancient town and
fortress of Mahoba in Bundelkhand is derived from Mahakāśa,
"the "great feast," in which case there must have been an
intermediate form महाकाशे or महाकाशे, and it seems highly
improbable that the double s should have been entirely elided.
The place was popularly known as Mahoba in A.D. 1184, when
it was captured by Prithvi Raj, the Chohan King of Delhi, and,
as General Cunningham places the date of the great feast at
A.D. 800, a period of less than four hundred years intervenes
between the two forms. Now at the pace at which linguistic
development proceeded in those centuries, the first begin-
ing of the modern Tadbhava period, the total suppression of the
double s certainly could not have occurred in so short a time.
It is probable therefore that the name Mahoba has some other
origin, and that the derivation from Mahakāśa was invented to
§ 83. The Semivowels in a Mixed Nexus.—Only र and ल can occur as the first member of the nexus. व and ल clearly cannot precede a strong letter; and as their treatment is complicated by their close connexion with ब and ज respectively, they will be discussed in a separate section.

(1.) र preceding is first assimilated and subsequently elided. In Prakrit the rule is universal. Vararuchi iii. 3 gives the brief rule sūvatra tavarām, including त. His instances are: of ल,—ukkā, vikkalām, vikkavo, for ulkā, talkula, viklava; of त,—toddhau, pikkam, for budhaka, pukua; of ब,—akko, sakko, for arka, šakra. He takes no notice of other changes of these letters in a mixed nexus. In the second stage the vowel is lengthened or not, according to the position of the accent or the weight of the following syllables. In Prakrit the preceding long vowel of the Sanskrit is shortened before the double consonant which results from assimilation, the length of the vowel being, however, restored, and an anuswāra sometimes added over and above, in the modern languages, where by dropping one of the two consonants compensation comes into play. Examples:

Skr. आच्, “flame,” H. आच, and so in all except S. and P.
Skr. कांठ “crab,” Pr. ककड़ो, H. कंकड़ा, S. ककड़ो, O., B. ककड़ा.

(The nasal reminds us of Lat. cancer.)
Skr. कांकिरे “cucumber,” H. ककड़ी and ककड़ी, P. id., S. ककड़ी, G., M. ककड़ी, O. ककड़ी, B. id.
P. कपड़ा, S. कपड़ा, G., M. कपड़ा, O., B. id.
Skr. कपूर “camphor,” H. कपूर, P., S., G. id., M. कपूर, O., B. कपूर.

Skr. सांह "date-palm," Pr. सांह, H. सांह, and so in all.

Skr. गाज "rearing," Pr. गाज़, H. गाज़ा, P. गाज़ा, S. गाज़ा.

G. गाज़, M. गाज़.

Skr. गाज "cumb," Pr. गाज, H. गाज, G., M. id., P. गाज, S. गाज.

Skr. गाज "pregnant," Pr. गाज़, H. गाज़, P. गाज़, S. गाज़, G., M. गाज़, B गाज़.

Skr. दुबल "weak," Pr. दुबल, H. दुबला, P. दुबल, S. दुबलरी, दुबलो, M., G. दुबला, दुबला, B. दुबला.


S. बकर, M. बकर.

Skr. साग "road," Pr. साग, H. साग, P. G. id., G. also साग "read," M. id.


The anuswāra is employed in this class of words with great frequency, especially in Hindi; and in Sindhi it has been incorporated with the following consonant into the nasal letter of the organ in question, either ड or ढ, but it may be assumed that this is due to the eccentricity arising from the as yet unsettled state of Sindhi orthography. It would, however, be incorrect to deduce the inference that ड passed over into anuswāra. The letter did not come into use till many centuries after the existence of the former had been forgotten, and in some languages has never been introduced at all. It is a

7 In the sense of "the parting down the middle of the hair" in women.
peculiarly of Hindi to indulge in these nasal sounds in season and out of season; but their general insertion in words of this class does not seem to date further back than the fifteenth century, at least eighteen hundred years since such words as māṛga had been replaced in popular speech by māṛgo.

In the matter of lengthening the vowel of the affected syllable by way of compensation, the general system is pretty accurately followed, the vowel being lengthened where possible, that is, in open syllables or before light terminations, but not in words where a heavy formative syllable follows, or one containing a long vowel.

र when the last member of a nexus follows the general rule.

Skr. बाघ “tiger,” Pr. वरग, H. बाघ, and so in all.

Skr. भाई “brother,” H. भाई, and so in all, only in P. भाई.


Under this head comes the large group of words compounded with the prepositions द and प्रति. In many, nay perhaps most, of these the ordinary rule is followed with this modification, that when द is the beginning of the word, it cannot be double in Prakrit, and consequently there is no necessity for compensation in the modern languages. Instances of the ordinary rule are:

Skr. प्रस्तर “stone,” Pr. पत्थर, H. पत्थर. See § 82.


The र of द is, however, not unfrequently separated from the द, and thrown forward to the next consonant, especially in Hindi and Punjabi. Thus the common names of men प्रकाश, प्रताप, प्रस्तव are pronounced प्रकाश, प्रताप, प्रस्तव, Pargāsh, Partha, Parsan, and the like. Other instances are:

Skr. प्रगच “a country,” H. पर्षणा or परण, and so in all.

Skr. प्रश्लव “a drain,” H. पर्णाना, P., G. id., M. पर्णान्ति.
In the same manner, रत्त seems at an early period to have become in common speech पति part. We do not find any instances of it in this form, but it is only through such a form as that the Prakrit पति, which is the regular equivalent for Skr. रत्त, could have arisen. Prakrit examples are पृद्धि, पृद्धि, पृद्धि, पृद्धि, पृद्धि, पृद्धि, पृद्धि, and पृद्धि respectively. In the modern languages the र is generally, if not universally, dropped, and पति remains. This is also in H., P., B., and all but the three Western languages, often written प or through carelessness, as the sound of प in the middle of a word is so closely similar to that of र. Thus—

Skr. परत्तमति "neighbour," Pr. पदिवानति. H. पठोली (also परो), and so in all.

Skr. परत्त्राय "image," reflection," H. परहाई, परहाऊ, परहाठ, "the shadow of a person or object." M. पडकाया, G. पडकायो, H. पडकाया.

Skr. परत्त्राय "catareth," M. पडसेन.

Skr. परत्त्राय "mutual help," M. पडकयाय.

Skr. परत्त्राय "ucula," M. पडजीम.

Skr. परत्त्राय "rejoinder," G. पडउतार.

In connexion with this tendency of र to detach itself from its consonant, and change its place in a word, either going forwards or backwards, may here be introduced the method common in Old Hindi of writing such words as सर्व, etc. Chand has यथा, ध्यम, मोदन, तन, बटना for सर्व, ध्यम, सुबर्ण, वर्ज, वर्जन always, and प्रत्त, गंधर, काम, कन for पर्वत, गन्धर, कर्म, कव्य occasionally, where his rhythm requires it. This method of pronunciation has not wholly died out in the rural parts of Hindustan Proper, and may still sometimes be heard in Bhojpari, and probably in other dialects also. It is owing perhaps to this that H. makes from सर्व, the modern word सर्व, and not
for "all." Had the rawer remained attached to the व, its absorption would have induced a compensatory lengthening of the vowel; but as it had previously been transferred to the स, no compensation could take place, because it will have been noticed, though not specially mentioned, that it is the preceding vowel which is lengthened in compensation in order to preserve the original quantity of the syllable, and never the following one.

In some cases it is observed that when र, as the first member of a nexus, disappears under the influence of the usual processes, it leaves behind it a trace of its presence by aspirating, sometimes the preceding letter, sometimes that with which it was combined. This process is mainly confined to the three western languages, and more particularly to Sindhi. In the cases where the preceding letter is aspirated, the र before being absorbed has probably, as in the early Hindi words just quoted, transferred itself to that letter; and the whole transaction rests on the connexion between र and म: not so, however, that र has ever been deliberately changed into म in the combinations in question, but that it partakes with the sibilants of a sort of harsh utterance closely allied to the aspirates, an alliance which underlies the Sanskrit changes from visarga: into म and र, and the Latin forms *ars*us, *arbor*; *flas*, *floris*, and the like, as also the German *war*, English *was*, and many other old Indo-Germanic transitions. Instances of the process are—

Skr. श्वेत "sugar," M. सखर.
Skr. सर "all," S. सझु.
Skr. मर "ditch," S. खब्र.

In S., even where the र is not elided, this process occasionally occurs, as in परम् and पिरभ् "a festival," Skr. परभ, H. पम, पिरहरी "a bud," Skr. पुल्ल, where the न has first been changed into र, which then exercises its aspirating influence.
Skr. नैनदे "November-December." S. सचिव, P. सचय. In the
other languages this month is called by names derived from the asterisk
ऋय़ाय़ा (but see § 91).

(2.) ॠ when preceding is elided, according to rule. It is of
rare occurrence:

Skr. ॠणा "rain," H. बाग, and so in all.

When following it is also assimilated:

Skr. ऋतु "light fortnight," H. ऋव, but oftener मुक्त and नुदी.

In one or two instances this letter is thrown forwards in the
same manner as र in the positions noticed above. Thus:

Skr. ऋप्र "spleen," H. पिल्हिं and यील्हिं, B. पिल्हा, O. पिल्हार.

To this tendency may be ascribed the Skr. पुलिं "island," from ऋविन, retained in M. and B. to signify one of those small
islands or alluvial formations more usually called "chars," which so often appear in the large Indian rivers; the idea of
"swimming" involved in ऋविन has been, by a metaphor, transferred to these islands which, as the Roman poet says,
"apparent undes in gurgite vasto."

ॠ is, however, far more frequently allowed to remain and
separated from the other member by that process of splitting
which has already been mentioned, especially in Chap. H. § 45.
There is a certain hardness about this letter which, when its
frequent connexion with the nasal in Bengali or Oriya is also
taken into account, preserves it from elision or assimilation.
Trumpp's remark, that a long vowel preceding or following
renders assimilation impossible, does not appear to be borne out
by facts, because even in Prakrit the long vowel is shortened,
as in निज्ज, निल्ल, for निज्जा, निल्ली; and in the modern lan-
guages it is again lengthened as compensation for the loss of
the first consonant.

§ 84. The semivowel य when attached to a strong consonant in the first place drops out without compensation; as—

Skr. बोध “fit,” Pr. जोगो, H., P. जोग, S. जोग, all the rest जोग.

Skr. व “to fall,” H. चूमा, P. चोशा, S. चूमु, M. चाबणें, B. तु रा, O. चुरा (M. and B. are causal forms).

In other cases it is resolved into i, and thus also finally disappears. Var. iii. 66 gives one instance: या “a bowstring,” becomes जीआ, with long i. Chand has चन for चन्त, which is, however, a weak nexus.


This latter process is more frequent in the weak nexus, where it will be discussed fully.

व. Example of the usual elision is—


Of softening into the corresponding vowel, parallel to the treatment of य just noticed, examples are:

Skr. लारिंग “quickly,” Pr. तुरिंच, H. तुरंत, P. id., S. तुरु, G. तुरत, M. तुससूत.


In two cases, however, it is treated as b, and consequently the nexus becomes a strong one, in which the first letter goes out:

Skr. वांग, वालय “to kindle,” H. बाजना (for बाजना), P. बाजणा, S. बारणें.

Skr. जर “fever,” S. बर.

The forms बाजना and बर are also, however, in common use in all the languages.
Though it may be at present beyond our power to trace in all cases the distinction between व and य, yet the example of the western languages of the group shows that in that part of India at least a distinction did always exist, and the sweeping assertion of Prakrit scholars, that ब and य are the same, cannot be accepted; and even if it were, it would not be correct to write both, as Cowell does, as य, but rather as ब. Indeed य should almost be banished from Indian transliteration, and the two letters य and ब should be used for the soft and hard sounds respectively. As the last member of a mixed nexus, the soft sound would in most instances be the correct one, and we should in such positions write व and pronounce य; thus, जनयति is जनयति, and not जनय; ब is ब्य and not ब्य; at least, when listening to the pronunciation of natives, the former is a nearer approximation to the sound heard than the latter.

§ 85. We now come to that class of mixed nexus formed by the junction of a dental consonant and a semivowel, where the ordinary rule of the absorption of the weaker letter does not hold good, or rather a treatment occurs which is perfectly in accordance with the general system, though its real nature is apt to escape detection. This treatment varies in the three semivowels य, र, व. य does not present any peculiar features in this combination; being itself a dental semivowel, it can effect no change of organ, nor are there, as far as I know, any instances even in Sanskrit of such a combination as त or ः with य following.

The process about to be noticed is organic or qualitative, whereas the previously explained changes have been rather positional or quantitative. It consists in this, that each of the three semivowels, though disappearing under the operation of the ordinary rule, has previously dragged over the dental into its own organ: य into the palatal; र into the cerebral; and व into the labial, though more rarely than the others.
(1.) य.—The change which occurs is absolutely regular as regards the grades of the organ; thus:

Smooth tensis त + य = smooth palatal tensis च.
Rough tensis च + य = rough palatal tensis क.
Smooth media ठ + य = smooth palatal media ज.
Rough media ठ + य = rough palatal media झ.

Here it would at first sight seem as though the palatal semi-vowel य had held its own against the dental; but what has really happened is that tho य has evidently from the earliest times been pronounced with a stronger palatal tone than in European languages (except Spanish), a larger portion of the tongue's surface being brought into contact with the fore-palate, resulting in a sound which approached nearer to a ज;¹ so that in a form ठ + य the spoken equivalent was nearly ठ + ज in sound; that is, a strong nexus, in which ease the first letter would go out according to rule. In ठ + य (ज), both letters being in the same grade, the former leaves no trace of its influence, but in the other cases the dentals, though they disappear, leave behind them an influence, shown by the exact change of ज into the grade of the absorbed letter: ठ producing च; य, क; and ठ, झ.

In Pali and Prakrit the above combinations are respectively ख, चह, जज, and झह, which reveals the fact that the dental before absolutely expiring had assimilated itself to the palatal. So that the steps are as follows in historical order:

\[ ठ + य = ठ + ज = च + च = च.² \]
\[ ठ + य = ठ + ज = झ + च = च + झ = झ. \]

In the combination य + ज it would be contrary to the spirit.

¹ य is regularly pronounced as ज in B. and O., and Skr. words containing य are written with ज in H., P., M., etc.; as they are also in most Prakrits and in Pali.

² The rejection of the first letter of the nexus is sometimes compensated for by a long vowel, as in नाच = चष; and sometimes not, as in सच = सष.
of the language to allow the aspirate to stand first; consequently, the necessary inversion has taken place.

Examples:

त + य.
Skr. नृथ “dance,” Pa., Pr. नृथ, H. नृथ, and so in all.
Skr. निव “always,” Pa. निव, Pr. निव.
Skr. धन् “done,” Pa., Pr. धन्, Pr. also कर्.

ध + य.
Skr. रथ् “road,” Pr. रथ्.
Skr. पथ् “proper,” Pr. पथ्.

र + य.
Skr. र्र् “to-day,” Pa., Pr. र्र्, H., M., G. र्र्, B. र्र्, O. र्र्.
P. र्र्, S. र्र्. In this word the i must be taken as a trace of the य, in which case the semivowel is doubly represented.
Skr. स्थ् “wine,” Pa., Pr. स्थ्.
Skr. विज् “knowledge,” Pa., Pr. विज्, S. विज्.

घ + य.
Skr. स्थ् “middle,” Pa., Pr. स्थ्, H. स्थ्, स्थ्, etc., S. स्थ्, etc., P. स्थ्, M. स्थ्, B. ध्, O. स्थ्.
Skr. स्थच् “middle,” Pa., Pr. स्थच्, H. in composition स्थचान् “to understand,” and so in all.
Skr. ब्रह्म “carried woman,” Pa., Pr. ब्रह्म, B. ब्रह्म, M. ब्रह्म, G. ब्रह्म, S. ब्रह्म, Maṇḍarī ब्रह्म.

Skr. संख्या “evening,” Pr. संख्या (Var. iii. 56), H. संध्य, B. and M. id., P. संध्य, S. संध्य; but G. संध्य and a M. form संध्य are also in use.

Under this head must be noticed a class of causals in which, though a vowel intervenes in Sanskrit between the dental consonant and the palatal semivowel, the treatment is the same as though there had been no vowel.

Examples:

Skr. वाद्य “to sound,” H. वाजना “to play,” and so in all with slight modifications.

Skr. भेद्य “to separate,” H. भेजना “to send,” P. id.


In these cases the vulgar pronunciation probably dropped the short vowel and produced वाधन, etc.

There is also a considerable class of verbal roots ending in ध which reappear with the termination ध, and which must be referred to this head.

As examples may be taken—


Skr. बध “to bind,” S. दध, H. दज्जना “to be ensnared.”

Skr. धध “to fight,” Pr. धज्ञ, P. धज्ञण, Old H. धज्ञना, धज्ञर.


The difficulty in this, as in the last class, is that the existence of the ध and ध्य of necessity supposes forms ट + य and ध + य; but the received theory is that the infinitive in Hindi, Panjabi, Sindhi, and Marathi is derived from the Skr. verbal noun in नम. Now although in the present tense of the Skr. verb we have the required forms with य as रूढययति, बुधययते, yet this conjunctival characteristic does not appear in the verbal noun, which would be रादनम्, बौधनम्. It must, I apprehend, be
admitted that in the speech of the vulgar there existed forms
unpronounced and unattested; in many instances the Hindu entirely
ignores the existence of a guna vowel in the verbal nouns, and
forms its infinitive with the same quality of vowel as exists in
the base or in the present tense.

Another way of explaining the matter is that adopted by
Lassen (p. 249), namely, that the present tense came first into
use, thus, छधिः, from नूयः; and that the verbal noun was
formed on this model छधयूः, though the Sanskrit verbal noun
is छधैं and contains no थ. This view, however, assumes that
the Prakrit was regularly formed by derivation from the
Sanskrit, whereas modern researches have led us to believe,
on the contrary, that the Prakrits are of equal antiquity with
Sanskrit, in many cases at least; and in the light of this
opinion it would seem more natural to suppose that even in
times when Sanskrit was spoken the vulgar ignored the dis-
tinction between conjugational and other tenses and said नूयः,
just as they said नूयः.

In the causal in H. we have बुध्यान, which corresponds to a
Skr. form बोधियान; here the accent lies on the short vowel
intervening between the ध and the थ, and we cannot, therefore,
suppose the थ to have arisen from a junction of these two
letters; moreover the थ of the Skr. causal is represented by थ
in the Old H. and Mod. H. dialectic forms बुध्यान, फिराना,
and the like; or by थ in the forms बुधान, सोधाना, बिज्याना
(for सोधाना, बिज्याना); or by थ in the O. दिखावा, चबावा.
We must therefore suppose that the simple verb having re-
served the form in थ, as बुध्यान, the causal was formed from it
by lengthening the penultimate vowel, without regard to the
causal form of the Sanskrit (see Chap. III. § 60).

(2.) थ. This semivowel follows the same rule as थ, though
the instances which I can adduce are not so numerous or so
clear as in that letter. Just as थ is hardened into थ, so is थ into
थ; so that when preceded by a dental it forms a strong nexus, the
natural result of which is that the dental goes out, but leaves behind a trace, inasmuch as it changes the ɣ into its own grade. The principal instance is—


Here the म has first become ɣ, as in गांव = याम, नांव = नाम. This ɣ in pronunciation becomes ऊ, which by the influence of the preceding ɣ is hardened into प; and the strong nexus thus obtained, ऊ्य, —which actually occurs in the form आत्मनी on the Girmar rock inscription,—regularly changes to प, and subsequently to प, with a long vowel preceding. See Vararuchi, iii. 49, where खकम, दख्मिनी, become दप, दपिनी, having been first खु, etc.

To this law is to be referred the Skr. termination लेन, लन; which becomes त्यन, and then यन, lastly पण and पा; thus:

Skr. वृद्धलेन "old age," H. वृद्धात्म, P. वृद्धात्म, S. वृद्धात्म, etc., G. वृद्धापो, B. वृद्धापण and औपा.

In Sindhi this termination is very common and takes in addition to the full forms पण्, पणो, those also of पो, पो, प, पारे; e.g. नंडपो, नंडपारे "youth," from नंडो "young" (Skr. नन्द "son"); डाहप "wisdom," from डाहो "wise"; वाहिप, औपो, औपी "watching," from वाही "a watcher."

In Bengali and Oriya it is not much in use, the Tatāma form being still generally retained.

In Panjabi the form is पुण्य; the influence of the labial consonant having force to change the a into u, e.g. बालपुण्य, बालपुण्य "childhood."

I would hazard the suggestion that the Skr. affix लेन, लन, is itself a relic of आत्मन. If it be so, we see here a proof of what I have said above, that the म changes into ɣ before being hardened to प.

Instances of ध + व are—
Skr. ध्र "two," G. द्र, S. द्र.
Skr. द्वितीय "second," G. द्वितीय, S. द्वितीय, द्वितीय; cf. Latin balletum = स्वेलम and द्वितीय = द्विती, Skr. विश्वास for द्वितीय.

Throughout the numerals, in fact, the द of देव is dropped in all cases:


Instances of ध + व and ध + व producing फ and म I have not found; it would seem, however, that we may adduce here the words पुष्प "flower," and वाय "steam," from the roots पुष्प and वाय.2 Thus, पुष्प + त and वाय + त would become पुष्प + त् and वाय + त्, and subsequently पुष्प, वाय, giving Pr. पुष्प, वाय, and H. पुष्प, पुष्प; and वार or वाप.

1 The nasal root is बा "he blows," but we may assume a root बार intermediate between बा "he blows," and बार "to blow."
Some confusion appears to have existed amongst the semi-vowels themselves when appended to dentals, as we find modern words in व which cannot be derived from घ + व, but point distinctly to roots having घ, and even घ. As early as the Gatha period, whenever that may have been, this confusion seems to have been prevalent. Thus, we find घापित for Skr. घापित, probably in order to produce a sort of alliteration, as in the same line there is also घासनात for घासनात, so that the latter half of the line thus corrupted runs: ठान घापित किल्लेश्वासनात for ठान घापित लैश्वासनात. This peculiarity may be connected with the custom, mentioned in § 25 as prevalent in modern Bengali pronunciation, of scarcely sounding a weak letter when forming the last member of a nexus, its presence being indicated by a sort of dwelling on the preceding letter, so that ठह, ठह, ठै, would all sound as ठ with a slight stress on it; the change from one weak letter to another would thus be very easily effected, and the preference shown to ठ would result from its being easier to pronounce in such a position.

By means of this process certain modern words in व may be explained; as ठाँचर “fringe,” ठिल्ला “tattered bedding,” ठिल्लभिन्न “a hanging shutter,” ठूल “to swing,” ठूल “a child’s swing,” ठूल “a loose trapping” for elephants, dogs, etc., ठोला “a wallet,” M. and G. ठैठोल; all of which may be referred to the root ठल (originally ठल) “to shake” or “swing,” which, even in Sanskrit, has passed into व in such words as ठोलिका “wallet,” which seems to come from this root, and not, as hitherto suggested, from ठोड़ा “a betel-nut tree.” ठदा has all the look of a non-Aryan word, and though a small wallet to carry betel-nut is a very common appendage to native costume, it seems more in accordance with analogy to derive it as above.

(3.) र. This semivowel differs from the other two in so far that the action which it exhibits takes place both when it pre-
codes and when it follows the dental. In fact, it will presently
be seen that in some respects the cerebralization of the dental
takes place more regularly and frequently when \( \ddot{\text{r}} \) precedes
than when it follows. Sindhi indeed forms an exception to this
remark, as it adopts the cerebral almost uniformly in both cases,
but this is due to the already explained partiality of that lan-
guage for cerebral letters, and in many cases the actual pro-
nunciation retains a slight \( r \) sound together with the cerebral.
Thus, from Skr. पुत्र "son," S. has पुत्र, pronounced पुत्र; Skr.
स्मृत "friend," S. भिट् मित्राय.

In Prakrit \( \ddot{\text{r}} \) regularly appears as र, the rule "रत्ना ताहं" (Var. iii. 22) being of almost universal application. He gives,
however, no rule for \( rd \); though he quotes in iii. 26 a few
words in which this nexus migrates into द, yet he seems to
regard these as special instances. In the modern languages
the transition to cerebrals takes place in every grade of the
organ, and is tolerably frequent, though by no means universal.

Examples:

\[ \ddot{\text{r}} + \text{t} \]
Skr. कात्तन "cutting," Pr. कट्ठत, H. कात्तन, P. कट्ठत, S. कट्ठत, B.
काटन, O. काट्ठत, M. काट्ठत (rare).
Skr. कारण "road," H. बाट, and so in all.
Skr. वालिक "a quail," Pr. वटू, H. विटर, P. \( \ddot{\text{id}} \), B., O. \( \ddot{\text{id}} \), S. वटरो.
Skr. भृतिक "earth," H. मित्री, मट्रृ, P. \( \ddot{\text{id}} \), G. माट्री, B., O. \( \ddot{\text{id}} \), but
M. माटी.

\[ \ddot{\text{r}} + \text{d} \]
Skr. चूंच "fourth," B. चौठ, O. चौठ; the rest have च, see below.
This nexus generally drops the \( r \) without cerebralizing the
dental:

\[ \ddot{\text{r}} + \text{d} \]
Skr. कवर "cowrie," H. कौड़ी; see § 52 (2).
Skr. तर्क “striking,” H. ताड़ना, and so in all but S. (In Skr. this process has already taken place, giving rise to a secondary root तङ्.)

र + घ.


By way of contrast, another and longer list is now given of words in which the semivowel does not cerebralize the dental:

Skr. पूर्व “rogue,” Pr. पूर्व, H. पूर्व, G. पूर्व, also दुर्व.


Skr. कूड़ “mud,” H. कूड़, G. काद, O. काद, B. काद.


Skr. दुर्घ “frog,” H. दाढ़, G., P. id., S. दुर्घ.

In addition to the first four examples, which are from Var. iii. 24, that author also gives the following instances, which do not occur in the modern languages: किल = कीति “fame,” निम्नदियु = जर्मम “present,” अर्न = अवर “whirlpool,” निमित्त = संवर्त्तिक a name of “Baldev,” निमित्त = निवर्तिक “returning,” अलो = आरे “hurt,” मुल्ल = मूर्ति “form.”

The transition of this nexus into a single cerebral letter occurred more frequently in ancient than in modern times, because the distinction between the two groups of the lingual
series was not so clearly marked in those days as it was subsequently; but as instances are found in the Prakrit period of this transition, it may be advisable to point out that in several of Vālamūtha's instances the original word probably had an ज instead of an र. Thus, जचित्का "a wink," may be derived from चचित्का, for जचो, from the root चल्य "to burn." The facility with which ज is thrown away in this particular root has been pointed out in the beginning of this section. कर्त्तरी may be compared with the Latin colère, cœlizer. धुते is a sort of adjective formation from धु "to be crooked," which is only another form of धचु, the original of धू. In कोरिः the root is ज, the presumably older form of which would be जचू, which may be compared with Greek κέλιμα, καλέω, κλέω, κλευ, and Latin colère. Similarly with the group of words containing the root जट, though, on the one hand, connected with many roots in the cognate languages containing the र, yet, on the other, it is allied to ज, with its relations coke, colzer, etc.

The next ट seems to be in some way disliked by Sanskrit, as it seldom or never occurs, and appears to have been changed in most cases into ट; but if in some cases the Prakrit word were formed direct from the older word which contained the ट, it would still exhibit the dental ट, merely by dropping the ट according to the usual custom. The modern languages having got these words as early Tadbhavas through the Prakrit naturally retained the dental. But the practice of not changing the dental to a cerebral got more frequent as time went on, and muscles got lax, and the softer and more languid dental attitude came more into favour; and thus we see that in some cases, though the Prakrit gives the cerebral, the modern languages reject it and employ the dental instead. Thus:

Skr. गर्भ "womb." Pr. गुञ्जो, H. गठ (for गट्ठा). P. गन्ध and गठो, G. गन्धो (dim.). B. गधा. O. गधा; but M. गाः, inverted from गाः. S., as might be expected, गठः.
The $\dot{r}$ arising from दै is further softened into दू in the
following:

Skr. गर्द “ditch,” Pr. गझो, H. गढ “boundary,” गडबड (गर्दबर) 
originally applied to earth dug up and left in uneven heaps, hence anything 
in a tossed and tumbled state, topsy-turvy, higgledy-piggledy; also said of 
affairs in an unsettled state; it is the common equivalent for our word 
“muddle.” गाढा “a ditch.” गाड़ना “to bury,” “to conceal treasure 
in the earth.” गाढा “low land.” P. गळ्या, S. गाडुण, G. गडूँ. M. 
गढ़ा “to be buried,” metaphor. “to be absorbed in study or business.” 
गढ़ “sound” (sleep), “thick” (darkness), “dense” (forest); also 
“buried,” “sunken,” “lost,” and as a subst. “a quarry” or “pit.” 
गढ़ा “to bury treasure in the earth.” गड़बड “confusion.” गड़बड़े “
to be in a muddle,” with derivatives गड़बड़, गड़बड़ाविण, etc. गढ़े “
to bury.” B. गढ “moat of a fort.” गड़न “to dig,” hence “to carve,” 
“fashion,” “fabricate.” गड़निया “an artist,” “artisan.” गड़न “to 
fabricate,” “to cast metal,” “to roll.” गड़बड़ “confusion.” गड़न “
to bury.” गाठा “pit,” “hole,” O. गाठा, गड़ा, etc.

Similar to this is the treatment of प्रति = परि = परि, men-
tioned in § 83 (1)—though in this case, owing to its always 
occurring at the beginning of a word and being, therefore, 
pressed upon by the weight of the following syllables, the दू is 
not doubled, as in the case of गझो.

When $\dot{r}$ follows the dental, it cerebralizes in some instances, 
as in the following:

Skr. दु “to break,” H. दूटना, and so in all, except M. तूटें.
Skr. पत “cloth” (already in Skr. पट, पट), H. पाट, पटा, पटी, etc., 
a large group of words, and so in all.

Skr. गंगी “goer” (fem.), H. गाढो “cart,” M., O., B. id., G. गाडू, P. 
गझी, S. गाडो.

But more frequently, especially in the class of words ending in र, the र simply disappears, and the त remains unchanged. Thus:

Skr. वेत "field," Pr. वैत, H. वेत. See § 81.
Skr. गाँव "limb," Pr. गैल, H. गाव, M. id., S. गाव ("neck").
Skr. गोब "family," Pr. गोल, H. गोत; so in all, but S. गोत.
Skr. पुत्र "son," Pr. पुते, पुत, पुत्त, H. पुत्र, M. पुत्र, O. पुत्र, S. पुत्र.
Skr. रात्रि "night," Pr. रत्री, रात्रि, H. रात, B., O. राति, M., G. रात, P. रत, रात, and in this case even S. has राति with a dental.
Skr. त्रिफ "three," Pr. त्रित, H. तौ, M. id., B., O. तन, P. तित.
G. तन, S. ते.
Skr. सूत्र "thread," Pr. सूत, H. सूत, O., B., M. id., P. सूत and सूतर, S. सूत.
Skr. चंद्र "moon," Pr. चंद्रो, H. चाँद; and so throughout, except P. चंद, S. चंदु.
Skr. निम्ब्र "sleep," Pr. निम्ब्र, H. निम्ब्र, P. id., G. निम्ब्र, M. निम्ब्र, नीत्र, S. निम्ब्र.
Skr. वृध्द "vulture," Pr. वृध्द, H. वृध, B. id., M. गोध, वृध्द, G. वृध्द, P. गित्र, S. गित्र.

Sindhi here in all but two instances adheres to the cerebral, which, as noted above, bears the sound of त्र. There is almost complete unanimity between all the other languages. The class of words now under discussion affords additional confirmation to the already mentioned theory, that the tendency towards cerebralizing the dentals under the influence of र is one which was much stronger in ancient times than in modern, and that the tendency in question has been gradually growing weaker and weaker as time went on. These words are all, or nearly all, modern Tadbhavas. वेत shows itself to be modern by many
signs: first, it has the change of च into ख, which we have shown in § 83 to be a later process than that into घ; secondly, it has lost the accent; and, thirdly, there exists an older word खेत kherā, which, though now used to signify "a mound of ruins," "the site of an ancient town," undoubtedly originally meant "a field" or "spot." The signification of "a site," now attributed to kherā, agrees with the original Sanskrit meaning of the word, which was not, as in modern times, so much "a cultivated plot of land" as "a possession," "an estate"; hence "a definite locality" or "site." The word khet is hardly a regular peasant's word to this day. The peasant uses a dozen other words to express his cultivated land. In Gujarati, which has preserved a great many archaic Hindi forms, we have the analogous खेत. खेत is a regular formation through खेट, where the dental is duly cerebralized, and subsequently softened to its media, and the last syllable with its long vowel preserves the oxytone type of the Sanskrit. खेत, on the other hand, appears to have arisen from separating the nexus and writing खेत, a form still preserved in P. and O., as also मूतर. Similarly we have in G. घोर "a loin cloth," Skr. घीत्र, H. घोती. In the combinations derived from वी "three," we see the same process at work, though the र has in most instances been elided. छद्र became छद्र, a form which still survives as a proper name. In Kashmiri there occur several forms, as मूतर "urine," Skr. मूत्र, Modern H. मूत्र.

Thus, the conclusion to be arrived at is this, that the words of the form खेत, पुढ़ा, etc., are early Tadbhavas, and those of the form खेत are modern Tadbhavas. It does not militate against this theory to urge that in Prakrit also the र is assimilated, producing च, from which the single र of the moderns might regularly have arisen, because such forms as खेत, which

1 खेत is found in Skr. in the sense of "a village," where it is evidently a diachronic or Prakritized form of चेत.

1 Thus, the tract of country round the temple of Jagannath at Puri is known as चेत, vulgo Paraman Khet, or Sri Khet.
reveal a consciousness of the existence of the ā, could not have come through the Prakrit, which has altogether lost that letter.

§ 86. The last form of nexus remains to be considered. The weak nexus, as I have called it, consists entirely of weak letters, the nasals, semivowels, and sibilants, together with ṣ. From the nature of its component parts, this nexus requires to be treated even more in detail than the mixed nexus, because, though both its elements are weak, yet they are not equally so. It is frequently found that one of them yields to the other, and is, as in the other classes of nexus, assimilated in Prakrit and rejected in the modern languages. An interesting and important inquiry thus arises as to what is the comparative strength of the various classes. Is the nasal stronger than the semivowel, for instance, or weaker? To answer this it will be necessary to go through each description of combination separately. There are the following descriptions, exclusive of ṣ:

1. Nasal combined with nasal.
2. Nasal with semivowel.
3. Nasal with sibilant.
4. Semivowel with semivowel.
5. Semivowel with sibilant.

The combinations of ṣ will form a separate section, for reasons hereafter to be given. In the above list, numbers 2, 3, and 5 include their respective opposites; thus, under 2 are included combinations in which the semivowel precedes, as well as those in which it follows, the nasal; because in the weak, just as in the mixed, nexus the relative position of the elements has no influence on the treatment, except in number 4, where in some cases the two semivowels appear to be of equal strength, and the question which of them shall be assimilated to the other is at times decided by position. In such cases, however, in accordance with the general principles of the seven
languages, the stronger of the two elements holds its place, or rather has a tendency to do so, and the weaker inclines to be assimilated, and subsequently disappears.

In this nexus, moreover, there are two further sources of irregularity; the first, that the semivowels $y$ and $r$, as usual, oscillate backwards and forwards, appearing at one time hardened into $j$ and $b$, at another relaxed into $i$ and $u$; the second, that this form of nexus is more liable than any other to be dissolved by the insertion of a vowel between its component parts.

We shall now go through the various descriptions of weak nexus seriatim in the order given above.

§ 87. **Nasal with Nasal.**—This combination is from the nature of the case very rare. It is of course impossible in Sanskrit for two nasals of different organs to be joined: च and घ could not combine. Therefore the only combinations which, as far as I am aware, actually occur are न + म and म + न. With regard to the former of these, Vararuci directs the assimilation of the preceding to the following letter: जम becomes जम्स, and मज्झ by a curious set of changes व्यम्ब (iii. 43). The latter word does not occur in modern times save as a Tatsama. जम is always dissolved into जम, and is in this form a very much used word. प., however, has in addition the curious variations जम, which is the Prakrit form above, and जम्झ, as also the vulgarism जरम in the spoken language. Such formations as might be expected to occur from the addition of the formative syllable सन to roots ending in न do not survive to modern times, because the modern languages in the vast majority of Tadbhavas retain nothing of the Sanskrit elements beyond the root, and form their secondary words by additions of a different type. Roots like तन, सन, हन, occur often as the basis of modern words, but with entirely modern afformatives. Similarly in the case of the nexus ख I have not found modern instances.
"below," is used in B. and O., but as a Tatama. The name प्रसं गन्नबूत becomes, according to Var. iii. 44, प्रसं गन्नबूत, but when used in modern or middle age religious poems, it is written as a Tatama, or divided, as प्रसं गन्नबूत, according to the caprice of the writer. That the nexus itself is easily pronounceable by modern organs is shown by the fact that the river in Skr. जमुना is now ordinarily known as the Jammā, a word which would be correctly written जम्हा, though in writing the old spelling जमुना is generally adhered to.

§ 88. Nasal with Semivowel.—In this form of nexus the nasal is as a rule the stronger, if strength be measured by tenacity. The combinations that occur with य, the first semivowel, are ख, ख, and ख. No combination of this semivowel with the nasal न of its own organ is met with. Examples of ख and ख are as follows:

ख + य.
Skr. न्राव "desert," Pr. राव, H. राव, S. राव, राव, G. राव, M. id.

न + य.
Skr. नस्य "other," Old H. नर्न.
Skr. सूय "empty," H. सू, and सू, M. सू, P. सू, G. सू, सू, S. सू, O., B. सू.
Skr. नाय "maiden," Pr. नारा, H. and the rest Tatama. P. न्यारा, S. नाय.

Vararachi (xii. 7) mentions a Sanskerti transition into न in
which is so natural a transition that one is surprised not to find it more frequent. No similar instances have, however, met my notice. The general treatment is to resolve the य into र, as in चनि, and then to reject it entirely, leaving only च; P. often stops short at the first of these two stages. S. by virtue of its peculiar sound, expressed by ञ, is able to retain the original pronunciation unaltered; कण sounds kanyā, identical with क्या.

With regard to यच, we have instances only in the Prakrit period, where it goes into ज, as in सक्रहो, सक्राद्रो, also written संक्रहो, etc., for सम्यत, सम्यत (Var. ii. 7). It also (in iii. 2) changes into म, as योभो for सीभ. The latter of these changes is more in harmony with modern practice, and the word itself probably reappears in M. सोज “trickery.” There do not appear to be any other well-authenticated instances of this nexus in the modern languages. Such Sanskrit forms as याम are represented by यामो and the like, where it is doubtful whether the य is really derived from the य, or is a modern independent formation; most probably the latter is the case.

र is attached to म in two instances:

Skr. आम “mango,” Pr. अम, H. आम and अम, B., O. id., P. आम, S. एम; also in लर आमो, आमो, M. अमा, G. आमो.

Skr. ताम “copper,” Pr. तब, H. ताबा, P. id., S. ठामो, G. ताव, M. ताव, O. ताम, B. तामा.

Here the semivowel disappears, and in some cases the nasal is thickened into the media of its organ with anusvāra.

For the nexus ल, the only nasal combination into which ल enters, the instance of भलिका “tamarind,” may be referred to. (Chap. II. § 34.)

र and श occur respectively in किव “yeast,” S. किव, and अश्व, the name of a Rishi. The gentleman seems to have been forgotten in modern times.

From the comparatively barren ground of that form of nexus
in which the nasal precedes the semivowel, we now pass to a more fertile field. The semivowels र and स precede ग, भ, and ध, and the first of these combinations is exceedingly common.

Skr. ग्रंव "guest," Pr. पाठव, H. पाठव, G. पोश, M. पाठव, पाठव.
Skr. पूञ "gold," Pali सूञ and सौञ, Pr. सी, H. सी, G. सी, M. सी, B. सी, O. सुा.
Skr. ज्ञ "leaf," Pr. पर्ण, H. पान, restricted to the signification of betel-leaf used for chewing, and so in all, except B. and O., which have पाण.

Connected with the word प्रापर्ण is the common verb H. पाठव, P. पाठव, S. पाठव "to arrive," G. पोश, M. पोश, B. पाठव, O. पाठव; though I am not sure where the च comes from.

The general rule, it will be seen, is assimilation, and subsequent elision of the र; but there are certain exceptions to be noticed:


In these two words it is the nasal which has disappeared, if the derivation be correct. There is room, however, for doubt on this head. The modern languages so constantly form their words in a way of their own, taking nothing from Sanskrit but the root, that it may fairly be assumed in the case of these two words that they are derivatives from roots चूर and पूर, and
have nothing to do, beyond a community of origin, with the two passive participles above given. This is confirmed by the fact that there is also in existence a very common word in all the languages which is derived from चूर्ण, according to the ordinary rule of assimilating the semivowel. This word means "lime," and is as follows:

H. चूर्ण, P. चूर्ण, चूर्णी, S. चूर्ण, G. चूर्ण, M. चूर्ण, B., O. id.

Unfortunately no light is thrown on the matter by the other past participles of roots in चूर्ण, all of which take this form in Sanskrit, as they are only used, if at all, as Tatsamas; showing how rarely a Sanskrit inflectional form is preserved in the modern languages. From the roots of this class चूर्ण, पृ. चूर्ण, तृण, पृ., चूर्ण, derivatives in abundance may be found, but of words specially derived from the past participles चूर्णी, चूर्ण, चूर्ण, and the rest, it would be difficult to adduce any examples. I am, therefore, of opinion that चूर्ण and चूर्ण should be referred merely to the general root, and not to the participle, while चूर्ण is derived from the participle, not regarded as a participle, but as a noun, into which latter phase it had already passed in Sanskrit.

A somewhat similar argument may be applied to a class of words of a double form derived from the root चूर्ण, "to revolve.

These are:

(a) H. चूर्ण, चूर्ण, etc., P. id., S. चूर्ण, चूर्ण, etc., G. चूर्ण, B. चूर्ण, O. id.

(b) H. चूर्ण, चूर्ण, etc., P. id., S. चूर्ण, चूर्ण, चूर्ण, G. चूर्ण, M. चूर्ण, B. चूर्ण, चूर्ण, O. id.

In the first set of words we have both the r and n preserved by splitting, and the form चूर्ण has probably arisen from Skr. चूर्ण through an intermediate stage चूर्ण, one n being rejected. That this word has been long in use and lost much of its old character is shown by the fact that its meaning has
altered from the primitive sense of turning round into a variety of secondary senses, such as "to stare at" (i.e. "to roll the eyes") and the like. This form is all plain sailing, but there is much difficulty in the second form घुमना, which is of much more frequent use in the sense of rolling. घुमना means gulliness, and there are several derivatives with the sense of rolling, rearing, etc. I can only account for the presence of the व by supposing that after the absorption of the र the influence of the labial vowel has been strong enough to draw over the nasal ण into its own organ. This explanation is not altogether satisfactory. Prakrit takes as its base घूण, a dialectic form of घूण, and changes the ण into ण, making its verb घोल (Var. viii. 6); the form घूि in the moderns must therefore be post-Prakritic, that is, a late Tadbhava.

Of the nexus में a few examples will suffice, as it is perfectly regular:

Skr. कर्म "work," Pr. कमो, H. काम, and so in all, except, as usual, P. कम and S. कमु.

Skr. शर "skin," Pr. चमो, H. चाम, and so in all, except, as usual, P. चम and S. चमु.

In the latter of these words by far the most common form in use is H. चमडा, P. दे, M. चमेद, G. चमढी, B. चमडा, O. दे. In as much as early Hindi authors are very careless about the ढ, when it has the sound of र, often writing it र, this word is sometimes seen in the form चमरा, and this has apparently misled grammarians and others into considering that we have here a case of inversion of the two letters र and म; but independently of the consideration that this does not account for the final long आ, which has no business there if the word is merely a reproduction of चर्म, a word accented on the penultimate, it seems so obvious as hardly to need explanation that चमडा, like dozens of other words of similar form, is a diminutive, the syllable डा or ढी having that import in all the modern lan-
Changes of Compound Consonants.

The long \( \text{a} \) of the primary word वाम has been shortened, according to custom, on receiving a heavy affixed termination. The same process takes place when चमर is the first word in a compound, as in चमरकार “worker in leather.” H. चमार, and so in all except Bengal, which, with its usual regardlessness of quantity, writes चामार, but pronounces the first syllable in such a way that no one could tell whether it was long or short. M. has an altogether irregular form चाम्हार, which probably owes its ढ to some fancied similarity to कुम्हार or कुमार “a potter” (कुलकार). Analogous to चमार is कमार “a blacksmith,” which even in Sanskrit times had been shortened from कम्हार into कमार, unless indeed we prefer to regard it as derived from कर “hand,” and मार or मारक “smiter,” a derivation which does not commend itself to my judgment at least. Another word of the same class is कमरंगा, a sort of acid fruit, from Skr. कमरंगा. It is needless farther to dwell on this simple and regular nexus, and there is in like manner very little to be said of ल. The commonest instance is the following:

Skr. शाखली “silk-cotton tree,” H. शेभल, शेखल, P. शेखल, शेखल, M. सावर, B. शेशल, O. शाव, and शीमल, where the ल disappears, and other corruptions of a varied and complicated nature arise, which need not be here discussed.

Combinations in which ल precedes any other nasal than म are not to be found.

§ 89. Nasal with Sibilant.—The forms in use are ल, ल, ल, ल, ल, ल, in all of which the sibilant precedes the nasal. When the nasal comes first, it generally, if not always, takes the form of anuswāra in Sanskrit, and universally so before every sibilant in Prakrit (Var. iv. 14, and note). There is nothing peculiar therefore or that need detain us in this particular, and we may pass at once to the nexus in which the sibilant precedes. The general rule is that the sibilant dis-
appears, having behind it Ṛ, which is put after the nasal. The following are examples:

**ḥ + ṛ**

Skr. ṛṣya "question," Pr. ऊँचह. } Not in use, except as Tatsama, in Skr. निम "peaks," Pr. लिङ्धर. } the modern languages.

**ष + ण**

Skr. ध्रṣya "Krishna," Pr. ऊँचह, H. काल्प. (See § 43.)
Skr. विध्रु "Vishnu," Pr. विध्र. As a Tatsama in moderns. B. निर्द, O. id., M. निर्द्र.
Skr. उृष्य "warm," Pr. ऊँचह, M. ऊँच, S. ऊँच "thirsty."
Skr. तृष्य "thirsty," Pr. ऊँचह, H. तिरिप, P. तिहा, S. ठिह, M. तहान.

**स + ण**

Skr. चुः "daughter-in-law," Pr. ऊँचह, M. सून.
Skr. चेह "friendship," Pr. ऊँचह, ऊँह, H. सूह, P. id.
Skr. विध्र "oily," Pr. लिङ्धर.

**स + म**

Skr. सत्र "remembering," Pr. भरण (स्थरण), H. शुमिल, P. समरण, O. समरण.
Skr. सुत "memory," H. सुर, P. id., S. मुरि.
Skr. तिरिप "surprise," P. विस्मित.

**ष + म**

Skr. श्रण "hot season," Pr. गिरह, Old H. गरीम, M. गोम, गिरह.
Skr. ऊष्म "hot season," Pr. ऊँचह, M. ऊँचठू.¹
Skr. ऊँच "cyclish," Pr. ऊँचह.

¹With the secondary sense of gastroenteritis, caused by heat of stomach; or of swelling and inflammation from a bite or sting; also of food escaping from hurt, etc.
र + ए.

श्र. रहिम "rein," H. राम, G., B. id.

श्र. गरम "weak," H. कुम्भलाना "to wither."

श्र. काश्मीर "Kashmir"; in all काश्मीर, or, owing to Persian influence, काश्मीर.

श्र. रसेण "beard," P., सेण, H. मूछे. (See Chap. II. § 34.)


In the above list are grouped together both those words which observe the rule and those which deviate from it. It will be seen that, while Prakrit exhibits in a majority of cases the combinations र्ह and र्ह, the modern languages as a rule reject the र्ह. M. is closest to the Prakrit in this respect. In H. तिरहा we have perhaps a derivative not from तृण itself, but from some cognate form, such as तृण. In M. तहाण inversion has taken place from an older form तह्ण, just as we have in the same language नाईं for नह्ण, and the like. सङ्केत probably preserves the two elements in consequence of the difficulty of pronouncing one र्ह so soon after the other; सङ्केत would be a very awkward word to utter. In मसू and मसायन the rejection of the र्ह has begun as early as Prakrit; and राख from र्खम is altogether irregular. नूणा, though put down under the head of स + ए, is really an example of ए + ए, because there must have been a metathesis into नृणा to produce the Pr. form सृणा. Had no such metathesis taken place, the Prakrit form would have been यह्लोसा or यह्लसा; from which comes नूह, used in some rural dialects of Hindi, and नूह Sindhi.

§ 90. SEMIVOWEL WITH SEMIVOWEL.—(1.) ए can only follow another letter; it cannot take the first place in the nexus. It can be preceded by the other three semivowels, giving the combinations ए, ए, and ए.
The light is nearly equal between the two letters; sometimes one yields, sometimes the other. Examples:

Skr. कार्ये "business," Pr. कार्य (Maharashtri), कार्य (Magadhi), कार्य (Pali-chi), H. कार्य, फर, P., G. id., S. कार्य, M. कार्य, O., B. कार्य (pronounced कार्य).

Skr. पंले "bed," Pr. पंली, H. पलं, and so in all. P. पल, probably by an error of the dictionary writer, for पलं, like all the rest.


Skr. चौरी "theft," Pr. चौरी, H. चौरी, and so in all.

Skr. सुर "sun," Pr. सूर and सूत्र, H. सूर, P. id., S. सूत्र, G. सूर. सूत्र, M., B., and O. Tatsama.

Skr. तू "trumpet," Pr. तू, H. तू, तूही, P. तू, S., G., O.

Skr. तु "wonderful," Pr. तु, H. तु, P., S., G. id.

Prakrit has other instances not found in the modern languages. These are dhāra, soma, perantam, for dhārām, sama, and puranta. Also sārā, vīram, for sāraya, vīraya; and the word samālam for mukkunāya. We also find such forms as ājī for ārā. Of these and the modern words it is somewhat difficult to speak with confidence. On the whole it appears that in words where the ā is the last letter of a root and the initial of a mere formative syllable, the latter is softened to a vowel which is in Prakrit short ā, but generally in the moderns ā long. This process is seen in chārya, Pr. chārya, modern chārti. Secondly, in words which, though originally formed in the same way as the first class, have got into general use as simple nouns, whose participial or secondary character has been forgotten, the modern languages generally split the nomus and harden the े to े. This is the most common method of treatment, and is exhibited in a great
number of words, as सूर्य = सूर्य, कर्म = कार्म, धर्म = धर्म, सुर्य = सुर्य, धार्मिक, सुर्य = सुर्य. The words of this form are late Tadbhavas, which must have come into use in the tenth century. Belonging to this class are a few early Tadbhavas which retain the Prakrit practice; namely, they consider the य as ज, and thus obtain a mixed nexus ज, in which, of course, the र is assimilated, as in कार्य = काश = काज. Thirdly, in one or two exceptional words the र changes to ल, and thus preserves itself and absorbs the च; in consequence of which absorption the ज is doubled, as in pahanka for paryanka. Of course the double ज is reduced to a single in the modern languages, but the preceding vowel is not generally lengthened, owing to the weight of the following syllable. In the form पालाण the influence of the Persian प is traceable, the first vowel being long in that language. For those cases in which the य, having first been softened to र, exercises a retrospective effect on the preceding vowel, as in achchheram, sanderam, etc., reference may be made to Chap. II. § 34. The treatment of the word विधिक “crooked,” is peculiar. It becomes H. टेंदा, P. टेंडो, G. टेंड, टेंड, M. टेंडा, टेंडा, O. टेंडा, B. टेंडा, टेंडा, and टेंडा. Here the य has disappeared, and the र has changed in some cases to ल, and in all but M. and P. even the initial त has been drawn into the cerebral organ. This strangely distorted word stands alone in the processes it has undergone, and I am almost tempted to look on it as a non-Aryan word, which has been Sanskritized into विधिक, while its older and rougher form has remained in popular speech. Or if it is Aryan the last element, चाण, may not have entered into the composition of the modern word, which perhaps represents only तिरस्म. In any case the word is an enigma.

ब्र. Examples:

Skr. धार्म “dawn,” Pr. कलं, H. कालं, कलं, P. तं, काल, S. कलं, कालं, G., M. काल, O. तं, B. तं, also काल. These words mean
"yesterday," also "yesterday" in B. and O. the same word गत or गाना "gone," is prefixed when the latter meaning is intended.

Skr. तु I "equal," H. तु, P. तु, S. तु; the others have the Tatsama.

Skr. मू I "price," H. मो, P. मू, S. मू, M., G. मो, B. id.,
Skr. मू I O. मू.

In these instances the ण retains its place, and the य either disappears altogether, or is changed into र, or is softened to र. In no case does the य prove stronger than the ण, nor have I found any instances of its being preserved by hardening into ण, as in ये.

व: In this nexus the ण universally becomes व, thus forming a mixed nexus, so that the य is inevitably absorbed, or at best remains in its vocal form र. A few instances will suffice:

Skr. विन्य "division," H. वाइ, P. विन्य, S. विन्य.
Skr. वाग "tiger," H. वाघ, and so in all.
Skr. वेग "frog," H. वेग, B., O. id., G. वेग (?).

Such words as ब्र व "raw flesh," द्र व "thing," ग्र व "relating to a cow," do not occur in the modern languages, except as Tatsamas. In the old poems such forms as द्र व, however, are occasionally met with.

(2.) र. This semivowel can both precede and follow. Thus we have the following combinations, र व न; the first of which has been discussed above; also न and र, though the combination of न with र does not to my knowledge take place. र is usually treated as if the न were व, and the र is consequently assimilated. Instances are:

Skr. सर्व "all," Pr. सर्व, Old M. अर, सर्व, H. सर, P. सर, सर्व.
S. is used, but rarely, in G. and B., though the Tatsama is common in both, and in M., O. सु.


But in late Tadbhavas both letters are retained by splitting the nexus, as:

Skr. पर्हत "festival," Pr. पर्हो, H. पर्ह, P. id. In the rest as a Tatsama पर्थ, but S. has a form पिरेव as well.

Skr. पूर्व "former," "east," Pr. पूर, H. पूरव, P. id. In the rest as a Tatsama पूर्व.

ब is not a very common nexus, and is generally treated as ब. In late Tadbhavas initial ब is split, ब becomes ब, and the ब is sometimes joined to the following consonant, just as we saw was the case with ब (see § 83). Thus:

Skr. ब्रत "vow," H. ब्रत or ब्रत, P. ब्रत. In the rest Tatsama.

In cases where the nexus is followed by a long vowel, the ब is not joined to the following consonant, as in ब्रत "marriage procession," H. ब्रत, and so in all. ब्रत "a cow-pen," is in H. often pronounced and written ब्रत, also ब्रत, and so in most languages. The O. ब्रत "a pānl-garden," is also probably from the same word, in the general sense of "an inclosure."

Skr. त्रत "sharp," is only used as a Tatsama.

It is unnecessary to go further into separate notice of ब and ब, as they have already been spoken of under ब and ब. The question that arises is, which is the strongest of the semivowels? To this it may be replied, that ब from being so constantly confounded with ब becomes virtually the strongest; it would, however, be the weakest but one if it did not do so, as in the other direction it would soften to न. ब in like manner when hardened to ब is more tenacious than the two remaining semivowels, ब and ब. These latter cannot harden or soften in any way, and
hold therefore a middle place. The order of strength of the
semivowels stands consequently as follows:

(1.) े when regarded as े.
(2.) े when regarded as े.
(3.) े.
(4.) े.
(5.) े when softened to े.
(6.) े when softened to े.

Instances of number 5 in a weak nexus are rare, if they
exist at all. Words like चलन “womb,” उल्लम “abundant,”
might supply examples if they were in use. The mixed nexus
illustrates what is meant, in such cases as द्रि = दो, etc.

When the two members of the nexus are of nearly equal
strength, the problem is solved by splitting them aunder and
inserting a vowel.

§ 91. Semivowel with Sibilant.—With the semivowel pre-
ceding, which is less frequent than the reverse order, we have
with े the combinations थ and थ. On the analogy of the
general treatment of the sibilants in Prakrit and the early
Tadbbhava period, we should expect to find both these kinds
of nexus result in ह, but this form does not generally, if ever,
occur. थ is so constantly regarded in the modern languages as
क that it necessarily introduces some confusion into the develop-
ment of those groups, whether of the mixed or weak nexus, in
which it occurs.

Of the early Tadbbhava period perhaps the best example is—

\text{Sk}r. कर्ण “dragging,” H. काइन (kṣēṇa), P. कुङ्जन, S. खण्ड, G.
कास्कु, M. कारण, B. कादन, O. कायद्वा.

In this case it would appear that the थ had in the first in-
cstance migrated into ह, producing ह, but that the cerebral
nature of the sibilant had led to a change of the liquid े into
े, which combining with ह produced ह. 
But even in this class of words there are found cases where the य changes to स and absorbs the र, as—

Skr. श्रीर्य "head," Pr. सीर्य and सीर, H. सीस, P. त, S. सीसी, G. श्रीए, M. श्रीस and श्रीस.

Similar to the last instance but one is the following:

Skr. निक्षर्यण "taking out," Pr. निक्राष्ट्र, but Pali निक्रि (Mahavansa, p. 26), H. निकाजनि and निकासन, P. निकास्त्र, निकास्त्र, निकास्त्र, निकास्त्र, निकास्त्र, etc., S. निकार्ण्यु, निकर्णु, निकरार्णु, G. निकार्णु, निकार्णु, म. निकार्ण्यु, निकाण्त, etc., B., O. not used.

These words are extremely common. Of the two sets of forms that whose root ends in च and ल has been formed by carrying the process of जात्रा a step further, and modulating the ह into च and ल, as in so many other cases (see Chap. III. § 60); while that ending in स is produced by the same process as सीस, namely, by assimilating the र. In Sindhi the ल of the other languages has been changed into र, in accordance with the usual custom of that language (see Chap. III. § 61). The derivation sometimes given from निक्षर्यण fails to satisfy the requirements of the case, as it does not account for the cognate forms in ल, etc., though it may be urged that the two forms are separate: that in ल being from निक्षर्यण, while that in स is from निक्षर्यण.

Another case of assimilation of the र is S. वस्मु "to rain," Skr. वर्ष, but in this instance S. stands alone, as will be shown presently.

Opposed to this is the rejection of the र by certain in—

Skr. माघशोष्यं "November-December," O. माघशोष्य, माघशोष्य, valgo माघस, P. मघर (for मघर), S. मघः.

P. and S. here characteristically change the श into श.
In the late Tadbhava period this nexus is treated by splitting, य being as usual changed to स. Thus:

Skr. यं "the rain," Pr. परियो. H. बरसा, बरसत, बरसना = हो "rain," and so in all: P. बरहा and वरहा.


यं takes in modern times the meaning of "year" (just as we say, so many summers or so many winters), and then becomes H. बरस, P. शका, so in B., O.; S. has बहु. In the others it occurs as a Tatsama only. H. has also a form बरसा in the sense of "rain," and बरस among the rusties for "year." So also G. बरखे etc. "yearly," P. शका, also बरसात (यं + शनित) "rainy season." These forms arise from the change of य to ख, and a similar case is H. इहः "to rejoice," Skr. इहं, where, however, S. has सरहो for सहरहो = Skr. सह्यं.

An isolated case of absorption of र and change of य to ख is afforded by the early Tadbhava Skr. जायपण a certain "coin" or "weight," Pr. काहावणो, H. कहाण "sixteen pangs" (or 1280 kowrees), O. काहाण, B. काइङा. The word does not seem to be in use in Western India.

य is treated like the more regular developments of य: that is to say, in the early period र is absorbed, in the later the two elements of the nexus are split; in the first instance anuswara occasionally replaces the lost र.

Examples are—Of the earlier treatment:

Skr. पारिः "beside," H. पान, P. शका, S. पासी (subst. = पास्र), G. पाने, M. पामी, पासून.

This is the same process as that in ग्रोङ = कोम.

Skr. युङ "teaching," Pr. फेंसो, (1) H. फसाना and फसना, M. फसो, O. फसुङ्ग, S., P. शका = "to stick in the mud," etc.; (2) H. फासना, फांसी, and in all the rest, P., S. also फांसी = "to hang."
Of the later treatment:

Skr. क्षण् “touching,” H. परस्, पारस्, परस्ना, P. id., G. पारस्, M. परस्, etc.

In the second of the two groups the aspirate ष shows that an स has been rejected from the beginning of the word, and we are thus compelled to go back to the root स्पृण, and not, as some would prefer, to the Skr. पास “a noose.”

With the sibilant preceding there are many combinations, as, श, छ, स्त्र; छ, घ; ख, म्ख; ख, स्, ख. As far as the sibilants are concerned, they may all be treated under one head, there being no difference between them.

श, छ, स्त्र.—The last two are rare, and the former is more frequent as an initial. The य disappears entirely; in no case leaving any sign of its having gone through the vowel stage:

Skr. शाम “black,” H. साम, P. स्थाम, M. शाम.
Skr. शामल “swarthy,” H. सांवला (see § 65), B. शामला.
Skr. शान or शाल “brother-in-law,” H. साना, P. साठा, S., G. सालो, G. also मालो, M. साठा, B. शाला, O. Tatsama.
Skr. शालवोढा “wife’s sister’s husband,” H. साठू, P. id., S. संब्यू, G. शाठू, M. id., and माठू.
Skr. कांक “bell-metal,” H. कांसा, P. कांसी, S. कंठो, G. कांसु, M. कांश, B. कांसा, O. id.

1 This is the only way I can think of for putting the Panjabi word into Panjibegi. स with a little loop at the bottom, meant to represent ह, is the regular way of writing स्न in the Gurmukhi character.

2 Not “broom,” as stated in some dictionaries; it is, I believe, a compound of ब्रह्म and हस.
In this last word the Panjabi is the only language which retains the palatal final vowel, probably softened from the य of the Skr. This य has in Sindhi undergone a regular process which is not found in other examples. The य hardens into ज, and the य passes into ब, as usual in Sindhi, and the two letters then coalesce into ब्र. It has been suggested that the termination of the genitive case in Marathi, वा, ची, चे, etc., is derived from य, the termination of the Skr. genitive of nouns ending in -य; this is not improbable, and will be discussed in its proper place when treating of the case-endings of nouns.

य, ज—In the word यस्तु “beard,” which has been already quoted, the final र has altogether disappeared, and the य hardened into ज, while the vowel has leapt over into the preceding syllable, thus resulting in सूज and the like. In the majority of instances the र disappears and the य is changed to ज, as in the following words:


Both elements are sometimes preserved by splitting, as—

Skr. आय “refuge,” H. आसरा, and so in all.

Skr. मिर �Brahman’s title, H. मिसर, P. मिसर, S. मिसर, G. मिसर, in the rest as a Tatsama.

In a few words the rejection of र is compensated by anna-wara. Thus:

Skr. या “year,” Pr. यं, H. यं, P. यं, G. यं, S. यं, M. यं, where the palatal sibilant has changed into the media of its organ in P., G., and S.

It is unnecessary to give examples of य, as they follow the same rule.
is a rare nexus; the commonest instance is स्वामि "praise," H., P. सराहना, where, as usual with स, it is treated by splitting.

स, लत.—In both these combinations the स generally disappears, but its influence often suffices to change the following vowel into उ or ऋ. Examples:

स.


Skr. देव "God," H. देव, P. id.; more generally used as a Tatsama.

सक्र. तासमी "Lord," H. सास (see Chap. III. § 63).

Skr. श्याम "sleeping," H. शोना (see Chap. III. § 52). G. रूपन "


G. सगु.


$92$. स is found only in the weak nexus, because if it enters into the mixed nexus it merely aspirates the strong letter, and does not retain any separate existence.

In Sanskrit the स precedes the nasal in some instances; in this case it is in Prakrit and the moderns placed after the nasal. Prakrit instances are व्र होर, चबहं, for चबहं, जहु. The principal modern example is—


In all these languages the inversion takes place, except in P. and S., where the nexus is split. The Prakrit form is peculiar, and does not occur in modern times.
When combined with the semivowels य or व, the latter take their respective consonantal forms ज and झ, and a mixed nexus thus arises in which the झ merely aspirates the strong letter. Thus:


Skr. बाघ्र “outer,” Pr. बाघ्री, S. बाघ्र “without,” P. बाघ्र, बाघ्र, id.

Skr. भ्र “tongue,” Pr. भ्री, H. भ्रृ, and so in all.

Skr. व्र “agitated,” Pr. व्री, H. व्रञ्ज, P. व्रञ्ज.

ह and झ are generally preserved, as they occur only in a few Tattasmas, as the proper name प्रह्लाद, now written प्रह्लाद.

§ 93. To close this portion of the work, it remains only to offer some observations as to the relative strength, as tested by their tenacity in resisting absorption, of the weak letters.

First of all come the nasals, which are very seldom, if ever, assimilated, and may be classed in order of strength thus: ं, ः, ः. The other two nasals, ह and ळ, are always treated as anuswāra, and do not occur in the weak nexus.

The question between the semivowels and sibilants is more difficult to decide. On the one hand the latter frequently vanish into ह, while on the other, when preceding य or व, they absorb those letters, as they do also र in such words as ग्रेहं लोम, and others. The total disappearance of a sibilant from a weak nexus is rare and exceptional, they seldom get further than the change to ह, so that perhaps upon the whole it may be said that the sibilants are more tenacious than the semivowels, inasmuch as they never, like the latter, entirely disappear. With the sibilants may be classed ह, which is their product and representative from early times, and then follow the semivowels in the order given above.
Thus the whole of the weak letters, as arranged in order of strength, would stand as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{First, the nasals} & : \text{ŋ}, \\
\text{Second, the sibilants} & : \text{श, च, स, and ह (these are equal among themselves).} \\
\text{Third, the semivowels} & : \\
& \text{व, when equivalent to व.} \\
& \text{य,} \\
& \text{र.} \\
& \text{व, when softened to उ.} \\
& \text{य,} \\
& \text{र.}
\end{align*}
\]

As regards the modern languages, there is little or no difference between them in this respect. In all of them early Tadbhavas are prone to absorption, late Tadbhavas to retention of both letters by splitting. Thus, we have on the one hand कोम, कोन, on the other करम and करन. Words of the latter type are frequent in literature from its earliest period, but it must be remembered that the earliest works in modern literature are contemporaneous with the rise of the modern Tadbhava period, and that the older words which exhibit the Prakrit system of absorption were in all probability, if not certainly, in use in the mouths of the people all the while.
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12. Nāgiśhasta's Paschātama-sth. Edited and explained
by F. Bottrell, Ph.D. Pt. II. Translation and Notes. (Parikhānas,
Kālidi.) 7s. 6d.
13. Kālīma's Rāghuvaṃśa, with the Commentary of Mallimātha.
Edited, with Notes, by Shankar P. Patnet. Part III. Cantos XIV.–
XIX. 10s. 6d.
Böckler. 7s. 6d.

Bottrell.—Traditions and Heart Stories of West Cornwall.

Bottrell.—Traditions and Heart Stories of West Cornwall.
By William Bottrell. With Illustrations by Mr. Joseph Bright. Second Series.
Crown 8vo, cloth. pp. 48 and 500. 6s.

Boyce.—A Grammar of the Kaffir Language.—By William R.
Boyce, Madras Missionary. Third Edition, augmented and improved, with
Facsimiles, by William J. Davis, Madras Missionary. 12mo, pp. iv. and
184, cloth. 3s.

Browne.—Seychelles Surnames. By N. L. Browne. Third Edition,
pp. 221 and 738, cloth. 7s. 6d.

Bretschneider.—On the Knowledge Possessed by the Ancient

Bretschneider.—Notes on CHINESE MEDIEVAL TRAVELLERS TO THE WEST. By E. Bretschneider, M.D. Demy 8vo. pp. 139. 5s.

Bretschneider.—ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL RESEARCHES ON TIBET AND ITS ENVIRONS. By E. Bretschneider, M.D. Remarks to the British Legation at Peking. 8vo. sewed, pp. 111, with 4 Maps. 6s.

Bretschneider.—NOTICES OF THE MEDIEVAL GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY OF CENTRAL AND WESTERN ASIA. Driven from Chinese and Mongol Writings, and Compared with the Observations of Western Authors in the Middle Ages. By E. Bretschneider, M.D. 8vo. sewed, pp. 223, with two Maps. 12s. 6d.

Brhat-Sanhitā (The).—See under Kern.


British Museum.—CATALOGUE OF SANSKRIT AND PERSIAN BOOKS in the British Museum. By Dr. Ernst Haas. Printed by permission of the Trustees of the British Museum. 4to. pp. viii. and 188. Boards. 2s.


Bronson.—A DICTIONARY IN ASSAMESE AND ENGLISH. Compiled by M. Bronson, American Baptist Missionary. 8vo. calf, pp. viii. and 419. 5s. 6d.

Brown.—THE DERVISHES; OR, ORIENTAL SPIRITUALISM. By John P. Brown, Secretary and Dragonman of the Legation of the United States of America at Constantinople. With twenty-four Illustrations. 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 415. 14s.

Brown.—SANSKRIT PRONUNCIATION AND NUMERICAL SYMBOLS EXPLAINED. By Charles Philip Brown, Author of the Telugu Dictionary, Grammar, etc., Professor of Telugu in the University of London. Demy 8vo. pp. xxi. and 49. 5s. 6d.

Buddhaghosa’s Parables: translated from Burmese by Captain H. T. Rogers, R.E. With an Introduction containing Buddha’s Dhammapadita, or, Path of Virtue; translated from Pali by F. Max Muller. 8vo. pp. 378, cloth. 12s. 6d.


Burnell.—THE SĀMAVIDHĀNĀRĀHMAṆA (being the Third Brāhmaṇa) of the Sāma Veda. Edited, together with the Commentary of Shastri, an English Translation, Introduction, and Index of Words, by A. C. Burnell. 4to. Volume I.—Text and Commentary, with Introduction. 8vo. pp. xxxviii. and 114. 12s. 6d.

Burnell.—THE VĀMAṆČA RĀHMAṆA (being the Eighth Brāhmaṇa) of the Sāma Veda. Edited, together with the Commentary of Shastri, a Prose and Index of Words, by A. C. Burnell. M.R.A.S., etc. 8vo sewed, pp. 136, 17, and 14, with 2 coloured plates. 10s. 6d.

Burnell.—THE RĀJAYAJAČA RĀHMAṆA (being the Fifth Brāhmaṇa) of the Sāma Veda. The Sanskrit Text edited, with the Commentary of Shastri, an Index of Words, etc., by A. C. Burnell, M.R.A.S. 8vo. and Trans., pp. 54. 5s.
Butnell.—On the Ancient School of Eusebius Demetrius, Their Place in the Christian and Septuagint Literature. By A. C. Burnell. Soc. pp. 120. 1st. ed. 66.

Butnell.—Diatribes. The School of Socrates, with English Translation. By A. C. Burnell. Soc. pp. 11. 76.

Butnell.—Elements of North-Indian Paleography, from the 4th to the 7th century A.D. By A. C. Burnell. 6th hands. pp. xxii. With 20 plates. 1872. 10.


Calcutta Review.—The Calcutta Review. Published Quarterly. Price 4d.


Callaway.—The Religious System of the Amazulu. Part I.—Khuslothu, or, The Tradition of Creation, as existing among the Amazulu and other Tribes of South Africa, in their own words, with a translation into English, and Notes. By the Rev. Canon Callaway, M. D. 2do. pp. 160. 1867. 4s.

Part II.—Kuswoni, or, Ancestor Worship, as existing among the Amazulu, in their own words, with a translation into English, and Notes. By the Rev. Canon Callaway, M. D. 2do. pp. 127. 1869. 4s.

Part III.—Kusilala Zoleka, or, Divination, as existing among the Amazulu, in their own words, with a translation into English, and Notes. By the Rev. Canon Callaway, M. D. 2do. pp. 150. 1870. 4s.

Part IV.—Kusilala, or Medical Magic and Witchcraft. 2do. pp. 40. 1870. 1s.

Callgratis.—Le Companon de Tois, ou Dictionnaire Polyglotte. Par le Colonel Louis Callhés, Grand Officer, etc. (French—Latin—Italian—Spanish—Portuguese—German—English—Modern Greek—Arabic—Turkish). 2 vol. 8vo. pp. 1157 and 716. Turin. £1 4s.

Campbell.—Systems of the Languages of India, including Tribes of Nepal, the Central Provinces, and the Eastern Frontier. By Sir G. Campbell, M. P. Folio. paper, pp. 200. 1871. £2 11s. 6d.

Carpenter.—The Last Days in England of the Raja Ram Mohun Roy. By Mary Carpenter, of Bristol. With Five Illustrations. 8vo. pp. 277. 12mo. 7s. 6d.


Chalmers.—The Origin of the Chinese; an Attempt to Trace the connexion of the Chinese with Western Nations in their Religion, Superstitions, Art, Language, and Traditions. By John Chalmers, A.M. Fussberg 8vo. cloth, pp. 70. 25s.
Chalmers.—The Speculations on Metaphysics, Policy, and Morality of "The Old Philosopher" and Text. Translated from the German, with an Introduction by John Chalmers, M.A. Fesp. 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d.

Charnock.—List of Patrimony; or, the Etymology of Curious Surrogates. By Richard Stephen Charnock, Ph.D., F.S.A., F.R.S. Gegan 8vo., pp. 182, cloth, 7s. 6d.

Charnock.—Verba Nominalia; or Words derived from Proper Names. By Richard Stephen Charnock, Ph.D., F.S.A., etc. 8vo. pp. 225, cloth, 14s.


Chaucer Society’s Publications. Subscription, two guineas per annum.

1868. First Series.

Canterbury Tales. Part I.

I. The Prologue and Knight’s Tale, in 6 parallel Texts (from the 6 MSS. named below), together with Tables, showing the Groups of the Tales, and their varying order in 36 MSS. of the Tales, and in the old printed editions, and also Specimens from several MSS. of the “Moveable Prologues” of the Canterbury Tales.—The Shipman’s Prologue, and Franklin’s Prologue, when moved from their right places, and of the substitutes for them

II. The Prologue and Knight’s Tale from the Ellesmere MS.


IV. “ “ “ “ Cambridge “ Gg. 4, 27.


Nos. II. to VII. are separate Texts of the 6-Text edition of the Canterbury Tales, Part I.

1868. Second Series.

1. On Early English Pronunciation, with special reference to Shakspearean Chaucer, containing an investigation of the Correspondence of Writing with Speech in England, from the Anglo-Saxon period to the present day, preceded by a systematic notation of all spoken sounds, by means of the ordinary printing types. Including a re-arrangement of Prof. E. J. Child’s Memoirs on the Language of Chaucer and Gower, and Reprints of the Rare Treats by Salesbury on English, 1547, and Welsh, 1587, and by Barley on French, 1821. By Alexander J. Ellis, F.R.S., etc., etc. Part I. On the Pronunciation of the Ninth, Eleventh, and Twelfth Centuries.


Chaucer Society’s Publications—continued.

1872. First Series.

VIII. The Miller’s, Reeve’s, Cook’s, and Goodwyn’s Tales. Ellesmere MS.
IX. ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’...
X. ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’...
XI. ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’...
XII. ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’...
XIII. ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’... ‘...’...

These are separate issues of the 8th Text Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. Part 11.

1873. Second Series.

4. ELEGANT PROSODICS, with special reference to Shakespeare and Chaucer. By ALEXANDER J. ELLIS, F.R.S. Part II.

1874. First Series.

XIV. CANTERBURY TALES. Part II. The Miller’s, Reeve’s, and Cook’s Tales, with an Appendix of the Spurious Tale of Goodlynn, in Six parallel Texts.

1875. Second Series.


1876. First Series.

XV. The Man of Law’s, Shipman’s, and Priores’s Tales, with Chaucer’s own Tale of Sir Thopas, in 6 parallel Texts from the MSS; above named, and 10 coloured drawings of Tellers of Tales, after the originals in the Ellesmere MS.

XVI. The Man of Law’s Tale, &c., &c.: Ellesmere MS.

XVII. ‘...’... Cambridge...

XVIII. ‘...’... Corpus...

XIX. The Shipman’s, Priores’s, and Man of Law’s Tales, from the Petworth MS.

XX. The Man of Law’s Tales, from the Lansdowne MS. (each with woodcuts of fourteen drawings of Tellers of Tales in the Ellesmere MS)


XXII. Supplementary Parallel-Texts of Chaucer’s Minor Poems, Part I, containing: The Parliament of Fowles, from three MSS.


1877. Second Series.

6. TREATY FOREWORDS to the Parallel-Text edition of Chaucer’s Minor
Chaucer Society's Publications—continued.

XXV. Chaucer's Tale of Melibe, the Monk's, Nun's Priest's, Doctor's, Parson's, Wife of Bath's, Friar's, and Summoner's Tales, in 4 parallel texts from the MSS., above named, and with the remaining 13 coloured drawings of Tellers of Tales, after the originals in the Arundel MS.

XXVI. The Wife's, Priests, and Summoner's Tales, from the Elfrida MS., with 3 woodcuts of Tale-Tellers. (Part I.)

XXVII. The Wife's, Priests, Summoner's, Monk's, and Nun's Priest's Tales, from the Hanseart MS., with 23 woodcuts of Tale-Tellers. (Part II.)

XXVIII. The Wife's, Priests, and Summoner's Tales, from the Cambridge MS., with 9 woodcuts of Tale-Tellers. (Part IV.)

XXIX. A Treatise on the Astrolobe; otherwise called Fred and Mylk for Children, addressed to his Son Lawys by Geoffrey Chaucer. Edited by the REV. WALTER W. SKELAT, M.A.

1872. Second Series.

7. OrigiRials and Analogues of some of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. Part I. 1. The original of the Man of Law's Tale of Constance, from the French Chronicle of Nicholas Trivet, Armendel MS., ab. 1510 A.D., collated with the later copy, ab. 1600, in the National Library at Stockholm, and edited with a translation, by Mr. EDMUND BROCK. 2. The Tale of ’Merchaus the Emperor,” from the Early-English version of the Gesta Romanorum Harl. MS. 7933; and 3. Part of Matthew Paris's The Life of Proinus, both stories illustrating incidents in the Man of Law's Tale. 4. Two French Fabliaux like the Reeve's Tale. 5. Two Latin Stories like the Friar's Tale.

1873. First Series.

XXX. The Six-Text Canterbury Tales, Part V., containing the Clerk's and Merchant's Tales.

1873. Second Series.

8. Albertano of Brescia's Liber Consilii et Consolamentos, A.D. 1246 (the Latin source of the French original of Chaucer's Melibee), edited from the MSS. by DR. THEO. SIBLEY.

1874. First Series.

XXXI. The Six-Text, Part VI., containing the Squire's and Franklin's Tales. XXXII. to XXXVI. Large Parts of the separate issues of the Six MSS.

1874. Second Series.


1875. First Series.

XXXVII. The Six-Text, Part VII., the Second Nun's, Canon's-Yeme's, and Merchant's Tales, with the Black Parson's Link. XXXVIII. to XLIII. Large Parts of the separate issues of the Six MSS., bringing all up to the Parson's Tale.
Chaucer Society’s Publications—continued.

XLIV. A detailed Comparison of the Shakespeare—C. Siggey, with Shakespeare’s Jubilee, with a Translation of all Passages used by Chaucer, and an Abstract of the Parts not used, by W. Mounten, Esq., and with a prize of the Proprius from the Company’s, M. 1875. Part I.

XLV. XI.1. A list of the Elizabethan MS. of the Canterbury Tales, by Henry Cocker, Esq., M.A. Both in Royal 4to; the separate Elizabethan MS.

1875.

10. Originals and Analogues of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, Part II. 6. Alphabet of Lincoln, a Story like the Passage’s Tale. 7. How Reynard taught Chaucer, the original of the North Wind’s Tale. 8. Two Italian Tales, translated as the Merchant’s Tale. 9. The Tale of the Prett’s Mother, a story like the Squire’s Tale, by Jacques de le Vessece a Poet. 10. Heptians’ Latin Tales of Canterbury (with Reference’s Story from which it was rewribed), the original of the Canterbury Tales. 11. Five Versions of a Bear’s Story like that in the Merchant’s Tale. 12. Five Versions of The Life of Saint Cuthina, the original of the Second Nun’s Tale.


12. Life Records of Chaucer. Part I., The Robbers of Chaucer by Richard Brevy, and others at Westminster, and at Harrow, by the writer, on Tuesday, Sept. 6, 1879, with some account of the Robbers, from the Records of the Public Record Office. By WALLACE D. S. Fanshawe, Esq., of the Public Record Office.

17. THAMSON’S ANIMALVISIONS (1599) ON SPRINGER’S CHAUCER’S WORKS, revised from the unique MS., by FRED., J. FREDERICK, with Irish Lives of William and Francis Thynne, and the only known fragment of The Pilgrims’ Tale.


Childers.—A Pali Grammar for Beginners. By ROBERT C. CHILDERS. [In preparation.]


China Review; and Notes and Queries on the Far East. Published monthly. Edited by E. J. ESTEL. 4to. Subscription, £1 10s., per volume.


17. STAMON.

Chantam.—A Commentary on the Text of the Brahmar Gita; or, the Devotional Songs of Krishna and Akshara of Dakshinamurti. A Sanskrit and English Poem. With a few Introductory Papers. By HENRY EDWARD CHAMBERLAIN, Political Agent to H. H. the Chamaraj Mudira Rao Maharajah of Baroda, East 8vo; cloth, pp. 118. 5s.

Christaller.—A Dictionnaire, English, Tsuhi, (Asiatic), Aski; Tsuhi (Chinese), comprising all Dictionaries, Aski (Asiatic, Akka, Askiya, etc.) and English, Aski (Asiatic), connected with Asiatic; Ceylon, West Africa.

Englisch, Tsuhi; Aski | Russische, Russische, Swede, German.

By the Rev. J. G. CHRESTEN, Rev. C. W. LOCKE, Rev. J. ZECHERMANN.

Reino, 7s. 6d.
Linguistic Publications of Trübner & Co.

Christaller.—A Grammar of the Aramaic and Parsee Languages, called Tshl (Chal. Tula), based on the Abkhazian Dialect, with reference to the other (Abkh. and Parsee) Dialects. By Rev. J. G. Christaller. 4to. pp. xxxiv. and 203. 1875. 10s. 6d.

Clarke.—The Great Religions: an Essay in Comparative Theology. By James Freeman Clarke. Svo. cloth, pp. x. and 525. 1874. 1s. 6d.

Clarke.—Memoir on the Comparative Grammar of Egyptian, Coptic, and Hor. By Hyde Clarke, Cor. Member American Oriental Society; Mem. German Oriental Society, etc., etc. Demy 8vo. id., pp. 82. 2s.

Clarke.—Researches in Pre-historic and Pre-historic Comparative Philology, Mythology, and Archaeology, in connection with the Origin of Culture in America and the Ateid or Semitean Families. By Hyde Clarke. Demy 8vo. sewed, pp. xi. and 74. 1875. 2s. 6d.


Vols. II. and III. The Essays. A New Edition, with Notes by E. B. Cowell, Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. xvi. 544, and x. 530. 1873. 28s.

Collecaio de Vocabulos e Frases usados na Provincia de S. Pedro, do Rio Grande do Sul, no Brasil. 12mo. pp. 32, sewed. 1s.


Part II. English-Modern Greek. 8vo. cloth, pp. 382. 15s.


Cotton.—Arabic Primer. Consisting of 150 Short Sentences containing 30 Primary Words prepared according to the Vocal System of Studying Language. By General Sir Arthur Cotton, K.C.G.I. Cr. 8vo. cloth, pp. 38. 2s. 6d.

Cowell and Eggeling.—Catalogue of Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Possession of the Royal Asiatic Society (Hodgson Collection). By Professors E. B. Cowell and J. Eggeling. 8vo. 4d., pp. 54. 2s. 6d.

Cowell.—A Short Introduction to the Ordinary Prakrit of the Sanskrit Dramas. With a List of Common Irregular Prakrit Words. By Prof. E. B. Cowell. Cr. 8vo. Imp cloth, pp. 48. 1875. 3s. 6d.


Cunningham.—The Bhilsa Temples, or, Buddhist Monuments of Central India. couching a brief Historical Sketch of the Pase, Progress, and Decline of Buddhism; with an Account of the Opening and Examination of the various Groups of Temples around Bhilsa. By Rev., Major Alexander Cunningham, Bengal Engineers. Illustrated with thirty-three Plates. 8vo. pp. xxv. 379. cloth. 1854. £2 2s.
Cunningham.—AENARIOAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND. Five Reports, made during the years 1823-24-25. By ALMIRANTZ O’CONNELL, C.R.I., Major-General, &c. With Maps and Plates. Vol. I to 3. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Dalton.—DESCRIPTION OF DORSET. By RICHARD THORPE DAVIES, C.R.I.L., Naturalist, Royal Horse Corps, &c. Illustrated by Lithographic Plates copied from Photographs. By Lithographic Views. 8vo. half calf. pp. 144. 6s. 6d.

D’Alwis.—BURKE’S NOVUM; a Review of Max Müller’s ‘Dharmapada.’ By JAMES D’ALWIS, Member of the Royal Asiatic Society. 12mo. pp. 98. 3s. 6d.

D’Alwis.—TRANSLATIONS. Part VIII. By JAMES D’ALWIS, Member of the Royal Asiatic Society. 8vo. vol. I, pp. 58.


David.—THREE DESCRIPTIONS OF PALAIMA BAND THE GREAT, FROM PALAIMA, COYNEY. By T. W. ROY DAVIES. 8vo. pp. 28. 7s. 6d.


Delepierre.—NEUVES LITTERATURES, NOUVELLES SCÉNARIES ET NEW LITUÉRATURES, NOUVELES SCÉNARIES D’AFRIQUE, DANS LES LÉGENDES ET MONDES PAR T. O. D’IMPERIAL. 8vo. pp. 105, 378. 7s. 6d.

Delepierre.—TABLEAUX DE LA LITTÉRATURE DU CANTON, CHINESE ANTIQUITIES DES MODERNES. Par T. O. DELEPIERRE. 2 vol. small 8vo. paper covers, pp. 224, and 318. 1864.

Delepierre.—ESSAI HISTORIQUE ET BIBLIOGRAPHIQUE SUR LES RÉsUS, PAR T. O. DELEPIERRE. 8vo. pp. 44, same. With 15 plates of Woodcuts. 1870. 3s. 6d.


Dickson.—THE FATHERS, being the Bashful Office of the Confession of Pekin. The Pali Text, with a Translation, and Notes, by J. F. DICKSON, M.A. 8vo. vol. I, pp. 69. 2s.

Dinkard (The).—THE ORIGINAL PEGUAN Text, heretofore transliterated into Zulul English, Translations of the Text in the Goyern. and English Languages; a Grammar and Glossary of Subject Terms. By Padre PORTES PEREZ MARIA MARIANZA. Vol. I. 8vo. cloth. 2s. 16d.

Dolme.—A ZELEN-KAFFAR DICTIONARY, etymologically explained, with copies, illustrations, and maps, preceded by an introduction on the Kaffar language. By the Rev. J. L. DOLME. Royal 8vo. pp. 166, and 415, second. Cape Town, 1857. 2s.

Dolme.—THE FOUR GOSPELS IN ZULU. By the Rev. J. L. DOLME. Assistant to the Assam Mission, C.F.M. 8vo. pp. 200, cloth. Edinburgh, 1856. 2s.


Douglas.—CHINESE LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. Two Volumes delivered at the Royal Institution, by R. K. Douglas, of the British Mission, and Professor of Chinese at King's College. 4to. iv. and pp. 118. £1.5. 6d.

Douse.—GRIMM'S LAW; A STUDY; or, Hints towards an Explanation of the so-called "Lauteschwingung." To which are added some Remarks on the Primitive Indo-European K, and several Appendices. By T. Le Marchant Douse. 8vo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 270. 10s. 6d.

Dowson.—A GRAMMAR OF THE URDU OR HINDUSTANI LANGUAGE. By John Dowson, M.R.A.S. 12mo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 264. 10s. 6d.

Dowson.—A HINDUSTANI EXERCISE BOOK. Containing a Series of Passages and Extracts adapted for Translation into Hindustani. By John Dowson, M.R.A.S., Professor of Hindustani, Staff College. Crown 8vo. pp. 100. Limp cloth, 2s. 6d.

Early English Text Society's Publications. Subscription, one guinea per annum.

1. EARLY ENGLISH ALLITERATIVE POEMS. In the West-Midland Dialect of the Fourteenth Century. Edited by R. Morris, Esq., from an unique Cottonian MS. 16s.

2. ARTHUR (about 1440 A.D.). Edited by F. J. Furnivall, Esq., from the Manuscript of the unique MS. 4s.

3. ANCE COMPLIUMENTS AND BRIEF TRACTATE CONCERNING YE OFFICE AND DOWTYE OF KINGS, etc. By William Luder. (1556 A.D.) Edited by F. Hall, Esq., D.C.L. 4s.

4. SIR GAWAYNE AND THE GREEN KNIGHT (about 1320-30 A.D.). Edited by R. Morris, Esq., from an unique Cottonian MS. 10s.

5. OF THE ORTHOGRAPHICAL AND CONCISE OF THE BRITISH TONGUE; a treatise, now shorter than necessary, for the Schools, by Alexander Hume. Edited for the first time from the unique MS. in the British Museum (about 1617 A.D.), by Henry B. Wheatley, Esq. 4s.

6. LANCELOT OF THE LAIRK. Edited from the unique MS. in the Cambridge University Library (about 1400), by the Rev. Walter W. Skeffington, M.A. 8s.

7. THE STORY OF GENESIS AND EXODUS, An Early English Song, of about 1250 A.D. Edited for the first time from the unique MS. in the Library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, by R. Morris, Esq. 4s.

8. MORE ARTUHR; the Alliterative Version. Edited from Robert Thornton's unique MS. (about 1440 A.D.) at Lincoln, by the Rev. George Perry, M.A., Prebendary of Lincoln. 7s.


10. MERLIN, OR THE EARLY HISTORY OF KING ARTHUR. Edited for the first time from the unique MS. in the Cambridge University Library (about 1420 A.D.), by Harry B. Wheatley, Esq. Part 1. 2s. 6d.
Early English Text Society's Publications—continued.


12. The Woman's Chriftian Wife, or Merry Tale, by Adam of Colman (about 1482 a.d.), from the unique Lambeth MS. No. 506. Edited for the first time by F. J. Furnivall, Esq., M.A. 12vo.

13. SIEVIE MARSHALL, or MENÆS INT MÄTIE. Three Texts of a, 1180, 1181, 1300 A.D. First printed in 1542, by the Rev. Osvald Cocksatt, M.A. and now issued. 2vo.


15. POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, AND LOVE POEMS, from the Lambeth MS. No. 506, and other sources. Edited by F. J. Furnivall, Esq., M.A. 7vo. 6th ed.


18. HALL MEESHEAD, about 1200 A.D. Edited for the first time from the MS. (with a translation) by the Rev. Osvald Cocksatt, M.A. 1st ed.


23. DAN MICHEL'S ATTENTION OF INWYT, or Remorse of Conscience, in the Kestwyth shahar, 1310 A.D. Edited from the unique MS. in the British Museum, by Richard Morris, Esq. 16vo. 6th ed.


40. English Guilds. The Original Ordinances of some of the Ancient English Guilds. Together with the Charters of the City of Winchester; The Charters of Worcester; The Charter of the Mayor of Droitwich; and the Charter of the Mayor of Totneshall. From
Early English Text Society's Publications—continued.


42. Bale's Works. With some Early Scottish Poems, etc. From a MS., K K 1. 5. in the Cambridge University Library. Edited by J. Ramsay Lacey, M.A., late Fellow of Magdalen College, Cambridge. 2s.

43. Rate Raising, and other Moral and Religious Pieces, in Prose and Verse. Edited from the Cambridge University Library MS. KK 1. 6. by J. Ramsay Lacey, M.A., late Fellow of Magdalen College, Cambridge. 2s.


45. King Alfred's West-Saxon Version of Gregory's Pastoral Care, with an English translation, the Latin Text, Notes, and an Introduction. Edited by Henry Sweet, Esq., of Balliol College, Oxford. Part I. 10s.


48. The Times' Whistle: or, A Newe Denier of Seven Satyres, and other Poems, compiled by R . O. Gent. Now first printed from MS. Y. B. 2. in the Library of Canterbury Cathedral; with Introduction, Notes, and Glossary, by J. M. Cooper. 6s.


51. The Life of St. Juliana, from the Old English Manuscripts of 1320 A.D. With an English translation, in Modern English, by the Rev. O. Cockayne and Edmund Black. Edited by the Rev. O. Cockayne, M.A. 12s. 6d.


Early English Text Society's Publications—continued.

54. The Vision of Fairie Prowan, Text C, comprising the three visions of this great poem, with an Autotype and two unique elaborate Facsimiles. Edited by R. Morris, M.A. 18s.


56. The Gest of Hydramale of the Destruction of Troy, translated from Guido de Colemaino, in alternative verse; edited from the unique MS. in the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, by D. Denaleson, Esq., and the late Rev. G. A. Paunm. Part II. 10s. 6d.


60. Meditations on the Soper of Our Lord (perhaps by Robert of Brussel). Edited from the MSS. by J. M. Cowper, Esq. 2s. 6d.

61. The Romance and Prophetties of Thomas of Eceldoune, printed from five MSS. Edited by Dr. James A. H. Murray. 10s. 6d.


61. Francis Thynne's Emeleems and Embrazms, A.D. 1600, from the Earl of Essex's unique MS. Edited by F. J. Furnivall, M.A. 4s.

63. Be Dome (Be Dom Dic Die Juecich) and other short Anglo-Saxon pieces. Edited from the unique MS. by the Rev. J. Rawson Lumby, B.D. 2s.

Extra Series. Subscriptions—Small paper, one guinea; large paper two guineas, per annum.

1. The Romance of William of Palerne (otherwise known as the Romance of William and the Werewolf). Translated from the French at the command of Sir Humphrey de Bohun, about a.d. 1330, to which is added a fragment of the Alternative Romance of Alexander, translated from the Latin by the same author, about a.d. 1340; the former reprinted from the unique MS. in the Library of King's College, Cambridge, the latter now first edited from the unique MS. in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. By the Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M.A. 8vo. sewed, pp. xiv. and 328. £1 6s.

2. On Early English Pronunciation, with especial reference to Shakespeare and Chaucer: containing an investigation of the Correspondence of Writing with Speech in England, from the Anglo-Saxon period to the present day, provided by a systematic Notice of all English Sounds by means of the ordinary Printing Types; including a rearrangement of Prof. F. J. Child's Memoirs on the Language of Chaucer and Gawain, and extracts of the rare Tracta by Salesbury on English, 1517, and Walsh, 1577, and by
Early English Text Society's Publications—continued.


3. CABRERa'S TRANSLATION OF BOETHIUS'S "DE CONSILIIS PUBLICIS." Edited from the Additional MS. 12, in the British Museum. Collected with the Commentary and the Latin Commentary. Edited by RICHARD MONKINS. Esq. 12s.

4. THE ROMANCE OF THE GENTLEMAN AND ASTONISH, extracted from the original manuscript in the British Museum, with a Preface, Notes, and Genealogical Table, by HENRY H. GIBBS, Esq., M.A. Reissued, 12mo, 1s. 6d. and 5s. 3d.

5. THE EARLY ENGLISH TRANSLATION, with special reference to Shakespeare and Chaucer. By ALEXANDER J. ELLIS, F.R.S., etc., etc., Part II. On the Pronunciation of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, of Anglo-Saxon, Icelandic, Old Norse, and Gotic, with Characteristic Tables of the Value of Letters and Prefixations of Sounds in English Writing. 12s.


Early English Text Society's Publications—continued.


18. The Complaint of Scotlande, etc. 1550, edited by the Rev. J. H. Blunt, M.A., with four full-page photolithographic facsimiles by Cooke and Fotheringham. 2s.


Edda Saemundar Hinnas Eroda.—The Edda of Saemund the Learned. From the Old Norse or Icelandia. By Benjamin Thorpe. Part I. with a Mythological Index. 12mo. pp. 142, cloth, 5s.; Folio. Part II. with Index of Persons and Places. 2 vols. in 1 vol. complete, 7s. 6d.
English and Welsh Languages.—The Influence of the English and
Welsh Languages upon each other, exhibited in the vocabularies of the two
tongues. Intended to suggest the importance to Philologists, Antiquaries,
Etnographers, and others, of giving due attention to the Celtic Branch of the
Indo-Germanic Family of Languages. Square, pp. 40, 4th ed. 1859. 1s.

English Dialect Society's Publications. Subscription, 10s. 6d. per
annum.

1873.
and a West Riding Glossary, by Dr. WELLAN. 7s. 6d.
2. Series A. Bibliographical. A List of Books illustrating English
Dialects, Part I. Containing a General List of Dictionaries, &c.; and a
List of Books relating to some of the Counties of England. 4s.
of Swaledale Words. By Captain Harland. 4s.

1874.
4s. 6d.
5. Series B. Part II. Reprinted Glossaries. Containing seven
Provincial English Glossaries, from various sources. 7s.
generally used, from the edition of 1791; together with Thomsby's Letter to
6s. Subscribers to the English Dialect Society for 1874 also receive
a Copy of 'A Dictionary of the Sussex Dialect.' By the Rev. W. D.
Parish.

1875.
7. Series D. Part II. The Dialect of West Somerset. By F. T.
ELWORTHY, Esq. 3s. 6d.
8. Series A. Part II. Containing a List of Books Relating to
some of the Counties of England. 6s.
9. Series C. A Glossary of Words used in the Neighbourhood of
Whitby. By F. K. ROBINSON. Part I. 7s. 6d.
Nodai and G. Millar. Part I. 2s. 6d.

1876.
11. On the Survival of Old English Words in our Dialects. By Dr.
R. Morris. 6d.
Original Provincial English Glossaries. 7s.
13. Series C. A Glossary of Words used in the Neighbourhood of
Whitby. By F. K. Robinson. Part II. 6s. 6d.
GlenEAHum ROBINSON. 9s.

Etherington.—The Student's Grammar of the Hindi Language.
8vo. pp. xiv, 225, and 264, cloth. 1873. 12s.

Faber.—A Systematical Dialect of the Doctrines of Controversy,
according to the Analogy, Great Learning, and Doctrine of the Miss.,
with an Introduction on the Antiquities of C. S. a. s. and Compilations.
By Ernst Faber, Bishop of Münster. Translated from the German by J.
G. M. Macduff. 5th. ed. 8vo. pp. viii. and 111. 1875. 12s. 6d.


Goldstücker.—Panini: His Place in Sanskrit Literature. An Investigation of some Literary and Historical Questions which may be settled by a study of his Work. A separate impression of the Preface to the Fascimile of MS. No. 17 in the Library of Her Majesty's Home Government for India, which contains a portion of the Manava-Kalpa-Sutra, with the Commentary of Kumārila-Bhaṭṭa. By Theodore Goldstücker. Imperial 8vo. pp. 264, cloth. £2 15s.

Goldstücker.—On the Difficulties in the Present Administration of Hindu Law, being a paper read at the Meeting of the East India Association on the 6th June, 1870. By Theodore Goldstücker, Professor of Sanskrit in University College, London, &c. Demy 8vo. pp. 58, sewed. 1s. 6d.

Gover.—The Folk-Songs of Southern India. By Charles E. Gover. 8vo, pp. xxiii. and 209, cloth 10s. 6d.

Grammography.—A Manual of Reference to the Alphabets of Ancient and Modern Languages. Based on the Grammar of F. Ballerini. Royal 8vo. pp. 370, cloth. 7s. 6d.

The "Grammography" is intended to serve the public as a comprehensive introduction to the reading of the most important ancient and modern languages. In its design it will be continued in accordance by the preliminary student, the amateur linguist, the bookseller, and the compiler of the press, and the regular compiler.

Alphabetical Index.

Abhaj. Aksharas. Aksara

Baśu. Baśu-satn. Vaśu

Bhū. Bhū-satn. Vaśu

Vāyu. Vāyu-satn. Vaśu

Bhūta. Bhūta-satn. Vaśu

Bhūj. Bhūj-satn. Vaśu

Bhūta. Bhūta-satn. Vaśu

Bhūj. Bhūj-satn. Vaśu

Bhūta. Bhūta-satn. Vaśu

Grässmann.—Woosterichum Rig-Veda. Von Hermann Grassmann, Professor am Marckeschen-Gymnasium zu Stettin. 8vo. pp. 725. £1 14s.

Green.—Shakespeare and the Emblem Writers: An Exposition of their Similarities in Thought and Expression. Prefaced by a View of the Emblem-Book Literature down to A.D. 1616. By Henry George, M.A. In one volume, pp. 592, finely illustrated with Woodcuts and Photolith. Plates, elegantly bound in cloth gilt, large 8vo. £1 14s. 6d.; large imperial 8vo. £2 15s. 6d.

Griffin.—LADY MACKENZIE: Being a Series of Addresses presented by the Native People to His Excellency Sir George Grey, K.C.B., F.R.S. With Introductory Remarks and Explanatory Notes, to which is added a small Collection of Letters, etc. By Dr. Oliver B. Bader. 2 Vols. pp. vii., 129, and 320, cloth: 12s.


Granger.—Poems. By Mrs. Gilbert. 8vo. pp. 91, 92, and 392, cloth: 10s.


Hans Breitmani Ballads.—See under Leland.

Haug.—Christianity and Buddhism Compared. By the late Rev. J. Haug, M.A., Member Royal Asiatic Society. Svo. 8vo. pp. 128. 6s.

Haslam.—The Deian of Hatim Teli. An Old Arabic Poem of the Sixth Century of the Christian Era. Edited by R. Haslam. With Illustrations. 8vo. pp. 48. 3s. 6d.

Haswell.—Grammaral Notes and Vocabulary of the Persian Language. To which are added a few pages of Thems, etc. By Rev. J. M. Haswell. Svo. pp. xvi. and 160. 15s.

Haug.—The Book of Avar Vira. The Pahlavi text prepared by Doctor Hesbranji Jamaspji Asa. Revised and collated with further MSS. with an English translation and Introduction, and an Appendix containing the Texts and Translations of the Gosht-i Paya and Bashaki Nasir. By Martin Haug, Ph.D., Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology at the University of Munich. Assisted by E. W. West, Ph.D. Published by order of the Bombay Government. Svo. sewed. pp. lxxxv. and 316. £1 5s.

Haug.—A Lecture on an Original Speech of Zoroaster (Year 45), with remarks on his age. By Martin Haug, Ph.D. Svo. pp. 23, sewed. Bombay, 1865. 2s.


Hesvidy.—American Antiquities; or, the New World Old and the Old World New. By John T. C. Hesvidy. Svo. pp. 48, sewed. 12t. 6d.


Hepburn.—Japanese English and English Japanese Dictionary. By J. C. Hepburn, M.D., LL.D. Authorized by the Author from his large work. Svo. 8vo, cloth, pp. vi. 46. 1875. 1s. 6d.

Hincks—SPEECHES OF AN ARTHURIAN GRAMMAR. By the late Rev. K. Hincks, D.D., late M.R.A.S. 8vo, pp. 88, price 4s. 6d. in.

Hodgson—EAST INDIAN VASCUZA, LITERATURE, AND RELIGION OF NEPAL AND THIBET; together with Further Notes on the Geography, Ethnology, and Commerce of these Countries. By H. H. Hume, M.D., British Minister at Nepaul. Reprinted with Corrections and Additions, with Illustrations of the Literature and Religion of the Buddha, Sharman and Z rokka. 4to, 1837, Royal 8vo, cloth, pp. 300. 1s. 6d.

Hoffmann—CHINESE DICTIONARY, IN JAPANESE, DUTCH, AND ENGLISH. By Professor J. Hoffmann. Cloth 8vo, pp. 61, and 10, second. 3s.

Hoffmann, J. J. A JAPANESE GRAMMAR. Second Edition. Large 8vo, cloth, pp. viii. and 232, with two plates. £1 1s.

Hewitt—A GRAMMAR OF THE CELE LINGUISTIC. With which is combined an Analysis of the Chippewa Dialect. By Joseph Harper, Esq. 8vo, pp. xxvi and 232, cloth. 7s. 6d.


Inkwiss-Safa—JAFROM-SAF; OR, PREHISTORIC OF PERSIA. Describing the Countries between CHINA AND INDIA, and the Geography of the Human Race. Translated from the Hindustani by Professor J. Inkwiss, Staff College, Sandhurst. Crown 8vo, pp. 100, and 126, cloth. 7s.

Indian Antiquary (The)—A JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN ARCHAEOLOGY, HISTORY, LITERATURE, PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION, FILTERS, etc. Edited by JAMES BURK, M.R.A.S., F.R.G.S., 4to. Published 12 numbers per annum. Subscription £2.

Irmer—ANCIENT PAGAN AND MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM EXPOSED AND EXPLANAT, BY THOMAS IRMER, M.D. Second Edition. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cloth, pp. 28 and 113, 1874. 7s. 6d.


Jalma-nya-Mila-Vistara—SAY YOSHI AYUKUTICAS SAKHELE.

Jataka (The), together with its Commentary. Now first published in Pali, by V. FREDRIK, with a Translation by R. C. CHADHUR, one of the Orissa Civil Service. To be completed in five volumes. Text, Vol. I. Part I. Roy 8vo, sewed, pp. 324. 7s. 6d.

Jenkins's EAST INDIAN VOCABULARY OF ALL COMMON FAMILY WORDS, including the principal scientific and technical terms, and Foreign Memoirs, Weights and Measures. By James JENKINS, 8vo, pp. 284, cloth. 1s. 6d.

Johnson—BENGAL DICTIONARY; AND THEIR RELATION TO UNIVERSE,' BY JAMES JOHNSON. Large 8vo, pp. vi. and 362, boundly bound in cloth. 25s.

Kalid-i-Afghani—TRANSLATION OF THE KALID-AFGHANI, the Text.


Kilgour. — The Hebrew or Jewish Race, including the Pelagians, the Chaldeans, the Jews, the British, and other races. By Henry Kilgour. Svo. sewed. pp. 76. 2s. 6d.


Koran. — The Arabic text, lithographed in Ormih, A.H. 1284 (1867). Svo. pp. 592. 7s. 6d.

Kroeger. — The Minnesinger of Germany. By A. E. Kroeger. 12mo. cloth, xx. and 284. 7s.


Land. — The Principles of Hebrew Grammar. By J. P. N. Land, Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Leyden. Translated from the Latin by William Lake Power, Balliol College, Oxford, Part I. Svo. 269. 7s. 6d.

Vol. III. Part I. containing the First Part of the Sho King, or the Books of Ten, the Books of Yin, the Books of Hun, the Books of Shang, and the Prelogismus. Royal 8vo, pp. 316 and 321, Sixth. £2 2s.
Vol. III. Part II. containing the Third Part of the Sho King, or the Books of Wu, the Books of the Indurn. Royal 8vo, pp. 322-356, Sixth. £2 2s.
Vol. IV. Part I. containing the First Part of the Li Kung, or the Lessons from the States, and the Idea of the Empire. Royal 8vo, cloth, pp. 192-224. £2 2s.
Vol. IV. Part II. containing the Second Part of the Li Kung, or the Moral Doctrines of the Knowledge, the Greater Odes of the Kingdoms, the Sacrificial Odes and Psalm Songs, and the Institutes. Royal 8vo, cloth, pp. 225-269. £2 2s.
Vol. V. Part I. containing Dakar Yin, or the Books of Sun, Hsi, Wu, Wen, Shen, and Ching, and the Prelogismus. Royal 8vo, cloth, pp. vii., x., 114 and 115. £2 2s.

Vol. I. The Life and Teachings of Confucius. Crown 8vo, cloth, pp. xi. and 228. 5s. 6d.

Leigh.—The Religion of the World. By H. Stone Leigh. 12mo. pp. xii., 66, sixth ed. 1889. 7s. 6d.


Hans Breitmann's Party. With other Ballads. By Charles G. Leland. Third Edition. Square, pp. xvi. and 74, cloth. 3s. 6d.


Hans Breitmann as an Uralan. Six New Ballads, with a Glossary. Square, pp. 72, sewed. 1s.

Leland.—Fenian, or, the Discovery of America by Chinese Buddhist Priests in the 5th Century. By Charles G. Leland. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 212. 7s. 6d.


Leland.—Primary-English Schola-Sancta, or Songs and Stories in the Chinese-Esdras Text. With a Vocabulary. By Charles G. Leland. Fcap. 8vo, pp. viii. and 160, maps. 1878. 5s.

Logowarts.—The English Govenours at the Siamese Court, being Recollections of six years in the Royal Palace at Bangkok. By Anna Marguerite Logowarts. With Illustrations from Photographs presented to the Author by the King of Siam. 8vo, cloth, pp. i. and 320. 1876. 12s.


Ludewig (Hermann E.)—_The Literature of American Aboriginal Languages_. With Additions and Corrections by Professor Wm. W. Terken. Edited by Nicholas Trübner. Svo. fly and general Title, 2 leaves, Dr Ludewig's Preface, pp. v.—viii.; Editor's Preface, pp. ix.—xii.; Biographical Memoir of Dr. Ludewig, pp. xiii.—xv.; and Introductory Biographical Notices, pp. xvi.—xxiv., followed by List of Contents. Then follow Dr. Ludewig's Bibliotheca Chidniaca, alphabetically arranged, with Additions by the Editor, pp. 1—249; Professor Turner's Additions, with those of the Editor to the same, also alphabetically arranged, pp. 250—246; Index, pp. 247—256; and List of Errata, pp. 257, 258. Handsomely bound in cloth. 10s. 6d.


Mahabbhata. Translated into Hindi for MADAN MOITY BHATT, by KRISHNA CHANDRA DHARMA RAYAKAR of Benares. [Continuing at last the Hariyala.] 3 vols. Svo. cloth, pp. 574, 10, and 1106. £9 3s.

Maha-Vira-Charita; or, the Adventures of the Great Hero Rama. An Indian Drama in Seven Acts. Translated into English Prose from the Sanskrit of Bhavabhuti. By John Pickford, M.A. Crown 8vo cloth. 6s.

Maino-i-Khâd (The Book of the).—_The Pzand and Sânskrit Texts_ (in Roman characters) as arranged by Nezârâbî Dâvalâ, in the fifteenth century. With an English translation, a Glossary of the Pzand texts, containing the Sanskrit, Roman, and Pahlavi equivalents, a sketch of Pzand Grammar, and an Introduction. By E. W. West. Svo. sewed, pp 484. 1871. 16s.

Maltby.—_A Practical Handbook of the Uriya or Opiya Language_. Svo. pp. xii. and 291. 1871. 10s. 6d.

Manava-Kalpa-Sutra; being a portion of this ancient Work on Vedic Rites, together with the Commentary of KAMAILA-SWAMI. A Facsimile of the MS. No. 17, in the Library of His Majesty's House Government for India. With a Preface by Theobald Goldziher. Gobang folio, pp. 200 of Interpreters and 121 leaves of transcriptions. Cloth. £4 4s.


Manning.—_An Inquiry into the Character and Origin of the Presently Used Dialect in English and in Congregational Diacriticals_. By the Late James Manning, Q.A.S., Recorder of Oxford. Svo. pp. 514 and 312. 5s.

March.—_A Comparative Grammar of the Abydo-Saxon Language_, in which its forms are illustrated by those of the Sanskrit, Greek, Latin,

Mason.—_The Pali Text of Kassapa Yana's Grammar, with English Annotations._ By Francis Mason, D.D. 1. The Text. 2to. pp. 74. 11. The English Annotations, including the various Readings of six independent Pali Manuscripts, the Scholastic Text on Verbs, and the Commentaries on Syntax. To which is added a Grammar of the Apanasama. In Two Parts. 8vo. sewed, pp. 338, 75, and 38. Tshongoo, 1871. £1 11s. 0d.


Mathur (Prasada Misra).—_A Thesauristic Dictionary, being a Comprehensive Lexicon in English, Urdu, and Hindi, exhibiting the Syllogism, Practicability, and Euphony of English Words, with their Explanation in English, and in Urdu and Hindi in the Roman Character._ By Mathur Prasada Misra, Second Master, Queen's College, Benares. 8vo. pp. 600 and 120, cl. Benares, 1883. £2 2s.

Mayers.—_Illustrations of the Lachnian System in Tibet, drawn from Chinese Sources._ By William Fawkes and Mayers, Esq. of Her Britannic Majesty's Consular Service, China. 3rd. pp. 24, sewed. 1874. 1s. 6d.

Mediterranean: 

Chinese Dictionaries, Questions, and Familiar Sentences, directly translated into English, with a view to promote commercial intercourse and ease beginners in the Language. By the late W. H. Meredith. D.D.


Magha Ditty (The). (Child-Messenger.) By Kallidasa. Translated

from the Sanskrit into English verse, with Notes and Illustrations. By the late H. H. Wilson, M.A., F.R.S., Rector of Sandridge in the University of Oxford, etc., etc. The Vocabulary by Francis J. Somekh, sometime Professor of Oriental Languages at the College of the Humanities, the East India Company, Marlborough. New Edition. 4to. cloth. pp. xx. and 180. 7s. 6d.

Memorials read before the Anthropeological Society of London, 1863.

8vo. pp. 512, cloth. 21s.

Memorials read before the Anthropological Society of London, 1865-6.

Vol. II. 8vo. pp. x. 464, cloth. 21s.


Moffat.—The Standard Alphabet Problem; or the Preliminary

Subject of a General Phonic System, considered on the basis of some important facts in the Sechuan Language of South Africa, and in reference to the views and conclusions of Professor Lepsius, Max Müller, and others. A contribution to Phonic Philosophy. By Robert Moffat, Junr., Surveyor, Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society. 8vo. pp. xxviii. and 174, cloth. 7s. 6d.


Muhammad. The Life of Muhammad. Based on Muhammad Ibn Ibn. By Abd El Malek Ibn Hisham. Edited by Dr. Ferdinand Wernstedt. One volume containing the Arabic Text. 8vo. pp. 1036, sewed. Price 21s. Another volume, containing Introduction, Notes, and Index in German, 8vo, pp. lxxii. and 266, sewed. 7s. 6d. Each part sold separately.


Muit. Original Sanskrit Texts, on the Origin and History of the People of India, their Religion and Institutions. Collected, Translated, and Illustrated by J.C. Mitra, Esq. D.C.L., LL.D., Ph.D.


Vol. III. The Veda, or Opinions of their Authors, and of Many Indian Writers, on their Origin, Inspiration, and Authority. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo. pp. xxxvi. and 318, cloth. 1886. 18s.
Millar.—The Wisdom of the Hindoos, as perceived in the oldest collection of religious centres, the Rig-Veda-Sastra, translated and explained. By F. Max Müller, M.A., Fellow of All Souls’ College, Professor of Comparative Philology at Oxford; Foreign Member of the Institute of France, etc., etc. Volume I. 8vo. pp. xxiv. and 224. 12s. 6d.

Millar.—The Hymns of the Rik-Veda, in Sanshitá and Pali Texts, without the Commentary of Skyma. Edited by Prof. Max Müller. In 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 1784. paper. £3 13s.

Millar.—Lecture on Religion in India. By F. Max Müller, M.A., Professor of Comparative Philology in the University of Oxford; Member of the French Institute, etc. Delivered before the General Meeting of the Association of German Philologists at Kiel, 26th September, 1859. (Translated from the German.) Sewed. 1860, 1s.


Narada Dharma Sastram; or, the Institutes of Narada. Translated for the First Time from the unpublished Sanskrit original. By Dr. James Jolly, University, Warrington. With a Preface, Notes chiefly critical, an Index of Questions from Narada in the principal Indian Dámasa, and a general Table. Crown Svo., pp. viii. and 164. cloth. 1s. 6d.


Newman.—The Text of the Nephilim Inscriptions, with introductory Latin Translation and Notes. By Francis W. Newman, late Professor of Latin at University College, London. 8vo. pp. xvi. and 54. sewed. 2s.

Newman.—Oratory: or, a simple mode of Accepting English, for the advantage of Foreigners and of all Learners. By Francis W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of University College, London. 8vo. pp. 28, sewed. 1858, 1s.

Nodal.—Elementos de Gramatica Quichua ó idioma de los Yayas. Bajo los auspicios de la Redención, Sociedad de Filántropos para difundir la lengua de los Aborígenes Peruanos. Por el Dr. José Fernández Nolasco, Abogado de los Tribunales de Justicia de la República del Perú. Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 144. Appendix, pp. 3. £1 1s.

Nodal.—Los Vicios de Ollanta y Cotocoryllor. Drama en Quichua. Obra Despudor y Esperanza con la versión Castellana al frente de su texto por el Dr. José Fernández Nolasco, Abogado de los Tribunales de Justicia de la República del Perú. Bajo los auspicios de la Redención Sociedad de Filántropos para Mejorar la Lengua de los Aborígenes Peruanos. 8vo. half, pp. 79. 1874. 1s. 6d.
Notley.—A COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR OF THE FRENCH, ITALIAN, SPANISH, AND PORTUGUESE LANGUAGES. By Edwin A. Notley. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 234. 7s. 6d.

Nutt.—FRAGMENTS OF A SAMARITAN TARGUM. Edited from a Babylonian MS. With an Introduction, containing a Sketch of Samaritan History, Doctrines, and Literature. By J. W. Nutt, M.A. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. 172 and 34. With Plate. 1874. 16s.

Nutt.—A SKETCH OF SAMARITAN HISTORY, DOCTRINE, AND LITERATURE. Published as an Introduction to the Fragments of a Samaritan Targum. By J. W. Nutt, M.A. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 172. 1874. 5s.

Nutt.—Two TREATISES ON VERSES CONTAINING FEERIE AND DOCTRINE. Letters by R. Johano Huyng of Fes, translated into Hebrew from the original Arabic by R. Moses Gikettia, of Cordova; with the Targum on Psalms by the same Author, translated by Ahen Ezra. Edited from Babylonian MSS. with an English Translation by J. W. Nutt, M.A. Demy 8vo. sewed, pp. 312. 1870. 7s. 6d.

Oera Linda Book, from a MANUSCRIPT of the Thirteenth Century, with the permission of the Proprietor, C. Over de Lindcn, of the Hague. The Original Frisian Text, as verified by Dr. J. O. Oostecla, accompanied by an English Version of Dr. Oosten's Dutch Translation, by William R. Sandbach. 8vo. cl. pp. xxviii. and 223. 5s.

Ollanta: A DRAMA IN THE QUECHUA LANGUAGE. See under Markham and under Nodal.


Osburn.—THE MONUMENTAL HISTORY OF EGYPT, as recorded on the Ruins of her Temples, Palaces, and Tombs. By William Osburn. Illustrated with Maps, Plates, etc. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. xii. and 461; viii. and 443. cloth. £2 2s.

Vol. I.—From the Construction of the Valley to the Visit of the Patriarch Abram.
Vol. II.—From the Visit of Abram to the Exodus.


Palmer.—A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE PERSIAN LANGUAGE. By E. H. Palmer, M.A., Professor of Arabic in the University of Cambridge, Square 8vo. pp. viii. and 248, cloth. 10s. 6d.

Palmer.—LEAVES FROM A WOOD HUNTER'S NOTE BOOK. Being some Contributions to English Etymology. By the Rev. A. Smith Palmer, M.A., Scholar in the University of Dublin. Crown 8vo. 2 4s. 6d. cloth.


Pand Nāmah.—THE PAND NĀMAH; OR, BOOKS OF COUNSELS. By Ḍāruḍād Mārjāyrād. Translated from Pehlevi into Gujarati, by Haribhadra J. Dadbhav. And from Gujarati into English by the Rev. Shapurji K. Desj. Fcap. 8vo. sewed. 1870. 6d.
Paradise's (A) Remarks on Professor Max Müller's Translation of the

Parapet.—EESTER SUR LE TEMOIGNAGE (GÉNÉRAL) DU HINTUENOS POUR
L'ÉVÉQUE OPÉRÉE PAR ALEXANDRE G. PAPAÎT, M. D. Large 8vo. revised,
pp. 375 and 159. Constantinople, 1871. 3r.

Pariss.—CHRISTIAN PATRIOT'S CHRONOLOGY, containing corresponding
data of the different Ages used by Christians, Jews, Greeks, Hindus,
Mohammedans, Persians, Chinese, Japanese, etc. By CHRISTIAN PATRIOT.
8vo., pp. viii. and 179, cloth. 7r.

Peking Gazette.—Translation of the Peking Gazette for 1872, 1873, 1874,
and 1875. 8vo., pp. 135, 134, 120, and 117, 109, 6th ed. each.

Perry.—BISHOP PERCY'S POSITIVE HALLS AND ROMANCES.
Edited by John W. Hales, M.A., Fellow and Tutor Assistant of Christ's
College, Cambridge; and Frederick J. Freeman, M.A., of Trinity Hall,
Cambridge, assisted by Professor Child at the Harvard University, Cambridge,

Phillips.—THE DUTCHMEN OP ADDAI THE APOTLE. New first Edition in
Spanish Form, in the Original Series, with an English Translation and
Notes. By GEORGE PHILLIPS, D.D., President of Queen's College, Cambridge.
8vo. pp. 122, cloth. 7s. 6d.

Pieroe the Ploughman's Crede (about 1394 Anno Domini). Transcribed and
Edited from the Ms. of Trinity College, Cambridge, R. 3, 15. Collated
with the MS. Add. Reg. 18. B. xvi. in the British Museum, and with the old
Printed Text of 1553, to which is appended "God spake the Plough"
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